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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1989

Morning Session
THE NEED FO!t ADULT EDUCA'J'ION

John W. Davis, Presiding
The 17th annual conference of presidents of Negro land grant colleges opened at 10 a. m., November 12th, in the auditorium of Douglass
Hall, Howard University, with President John W. Davis, West Virginia, presiding. Said President Davis: "There is no question more
fundamental and of greater interest to people all over this country
than the subject of adult education. It is pressing in the field of
adult Negroes."
Invocation was offered by President J. B. Watson, Arkansas.
The theme of the morning session was "The Need for Adult Education." The first speaker was Dr. Walter H. Gaumnitz, Senior Specialist,
Rural Education Problems, Federal Security Agency, Office of Education, Washington, D. C. His subject was "Adult Education Needs in
Rural Areas." Before r eading his manuscript Dr. Gaumnitz said:
"Agriculture has become recognized as America's number one economic
problem. Current social aspects of this problem and numerous studi es
have established beyond dispute that in the midst of growing things
many farmers and children suffer for lack of vegetables and canned
supplies for winter use. Thousands of farm homes do not have cows
and chickens. There is a general deficiency in milk, butter and eggs.
The farm, home and rural community need these vital foods, but cannot supply them. With space and productive soil all about, great
numbers of fruit trees, shrubs and flowers, there is littl e cooperation
in the classification and in the use either of the tools of production
or of the marketing of the things produced. With an abundance of
leisure time, especially in the winter time, there is little family reading, story-telling or parlor games. Recreational activities with which
their forbears amused themselves so wholesomely are forgotten.
'o
folk-dancing, literary societies, debating clubs or handicraft groups
are organized. It is therefore with pleasure that I come before you
this morning to speak to you on this subject "Adult Education Needs in
Rural Areas." (See p. 39)
The next speaker was Mr. George Goodman, Executive Secretary,
Washington Urban League, Washington, D. C., who spoke on the subject "Adult Education Needs of Negroes in Urban Areas." ( ee p. J,5.)
He was followed by Lieut. L. A. Oxley, hief, Negro Placement Service,
Division of Special Services, Social Security Board, Washington, D. C.
( ee p. 52.) Mrs. E. V. Hunter, Head of the Department of Home Economics, Virginia State College, Petersburg, Virginia, was the final
speaker of the morning session. Her s ubject was "The Need of Adult
Education for Improved Homelife Among Negroes." (See p. 55.)
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Following these inspiring addresses, the following discussion took
place, led by President J. R. E. Lee, Florida.
President Lee: "I would like to change the word education to intelligence. We must return to the public scbools so that in years to
come we will not need adult education. Too many people take the
wrong thing when they are young. We must take the best intellect
for industry as well as the professions. Young people can be taught to
take the ordinary industry and make a profession of it."
President Davis: "We are ready for questions which you may
direct to the gentleman who made the speech."
President J.B. Watson, Arkansas: Does Dr. Gaumnitz criticize colleges for requiring foreign languages for admission?
Dr. Gaumnitz: Yes, I think I should do so. I think part or my
remarks concerning Land Grant Colleges had wholly to do with this
business of trying lo be academically prepared and too little in the
actup.l preparing of people for employable opportunities. I fail to see
the value of a language in doing that. I think the world is filled with
practical experiences that people can have and get without studying a
language. The study of foreign languages is one of those windowdressings which we have inherited. I think we have plenty of hard
things to do and think about on the practical side of life. I feel the
foundation must be laid in the public schools and from there through
secondary education and kept alive in adult education .... There is a
definite curve from forgetting to remembering, so we must continue
to have adult education to keep our fundamental training developing,
growing, active.
President Clark: Is this adult education primarily vocational?
Dr. Gaumnitz: I disagree with you.
President Watson: I believe that we are exceedingly ignorant because our leaders know only one language. They know nothing about
what the Balkans are thinking and doing, because we cannot read their
language.
President Gandy: I want to 8ay something. Dr. Gaumnitz referred
to language as a requirement for entering college. I think that all colleges that ha\e in mind to meet the needs of the egro people have
tabooed that practice a long time ago. We do not require a foreign
language r.~ a condition or entering college, and many colleges do not
require it after getting in. It d pends on what the per on is trying to
do or preparing for. From that angle I think that we are in agreement with Dr. Gaumnitz's idea. Here is the point that comes to me.
Th chief trouble about the Land Grant alleges is the fact that they
are not given enough money to promote the colleges. Time and expense of the teachers, eflpecially in the State of Virginia, certainly is
not organized so far as in the State Department itself. Therefore no
very definite program can be organized and promoted until there is
enough money. I share the idea that runs through all these discourses this morning, that we should think much about training young
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people to earn a living, if we can get them to see that they ought to
do so. This is very difficult. In order to better their condition they
must have something lo do. A great number of them do not give
any attention to the suggestion and counsel o[ people who are set up
to guide them. Thus, they go off into a field in which there is no opportunity. Although Mr. Oxley says we are to prepare them for all
types of work, which is a good philosophy, many do not get work because they are not prepared.
Q. President Clark, La.: We Land Grant College people are often
criticized for not doing more about this rural problem. I am wondering if that item should not we weighed. In many instances we are
the only coll ege in the state. We are really the State University for
Negroes. Does not our responsibility extend to more than the rural
population?
A. Dr. Gaumnitz: I think I would suggest that the Land Grant
College, as originally conceived, extends to farmers and mechanics. A
mechanic has just as high a responsibility as a farmer. My job was
to show you the rural community and it is for that reason that I overweighted my emphasis on the farmer's needs and rural ed ucation for
adults.
Q. President Lee: Mr. Chairman, have we not twisted the idea?
It has to do about education for farmers but it does not cut out languages. That bill permits us to give even military training.
A. Dr. Gaumnitz: I slated that military training was added. The
bill was originally drawn to do the two things. It failed of passage.
Next time military training was added.
Q. President Lee: Does it not include mathematics?
A. Dr. Gaumnitz: I should say originally not. I am not saying
you should not give these services. The original idea was to give these
schools a unique function. I tried lo make the point clear that they
have become universities. Sin e they have become that, if you are
going to be a university, you must serve the function of a university. I
am concerned about the greatest good. Should it not come back to the
unique function for which il was created?
Q. President Clark: I think the report of Land Grant Colleges
makes the statement that the program is not determined by the objective as much as by the people who come to the university to try
it. I realize there is a close relationship. Should we not take the
place rather than assume that we should herd them in this mold?
I would like Dr. Gaumnitz's opinion.
A. Dr. Gaumnitz: I think my criticisms are as equally well directed to the while institutions as to the egro. My second answer is
that you have already answered your own question. These people do not
come to your institution because the objectives that you have adopted
are those of collegiate responsibility, and I am using that word in a
sneering manner rather than preparing people for their life's job and
life as it is lived in all its full soul-meaning. Take tbe situation in the
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United States: The rural high school more than any oth r school in
any state is largely college preparatory. U pays pra tically no a~tention to the life that is Jived out o[ school. Why is that? Ther . is
the desire of the parent to get their children in school and put wlut
collars on them.
Q. President Watson: Th is great mass of farmers must b pr pared in the little schools, and it is not the job of the Land Grant 'olleges.
A. Dr. Gaumnitz: I want to respond to another point. May I 1 av
just this illustration. Denmark has evolved a relation hip b tw en
school and home that is the envy of the world. If you will write to my
offic I can submit to you all the worthwhile things that hav b n
written about Denmark, what its system is doing step by st P, in
Engllsh, and we are not yet doing hal[ the things which hav b n
written in English about th worthwhile things which are happ ning
in the world. Reading them in Danish is unimportant.
Q. President Watson: A Scandinavian told me that th childr n
there are taught German, French and English, a well as their nativ
language.
President Atwood: I want lo say that I beli ve that any other
questions we may want lo ask may be an s wered in Part IV wh re w
have Projects In Adult Education. At the lime persons on the program
will describe the projects.

IONDAY, ~OYt::;llUEU 13, 1939

Afternoon Session
TUE 'D

01''

1G H'ICA ' E J.'On. A])UL'.r }:D CA'l'lO '
Sherman D. Scrugg, Presiding

The second meeting of the conference began at 2: 30 p. m., with
President Sherman D. Scruggs, Missouri, pre iding. The theme of th
session was "Trends of significance for adult education." Dr. E.
Franklin Frazier, Profes or of Sociology, Howard University, was the
first speaker using as bis subject "Social Trends of Significan •e for
Adult Education." ( ee p. 60. J The second speak r for the afternoon
was Mr. A. Ford Hinrichs, hie[ Economist, Bureau of Labor Stati tics
D partment of Labor, Washington, D. ., who spoke on the subjec~
"Economic Trends of Significance for Adult Education." (Se<' 1). 61.)
Before presenting the first !'lpeaker for the afternoon, Pr sident
Scruggs introduced the theme o[ the afternoon as follows:
"This morning we had presented to us the needs for Adult Education. This afternoon the onference has the fine opportunity to hear it
from the standpoint of some gentlemen who have done a piece of work
In research. They have gone into the cientific aspects of the e th·
· ·
t
. .
mgs
an d are b rmgmg o us some s1gmflcant trends of economic and social

]1

education. Adult ed ucation may be a continuing education carried on
in schools. Another type of a corrective nature where a person's education has given him skills and background. A third type may be
known as functional group ed ucation which is best illuscrated in organized efforts of workers to carry on their ed ucation , not so much
with reference to making themselves more efficient, but as technicians
in organized groups, such as unions, etc. I still believe that Negro
leaders, educators and social workers still have a picture of the Negro's
position in the world which is not exactly in harmony with the objective facts. We think o[ a Negro as living primarily in rural or agricultural society. The [act of the matter is that about half of them live
in cities which gives new meaning and definition of their place in the
social order. About one-third live in great metropolitan r egions or
this country. What has that done and where does adult education
fit into it? The traditional pattern of race relations and a lot of things
that were exiomatic then will not apply now. The relationship of
worker and industry has changed. Habits are due to isolation. Does
our being broken down pickers or cotton in Georgia determine our
prosperity or indigence? It seems to me that the important function
of adult education is to break down isolation."
The following discussion was prompted by the speeches of the
afternoon. Mr. Derbigny, Tuskegee, was the discussion leader.
Dean Derbigny: Please do not direct your questions to me.
One of the speakers bas gone so that I imagine Mr. Hinrichs will have
to bear the brunt of those questions. I was particularly interested in the
fact that more and more we are beginning to see that the egro has
less and less chance to profit by special legislation. If he is to get
anywhere in all probability he will have to ingratiate the mass into
the social and economic order and get somewhere as member of a class
in society. I was also interested in one of the main points that Mr.
Hinrichs brought out clearly. We will have to make some contribution in some other way than finding a job. This brings up the whole
problem of leisure. I was al o interested in the fact that it seemed
a good thing that the rural Negro learned something of urban adaptation as part of his education. Since this trend is urbanward on the
part of the Negro be will be borne in larger numbers from rural areas.
President Gandy: Mr. Hinrichs referred to the constant decrease
of the birth rate of the Negro. Whether, in his opinion, that decrease would continue to such an extent as to effect the enrollment of
the schools, if so, whether education of the people will not go on
much further than is now possible, and if that condition is true, what
effect would it have on this demand [or adult education?
Mr. Hinrichs: I think that the trend with reference to the birth
rate is such that at the present time we would expect a smaller number to be coming through our public school system. As regards to the
total population that decrease has already shown up in the elementary
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schools. The difference in regards to white and egro population are
sufficiently small so that I am not sure that it already exists in regards
to Negroes. I think that undoubtedly is going to make it possible for
a community with a relatively high proportion of production to carry
on more easily a heavier investment in the ed ucation of each child, and
I should expect to see that heavier investment in the individual child
made partly because it ii;; easier and partly because there is so little
"rub" in our urban society for the young worker, or lat r on for th
older worker, in the way or educational background. The demands
of employers in respect to the character of the educational background
or their workers are now greater even in the case of people for jobs
which in and of tb mselves require very little training. We have high
standards even with r spect to jobs calling for r elatively little in formal
training. It seems to me that that trend merely will change the character or the problem of adult ducation. H, for exampl e, you had
been talking or the problems of adult education for people, many oC
whom would migrate in 1920, you would certainly introduce courses in
mere literacy as an important part or your adult educational program.
I assum that that kind or el menlary training will be less and l ess
necessary as a higher proportion of our population all over the country has a wider opportunity in the elementary and high schools. u
does not seem lo me that the things that we produce at the encl of
lementary or high school training are in fact finished products from
the point or view or urban living. The fact that you have raised th
educational potentialities of your people will make it nee ssary for
you to open up outlets to those people, or else the result will be a
generation of discontents.
Mr. Goodman: The Unit cl States Bureau of Census says ther are
75 million of adults in the United States and 32 million or these ar
persons who have never finished the Eighth Grade, ancl anoth r 32
million have never finished high school, but a democracy proposes
that every individual have at least the intelligence of a high school
student. In the light of such a statement what is your feeling about
egro colleges generally instituting ourses in democracy that actually
teach thes
egroes when democracy is not functioning, and what it
takes to make it function?
Mr. Frazier: That is a big orcl r. It is difficult to answer a
question like that. We know that if you are going to make the democratic process su cessful, each pert on will have to have a certai
amount ot minimum equipment to participate intelligently. We kno;
that at the present time we do not hav a democracy. Such discussions are In the r~alm of mysticism. About Negro schools, it seems
lo me, just. .as intimated by Mr. Hinrichs, that they will have t o b e
g i ven a minimum amount of ducalion. In the District of olumbia
between 20 and 25 per cent o[ people are enrolled in th
d lt
.
I
I
e a u educa t ion c asses.
reel that rather than give courses in th D .
.
e
amsh
Ianguage and hterature, we ought to extend social sc·
.
1ence offermgs
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ln the schools. They are weak in what they give about the social and
economic world.
Mr. Edgar G. Brown: Mr. Hinrichs said that he would not close
the doors per se. What is objectionable to egroes in the Federal and
District governments organizing specifically to see that pictures are
eliminated as identification in iv1l Service jobs, and to remove the
difficulties that they find in being stymied in cu todial services? Since
their organizations have done nothing, what and how should they make
this special effort on their own part?
Mr. Frazier: Why shouldn't they make this effort through their
own union? If you ask me if I think Negroes should organize into
seperate unions I should say no. If they have, should they refrain
from doing things which have no virtue? When Negroes organize
to get Civil Service to abandon the use of pictures, that shows that
isolation has been broken down. I am talking about isolation in the
fundamental sense of not knowing what is going on about you in the
world. The very fact that Negroes become conscious of the use of
Pictures in Civil Service, breaks down isolation.
President Bluford: What is your objection to a Negro union, Mr.
Frazier?
Mr. Frazier: 1 don't like to say, generally speaking, that under
modern working conditions, white and Colored people must work together and there is no reason why they should not be in the ame
union. The only effective way of breaking clown race prejudice is
through being engaged in common activity towards a common goal.
I do not believe in race relations committees, they involve social intercourse like shaking hands for Jesus' sake. I prefer to shake hanrls
for other reasons. Whether I believe in
egro churches or not,
makes no difference as to what Is going on in an objective world. I
can see where Negroes will go lo a Negro church on Sunday, but to a
mixed labor union on Tuesday night, because in his working activities he will be engaged in some sort of collective activity with
whites. On Sunday be will be engaged in some sort of activity that
will involve the point of view and the initiative of leadership of his
own people, and would not have any wider reference than that. This
seems to me to be a realistic point of view.
Mr. Bluford: In a democracy we have certain pressure groups.
Unless the Negro is organized he cannot have influence and power
when it comes to getting certain things from people in authority.
There are many places where he cannot get it.
Mr. Frazier: If he cannot get into a union, I would not say don't
organize, but wherever a Negro can get into a union with white people
I would say go in, rather than organize separately.
Mr. Edgar G. Brown: Here in Washington there are about 20,000
Negroes who work for the Federal Government, most of them in the
custodial service. If we could get research people like you to give
your talents, and get egro lawyers to carry segregation cases to
the Supreme Court of the United States, such as the Gaines case, and
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add millions of dollars to the incomes of egroes, it would be b tter
than having this pressure program such as the gentleman here has
mentioned, because Congress makes the laws and these people are
elected by vote.
Mr. Atwood: I would like to direct a question to Mr. Hinrichs for
clarification: "It was not unu sual ror a Negro to find himself with a
job that was not commensurate wilh his capacity for living. In that
he had something that is a conlribulio11 lo American life." I wood r
if he would comment further on lhat? Do you mean that we can
teach Americans how to live on a lower standard of living?
Mr. Hinrichs: Certainly not how to do without, but how to add
a content to living which is very much richer than the economic
status of the particular individual would seem to indicate. What I
am looking for here is not a program of lying down and being happy
in misery, bul I am forseeing a problem which is going to be new
as regards a large part of the white population of this country.
We are going to be engaged in digging our own ditches. I do not
care whal kind of society you c reate (whether Communistic or otherwise) it is in lhe cards that people who used to think of themselves
as becoming bank presidents are actually going to have to recognize
the facl thal they are going to be engaged in doing their own ditch
digging. We may learn to get rid of some of our own ditch digging.
The native white population of lhis country ls going to have to make
a fundamental change in its type or thinking. The job is simply
going to be a means of getting the wherewithal to live. The mere
operations that men a r e going to b performing are not going lo give
them a ri ch, satisfying life. I do not know whether or not it is true
that the Nero has, perforce, had to learn something about the price
of putting satisfactions into life lhal are outside of the job. If so,
it Is trem ndous contribution for anyone to learn to do. The problem
Is of much I ss importance to lhe egro at the present time than it
is lo the white race, because they have always been at such a severe
disadvantage. But all races shou ld strive lo rise to higher opportunities. I am not sure that he will clo it thro ugh strictly individualistic opportunities. I am asking, has the Negro anything to contribute to those of us who would make society into a society that we
like?
Mr. Frazier: I want to say something about that. Profe or Warr en takes the opposite position in r sp ct to caste and class. He says
upper class egro es never achieve an equilibrium. Mr. Hinrichs says
just the opposite. I am interest d in these two diametrically opposeu
views. There is a lot of talk which I think is nonsense about what
the egro gets out of life, such as dancing and being happy by forgetting. Some white folks go to Harlem and learn to shake themselves at the Savoy just like egroes. It seems to me that is characteristic of certain groups. The Negro sti ll has some unrealistic dreams·
If he cannot be President, he may be a Federal Judge.
'
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President Davis: I have been trying to curb the teaching that
made of every Negro a potential capitalist, in the interest of reality.
The substitute of American living must come Crom something other
than the job. To what extent is that possible under our so-called
American democratic process, and, if it is not possible under the
democratic process what theory of government would most adequately
accommodate the concept?
Mr. Hinrichs: I do not think this is my job. I give it as a fact
that the type of work which is going to be available to us is a type
which in and of itself makes a whole life (or any large proportion of
our people. Much of the work we are going to have to do is going to
be merely a meal ticket and a right to live. Satisfactions in living
are more largely in the things that are outside of the job. I think
in the future there are going to be some very substantial changes in
the extent to which the individual participates in political and social
activity. I think there is going lo b an increasing interest in seeing
that the job is as worthwhile as it can be, that il is as little unpleasant
as possible, that it offers as large an opportunity for living as possible; that there is going to be a zenith to which we move.

T E DAY, ~OVEMDEU. 1-1, 1939

TEA 111 'G AlHJLT
John M. Gandy, Presiding.
The third session of the conference convened Tuesday morning,
November 14th, at 10 o'clock, with President John M. Gandy, Virginia,
pr('siding. The theme of the morning was "Teaching Adults." Mr.
James A. Atkins, Speciali t in egro Education, Education Division,
Work Projects Administration, Washington, D. .; Mr. Ralph M. Dunbar, Chief, Library Service Division, Federal Security Agency, U. S.
Office or Education, Washington, D. . ; and President D. 0. W. Holmes,
President, Morgan ollege, Baltimore, Maryland, were the speakers.
They spoke on the following subject respectively: "Special Training
eeded by Adult Education Teachers," "Adult Eclucauon and the
Problems of Reading," and "Education of egro Adults for Personal
and Cultural Growth." (See 1)1). (i.J, "12, 79.)
A general discussion followed with President M. F. Whittaker,
South Carolina, serving as leader.
President Gandy: All of these addresses that we have listened lo
yesterday and the two this morning are both informing and instructive. I think most of these papers will be published in our minutes
and Journal, and will be subjects for us to read.
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President Whittaker: I shall talk only two or three minutes, if I may point out oue or two high lights or the discussion. I
think H perfectly in order that I express the appreciation of the
onference for these three very excellent, practical and cultural addresses. Our friend, Mr. Alkins here made a serious indictment against
Presid nt Gandy and some of our other Land Grand College Presidents,
including myself, that the illiteracy in the counties in which some
of the colleges are found is higher than in any other point in their
states. That is a dark picture, but it was nol all dark because Mr.
Dunbar reminded us that we arc a nation of Sixth Grade readers, that
one-ha![ of the youth from 16 to 20 do not understand what they read,
although they master the mechanics of reading. The teacher of adults
needs a ri •h background of I arning, a omprehensive grasp or political
economy and social questions or the day. The problem should be
built around community ne els. Mr. Dunbar gave us some very pra tical m ans of improving ou1 r ading, that we cannot take the matt r
of r eading skills' tests and altitudes for granted, but that lhey need
to be improv cl by special means. Dr. Holmes called out alt nlion lo
the fact that the majority group b Ii ves that Colored people as a race
are crude, low and not too clean, and although we coulcl answer this
accusation by practical illustrations, such a charge makes il important that we try to broaden our cultural life. Dr. Holmes said a
healthy body and a trained minrl, tog lher with a respect for ourselv s
and others, Is culture. Our group, having been deprived of social
contact, the movies, radio, library, books and magazin s, needs to
make the highest po ·sible effort to improve its culture. Dr. Holmes
also gave us several practical points as means through which our
group may be improved, such as schools, library and r ading facilities, and public concerts and forums.
Pr sid nt Gandy: You have heard President Whittaker's statement, is there any other?
President Arthur Howe, Hampton: I would like to refer to the
hatuaqua groups which went into a given community and stirred
thoughts whirh sprang anew in later programs. I was not in the
outh during the hey days of that movement, and don't know how
much it accomplished, but I have always thought of it as one o[ the
ways of reaching masses and leaving something of value in the local
community to carry out later. One other thought is the extension
library service through the mailing o[ books to people who want them
perhaps with some little fee.
Presid nt Gandy: Yesterday we talked about the needs or adult
education. All of the speakers directed their thinking to the subject
to which they were assign cl. Dr. Holmes has today address cl himseU to the subject that was given lo him, and has made a very
strong case o[ it. I think. how ver, we should seek to determine
whether subjects that we call cultural clo not have also a broad and
better idea. On the other hand, whether those subjects do not have
also a cultural side. I was in the rural districts just two or three days
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ago. I heard an address by a graduate of one of these Land Grant
Colleges on "Color." I have never heard an address by a woman
that was more interesting, more attractive, more informing than this
address on "Color." This young woman Is a graduate of the Home
Economics Department of one of these Colleges, and if I should
decide whether or not that young woman received any culture in her
training, as determined by her subject and bearing, I should say very
much culture was received. In the lectures yesterday we heard a
great deal said about employment and about vocational training, and
the like, while the chief difficulty of Negroes of today is that of having
something to do. As I see it, the history of education is not history
written on the basis of culture, but it is history written on the basis
of preparing to do something. That was true during the early ages,
when people went to college to enter the professions. It has been
true, practically, of all the ages. We may call the liberal subjects
those which are taught only for culture. But we feel there is much
"Incidental" culture in the vocational subjects. I was in Cornell some
summers ago, and we were talking about this same subject of culture.
I asked the professor whether or not there was culture in teaching
agriculture. He said, of course. It depends on the method of approach. There is as much culture in a subject of that type as there
would be in a subject set up for a particular type. Dr. Holmes was
speaking to bis subjects. To others he would have spoken differently.
What I am saying is merely from the point of view that Land Grant
College presidents seem to bold that all of us have a Liberal Arts
Division. We have also a division which intends to teach people to
respect labor and earn something with their hands. So we are on
both sides of the dilema. We arp trying lo do both things. Probably
we do not do either one as well as we should.
Mr. Atkins: It seems to me that we should emphasize the point
of stepping down this fine cultural mat rial which is available lo us
from the Classics to the level of those Sixth Graders which have been
mentioned. If we are a nation of Sixth Graders and the egro one
of Fourth Graders, then it is encumbent upon us to prepare material
for our level. There is quite a job for a good many unemployed
teachers.
Mr. Alfred E. Smith, W. P. A.: It seems this discussion indictates bow wide the field of adull education is. !\fr. Atkins touched
on the point that when adults learn to read and write they do not do so
exactly as children. I have noticed with a great deal of happiness
that there has been a great deal of resParch into compiling text books
for adults. I have some Fourth Readers which have been prepared
by a committee here in Washington intendPd for adults to learn to
read and write. They include mechanics. One is entitled: "We Buy
and Sell," instead of being about Jack and Jill. Some of the others
accomplish something on the subjects which we ordinarily regard as
cultural. Washington is not the only place where they are being supplied. Mr. Ferguson, here, can get a supply for this Conference.
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President Mordecai Johnson: Mr. Chairman, I would warmly
appreciate the privilege of saying a word now. I appreciate the privilege of being here just at this moment, and wish to express my regret
that I did not bear Dr. Holmes and his associates. I am driven now
by three things which deprive me o[ the privilege of staying. Wh~n
you have three cases in court, and all of your money to be fought [or m
the next three days, and a [ormal speech to be prepared, it just seems
I must do a little work. I wish to express my warmest sympathy witll
the remarks made by President Gandy. I do not know how to state
what I wish to say, better than to say that i[ I were to express my
deepest feelings r egarding what we can culture today it would be
that I would like to say it is a genuine mixture of ethics, intellect,
art and cabbage. By cabbage I mean a11 of those common-place and
realistic things that we have been accustomed to associate since th ·
time of the Greeks, with the activities of unlettered and uneducated
men. The things which have to do with something to eat, something
to wear, a place to sleep and a11 of those gross realistic things which
we share in common with animals. I do not look [orward to a world,
either now or in heaven, in which these things will be eliminated.
They constitute the basic stuff of existence, and any culture which is
built that does not tender these things and fit them in their fundamental bearing on all of the li[e o[ the people, is n ecessarily deficienl.
All cultures up to the present time are to some extent guilty of that
charge of being extraneous and delicient, because o[ being shared
only by a small number of the people. All of these things are to be
infiltrated by and lo be in[used with spiritual s ignifi cance. The lowly
cabbage, looked at solely from the point of view o[ filling the physical
need or a man, can be done very crud ly and very grossly, but the
growing of cabbage can be elevated into a highly intelligent, ethical
and esthetical undertaking from which the shopper and eater will
get cultural significance. The making of shoes is not merely putting
on 1 ather to protect one from the cold, frost bites, or getting wet;
but is also a way by which a man stamps indelibly upon exchangeable
things the character o[ bis being, both intellectual, moral and esthetic.
U he is a crude man, be is going to turn out a crude shoe. He will
skimp somewhere because he is crude and he wants to make a shortcut to the belly. If he is a man of character he will, within the money
available, put the best stuff in that shoe, and he will therefore hand
you in the flni bed product not only the article itself, but a substantial
evidence o[ his integrity and truth[ul relationship to the rest ot the
human race. H he is a man of intelligence he will show it in the
selection of various and s undry ways. If he is a man in the field
of art, it will show itself in the form of that shoe. ln a book pub•
lished by a man who went around the world looking at the various art
centers under the a rn egie Foundation, he made a distinction betw en
the Art of the East and the West. Western Art is in a sense formal
and scholastic. The Art of the East has relation to the realities ot
existence, and has to do with a design of everyday living. The great-
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est centers under the leadership of men who are selling their wares
every day to ordinary people passing by give evidence that the people
in them have relationship to practical use and are in themselves
beautiful. The desirable society is not a society in which there shall
be intellectuals and elites stuck up on a pedestal, but a society in
which all of the human beings involved do the fundamental cabbage
things of existence, esthetically, with intellectual discrimination and
with the finest forms of sincerity that can be drawn from a disciplined
spirit.

TUESDAY, NOVJ<~Mllf~lt 14, 1939
Aitnuoou Session
PJtOJECTS I

AD L'l' EDl CA'l'IO '

J. B. Watson, Presiding.
President Watson called attention to the exhibits o( the Farm
Security Administration and the Work Projects Administration on the
walls o( the convention room and out in the hall.
Miss Mae C. Hawes. Resident Manager, Southeast House, Washington, D. C., was the first speaker. Her subject was "Cooperation of
Colleges with Community Adult Education Programs." (Sec 1). 9. ) Dr.
L. A. Alderman, Director, Education and Training Section, Work Projects Administration, Washington, D. ., spoke next, using as his subject, "Lessons of Value to olleges From the Emergency Education Program for Adults." (Sec 7>. 9,U "An Experiment in Adult Education
in the T. V. A." was the topic of President J. F. Drake, Alabama A. and
M. Institute, Normal, Alabama, and "An Experiment in carrying the
College to the Community" was the topic of the peech by President
W. R. Banks, Prairie View State College, Prairie View, Texas. ( c1•
p. 97.)

The following discussion took place with President R. S. Grossley,
Delaware, as Discussion Leader.
President R. S. Grossley, Delaware, Discus ion Leader: I simply
want to call attention to one of two things which impressed me
and then give way to those who have que tions or suggestions. It
seems to me that the whole question is brought vividly home to presidents and directors o( education in the note sounded by Mi ·s Mae
Hawes as to the type o( adult: intelligent, progressive, alert; persons
who can appreciate and comprehend the importance of th ese programs,
the responsibility of themselves and the institution anrl agencies they
se rve. Through her message we are definitely reminded of that responsibility. She attempted to enumerate a number of agencies at
work, a very large number, and I wondered as sh named those
periodicals, agencies, etc., bow many of them have some definite objective for accomplishment. It is one thing to name many things and
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quite another to get them to think something out and then work in
accordance with some objective. There is much duplication and overlapping and getting nowhere in the end. I was glad to know from
her concluding statement that the colleges and universities are at
work. They are interested in the question. It is significant to me
that Dr. Alderman should have been so surprised at what was being
done by this organization representing colleges which are rea11y service institutions. J believe that the more we can incorporate that notion
in our thinking, the better we will be equipped to serve. With re .;pect to
adult education, we are a family affair. I could take some time anrl
tell you some things that are lwing done in Delaware, but I take it
[or granted that you know DPlaware has a vigorous program in the
field of adult education, starling with the orientation of the foreignborn and reaching down to the American adult, including the Negro.
This program is nothing less than remarkable.
evertheless, we feel
that the surface has hardly been touched. Mr. Drake's statement
stru ct me as being vPry important, ti:o. I would like to have a little
further talk with him becaui,c we have attempted t0 tlo with the
CCC boys what he had done in the T.V.A. community. I see in that
suggestion a possibility which will give me impetus to go back and
try that approach again. There ar<' perhaps 300 boys within the
shadow or our institution, and I have said to the manager of that
camp: 'I cannot sec why we cannot bring those students over to our
college and at least Pxpose them tc some of the things which the
school offers without grading and discipline, which the officers will
do, and see if we can really help those people.' I hope I spl?ak the
feeling of the Land Grant Colll?ges everywhere that we have a vital
problem about whirh we are concernNl, and we are going further than
is generally unckr!:'tood by the public in the att mpt at a sol ulion.
I want to express my personal appreciation of this program.
President Gandy: Dr. Alderman referred to the fact of the decrease in the birthrate and the eff ct that that will have on the life
or the colleges and educational agencies in gene ral. I want to ask
i:-omebody who is acquainted with such findings in sociology, whether
it is not a fact that the birthrate is sensitive to the economic contlition, and whether it is not possible in the future that the rate of
increase will adjui,t itself to any condition of economic betterment,
and if that is truE>, whetl,er we might expect the conditions that Dr.
Alderman pointed out to obtain. Ii; there a sociologist in the house'?
Miss Hawes: 1 am not a i,;ociologist, but I have read that the
lessening birthrate is in the 11pp r economic level, aml that those
in the higher level are lowering the increase among that group which
are less learned.
President Lee: Does that ml?an the birthrate is less ·in Florida?
President lark: All recent "ltll(lies corroborate what Miss Haw s
has just s~id- In ?hicago we learned that the population trend is
that there 1s cessation at the so-call ed higher level and a holding of
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its own on the levels that arc suppo<:edly at the lower rungs, and I
say that advisedly.
President Gandy: Those persons in the higher level might be
affected by econom ic betterment and therefore might encourage a
larger increase.
President Lee: I don't think this body needs to worry about a
decline in the birthrate among Negro('S. I have been traveling over
a large area of the country, and I find that the people in the country
are increasing at a rapid rate. If you don't believe me, just take
a trip out into the country. Plenty of children are being born.
President Gandy: I think per om; who are alarmed might take
this into account.
ow I want to ask President Drake if these
people who went out into the community were members of hi school,
and what effect they had.
President Drake: I do not think it had an adverse effect. Several
teacher s shared the load which was wt-II distributed and, of course,
they were getting extra pay in many instances at TVA rate.
President Gandy: That is just the point, the money side of it. A
human being bas only so much energy lo dispose of. It was my
experience in Petersburg that people who took on extra work put that
first, although it might affect in one way or another the amount of
work done in the classroom.
President Watson: That is a question which has been brought
to my attention ince we have tri cl to do the same thing in Arkan as.
Any extra-carricular work done beyond those 15 hours is considered
a breach of contract. In other words, ke p the load within 15 hours.
President Drake: Perhap I need to make another statement.
I do not know if I made it clear that in the first place we brought
in a worker who had no teaching responsibility at the s hool at all.
He supervised the work out in the field, and in addition he kept two
or three students busy. This supervi<:or received a better salary than
our teachers because he was paid at TVA rate.
President Howe: Mr. Chairman, ii might be of interest for this
group to know that we have transported a numbe r of men from CC
camps to our campus for over four years. Our automobile class has
dwindled to a small class of 15 from 25, but those 15 men keep at it.
There are only two different classes now going on. The army now
supplies the trucks for tran sportation and we have to pay the teacher.
It is also a valuable teach er- training experience for upper classmen
whom we teach.
President Gandy: Where clid the money come from?
President Lee: I want to ask that qn stion my elf. You men
have been fortunate. We have had no money to pay an extension
worker, nor hardly enough to pay teachers in the service. You should
be thankful. We have 30 centers going now, but our teachers get
no extra money. We are not doing in adult education what we ought.
I think we have done Dr. Alderman h ere a great service to I t him
know that we are interested in adult education. I have been surprised
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that a man of as wide a range of information as Dr. Alderman is just
finding out that we are intere~ted in adult ed ucation. I wonder wha~ is
the matter with his office? We have been talking about the reducmg
birthrate. Don't get excited over that. I have just come from a
2 000 mile trip through the co untry- Georgia, Mississippi and Ark,ansas. If yoJJ are getting frightened by the birthrate, come, go with
me for about a week and you will sto p di cussing it, for you will
wonder what is going to be done about all the children that are being
born; one-third of whom are out of schoo l, and two-thirds are cramped.
Some of you who stay in the upper strata communities need not
worry about the birthrate at all. They are still coming and by the
twos and thr es. Down in Mississippi a couple had 13 children. The
wife said: "John, you will have to get a new buggy, for the old one
is worn out. Here is $25 to get on that will la«t for the next 20
yea r s." Thal is characteristic. 1 beli ve that the birthrate in the
lower grad is vening up any loss in birthrate among those of the
upper grade.
President Walson: There was a st udy made of that in Louisiana,
Mississippi and Arkansas, and people who were educators said that
the average was around 5, and the largest reported was 10. Dr. Dumas
in Natchez reported 9.
President Gandy: I want lo say that the work that Presld nt
Banks r ported sounds like the work done in Virginia by the egro
Organizations Society which seeks to combine all the organizations
into one welfare organization. Their headquarters are in Hampton.
They have b en in operation about 27 years and were started by Dr.
1oton when he was at Hampton.
Pr sidenl Walson: Texas i a rich stale, and the state ow s
it lo that college lo carry on a large program. The State Univ r sity
according lo the Pathfinder, will soon be the richest college in the
world because the oil wells have b n running on this land whl h
was given lo the University for 50 or 60 years. Prairie View has oil
lands, too, and so, some day, will be a rich college.
President Gandy: I have heard it said that this money accruing
from these oil lands has to be put into the building rather than in
salaries. Is that correct?
Presid nt. 1U4tson: I understand the !·resident of the University of
Texas said egroes should go to th University for their graduate
work:
President Davis: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a partial
report for the Executive Committee which had a conference with
Secretary Wallace this noon. Your committee took the position this
morning that it had not had any really official word from the Secretary in regard to a communication that had been presented to him
on former o casions, and we were of the opinion that he had n t
seen it: Ile said he had not. We expressed the needs of the rur:l
egro m our states and we wanted him to know of the inequart . i
the distribution or funds. You know the percentage of disparit~_:~:
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have mentioned, however, that if we attempted to do anything right
away we would have to have appointed immediately at least 400 farm
demonstrators, 190 women and a minimum of 14 boys' and girls' club
workers. We emphasized the fact that we were not at all anxious
to transfer money from state universities, but we thought Land Grant
olleges could handle it better because of the facilities already established in these colleges for Negroes. The Secretary was very much
interested ancl we asked him if he did not have the authority to
correct some of the undercurrent existi ng legislation. President
Atwood reacl the law which gives the Secretary discretionary power.
We were successful, then, iI\. bringing directly to the Secretary
this problem of need in rural areas of the South, a need which
might be well-handled by extf'nsion workers. We attempted to show
the necessity of increasing Negro personnel. We pointed out that in
the prevailing set-up the whites could not do the job. There is
pretty near agreement on this. The end of our on(erence, which
lasted about 30 minutes, because the President o( the United States
called the Secretary of Agriculture, was this: The Secretary has
asked one of his chief o( staff to work with Mr. Evans who will work
with somebody from our group in trying to rem dy that situation.
lt was by implication a regret or the Honorable Secretary that this
matter had not been brought to his attention before. He acknowledged
that it could have come to his ofrice without its being called to his
attention.
As a matter or fact, most of the people in the white South would
welcome a better condition (or N groes for self-preservation. I believe the Honorable Secretary was impressed by President Watson'&
emphasis on this point. I believ , then, that the report of the committee is littl e more than progress and we were glad to be able to carry
our case to sympathetic ears this morning. In case the hairman has
left out ome main points. I am asking the members of my committee
to add to my report.
President Atwood: Does anyone else have any facts?
President Howe: It occurs to me it may be well psychologically
to have some influential person to buzz the Secretary's ear.
President Davis: It depends on who it is.
President Atwood: What we have contended in this session in
that r egard for a number of years are the things which are part of
governmental r eports. We had only to point out to the Honorable
Secretary an item or two that are printed in Bulletin o. 10 of Land
Grant ollege , or one by Mr. Wilkerson or Dr. Reeves. In other
words, we have the very things which we need: the governmental
documents, and I doubt we need any other.
President Hale: As an evidence of the attitude of the South
towards egro education s uggested by Dr. Davis, the Legislature of
Tennessee passed an act by which all funds for the use of Negroes
would be turned over to the Trustees of A. & I. College for the bene-
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flt and use of the College. This was in 1931. That Is evidence of the
action of the people, passed by the Legislature.
President Atwood: Dr. Hale, do I understand that the f~nds for
the portion of extension work that come to Tennessee- a portion goes
to the white university and a portion for the State College?
.
President Hale: The University of Tennessee gets all of 1t and
selects all of its workers, about half as many as they should have.

TUESDAY,

OVEMBlm 14, 1939

Banc111et Session
'l'UE PUTLO OPJIY OF AD LT ED CATIO

R. B. Atwood, Presiding
For the banquet session, the following guests were the principal
speakers: Dr. Alain Locke, Professor of Philosophy, Howard University, "Why Adult Education?" and Mr. Franklin Hopper, Member
Executive Board, American Association for Adult Education, r ew York
ity, "Implications for Present-Day Youth As Gleaned from urrent
Adult Education Programs." (See 1). 103.)
losing remarks were said by President Mordecai W. Johnson,
Howard University.

WED E llAY,

OVEMBER 16, 1939

Morning

e slon

A Panel Di cu . ion On The Subject
I

TJLE

OLLEGE RESPONSIBLE }'OR IMPROVING THE CfVIC
AND OCIAL LIFE OF TUE COMMUNITU

Membership of Panel: Mr. R. 0. Lanier, Assistant Director, Division of egro Affairs, National Youth Administration, Washington,
D. C.; Mr. Doxey A. Wilkerson, Staff Member, Carnegie Study of the
egro in America, ew York City; President Felton G. Clark, Southern
University, Louisiana; Major Campbell C. Johnson, Executive Seer _
tary, Young Men's Christian Association, Washington, D. C.; Dr.
Howard H . Long, Chief Examiner, Board of Education, Washington,
D. C. (chairman of the panel), and Mr. Chester S. Williams, Assistant
Administrator of the Federal Forum Demonstration, Federal Security
Agency, Office o[ Education , Washington, D. C., who introduced the
topic of the panel by saying:
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Two JmportJmt Functions of the College
Education seeks as its primary objective to "get the individual on
top of himself" to enable him to utilize his full intellectual powers
effectively. It is assumed that the community will be prosperous and
culturally enlightened to the degree that it is made up of individuals
who know how to use their faculties and to draw upon the vast
resources of knowledge.
A second aim of education is to "get mankind on top of his universe." This involves the specific training of the learners in the
social, economic and political problems of associational life.

Interdependency
If the community is to be improved the best educationed people
must be conscious of the Interdependency of modern living. The
college which fosters an aloofness on the part or the intellectuals,
a sense of independence and superiority is r eally engaged in feeding
the fires of anti-intellectualism. The educated person is ignorant in
a big sense if he doesn't know that he is helpless without the understanding cooperation of the masses of people in the struggle to attain
desirable values. Personal prosperity in the midst of mass poverty
is dangerous to the prosperous persons; for that talent which is not
invested in the interest of community prosperity creates resentment
on the part of the less talented or under-privileged resulting in the
division of the community and chaos.

Regardless of Race
While in certain sections the unity of the community is broken
by racial lines it should be the objective of the college to nurture
the ideal of community imp rovement for all people,- regardless or
race. Under the practical necessities of a backward community it
may be necessary to promote community welfare on racial lines. But
it is obvious that the strength of the community and the prospect
of prosperity are ultimately dependent upon the most successful coordination of individual effort regardless of race.
(For example: It is wasteful to have separate accommodations
on the basis of race and to try to organize two economies in a community. The poorest communities can ill afford the luxury of Jim
Crowism. By pooling resources both White and olored can obviously
obtain better accommodations.)

Two specific approache to thl' problem of lmprovlnfg the ocial and
economic coordination:
1. Through the students of the university. The first responsibility of the university is to educate the learners who come to it.
Much of the curriculum today involves the students in the study of
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the Insignificant or the relatively unimportant. Thousands of students are permitted to gain degrees and remain socially ignorant and
backward. The problem of the university in improving the community
will be largely resolved when the university puts the prob! m of the
community at the center of the curriculum,- promotes the study of
backgrounds after the students have a clear conception of the pro_bl ms
in the foreground. Among the emphasis which may be made m the
training of enlightened citizens for the democratic community the following are noted:
(a)

Modern social and economic problems should offer a springboard approach to the subject matters.
(b) Students should be taught how to discuss and argue criti ally,
- not merely to exercise their memories on subject matt r
material.
(c) Students should be engaged in some kind of community service during their matriculation. The average citizen Is expected to spend the major portion of his time in making a
living. The college f:hould not require the investment of
more time of the stud nt than he will spend in a "full-time
Job." If he is to supplemPnt his full-time job with parttime social and commnnity work after college, be better get
in the habit of doing that while in college. This is the best
protection against the separation of talent from the community into a privil ged class.
(d) Develop in the student the expectation that he will be required as an edu ated pers on to assist in the movement to
lighten the community on public affairs. Give him sp cial
enlighten the community on public affairs. Give him sp cial
training in the techniques for taking care of this obligation.
(e)
reate in the college the democratic environment and promote the practice of democratic procedures in the social and
academic life. This means that the stud nts participate in
the development of their own education and learn how to
utilize professional I adership.
{f) The college as an ini>titution should disavow and fight against
all forms of racketeering. Thi struggle can best begin in the
itself. The petty rackets carried on by administrations and
professions known to stud nls (and some times resulting in
indictments) create cynicism among the youth. Racketeering
in athletics, in student body activities, etc., is a fundamental
deterent to good citizenship. A knowledge of the rise and
fall of the Roman F~mpire combined with the acqui ltion of
shrewd tricks for getting something for nothing adds u
to the discrediting of education.
P

2. The commun'.ty. can be served and improved directly through
the day to day funct1omng of the college itself. The college ought to
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be an institution of the people not merely a manufacturing concern
turning the raw materials of the freshman class into the finished
product of the senior class. The people generally ought to feel that
the college is eager and prepared to serve their interests by bringing to
bar on their problems the procedures of research and learning. (The
average farmer knows that the Agricultural College is definitely at work
on his problems.) When he finds an unusual or new bug he can take
it to the Agricultural College and the scientists there will turn loose
the full force of their research facilities to develop a solution to the
menace. Few employees or employers regard the departments of economics in the College of Liberal Arts as places to which they might
turn for some practical help for the solution of their problems. Thus,
to a very large extent the College of Liberal Arts is separated from
the people. It represents a high-toned approach to a mystical thing
called culture in which the rank and file have little concern. Among
the specific helps one may expect from the college the following are
noted:
(a)

The translation of research into the popular vernacular and
the publication of the results in pamphlet form for adult
discussion.
(b) The training of di cussion leadership to promote the bridging
of the gap between the intellectuals and the rank and file.
This involves the training of missionaries for democracy and
may involve an organized scheme of part-time service to
forums and discussions on the part of certain professors
who have a flair for thi kind of leadership.
(c) The direct enlightenment of the community thorugh the
radio,- round tables and town meetings.
(d) The development of institutes on public affairs for representatives of the community and academic homecomings to
keep the graduates up to date on the sociological front.

In general, the college should reflect the broadest community interests and demonstrate to the people that it is basically concerned
with the real issues of modern life. In the interest of making it a
community enterprise with a broad base, its controlling boards and
advisory committees should include the broadest cross-section represenation of community interests. This means that labor and farmers
should be well represented on these boards and committees.
In conclusion: If the community breaks up into warring factions
and the social fabric is wrecked the values which the liberal college
seeks to promote are endangered. Therefore, it is the responsibility
of the college to see to it through its students, its graduates and its
regular program that the unity of the community is preserved. The
unity of the community can only be preserved when the interests of
the vast majority are being properly advanced through enlightened
policies in the social and economic fields.
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Dr. Long: It seems the Forum proc dure is one of the finest
movements lo insure continuation of democracy, such as It Is, aml
to insure a new democracy which we all wish for. May I now say
to you that my colleagues have agreed not lo make speeches but
to discuss in an informal way the topic before u s.
I sent out questionnaires to the various institutions of I arning
for eg roes and the answers received are so revealing until I felt
that all of the colleges would like to have them. I noticed that no
correspondent raised the question: What is a community? There are
at least three points of view which may be considered. The Immediate community which i::; the interpretation exp cled. AnotLer
the state university which has al its beginning the whole state. That
area from which the college draws. Are we to expect a school lo
do a better program in its imnwdiate environs than we can expect
it lo do in the remote parts or the community?
Mr. Williams: In Mississippi a college could not carry out such
a program . The best trunk Jin is through the teachers because th y
ar prepared well enough to also participate in the adult enlightenment
program. Then, it is a question oC how the University can make
the connecting roads function in th community where th y are existing and have boards to democratize the activities.
Pr sidenl lark: They do go together, but in Louisiana we h ar
they are and I think the President will support this testimony, that
the Institutions are not rendering this form of servi e. I have stuck
my neck out by saying that I do not see why it is the responsibility
of Southern University to transform the town overnight, other than
to educate our Faculty and let that instruction serve as a laboratory
in transforming community life. We might say that the Land Grant
olleges are the only state-supported Institutions. U we are going
to be blamed for not reaching out and putting lhe people on easy
str et, se ing that homes are painted , that they have th cultures of
life, we cannot shoulder such a responsibility. If President Gandy
were here be would ask where is the money ccming from. You know
the social and psychological attributes of a college community. We
are having considerable trouble with the solutions.
Major ampbell Johnson: I suppose I am to give U1e footnote
b cause I am not in the field of education. I am working every day
In this field you are talking about. I have an interest in the answers
that have come from these 13 coll ges. Just 8 years ago I participated In a discussion and heard the Dean say it was the respon ibilit
of the University to furnish leadership, to turn out pure scholars. ~
am Interested that eight years ago we got a unanimous sentiment
that the school has s uch a responsibility. We may won: out of one
into the other and into the other one. It is a question of the best
way of carrying our influence forward. It cannot be left to the
Faculty, we must train our stud ents who will be the best leaders
In the Alpha Beta and Gamma communities. I[ they are not inspired
to give back then we have failed.
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Professor Doxey Wilkerson: It sounds to me as if he is posing
the problem in such difficult terms as if to provide a convenient
escape from a disagreeable past.
ertainly we would agree that the
institutions cannot be accountable for the disagreeable facts of his
community. To say then, though that we are not the cause of it,
therefore we have no responsibility, does not necessarily follow.
President Clark suggests that what we should really do is to educate
students and let them change the community. How are we going to
do that if on our campus they live isolated lives? There is a big
gap between academic preaching and what is done of!' the campus.
President Clark: Do you remember my last statement regarding
laboratory experiments which we have been working on for the last
five years? This was done under our social attendance department.
Leadership came from five students. The most effective work is being
done in religious communities, 19 of which are Baptist churches. We
are joining up our Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. programs in an effort
to improve. One of the gr atest advantages is the fact that our own
Faculty has become educated and gotten away frorn 1ts academic
pattern of thinking. We want to make this education r eal. I do not
believe we should be held morally responsible as to what goes on
In Scotland, Louisiana. I have heard Tuskeegee criticized for the
s urrounding community in Macon County. It seems to me unfair
and would be so if the same things were said in regard to Howard.
Morally it is unjustifiable. I do not say we should not get the two
together, but they are not wholly responsible.
Professor Wilkerson: Obviously, I think we will agree that we
cannot hold the schools responsible. Do you agree that the university in a community over a period of time ii; to be held responsible
if its influence is not discernable in some way?
President Clark: Yes, but I would also hope that it i1:1 to be
felt elsewhere.
Dr. Long: One wonders what is the test of the effectiveness of
a college in his community. First of all, how many students does
the college draw from the particular community, for how long a time
has it been drawing a substantial number from that community, and
ls that community showing improvement over the years? Frankly,
to say that the community has improved is not to give the school
credit. If you find it true that the community has not improved
with the college over a period of years, the question arises, has the
university been drawing students from that community. I am afraid
that the implications from Mr. lark's remarks is that Scotland is
getting worse.
President Clark: In some respects it is. I wish I could just
bring Scotland here. To what extent should we improve by cooperating, stimulating and the like? Should we sit by or go out and
tell the organization what to do, or say to the organization: Yes,
we will jump in and help you do that.
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Mr. Lanier: Certainly you do not want lo put yours If In the
position of wanting the community to come to you. In the atmosphere of some of the subjects the community becomes aware _that
the colleges are interested in their problems, such as labor relations,
etc. we have so hamstrung our teachers of economics, for instance
that they are not supposed to look into a controversy, that they will
say to their classes: That is taboo. We must discuss the law of
supply and demand and I think it is largely a question of the atmosphere of the laboratory that is provided that gives the community
a feeling which means that pure research is good only for the pure
research.
President Clark: Then we are not going to wait for life to present the problems, but we are going to present them for life.
Dr. Long: Doesn't this discussion r duce to something like this:
You can't lay down any hard and fixed rule as to what a university
must do in a community, because of the varying types of peopl in
which the university is located. We may concur in what Mr. Wilk rson said. Is not the prime duly then encumbent upon the s hool
head and the staff to see that no one person decides that limit in
the school, but by making contacts in the community find out how
far it may go. See that they do not remain in the too chilly areas.
Major Johnson: We find in many instances that college young
people come back with no sense of responsibility for civic or ocial
b llerment. They have a desire to be proficient in other professions,
and they have a great deal of confld nee and efficiency, but the
hard st thing to do is to give those same people interest in civic
affairs. If all of them are working towards it in some way or other
why is it that we are not getting some tangible results?
Panel "\Vas 011cne<l To Persons On Floor

President Watson: There is a difference in the quality of the
teachers or the past and the present. The teacher of today is not
as good a teacher as he was 35 or 50 years ago.
President Gandy: I think we ought not to pass by the idea that
ther is something fundamental in the individual. Those persons that
were referr d to as having become college presidents probably H they
had remained on the farm would have become leaders there. Maybe
they had the fundamental urge for certain forms of 1 adership. I
suspect that very few persons are trained to go out of their original
urge, so that much leadership has its beginning at birth.
Mr. Ambrose aliver: If the college does not do it who is
going to take the leadership in trying to give directions? '
President lark: The colleges are right up there in that leadership problem. As a major responsibility I do not believe it is. Reme~ber that these colleges already are trying to do what they can.
I th10k the colleges should stimulate the students to want to get
t
and do something, but to go out and say that because of this everyth~:
has changed, is not true.
g
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS
J?EPOJ?'.l' 01'' TJlE C01\ll[l'l"l'EE ON RESOLUTIONS

WHEREAS, the American system of education has now advanced
to include opportunities extending from early infancy to old age, and
WHEREAS, the Land Grant Colleges are at the apex of the
public educational system, enrolling approximately 50 per cent of
Negro college students, with special responsibilities toward agricultural and industrial education, and
WHEREAS, the areas served by the Land Grant Colleges have
come to look to these institutions for guidance and leadership in all
educational matters;
BE IT RESOLVED, That:
1 The Land Grant Colleges spon or and promote adult education programs that are hased upon the interests and needs in their
"areas of inf! uence:·
2 The Land Grant ollege offer to teachers in training, preparation courses that will enable them to understand the movement and
functions or adult education as well as a working understanding of
the philosophy, p ·ychology, materials and procedures that have been
or are of greatest effectiveness.
3 Special emphasis to be put on programs that contribute to
economic and civic security or the adults being served-these being
urgent necessities in the pre ervation and perpetuation of American
democracy.
4 Each college designate representatives from its staff to participate in the Annual Con[eren es on Adu lt Education Among Negroes;
the annual meetings of th American Association of Adult Education, and other national, r egional and state organizations promoting
adult education.
5 Each Land Grant College request state and federal funds for
the following specific items to enable them to sponsor and guide
both formal and informal programs of adult education. The employment of:
(a) One or more full-time extension workers who can be sent
without cost to su rrounding areas to stimulate, organize and furnish
guidance to programs.
(b) The preparation and publication of simplified materials to
be used in these programs.
(c) Experimentation and demon s trations with programs that include matters of organization, materials and procedures.
(d) The stimulation, guidance and coordination of exrsting agen-
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cies and organizations that have varied potential ol'l'erlngs or contributions to make toward adult education.
6 Land Grant Colleges conduct studies and prepare findings of
other studies for use within resident and non-resident courses that
will enable Negro adults to keep up to date on important economic
and social changes.
7 The Conference or egro Land Grant Colleges commend the
Advisory Committee on Education and Professor Doxey A. Wilkerson
for the excellent study r ecently published on "Special Problems in
Negro Education. This study, together with the study of the Advisory
Committee on Education, entitled "The Land Grant College," should
be of special value in presenting problems basic to the maintenance
and development of Negro higher education in general and or egro
Land Grant Colleges in particular.
8 The members of the Conference be eternally vigilant with
respect to the provisions which several states are making in an ffort
to comply with the ruling of the Uniled States Supreme ourt in the
Gaines case. Many compromi sing solutions are being proposed and
there is real need for active concern on the part of Negro educational
leaders less both the letter and the spirit of the decision be defeated.
9 The members of the association cooperate with the United
States Office of Education in the proposed survey of 1egro higher
education under the direction of Dr. Frederick Kelley in egro Education.
10 The Federal Government be commended for establishing training in aeronautics at least two of our member institutions, West
Virginia State 'ollege and
orth Carolina A. and T. College, and
express the hope that other institutions ;may have the opportunity to
participate in the program in the near future.

11 Appreciation be expressed to the officers responsible for
this series of programs and all participants thereon.
12 Appreciation be expressed to the officials of Howard University for their courtesies as hosts to the Conference.
Respectfully Submitted,
B. F. LEE, Oklahoma
J. T. WILLIAMS, Secretary,
Kentucky
WM. M. COOPER, Virginia
I. A. DERBIGNY, Alabama
R. A. GRIGSBY, Maryland
G. W. GORE, Chairman,
Tennessee
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REPORT 01-' EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The members of your Executive Committee beg to report a~
follows:
1. Support for ew FarmC'rs of America: The programs of the
organization of New Farmers of America challenges and direct support. It is the hope of your committee that each of our member
colleges will entertain the meeting of this organization once in seventeen years.
2. Associated Negro Press RelN1<;C'S. A proposal suggesting that
our member colleges subscribe as a body to the weekly releases of
the Associated egro Press was considered. We feel that this subsubscription and all others of news and press type should be referred
to the individual colleges for consideration and action.
3. lligller Eclucat.ion of C'groes. Your committee recognizes the
increasing responsibility of our member colleges in the field of higher
education. We appreciate the possibilities for future gooa in institutional co-ordination and c operation within ~nd between colleges and
universities and between institutions in different areas. We believe
that this suggestion can be worked out within the frame work of the
recent Missouri-Gaines Supreme Court Decision. This need is emphasized by inadequate resou rce for even a minimum program based
upon well defined objectives.
4. .F unds for Adult Edueution. The ne essity for adult education
in our member college functional areas i common knowledge. State
and federal efforts to secure funds to aid in the furthering of a program of adult education should merit our approval and support.
5. Cooperative ExtC'nsion SeniC'C'. Attention has b en redirected
to the importance of Agricultural and Home Economics Extension
Services for our member colleges. I<~ederal and state funds which are
more available upon the basis of age, race, urbanization, farm and
agricultural populations do not reflect themselves in the working
programs of our member institutions . The financial disportious and
inequalities now suggested have this week been directed to the attention of the Honorable Secretary of Agricultur . We suggest the
appointment of a committee of three to work with a representative
of the U. S. Department. of Agriculture to aid in bringing land-grant
colleges for Negroes into the working picture of the U. S. a-operative Extension Services.
6. The current efforts of our business officers to improve the
business side of our member colleges should not on;y be ·upplemented but vigorou sly aided by the Presidents who are members of
this body.
Re pectfully submitted,
JOH1 W. DAVIS, Chairman
J. B. WATSON
W.R. BANKS
F. D. BLUFORD
R. S. GROSSLEY
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE O ' FINDING
Gentlemen:
The ommittee on Findings of the Seventeenth Annual Convention of the Con[ rence of Presidents of
egro Land Grant oil ges
submits the following report:
Adult }~ducution. The theme of our current conference m eting
is one or the most sign ifi cant phases of the egro Land Grant 'oil g
program. Serving a constituency, a large number of whom are
illiterate, whose formal schooling facilities are gen rally inadequate
and oftimes inconveniently acce sible, whose opportunities to obtain
informally the rich and full contacts of life are exceedingly limit d
or non-existent- they, as agencies of public service could not logical ly escape the challenge of adult education.
Jturn.l Ed 11 c11tio11. The Land Grant olleges, without excluding
other n eds, were especially designed to serve the needs of those
individuals who comprise our agricultural and industrial population.
With a majority of its constituency composed of persons identified
with agriculture and the rural setting which it logically giv s, problems of rural life, constitute core subject-matter for the Land Grant
ollege. Mechanization of farming, recent Federal programs, scientific methods, have done much to shift the emphasis from making a
living in rural areas, to enjoying a living in these sections-mainly
a problem of adult consideration. The Land Grant ollege as a
primary service agency should har the leadership in this changed
relationship of emphasis. It should help rural communities discover and recognize the social and economic conditions [or what they
are and help the people of these communities develop ways and means
for a self-h Ip program in meeting rural communi ty needs.
Job l::ducntion. The normal c urrents of life accentuat d by the
recent economic depression emphasize a widened approach to vocational preparation. Displacement of
egroes by machines and the
force of social necessity is a well-established fact generally obvious
especially in cities.
egro land grant colleges should contribute t~
the solution of these and related problems by acquainting realistically
pro p ctive and existing job-holders with the abilities demanded of
lhe job in question and the techniques of acquiring, holding, and
advancing in them. A guiding philosophy ought to be that any vocation which does not exploit society is socially desirable. If the
abiliti s required to master it !'all in the area appropriately allotted
to "college education" they sho uld be taught in the Land Grant College. If they are not to be taught as s u ch in the land grant college
there Is still the obligation o·C this institution to give instruction a~
to their proper place in the scheme of lHe developing the deserved
appreciation therefor.
][om . Life. The home
· t y.
. is the
, primary institution of so Cle
Through 1t the child gets his (irst impression ot ocial and individual
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responsibility. All development is greatly conditioned by the ideals
guiding this primordial social unit. The pace of contemporary life
both eccentuates and increases thP. responsibility of the home. Techniques for home-making possessed by the adult based upon a memory
of individual personal childhood experiences will not suffice for the
present day. Home making must be regarded as an occupation-even
if it must be a part time one. Our colleges must prepare for it as
seriously as they would for any other important careers of life. Bearing and rearing children and maintaining the social and cultural
security of the family are matters of deepest instructional concern.
If our colleges can develop the right conceptions in these matters
within the minds of home-makers, of the remote and immediate future
and within the minds of those already engaged in the enterprise,
they will render more pleasant and effective the work of other institutions and develop in the home itself greater happiness for all who
dwell therein.
Social and Economic •rrl'nds. Recent social and economic changes
have widespread general effects upon the population at large and the
Negro population in particular. Maladjustments in human relationships and in those activities designed to earn a living ascribable to
mechanization of agriculture and of industry, to a rapid rate of
urbanization, to mass production and to related factors, become the
immediate concern of educational institutions eeking to meet the
felt needs of the population they serve. The egro, because of his
abnormal position in American life, feels the effects of these recent
social and economic changes early, suddenly, crucially and indefinitely.
Their basic nature suggests awareness and understanding of them
pointing out the resulting adjustments l'hich they demand. Of especial importance is an appreciation of contemporary employer-employee
relationships, and appreciation of the fact that the old philosophy of
individualism must give place to a more socialized outlook on life,
and an appreciation of the fact that collective bargaining is one of
the most effective and undesirable, accepted, approved, and economical
methods of obtaining social and economic security.
Spl'ci:11 Tmining for Adult Ed11c:1tio11. Recent psychological investigations alter several previous conceptions regarding training programs for adults. They imply that the land grant colle"eS that one
never gets too old to learn- that they provide for somebody to learn
always; that adults can learn as well (or better) and as rapidly (or
more rapidly) as children-that the colleges provide meaningful and
significant material for the adults to learn.
ourses in the normal
college program can reflect these recent psychological findings. Because of the adults contact with, access to, and experience with channels as the radio, motion picture, lecture. conference, forum, panel,
symposium, and the exhibit teaching the appropriate use of these
as instructional devices, is a vital phas of the professional training
of teachers of adult education. The training program should further
(levelop the ability to analyze the needs of adults, survey the com-
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munities in which they work and live, and lay out the frame-work
of courses along the lives or individual, group, or community interests and needs.
Culturnl Growth.
hanging one's personality from crud n ss to
gentility, from the brutal to the humane, from ,;;elf-i~dulgen_ce to se~frestraint, rrom selfishness to altruism, from a restricted v1 w of llfe
and man to a broad humanitarianism are the eviden es of ultural
growth. The individual so developed not only possesses th highest
res pect, favor and approval of his fellow members of society but f ls
and enjoys a broad, deep and rich lif . There is a distinct consciousness of the need for this type of personality in our pres nt lif but
the machine and the pressure of earning a living are grave threats
to its whole-hearted development. Our colleges must rememb r that
utility is a valid criterion of the subject matter of our curri ula but
that "utility" is defined as ·'the 1;:atisfaction of wants." Institutions
ne d not lose themselves In the polemies of the so-call d culturevocation argument. Suffice it to ay that assuming the poss ssion,
in gr ater or less degree, of the goods of life without the ability to
care for them is disastrous, to the individual and his fellows. Through
its guiding philosophy, through the selection of its teaching personnel, its "indo trunation" of egro leaders, churches, fraternal orders,
business organizations, and i:<ocial clubs; through extending and encouraging the use of the coll ege library, stage, platform, social halls
and general campus contacts, our institutions can greatly enrich the
life of the people.
Exteudln • College Cour cs of St1uly. The State Board of Education shall as rapidly as funds will permit, and after a car rut study
of n eds of college courses for
egroes, provide additional undergraduate college cou rses of study which will provide training in
Heallh, and in trades and occupations, and shall, in those fi Ids iii
which careful study shows sufficient need, provide graduate college
courses of study for egroes.
l'rovi<lln"' tate Aitl for College AU.e,ultrnce. The State Board 01
Education, shall, as far as funds available will permit, provid for the
payment of the difference between the cost of attending the niversity
of Kentucky and the cost of attending college outside of I< ntuck
provided that only those persons for whom no college courses a;•
ol'l:ered in whole or in part in a college for Negroes in Kentu ky m e
.
h
ay
r ce1ve sue expenses, and pr~vided that the expenses shall be paid
onl! in case the pers?n app lymg shall enroll only in those courses
which a~e not offered m th_e college for eg roes in Kentucky, but are
uffered m colleges for white persons.

tat Board Make Rules. Upon recommendation of the s
intend~nt of Public Instruction, lhe State Board o[ Education :~:;;
pre cnbe rul es and regulations governing lhe payment of ex
·
P nses as
prov id e d ·m th·1s A c t , provided
the rules and regulations ehall,
in de-
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termining the amoun t to be paid each person, take into consideration
living costs, transportation costs, and osts for tuition and fees.
Administered by the Superintendent of Public In truction. This
Act shall be administered under the direction of the Superintendent
of Public In struction in accordance with rules and regulations of the
State Board of Education.
Submitted by
FELTON G. LARK, Chairman
WM. H. BELL
J. F. DRAKE
F. D.BLUFORD
W.R. VALE TI E
REPORT OF THE CO~OII'l"l'EI<~ 0

JtESEAIWil

Believing in the validity and applicability of the statement of
policy with respect to r esearch present d last yea r , the Committee
again suggest that:
"It seems wllll to begin with 'research upon r esearch' in ord r to
interpr et and adopt findings in various fields for s imultaneous use
in our coll ges. Published bulletins or other form of release might
be the medium of dis emination. This id a grows out of the fact
that each in titution is doubtless utilizing to advantage results of
r esearch which would materially assist all other institutions even if
only in terms of general information."
The Committee submits the proposal that an attempt be made to
find out what is being done in the various states by any agency, in
the field of res arch, with reference lo egroes.
The Committee a lso recomm ends the fullest cooperation on the
part of the Land Grant Colleges with th proposed survey of higher
ed ucation among Negroes.
The following members were pres nt at the me ting of the ommittee and r espectfu ll y submit this r epo rt.
M. F. WHITTAKER, hairman
J. F. DRAKE
JOH L. LO KETT
HORAGE M. BO D
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ADDRESSES
ADULT EDUCATION NEEDS IN RURAL AREAS
Walter H. Gaumnitz, Senior Specialist
Rural Education Problems, Federal Security Agency,
Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
The following story, told in 1889, by Henry W. Grady, for so
many years editor of the Atlanta Constitution, and a great exponent
of self-help for the problems of his beloved South, seems to me to
suggest very well the Adult Education eeds in Rural Communities.
This in substance is the story as he told it:
I attended a funeral once in Pickens County in my State.
A funeral is not usually a cheerful object to me unless I could
select the subject. This funeral was peculiarly sad. It was
that of a very poor fellow whose ragged clothes had scarcely ever
covered more than the mid section of his body. They buried him
in the midst of a marble quarry; they cut through solid marble
to make his grave; and yet the little tombstone they put above
him was [rom Vermont. They buried him in the heart or a pine
forest, and yet his pine coffin was imported from Cincinnati;
they buried him within touch of an iron mine, and yet the nails
in his coffin and the iron in the implements that dug his grave
were imported from Pittsburgh. They buried him by the side of
the best sheep-grazing country on the earth, and yet the wool
in the coffin bands and the coffin bands themselves were brought
from the North. The South didn't furnish a thing on earth [or
that funeral but this poor corpse and the hole in the ground.
There they put him away and the clods rattled down on his
coffin. They buried him in a ew York coat, in a Boston pair of
shoes, in a pair of breeches from Chicago, and in a shirt from
Cincinnati, leaving him nothing to carry into the next world with
him to remind him of the country in which he had lived, and for
which he fought for four years, but the chilled blood in his veins
and the marrow in his bones.
Agriculture in the United States is a sick industry. Its cries for
help are heard incessantly in the land. Some of the more obvious
symptoms of its diseased condition are: A g rowin g tenancy; a widespread tax delinquency; farmers losing their homes to insurance
companies, to the Government, and to other mortgagees, which, to
make their investments profitable, seem to find it necessary to displace individually operated farms with larger and larger farming
projects and to employ large scale production methods. This whole
problem has been too widely discussed to warrant my dwelling at
length upon the subject. Suffice it to say that agriculture, almo!'t
the ation over, but particularly in the South, bas become recognized
as America's number one economic problem.
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But what of the concurrent social aspects of this problem? What
are the conditions o[ rural life into which we must look tr we are to
consider the adult education needs, or for that matter, any ot~er
type of educational needs of rural communities?
umerous stu~ies
have established beyond dispute that in the midst of growing things
many farmers and their children suffer for lack of vegetabl s and
green things, especially in the form of canned supplies_ for winter
use. Thousands of [arm homes do not have cows or chick ns, and,
in cons quence, their diets are deficient in such life giving and disease preventing essentials as milk, butter and eggs. Farm and garden
are capable of supplying a large proportion of all the food n ded
by the farm family and yet many farmers buy processed commodities
in fancy packages and at still fanci r prices, leaving their small
incomes depleted, and wholly incapable of providing the comparatively few material goods and social servic s whic-h the farm home
and the rural community need but cannot supply themselves.
Much the same conditions prevail in other aspects of rural lite.
With space and productive c;oil all about, great numbers of farm
homes are devoid or the beautifying effects of fruit trees, shrubs,
and flowers. D spite a closeness or community life, making it possible for each farm family to know intimately every other family in
its neighborhood, there is little c-ooperation in the acquisition and
use of the tools of production or in marketing of the commodities
produced. With an abundance or leisure lime, .especially in the long
winter season, there is little practice of the simple arts of visiting,
conversation, family reading, story-telling, parlor games, and home
and community singing,- recrealional activities with which their forebears had so greatly and wholesomely enriched their lives. Even
less frequently do we find today the folk-dance, the literary society,
the spelling bee, the debating society, the needle work club, or the
other handicrafts groups which did ;;o much in an earlier day to
raise the cultural levels, to provide self-expression, and to develop
the intellectual and artistic oullook of the rural dweller.
'ow I do not wish to give the impression that I think rural life
has become completely decadent and that nothing is being done about
it. Hours could be spent r citing brilliant exceptions to the pictures
I have painted. But, by and large, rural economic and social communities are today poverty l'tricken and all too litlle is being done
about it. It seems to me obvious that the adult education servic
with which the Land Grant Colleges must be concerned will have es
have thei~ origin in the simple, but very real and fundamental nee~~
of rural Me suggested by tbe problems just described.
I wish during the remaining time allotted to me to point bri fl
lo some things which I feel can and should be done by the Land Gr:n~
olleg~s to meet the rur~l adult ed~calion needs suggested in the
foregomg gtatements. It 1s my studied opinion that forms of f
aids or social services which have their point of departur i arm
th
idea that farm families must be given something from w·th
et n
e
1 ou
rather
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than develop strengths and resources found within are built upon a
fundamental fallacy, and like most farm aid programs of recent history are largely doomed to failure. I am further convinced that the
most effective and permanent type of farm relief or aid which can
be provided in a rural community is to help such a community to
help itself. The starting point for such a program of self-help seems
to me dependent, first, upon a genuine analysis of the every day needs
of the community and the people who live in it, and, second, upon a
realistic inventory of the material and social resources already available within such a community or easily supplied from nearby communities. The proce s of effecting the desired improvements is obviously one of education.
It would be reasonable for you to re pond to these assertions by
pointing to the long years of excellent work done by the extension
services both of the Land Grant Colleges and of the United States
Department of Agriculture in the very fields I have named. I wish
in no wise to minimize the great contributions to rural adult education which have already issued Crom the very practical activities these
agencies have carri d on. Furthermore, I am thoroughly aware or
and wish to pay tribute to the tremendous achievements of the Land
Grant Colleges during the more recent years in training high school
teachers of agriculture and home e onomics. The growing program
of part-time education given by such teach rs to the out-of-school
young people of the farms, and to their parents, is, in my opinion, a
most effective type or rural adult education service. But when all
this has been said I feel that the original purpose of the Land Grant
College Acts, that of providing clucational opportunities to farmers
and mechanics, i. e.,- the common people, as a whole,- is not yet
being fulfilled as well as it could be. A careful reading of the law
seems to me to suggest clearly that this institution was created for
the unique purpose of training the people in and for the practical
functions of daily living on the farms. It is easy to see why this
institution discounted at the outset by the educators because it did
not conform to the academic standards of his day and scoffed at by
the public because it was to teach farming and other practical arts
through "book learning," soon largely forgot its unique purposes and
adopted most of the trappings of existing colleges. Instead of a training center for farmers and mechanics, it soon became, like other colleges, a school to produce "white-collar" workers in these fields, fixing
strict entrance requisites, a four year curriculum, more or less academic in character, and the power to grant degrees and offer graduate
work. It is no wonder that to this day many of the collegiate characteristics thus early acquired by the Land Grand olleges are continuing to make the services of these institutions more attractive and
available to the few, the elite, the academically minded, than to the
actual farmers and mechanics for whom they were created. It may be
surprising, but it is true, that in some cases colleges of agriculture
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continue even now t o requl·re foreign language as a condition of
entrance.
Is it an accident that among the graduates of the coll ges of
agriculture you find few enough who are actually s eking to make
a living as "dirt farmers"? De we wonder that they are chi fly t~ be
round engaged as teachers, as county agents, and as repr s ntat1ves
of industries serving. or even exploiting the farmer? To s rv better
the adult education needs of rural communities, these coll ges must,
in my opinion, find more and better ways of entering r alistlcally
into the everyday activities and problems of rural life rather than
make their primary concern academic respectability of these institutions or the scholastic success of their graduates. Far too often
students still come to these colleges to find a way or escap from
rural life rather than to become actual practitioners in the arts of
agriculture.
A second criticism which I think can justly be levi d against the
Land Grant Colleges is that their colleges of agricultur have too
much been concerned with problems of production, and too littl with
those of consumption. Too much have they center d th Ir attention
upon the science of agriculture and too little upon the arts of living
as richly as possible upon a farm. Again the explanation for this
condition can be found in the evolution of the Land Grant ollege.
onfronted with an absence or trained t achers, little or no t aching
materials, and no specific methods of instruction, it was only natural
that this new institution should first study the laws of natur with
a view to improving production. Subsequent legislation so er ating
agricultural experiment stations greatly encouraged research and experimentation in production problems. But the poverty of social and
Intellectual life described earlier, even on the large farms using the
most scientific processes of production point clearly to the ancient
truth that no matter how much wealth is produced "man cannot live
by bread alone." One might also paraphrase and say "man cannot
live by 'cotton' alone," or by "tobacco alone." One crop farming and
similar types of large scale production continues to be one of the
greatest barriers to making agriculture what it should be, a way of
life rather than merely an industry.
Another short coming of the Land Grant Colleges seems to me
to be its tendency to be self-centered and to exclude from its concern other social agencies interested and active in purposes similar
to its own. I cite, for example, their lack of a vital and active interest
in the rural schools, particularly the rural elementary schools. Workers in the Land Grant Colleges complain that farmers are indi •aualist_ic, non-cooperative, un-s~ientific ~inded, unappreciative of bov~klearnmg, and too often functionally, 1[ not entirely, illiterate. Th
say that they read little, are limited in intellectual outlook, and ey
. d . th
. 1
are
un t rame m
e s1mp e proce~~es of healthful living. Rural adult
education workers ~ften labor d1llgently to remove these handicaps and
seek to lift rural life through the improvement of the farm ,
er s edu-
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cational status. But too generally they fail to recognize that the
handicaps found reflect the failures of the public schools, their ineffective programs, and their incompetent staffs. The Land Colleges
have not only failed to cooperate with, or to build up the services
of tbis agency responsible for the primary education of the farmer,
but too often they have subjected the rural school to ridicule or
worse yet, have actually entered into competition with it for funds
and public support. There is no doubt in my mind but what more adult
education is needed if the tools of learning and the habits of growth
begun in the public schools are to be kept functionally alive. But the
problems of rural adult education would be far simpler, and its efforts
more successful, if everything possible were done to develop the
prospective farmer for happy, effective rural living from the beginning.
It is easier to build sound educational and social habits in childhood
than to reconstruct such habits after they have become fixed.
To summarize my remarks, I wish to repeat, first, that the social
and economic problems of rural life are great and complex. Many
believe them to be so critical as to threaten the life of the Nation.
Second, I wish to reiterate that beyond all else I feel the fundamental
remedy for these problems to be the creation within the farmers and
their communities of more self-sufficiency, more self-help, more selfrealizalion, and a better utilization of the available material and
social resources. The solution is dependent not so much upon new
or additional aids to come from without, as upon a greater development of the simple but important powers lying within farm people
themselves, and upon the conservation and wiser use of bis natural
and community resources. The means of achieving the desired result
must, of necessity, be sought in more and better education. A program of education capable of grappling effectively with America's
agrarian problem must be soundly grounded upon an elementary education closely related to rural life as we find it, it must be established and furthered through a more practical and vitalized program
of secondary education, and it must be kept alive, active, and productive through a more realistic and widespread program of adult
education. By no stretch of the imagination can mere illiteracy removal campaigns or similar activities calculated to overcome the
failures of the public schools qualify as an adequate program of adult
education. Adult education should be made a natural complement to
the activities of the public schools and not merely an antedote to its
failures.
I have also pointed out what I believe to be some of the shortcomings of the Land Grant Colleges in serving the needs of a vital
program of rural adult education. These criticisms naturally Implied certain possible lines of improvement. It might be helpful here
to venture a few more specific suggestions of ways and means by
which these colleges could, in my opinion, better supply the educational needs of rural communities. Besides doing all they can toward
securing for the rural elementary and secondary schools, leaders and
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teachers who are trained to cop realistically with rural life porble~s,
and who have lhe support and the equipment necessary to do ITective
work, the colleges could cooperate more closely with public school
officials in making available to lhese schools the research findings of
their agriculturalists and home economists. It is not enough lo experiment, to coll cl facts, and to prepare bulletins. The data produced musl be into teachable form, or better yet, into s H-l aching
units. While preparing lhe products of r esearch into l a bing materials may chiefly be lhe job of the educator, it is more lik ly to be
done effectively if the research student and leacher und rtake this
task cooperatively.
Finally, and perhaps most imporlant, Land Grant oil ges should
find ways and means of spreading more widely among lhe rural P ople
most n eding them, the community and extension s rvic s of their
institutions. The work of the counly and home demonstration agents
has done much to improve rural life. But their activili s have been
made much more available lo lh bigger, more prosperous farmer ,
to the richer communities, and to the more thickly populat d rural
areas; the more backward, lhe less receptive, and the "oul back"
farmer or community have loo often r ceived very little attention.
Problem areas and problem groups have largely been n gl ct d, des pite the fact that lhe needs which these educational servic s could
have supplied have been peculiarly critical in such prob! m areas
and among s uch groups.
Land Grant Colleges could find, and many
finding
num rous ways of extending their services to meet more
ely the
adult ducation needs of rural cummunilies. They could giv a g r ater
variely of timely and effective ·hort courses and make th se more
wisely available, especially in the more backward communities. They
could evolve various schemes for bringing farm people to their campuses or lo other central points, to see for themselves th r sults of
successful agricultural and homemaking practices. They could find
more ways of r eaching out into rural communities to encourage community singing and instrumental music, organize reading ircl s, study
and discussion groups, dramatic clubs, cooperative, handicraft activities, folk-dancing, and lhe like. They could conduct more farm or
Folk Schools to which farm youth cou ld come during the winter
months without regard lo previous training and with no thought t
the a quisition of credits and diplomas, their sole purpose b ing
learn how t~ deal practically with farm problems, how to make th:
most of available r esource1:1, and how to find enjoyment with
,
• •
ne Ighb ors w1"lh a mm1mum
o f money or other material goods. ones
The
could experiment with and ~evelop the idea o[ selC-supporling wor~
s?dh ools, perhaps coupled with a farm apprentice system, thus provi 1ng practical ed ucational opportunities to many farm youths who
now are early barred from further educational growth beca
.
use of
lack of funds. They could tram experts in rural education
. .
.
,
W1th1n
t h e f u 1lest meamng of that term, and secure their appointment as

t
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assistants to county superintendents of schools, there to work along
self-help lines and to tie this program more closely into the work of
the public schools. There are obviously endless ways in which the
Land Grant Colleges could more nearly meet the needs of rural communities.
The story is told of a Connecticut Yankee who, confronted with
the loss of his job in the shoe factory, decided to go back to his childhood occupation of farming. But the only farm he could find for
rent within his means was a place with dilapidated leaking buildings,
with fruit trees unpruned and worm eaten, with fields overgrown with
thirties, and with the stones which had served as fences scattered
over nearly fields. But he set to work with determination to create
a home for himself and his family, and to make this rundown farm
productive. After some months of hard work and long hours he
succeeded in both of these objectives. One summer day, as he was
sweating over his task of rebuilding the rock fences along the road,
the pastor stopped and remarked pleasantly "with your help God has
certainly made this bit of ew England into a place of beauty and an
expression of his bounty." The farmer reflected a moment, spat
deftly at a nearby rock, and replied "you should have seen it when
God was going it alone."
The first necessity in finding and meeting the crying needs of
rural communities is to recognize that most of the material and
social resources for richer, healthier, happier rural living are abundantly present on the farms and within farm people and that in a
very real sense "God helps those who help themselves."
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George W. Goodman, Executive Secretary
Washington Urban League
To have been invited to participate in this conference is a distinct privilege, even as it is somewhat of a disadvantage. I say disadvantage because the program indicates that this is a conference
of educators and specialists and I enjoy neither distinction.
For sometime I was uncertain whether to take refuge in a discussion of certain broad sociological concepts, that many of us social
workers are given to hiding behind, or to make a whole-hearted confession and then lunge into a dissertation of my personal views, for
better or worse.
Eventually I decided upon the latter and therefore I begin with
this confession. If there is any single conclusion I have reached in
the last ten years of my work experi nee, it is the Jack of wisdom
in being positive about anything that involves the social well being of
a large group of people. For what may be true today, may be radically
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untrue tomorrow, with national boundaries vanishing overnight, entire
nations being absorbed and philosophies stilled forever.
I once had the occasion to hear a egro leader utter what I thought
was a classic statement. In discussing the relative importance of the
two racial groups in some fields of inter-racial cooperation, he said,
"It would seem in many instances that the sole responsibility of the
Negro is to do the cooing, while his white brother gives his undivided
attention to operating."
Whether this be taken facetiously or otherwise, there is every
reason to feel that such an opinion might well have come out of the
fact that for more than 300 years the egro in America has been forced
into the role of a silent, non-benefltting partner.
It is therefore both refreshing and gratifying to note he now has
reached the age of maturity in time to participate in the formulation
of the philosophy of the most important development that has come
to the attention of American leaders. I mean adult education. For
whether we appreciate it now or not, carrying the basic objectives of
adult education to their conclusion means the eventual eradication
of an expensive, pernicious dual system, that if continued will ultimately stifle and kill Democracy. As is indicated in the following
excerpt from the Biennial Survey of Education in the United States,
Chapter IV, Volume I:
"Changes are continually going on that make it necessary that
selfishness and provincialism in our thinking about problems
that involve human relationships must give way to a wider conception of human relations."

It is quite apparent these days that the major enemies of democracy are those nations that premise everything on the philosophy
that individual personalities should be subjugated to the iron will of
the State. These same nations hand pick their leadersnip to convey
to the people certain commands that mu t be obeyed without question.
It Is therefore correspondingly clear that any so-called Democracy in
which individual citizens are not trained for full participation in the
discharge of their citizenship privileges, is not far removed in possibilities from a dictatorship.
Likewise in a democracy, cultural appreciation is not to be the
rewa rd of a special class but a right of all the people. On the other
ha nd , culture is obtained only through available leisure and appreciative leisure time, presupposes economic adequacy, or security. This
economic security then must be brought to 100,000,000 people in
America, inclusive of 13,000,000 black folk. And to include this latter
group means the ultimate crumbling of racial barriers.
These are the reasons that I am so vitally interested and hopeful about th e underlying philosophy of adult education, and why I am
;~ glad th at we are an active, articulate part of this development. ot
at a few select ones have not long known that this is the only road tQ
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Democracy but because at last we have decided that the tru th is to be
spread abroad among the rank and file of men and women in this
nation.
It is exceedingly good then that it was but 15 years ago that the
Carnegie Conference on Adult Ed ucation was called and thi r teen yea rs
since the founding of the American Association fo r Adult Education.
The time has been so limited that much of its basic ph ilosophy is just
in the process of crystalizing; so young that as yet it even defies being prescribed by any limiting definition .
Because of the newness of adult education and the simultaneous
discussion of shorter hours in industry with mo re leisure t ime for the
worker, many people are given to conceiving of th is ed ucational development purely as a cultural one. This is somewhat indicated in
the tendency of the average person to think only in te rms of music,
art, literature and drama, when adult education is discussed. However,
it is most imperative that the egro thing of this development in its
broader sense, that not only means cultural oppo rtunities for special
groups of adults but also economic oppo r tunities.
I think the importance of correct interpretation is admirably indicated in the following ~tatement of John Erskine in his book entitled
"To Return lo realive Endeavor":
"In reality adult education is the only education. We send youngsters to school in their early years, not because that is the best
time for an education, but because that is the best lime for an
education, but because at that time we cannot think of anything
else to do with them . We find it difficult to tell ourselves what
we are educating our children for, though we all faithfully repeat the old formula. 'Until you know what philosophy you are
educating by, there can be no ed ucation.' I am sure that we
shall not know what we are educating the youngsters for until
we have told ourselves that adult education is for."

As I have previously indicated, fo r a long time the leaders or this
country have been conscious of the fa t that the success of democracy
is dependent upon the appreciation and parli ipalion or the people.
But despite this knowledge, with the exception of some very feeble
attempts, nothing has bC'en done, save complain about a very bad
situation. Some such danger signals are manifested in Press of practi ally every city and state just prior to elections with the many speculations about the percentage of the voling population that is apt to
turn out. Another such signal is the constant stream of criticism
about machine politics where the bulk of the people P rmit a mere
handful to control all elections. These ar all indications that something is vitally wrong with the appreciation of the people.
In the meantime we have gone through the motions of leaching
illiterates how to read and write their names, and foreign-born P rsons
enough to become citizens, but th re we have left them to their own
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devices to place any interpretation upon citizenship responsibility and
democracy they see fit. Now we have arrived at the day where we see
the world flooded with the propaganda of nations who are out to
und e rmin e and there is the growing feeling in this country that we
too h ave a political philosophy that justifies being sold as widely as
possible. Increasingly the reeling is being spread abroad ~h~t the
people must be raised above the mere A B
level of appreciation of
cllizenship and become familiar not only with American history and its
implications but world history; that they must have a working knowledge of the objectives of democracy and what constitutes full citizenship participation.
And while it is true that all adult education should b balled ~
primarily on the shortcomings of the adults in a given community, the
matter of intelligent, active, citizenship training is imp rat1.,.e anywhere In a democracy.
It likewise goes without saying that this item is of extr m importance to the Negro both orth and South. Both our youth and
adults need to be taught American History from the time that griPf
stricken band of Pilgrims landed on the ew England coast right up
to the time of the strange kind of thinking that would make a 'ongressman in the y ar 1939 suggest that the
egro be sent ba •k to
Africa. More than mere familiarity with the general history,
gro s
need to become definitely conscious of the major part th y have
played in clearing away the wilderness in this country and arryi1~g
the brunt of the killing pioneer work. Along with their white Ame,·ican brothers they need to be taught about the comparative m rits
of world political theories that make "Orne governments diITer nt from
others; what it means lo live in one country where individual p rsonalitl s ar all important and anolh r where no person lives, save for
the will of the State. In sub tau e, lhat a real Democracy l ads to
Individual happiness and the progress of civilization and a pseudodemocracy to individ ual degradation and Qlavery.
If we can teach the rank and file of Americans th se truths, then
they can readily app r eciate the fact that anywhere, even in a d mocracy, that a large section or the people have no m ans oC expr ssing
a final opinion about the haping of th policies or the government
that country is not safe from ultimate State dominance.
'
It is not easy to live in a country where one is prescribed and
limited, socially and economically and still absorb a certain degree 0 r
cultural appreciation, that makes life more livable and beautiful. L
hours, killing labor and squalid surroundings dull one's apprecia~ng
of art, lite rature, paintings and drama. In [act it dis ourages ~~~
average adult from developing even an elementary knowledg oC ti
things. To such individuals all life centers about exhau live s::::
and enough Cood lo carry on. Th~reCore it is the rare individual Who
gets very far with a contemplation of the beautHul, on an empty
stomach.
Fortunately the American Negro is naturally musical. I say for-
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tunately because this inc;ir:ation has been a strong factor in his
ability to overcome adversity. 'l'here certainly is no one who will
deny the influence of music as a cultural factor. It has not only
produced nationalism and homogeneity but it has been an important
medium for interpreting the hopes and ideals of one nationality to
another. Negro sprituals have not only helped us over adversities
but they have likewise gained us innumerable friends with their deep
feeling of expression. I have the hope that music then is going to be
the medium through which the American Negro is going to open a
vast cultural store within the group. The first incentive should be the
ultimate creation of American Folk Songs, songs that tell the secret
of a wider American soul. The Spirituals are not only the closest
approach now, but they constitute the basis from which such a development will come. Second, with this accomplishment in the field of
music it may well arouse in the Negro the desire to contribute culturally to America, not only as a Negro but as an American citizen.
Three factors have changed the world tremendously in the present
century. They are transportation, communications and a more humanitarian attitude about those who suffer. They have brought people of various nationalities face lo face on their respective front steps.
Under normal circumstances this would tend to create a closer, more
wholesome, fellowship. But because of certain abnormal concepts that
have been championed by the selfish, it would seem that these important factors have done little same make it possible for people of
different nationalities to hate each other more at closer range.
It is well to recognize that these destructive concepts are not
bred on an international basis, but are merely intensified there. The
truth is, that they are bred back in the communities of these various
nations by selflsb, pernicious leadership. The only po sible way to
uproot this destructive influ nee is to teach people tolerance and
understanding for the legitimate hope , ideals and customs of other
racial groups, save their own. This must come instead of a mania
for economic self-sufficiency and intense nationalism.
America with its melting pol of nationalities need this if democracy is to succeed here and if we are going to be able to indicate
to the world that men and women of different racial stocks can live
together in peace and understanding.
We cannot major in the teaching of health, sanitation, the preservation of natural resources and institutions and sublimate the importance of individual human personalities. We have got to create a
nation with a mobile perspective, one that is not given to developing
blind spots in its thinking about either the spiritual or the material
things of life. A group of people that feel that the prime reason for
the existence of this world is the happiness of individual personalities,
and that all men regardless of a race have a right to this divine
privilege.
Everything I have thus far discussed, active intelligent citizenship; cultural appreciation and mobility of perspective depend upon
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our ability to secure economic self-sufficiency for the people.
nless
we can devise ways and means to make this possible, any discussion
of these items is futile.
The Negro ever since his advent in this country, has b ~ further
removed from economic self-sufficiency than any other ra 1al group
and therefore the matter of normal economic adjustment has always
been his greatest problem.
Therefore, in all that we plan in this adult education d velopment should be done with the hope that it may indicate ~ tter ways
and means or leading the group away from the border-Im of poverty.
.
Economically there are three things we must feature, first 1s the
matter of job efficiency, being able to do a given task profi i ntly;
second, preparing men and women for greater respon ibilili s in the
fields in which they labor; third, opening new avenues or work opportunities.
I recognize the fact that all of these things have be n done or
are being done to some degree, but whatever argument I have here,
is with their lack of coordination. For instance it is most int resting
to hear the various arguments that are given for
egro s losing
certain traditional jobs. Some say it began with the arly immigration
waves to America that brought so many unskilled work rs; others
blame it on our periodic depressions; still others to a change In attitude among white employers, or
egro workers. Whatev r may
have been the basic cause, the fact remains that Negroes do not have
the monopoly they used to have in the domestic and personal service
occupations. Today most of the large hotels in our metropolitan
cities have white waiters and bell hops. Even porters, cooks, chauffeurs, bootblacks and valet services arc run and operated by Italians
or Greeks. This does not only obtain in the large down-town areas,
but it is th unusual egr-0 section in any large city where whites
do not control and operate the small businesses. The Fannie Farmer
corporation that started oft' with an interest only in candy, has now
glorified some phases of domestic and personal service work in certain cities and systematized it under the caption of Home Economics
and will not enroll colored students. I know of at least one big city
where the Household Demonstration Classes of WP A are very nearly
solidly white and the Supervisor says she does not know where to
place the colored workers.
In the meantime we are still very much concerned with training
professional workers and developing white collar complexes in those
who do not have enough money or intelligence to absorb a processional
course.
In the vocations there has been little or no tie-up between th
s hools that offer certain theoretical training and the urban communi.~
ti s with their ever-changing practices and demands. For i.n t
most Southern schools in our group have failed to establish
ance,
.
1 t·
h.
·th
.
.
a workm~ re a ions 1p w1
white mdustry and have stayed years behip<l
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in equipment, while the vocational guidance departments of most
Northern schools throw up their hands in hopelessness in trying to
place colored students for apprenticeship work. It is therefore quite
obvious that there can be no real job efficiency unless we can coordinate the type of assistance we can give our young peeople after
their school days in a creative way as well as the adults who are
on Jobs.
Speaking of promotional opportunities, while it i quite apparent
that a great many Negroes are taken into jobs with no thought of
their ever being advanced, still if we must push on with arguments
to show the injustices in such a system it likewise stands to reason
that we must make every effort to a sure the efficiency of those who
work. Some efforts have been made along these lines in various cites
through the establishment of in-service training courses for domestics,
porters, waiters and other occupations, but this has been widely scattered and very spasmodic.
Increasingly large corporations are establishing apprentice and
training courses for people who are in their employ or new individuals. In the case of the latter the General Electric, for instance,
pays these apprentices a nominal wage. In our adult education program we have not ouly got to develop mediums that can match these
to some degree, but likewise pu h on to convince employers that
Negroes should be admitted to these classes.
Into this whole picture must be introduced more and more abundantly the philosophy of the trade union movement, with an undiluted
delineation of the experiences of egro workers with them up to date,
their importance and techniques for breaking down some of the existing barriers.
And finally may I give my concluding time to some con ideration
of a recommendation that does not solely confine itself to an adult
education program, but will make one far more workable if successful.
I am su r e there is no one but who thinks and knows that the
educational foundations and others have done a tremendously important job for Negro education. They have supplied physical equipment and renovated the educational courses. That is all very commendable, but now that we have the facilities for education, is it not
time that something is done about the matter of work opportunities
for those we train?
Personally I have not always found it as easy to have a philanthropist think in terms of making employment opportunities for
Mary Jones' husband, as I have to persuade him to assist with some
transient need of the Jones family. Yet I have unswervingly insisted
that a real solution of this problem lies in the willingness of white
America to permit Negroes to become economically self-su faining.
I therefore recommend that especially tho e individuals who
head large educational institutions look forward to the formulation
of some plan that will eventually develop "Job Philanthropists." For
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I very definitely feel that tbe time bas come, when 1,000 egro s in
responsible jobs with corporations, is now worth more tb~n a million
dollars In endowment to belp more young peopl~ obtain a bigber
education that leaves them hungry, bitter and destitute.
Real ad ult education for Negroes means tying up our ~ltural
and economic opportunities in a constructive manner that will not
only help Negroes, but make Democracy a reality in America.

ADULT ED CA'flO' ' EF.D 01'' · 1-: mlOE nlOM TUE
POLNT Ot' t:Jll'LO'\' lE 'T

L. A. Oxley, Chief, Negro Placement Service, Division of
Services, Social Security Board, Washington, D.

vrnwP cial

"It is very difficult for me to discus the gr atest probl m facing
us today. Adult ed ucation in relation to employm nt, or training
for productive employment. I want to remind you of two or three
things in relation to employment, the Negro in America is pot ntially
a work r and has been since the beginning. I would hav you link
with that, that employment insures economi and social s urity. The
egro as a work r , by and large, is found in the so-call d marginal
and sub-marginal groups, workers without any particular s kills and
without experien e. I remember years ago reading a book by Dr.
Cabot entitled: "What Men Live By." I quote: "Work, play, love
and worship are the things by which men live." I think ll quite
significant that Dr. Cabot bas placed lhe emphasis on work. In his
book he points out the dignity of labor and the constructive values
which come from one's work. Leaders of all groups ar rightly
evaluating the fl ld of philosophy advanced by a great pion er In the
field of vocational and industrial ed ucation,- the late Dr. Booker T.
Washington . Leaders in ed ucation are giving increasing attention and
study to the development of curricula in these fields that will assure
full realization of the ultimate goal,- namely, tbe training of an
army of workers for the world's several tasks.
When one treats of the egro in any field of human end avor,several fundamental facts must be intelligently considered as basic
and interesting before conclusions can be reached and a program of
action outlined. I shou ld like to talk to you about the egro in the
field of un mployment and suggest something that will challen
your thinking and point to a way out.
ge

What has been happening to the Negro as a worker? What are
some Immediate needs that point to industrial training and r e-training
for the egro worker? How many these needs or lack of n eds b
provided? What has been happening to the egro worker? Read the
history or labor in America and you know that. He is till largely
~arginal and sub-marginal worker on the fringes of industry with
htUe or no exposur e to programs f industrial ~du~tion.
0 help

!
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from public placement programs to assist him in finding work-cut
oil' from educational counseling-replaced in traditional jobs. It
sounds like repetition, but this is one of the most serious aspects.
On these so-called jobs the Negro had been able to produce some
type of economic and social security. I have just returned from a
trip through Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas and Texas. In Detroit during the last ten years, Negro population increased from 16,000 to
162,000. Dr. Paul Douglas is authority for the statement that each and
every month that comes and goes sees hundreds of people pouring
into Cook County from the Mississippi Valley. There must be a twofold problem of adjustment: the economic problem plus a larger problem of adjustment to an urban highly industrialized civilization.
This morning there came to my desk one of the most Illuminating
bulletins from the Social Security Board, a study of state differences
and characteristics in unemployment compensation, and the distribution of wage workers by race. The distribution dHfers widely from
state to state, merely in the differences of color distribution. Nevertheless, in all of the states white wage earners far outnumber colored.
Races other than white and Negro make an insignificant percentage,
except in Alaska, California, Hawaii and Nevada. The relative importance of all Negroes by states earning taxable wages may be seen
also. This is the actual number of Negroes earning taxable wages
and was as great in New York as in Chicago and the Southern States,
such as North Carolina, but the proportion was lower than for several
other states. Taxable wages of per ons other than white was considerably lower than the average in other states. The earnings of
Negroes is even below Mexicans and Japanese. The average for both
colored men and women is highest in Michigan and lowest in Mississippi. Relative difference between white and Negro men is greater
in Mississippi than in Michigan. Men, 37.9- 70.6 in the two states.
These figures are cited merely as examples of the geographical varia,tion in racial differences. Occupational differences is limited more
for Colored than for whites. This brings us to the crux of the problem: What can Land Grant Colleges do as a preparatory program?
1- Nobody in America today, regardless of occupation, wants anybody who is not healthy. One of the prime requisites is to have
workers physically fit, and through the rural schools we are giving
health education, we are trying to develop better physically fit people.
2-We need workers with mental alertness.
3-We want workers with formal training and preparation. I
know that all of the Land Grand College Presidents, by visits to their
schools, are trying to do that. As I visited your schools I have
realized that even today if we were a race which is physically fit,
mentally alert and formally trained, which we are not, we would
be further ahead. It seems to me the leaders in education must
still do some creative thinking that will make it possible for them
to serve the mass of egroes, providing them with ideals and training programs. How can that be done? We must in some way get
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over to the egro in America that if we are a garbage collector,
hold that job by greater efficiency on that job. We must win back,
insofar as it is humanly possible, those traditional jobs which the
educated Negro knows of today because there was a moth r w~o
did not look down on bumble work and who made good domestic
and personal servants. The Negro must qualify, with the assistance of our educators and our leader s, to prepare himself to enter
every avenue of human endeavor without any restriction b cause of
race creed or color. That is a big order, but it does se m to me as
r co~pare the program and the curriculum in the coal-mining areas,
and we know coal-mining is a declining industry, that white I aders
are keenly alive to that and are invading other industri s. I do not
think that any Negroes are employed in the following industrie :
glass, chemicals and rayon. In the Social Security Board, or in
the Federal Security Agency, I want to offer you something w arE'
striving to do, and something that seems to be working. Under
r eorganization plans, eITeclive July first, 1939, you know that we
have: The l<"'ederal Security Agency, Ol'fice of Education, Public Health
Service, alional Youth Administration, Civilian onservation
orps
and the Social Security Board. In every one of these divisions there
is a qualified member of our group on the administrative staff. nder
the Social Security Board we have old-age insurance, un mploym nt compensation, division or employm ent security and a division
that takes care of the needs of dependent children, blind and physically handicapped. In the Bureau of Placement Service and Employment Security, where I am now located, we have an o cupational
r esearch chief. This Service is charged with the responsibility of
setting up public employment bureaus throughout the United Stat s.
It is concerned with youth, the egro, the handicapped and the farm
group. IL has been my privilege to work in the development of a
program which will stimulate the Service to rend r great aid to
the Negro applicant. It is absolutely impossible for those of us
in Washington to do anything in the states unless there is some one
in the states who is on the job. Selected from Civil Service lists
in less than 18 months under such a program and plan, ov r 600
young men and women of our group have taken examinations and
been appointed in 24 states. In 27 states we have launch d statewide conferences dealing with applicant problems of the egro. These
conferences have for their purpose the focusing of attention or
_
thoritles in ~ndustry in that stale, and the problem or the
e;~o
worker in his search for adequate, productive and continuing employment. In New England we were able to interest industry to the
extent that four governors, representing ew Ham ps h'ire, ,,assachu,.
setts, R~ode Island, Connecticut, called to meet in the White House
in Washmgton 150 white industralists, together with 25 egro leaders, and there we were able . to. of!'er
egro sk·11
.
1 e d wor k ers to that
group. As a result, a comrn1ss1on 1s being appoi·nt d •
h
.
e m eac state
Governor Hoey has appomted
one of the best prepare d comm1ss1ons
• • ·
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to follow through in blazing a new path. In Kentucky, and Missouri, where persons appearing on that program representing some
of the largest corporations and industries, with labor represented
and saying what they were willing to do. The best conferences will
be those in Illinois and New York. The Chicago Chamber of Commerce will sponsor a conference of leaders who will say to these
people: "Open up Public Utilities, Marshal Fields and other great
concerns. We consider it an achievement to be able to get industry
to cooperate. May we not say as we come into your state: 'Think
not in terms of just another conference to talk about the ills of the
Negro, but may we have your cooperation, en li st the interest and
support of persons who have jobs to give and at the same time
strive to get Negroes to fill those jobs so that we will come out as
we did at Curtiss' Airplane plant last week when one Negro was
brought from Detroit to work six weeks at $140 per week. Let us
knock at the door of industry for opportunities."
THE NEED 01'' AD

L'r

l'OR DIPROVE]) 110MELIFE
EGUOES

EDUCA'l'IO

AMO 'G

Mary E. Hunter, Head Department of Home Economics,
Virginia State Coll ege, Peter burg, Virginia
The demand for adult-education in home-making was brought
about by the desire of women to share with men, the advantages
and opportunities of specialized training. At first, it followed the
pattern of education which men had shaped to fit their own interest
and needs. The changes, however, which a rapidly moving civilization
produced, showed the need of another type of adult-education for
home life.
The educated as well as the uneducated woman needs such
information as will better prepare her for bearing, rearing and guiding children, and maintaining the social and cultural security of
the family. The ever coming new problems involved in home making
offer a challenge to womanhood for the attainment of a functional
education.
Because the home was designed as the major field of woman's
activities, thoughtful individuals gradually became aware that they
should be educated for the responsible duties involved in housekeeping. Thus adult-education for improved home life had its beginning. It is not possible to accurately define adult-education, neither
is it possible to give a literal interpretation of its scope; because
the adult is exposed to such wide range of educational influences.
Books, movies, radio, news-press, music, church, school and societyall contribute to successful home and family living. These influences
are not sufficient, however, in the progressive age of to-day; when
adults need systematic experiences with a learning purpose. Such
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experiences must vary according to the interest, educational attainment, and home environment of the individual.
.
some women did not have an opportunity when tb_ey were in
school to learn the many things now taught; others did not even
have an opportunity to attend school; while still anoth r gr~up saw
no need ror such training. The many complex problems wh1 h confront home makers of today, however, demand that th Y seek further knowledge pertaining to l1ome and family lif . Individuals who
have a narrow conception or home duties who have not be n int rested
in the weHare of children, have a different notion or the training
necessary [or the twentieth century home-maker.
The management or a home should not require all or a woman's
time, therefore, she needs such training as will prepar h r for recreation and en joyment. She needs that type of information which would
enable her to contribute to the happiness of her family and to community life as well.
In the early stages of adult-education, individuals thought of
gaining information in the effici nt performances of su h household skills as cooking, cleaning, sewing, and caring for th home.
The present concept of home has broadened until it includes vital
problems in the psychiological and mental bases of personality. It
includes also the modification of these concepts by th so lal and
cultural environment, and further understanding of tbe Ca tors which
Influence family behavior. Training in consumer education in the
organization and management or the home on a sound e onomic and
hygienic ba is, must be included in the new program. It d als also
in the appreciation of artistic taste that brings happin ss to the
home through the utilization or science and art in solving problems
fundamental to the well being of the family.
New methods of procedure in the execution of home duties are
constantly being worked out, new problems continually arise, new
discoveries and inventions are frequently made; and n w demands
for economy of time, money, and energy are required. This means
that all members of the household must understand. through continuous education if they are to cooperate intelligently in the improvements of home life.
The type of adult-education which existed when Denmark's folk
schools grew up in connection with its struggles towards a new agricultural economy; the development of a program in
ova Scotia
to meet the ~cute problems of the fishermen, miners, and fruit growers; England s program of adult-education for workmen• and Am
ica's plan for training the unde r -privileged and unempl~yed can ::;
meet
the present demand for an education bu 1·1t on P h"l
h
.
I osop ical
ideas and fo~nded on the principles of democracy. At this time
much
.
. emphasis should be placed on re-educating men a n d women 1n
social problems of home lire • in trades and voca t·ions 1n
•
order
to supplement the family income·• in child an d a d o 1escent be
havlor and in the promotion of improved ho
d
me an community life.

t

t
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Unless we can more adequately prepare adults to meet the economic
need of the family, encourage them to establish homes and more
adequately provide for the physical, mental, and educational care of
children, crime and imprisonment may be expected to increase.
Because of the low economic status of the average Negro family, parents are forced to find a way to provide food, clothing, and
shelter on an unusually low basis. Little difference exists in the comforts of rural and urban families who are forced to live on low economic levels. These conditions, therefore, offer problems that people
who are more successful in economic affairs can hardly realize. Many
families over a large area of the country still live in small huts similar to the habitation of pioneer days; these houses are found in large
numbers on plantations and In the slum s of cities. There still exists
a large number of over-crowded houses which in some cases are not
even provided with window panes. In many instances, the window is
cut In the wall of the small box house and the same pieces of boards
which were cut from the wall are nailed securely together and fastened
to one side of the building with hinge to provide the necessary opening. Such houses offer no light when windows are closed and littl e
ventilation when open. As an outgrowth of poor housing conditions,
plus an inadequate supply of food and clothing; we are confronted
with health problems and unhappy families, whose sole ambitions are
to eke out an existence. Under such conditions adult-education may
function only by educating people generally to keep the house clean,
make the atmosphere of the home more inviting, avoid contagious diseases, and guard against idleness.
Life becomes increasingly different when the family owns a well
appointed home, irrespective or its location.
hanges in the ways of
living, thinking, and acting, influence the entire family when the at,.
mosphere of the home becomes more inviting ancl the family is sufficiently provided with the necessities of life. In order to more adequately provide for complete living every individual should continue
his ed ucation, regardless of his present status in life. Therefore, we
need continual universal training.
The major respomlibility for adult-education rests upon institutions
of learning. Well planned programs may strengthen the household of
Negro families through a functional knowledge of hom(:l and community life, its limitations, and the possibility of its changes and progress.
To meet successfully the various problems of home life, the adult has
need of much information, not only concerning the present status, but
concerning the higher atmosphere of life as well. This type of information serves as a contributing factor in doing things which one
considers worth while.
In considering the needs of adult-education for Improved home life,
we must include the two types of families most commonly found in
America. First, the traditional type of family whose philosophy as it
applies to the problems of adults seems to indicate a continuous static
society. The second example of a family may be classifled as the pro-
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gressive type which [eels that the Pntire social order should be
changed to more adequately insure the preservation of the home in a
democratic society. In order that the ideas of this group be more
clearly defined, they may be thought o[ as a group of people who believe that every individual should make and achieve his own way
through his intellectual ability. It is this type of man or woman that
may benefit to a greater degree by r.ontinual education. Bode says
that "A democratic system of education is ordinarily supposed to
mean a system which is made freely accessible to all members of the
group." Therefore, it does seem important to include all types of
families In adult-education. The kind of training may vary according
to individual interest and needs; but the educational growth of all
men and women may become a realization.
Working with adults has special value for the teacher as well as
for those being taught. It affords a fine opportunity for bringing family problems to the attention of both men and women. It offers an
opportunity to develop instruction and experiences around the needs,
desires, and interests of the family. This recognition of need may
have grown out of family relationships, economic struggles of the
family, or for the desire of a more functional family program.
In many instances parents need to change their attitudes w.th
respect to their children and neighbors, families need to make
adjustments in the daily routine of respon sibilitie □, 111:d a new phase of
activity needs to be planned as a supplement f.:Jr the regular duties
involved in home and family living.
Adults should be trained for participation in ci\'ic affairs from a
democratic point of view. Families should know their community.
They need some guidance into the pos ibilities of new vocations. Publicity should be given the ccmmunity and a program su1fidently
broad to include all phases of individual and group interest of an
economic, social, civic and recreational nature should be developed.
These programs should be frequently revised based on the growth and
development of home and community me. Adults should be drawn
on heavily for community service through various committees. People
become interested in proportion to thPir needs and to the extent that
they are allowed to participate in the development of a program for
their advancement. It is, therefore, important that every member
of the community have an opportunity to use his ability to a maximum
degree in the promotion of adult education for the home.
In making a study of the improvement of home life among Negroes
we are confronted with these problems: What should be the purpose
or adult education? What type of program should be planned for both
men and women who are promoters of home making? What should be
the relation of tbe college to the family institution? The solution of
these and other problems may come through a philosophy of ed ucation
bas d on the point of view which one ar.cepts as a philosophy of life.
The outlook on life may change in proportion to the experience and
knowledge gained by the individual. Values and standards ma.
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change through the expansion of ideals of democracy; but successful
adult education for home life would still require interest, cooperation
and participation on the part of both men and women.
Special interest groups may prove to be more valuable than community groups for most of the home making programs; this interest
may vary and new emphasis may be placed according to new desires
for living and learning.
The need of adult education in the rural and urban communities
may be of equal importance since it becomes increasingly evident that
the more formal phases of adult education which are carried on in
town will al so serve individuals who live in rural communities. People
who Jive on farms tw nty or thirty miles from town think nothing of
driving to town for the movies. A similar interest may be developed
in the adult education program provided people receive the type of
information necessary to interest them in the improvement of home
and community 1ife. As civilization advances, however, improved
methods of home life become constantly less simple and less static
with the progressive borne maker. The home life of the traditional
home maker, however, becomes increasingly dill'icult as civilization
advances. With the new inventions and discoveries there is continual
advancement to be made by those who wish to improve through educational experiences.
It is the desire for recreational opportunities, for better homes in
which to live, for more inviting community life, for improved health
conditions, for a more substantial income, better educational advantages for children and appreciation for the standards of values in personal relationships and family Jiving, which force large numbers of
Negro families to leave the rural areas. Through the process of reeducating the adult a more liveable home may be developed. There
is available evidence to show that with maturity the individual Increases in social intelligence, in ability to manage economic alTairs,
make a satisfactory home. work out social problems and rear children.
It is the power of this intelligence that forces men and women to seek
new locations.
The greatest heritage that Land Grand Colleges and Private institutions can pass to the egro, is a plan for working out a philosophy of
lire-a philosophy which the race is willing to accept as a guide In
meeting the many situations which may arise within the race and in
its adjustments to interracial problems. The whole home making program of adult-education should point towards education for successful
family living. This philosophy should be infused with democracy and
so firmly "instilled in the lives of adults and prospective adults until
it becomes a part of American civilization. If democracy Is to be maintained in the field of education, teachers and leaders must become
aware or its importance in dealing with problems of men and women.
In emphasizing adult-education for Improved home life one cannot disregard an opportunity to use the college as a pattern of life.
It Is to you, then, who have served so well as presidents of the most
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outstanding institutions for Negro education that we seek guidance
in the promotion of home life. We ask that you direct your teachers
who must spread a rich college influence and environment over the
adult life of your state. Help them enrich the present program of
adult education, with a plan adequately varied and sufficiently broad to
include the interest of all individuals who are promoters of egro
home life.

SOCIAL TRE DS 01'' SIG~H'ICA Cl<: 1''0R ADULT ED CATIO
(Summary)
E. Franklin Frazier, Professor of Sociology
Howard Univer ity, Washington, D. C.
Although adult education includes a number of programs and
activities, such as continuation and corrective education, workers education, and folk high schools and people's colleges, the major emphasis
is upon orienting the adult to his social and economic world. So conceived adult ed ucation [or egroes may be viewed in r elation to (a) the
effects of urbanization; (b) the decline of agriculture; {c) the relations of capital and labor; and (d) Social Security. Urbanization
means that the egro ha b en tran planted from a world characterized by tradition, folk lore, and personal relations to one in which
science, rational devices, and impersonal relations dominate. For example, a mother in the city must look to hospitals, clinics, and the
publications of the United States Children's Bureau rather than the
folk knowledge of a grandmother. 'l'be decline in agriculture for the
majority of egroes has meant a collapse of cotton tenancy. The
government has recognized this crisis which acquires rehabilitation
on the basis of some kind of collective activity. Adult Negroes have
to be educated in the nature of the change in agriculture and the
social machinery necessary for social rehabilitation. As a newcomer
to industry adult egroes must be educated in the relations of employer and employee which are different from those to which he has
been accustomed for generations. He must learn that he works for
Impersonal orporations and that the laborer must combine and
bargain collectively. Finally, in regard to Social Security, the Negro
must learn that the philosophy or individualism is inapplicable to
machine indu try, mass production, and corporate ownership.
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ECO OMIC TRE D OF SIG 'IFI ANCE }'OR AD LT ED 'CATIO
A. F. Hinrichs, Chief Economist
U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington, D. C.
Education must always concern itseir with the problems of the
world of tomorrow. Today's problems we must meet as best we may
with yesterday's education. The educator has no role to play in a
crisis, unless he abandons his profession and turns propagandist.
The educator's task extends across the life of each generation. His
accomplishment may properly be measured by the ease with which any
generation faces its emergencies, whether they be those affecting singly
the lives of individuals or those that affect a national or international
society.
The educator therefore bas r latively litue concern with heroic
history. The fateful and often fatal decisions of politicians and statesmen that are of such overwhelming importance to our daily ways of
living-and dying- cannot give positive shape to the educator's plans.
The educator must concern himself with the longer future. He must
foresee tomorrow's problems in today's trends, and shape his plans
to his foresight. He can only pray that politicians cast in the heroic
mold not so smash our society that th e world of tomorrow is hidden
in smoke ri sing from the ashes of the world of today.
Changes in the birth-rate are more important than Hitler. The
growth or modern cities affects our civilization more fundamentally
than did the World War. The invention or the cotton gin was a more
powerful force in American history than Thomas Jefferson, ancl the
succesful mechanization of cotton-picking will affect the future of
our land more fundamentally than did the leaders of the North and
South in the War Between the States.
What are some of these trends today? The most important is
the decline of the birth-rate. The population of the United States,
Which doubled itself every 25 years up to 75 years ago, is now growing
at a rate of less than 71h per cent a decade. Even this rate of growth
is only temporary, reflecting an age distribution of our population that favors growth. On the basis of 1930 birth and death rates,
the native white populations was ·reprodu ing itself with an excess of
about 8 percent per generation; the egro, with an excess of only
about 3% percent. At present birth-rates, neither group is reproducing itself.
This, I presume, in the language of our respective t rades, is a
social trend. I am ccfncerned with ils economic consequences. A
slowing down of the rate of population growth removes one of the
t~o forces that contributed throughout the last century to our r laltvely rapid recovery from depressions. The other was the existenc
or an undeveloped frontier. We can look now to a continuously advancing level of living to keep our men and machines busy in the
face of an advancing technology. In this our economic system may bE'
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successful. On the whole, however, it seems probable that underemployment will be more or less chronic.
What does this mean to adult education? It means that it is no
longer enough that a man or woman be safely ~mbarked in a trade.
Technological displacement in a stabilizing economy is far more
serious than in a rapidly expanding one. We must be prepared to
train and retrain those whom the machine displaces.
Let us look at the birth-rate figures again. The net increase of
population among both Negroes and Whites is almost entirely confined to rural areas. The growth of economic opportunity continues
to be found in the cities. Agricultural employment will probably not
expand. This implies migration each year within the United States
on a scale so large that one wonders why the wanderings of the
Children of Israel made history. It challenges our entire educational
process and philosophy. At present the poorest parts of the nation arc
asked to bear the cost of rearing and training our future urban population. Whatever may be the results, as regards primary and secondary
school support and curricula, it may be taken for granted the job
of education for city living will not be finished in the rural schools.
Here indeed is a field for continuing education for millions of adults
transplanted from a social and economic environment in · whi h they
and their families for generations have bad deep roots, and forced lo
fend for themselves more or less alone in an alien world.
These trends have a very special significance for the 1egro.
In even the smallest cities the Negro population is not reproducing
ltselr, though at the 1930 rates the white population did. On farms,
however, the rate of reproduction for egroes is substantially higher
than for Whites. Yet in 1930, 56 p r cent of the Negroes lived ill
rural areas, as against 42 percent of the white population. Relatively,
therefore, in the face of a high rate of reproduction and limited employment opportunity in agriculture, we should expect a larger migratory movement among Negro than among white workers. This was
tru(' even in 1930, when 1 out of 4 egroes had left the State in which
he was born. Insofar as this is a migration to the orth, it is almost
entirely a migration to urban centers.
The egro, more than any other racial group in the community,
is easily identified as an object of discrimination. In a period of
underemployment this is especially serious. If to the obvious disadvantage of identifiability one adds limitations of training, the situation becomes indeed desperate.
I have spoken of the huge migrations which are occurring from
rural areas to the cities and of the concentration of increasing employm nt opportunities in the cities. This obviously calls for an eduational program lo facilitate adaptation to urban life.
It must not be thought, however, that I would under-estimate the
Importance or an extension of our educational facilities for rural
living. Th majority o[ th rural population are going to continue
to live on farms. One needs to no more than consult the figures on
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farm incomes in
the importance
level of farming.
migration of an
something which
something which

the southeastern part of the United States to realize
of an educational program designed to raise the
The program of education required to facilitate the
excess population from the farms to the cities is
must be added to the program for rural living-not
can be substituted for it.

What of the types of jobs which are opening up to these peopleWhite or egro- who are migrating to the cities? First, and perhaps
most important, there is less and less demand for mere brawn. The
gang of ditch-diggers has become an engineer and a complicated
mechanism crawling on caterpillar treads. The blast furnace is mechanically charged. Below ground in oal mines mechanical loaders
take the place of human power. The prospect of the mechanical cotton picker, still on the horizon, is almost terrifying as we think of
men and women by the hundreds of thousands desperately looking for
a decreasing number of absolutely unskilled jobs.
For the egro migrant from rural areas this is especially serious.
He might of course be recruited, as were foreign immigrants, as a
source of cheap labor. But in fact he is competing with every other
disadvantage group in the community in a field that offers less secure
employment than any other. The long-run trend is against unskilled
work as such. The short-run trend is against the unskilled worker,
for he is the most dispensable of the employer's force during a depression. Yet it is precisely a unskilled workers that the bulk of
the Negroes in industry find employment.
Looking at the over-all picture of our population, apart from racial
groups, we see that the demand is increasingly for workers amenable
to high-tension production. This is notably true of our ractories. It
is also true, as you will have observed, of retail trade and officework. Under these conditions, children are not useful to modern industry. This is largely responsible for the polongation or our schooling. Two-thirds of our population of high school age are in hig!l
schools. An eighth or more are in colleges.
There is no occupational trend that suggests that anything like
this proportion of the population will find jobs such as college or high
school graduates assumed to be their clue 40 years ago. For the most
Part they are going to start-and end- in wage-earning and clerics 1
fobs.
This means that the substance of American living has to come
in larger measure from something other than the job. If the job
is the end for which we Jive, no society which we can now imagine
Will satisfy men's desires. High school training cannot and will not
be so stultified as to create satisfied and unthinking robots. Workers
who know the American tradition will organize and demand continuously more from the job. But for millions upon millions the job itself
can be only a means to an end. The educator-not alone in the high
schools but perhaps even more importantly in a process of education
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continuing through life-bas the task of developing the stuff within
men with which life outside of the job can be lived.
This seems to me the most essential task of adult education. It
becomes the more important because of another economic trend- the
tendency to shorten the hours of work. Partly this is humanitarian
in its origin. But primarily it is related to the greater concentration
of effort required by modern production techniques. Efficiency and
shortened hours go band in hand. The twelve hour day and seven day
week in the steel mills is a horrible memory. More and more leisure
is to be expected. The economic trends of today promise the opportunity to live. Whether or not we have the capacity to live depend~
upon the educator.
I have been thinking for some years of the problem which is
posed by limited economic opportunity and a longer and longer period
of formal education. It is rife with opportunities for conflict. It contains a serious challenge to our social order. Even more serious, however, seems to me to be the probability of intensified group conflicts
in the search for jobs. The number of persons seeking professional
employment, for example, has already become so great that a high
proportion are forced to look for jobs in miscellaneous non-professional employments. Under these conditions, we will recognize merit,
or will we raise barriers of racial prejudice still higher? The answer
must depend in part at least upon whether we are trained to the belief
that the job is an end in itself or is a means to living. It depends in
part upon the values we establish for ourselves. How important is it
that we live in a world that we can examine without shame, in the
knowledge that we are each doing our best to make it a place fit for
men to live in? If this ideal is important to enough people, we may
survive this period of transition without too shameful a record of
conflict. If all that counts is the job, I refuse to predict the future.
I would not for a moment have you think that I attach no importance to man's struggle for economic advancement. One should not
expect to see the finer values of living flower in a mire of desperate
poverty. I shall be astonished, however, if the traditions of individual advancement continues to play the role they have in the past.
Increasingly, economic circumstance is going to force people to a
program of social action to achieve economic advancement. Whether
this movement be wisely led or becomes a mere pursuit of ham and
eggs d pends upon the capacity of our people to think through the
problems of a complex so iety.
Whether there should be any change in the emphasis of the Negro
leaders seeking advancement for their fellows, I am not qualified to
say. My personal opinion is that the egro has been so seriously disadvantaged that even in a stabilizing economy there should be continued drive and prepar~tion for an enlargement of the opportunities
for this t nth or the nation.
Of one thing I am certain, however The native white
t·
·
popu1a ion
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must generally regard the legends of Horatio Alger as those of a bygone day, as we have long since come to regard the tales of Cooper.
In this situation does the Negro have another contribution to
make to the life of America? For the Negro there is little that Is
novel in the prospect of a job that is not commensurate with his
capacity for living. Has this experience produced values from which
we may learn? Again, I say, that I am not talking of abnegation
and patience with unnecessary suffering. But I am convinced that
our happiness depends in large measure upon discovering something
within ourselves, over and above ambition for job advancement, to
make life more worth while for the millions who toil.
TRAINL~G

EEDED BY TEACHERS OF AU LTS

James A. Atkins, Specialist in Negro Education,
Education Division, Work Projects Administration,
Washington, D. c..

It is like carrying coals lo ewcastle to come before you to
discuss the subject assigned me by your President: "The Training
Needed by Teachers of Adults." Most of you preside over institutions
which have for the past quarter of a century prepared teachers and
leaders for agricultural extension- one of the largest and most important adult education enterprises of the country. A considerable
number of Negro teachers, whose employment needs the Emergency
Education Program was designed to lake care of, have been students
in Your institutions. The Emergency Program, itself, has had your
blessing, your constant support, your guidance, and your close cooperation. Hence, I have the feeling that I should ask you the
question: What training is needed by adults-rather than attempt to
answer it even tentatively and with great reservation.
Both your present attitude and past practice indicate that you
recognize the importance of the adult education movement, and are
ready and willing to assume leadership in preparing teachers to carry
it on. But I think that as the very first step in assuming this responsibility you sho uld take a look at the status of adult education. Despite the almost abrupt intensification of interest in it in recent years,
we cannot overlook the fact that it bas little prestige. It Is still
considered a remedial or deficiency education. Sorenson sizes up the
situation as follows: "Adult education was born in illiteracy, baptized
in Americanization and now through Federal Emergency Education,
it has been confir~ed in reli~f. Furthermore, all through its gasping
life it has been corrupted by commercial schools, kept in swaddling
clothes by professional educators. Even university adult education,
Which is old enough to be adult, has been dwarfed by malnutrition,
as it existed in a few crumbs which have dropped from the appropriation table."
This statement raises doubts about the future of adult education
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which cannot be ignored, and which constitute one of the major pr~blems facing those who make plans for carrying on teacher education
In this area, as well as for the trainees, themselves. If the field of
adult education is to be narrowed to the teaching of those whose
formal education is deficient, the field of teacher training will be narrowed accordingly. But if we have really come to the time when
adult education is universal in its scope, another tack will be necessary. In either case I will assume that it is really adult, universal iu
scope, and Informal in character.
Constructive suggestions for a progressive training program for
teachers of adults may be obtained from many ources. Churches, religious organizations, Y. M. C. A.'s, Y. w. C. A.'s, settlement houses,
community centers, and a large number of the federal agencies have
trained teachers and leaders for their own special needs. Other groups
have trained teachers and leaders for work in the fields of parent
education, forum education, literary and naturalization. But the programs of most of these agencies and organizations have generally
been limited to the special interests of their groups and often more
or less formalized.
Just by chance there is another program to which we may turn
for guidance. It is the Adult Education Program conducted by several federal relief agencies- the CWA, the FERA, and the WPA. This
program, national from the point of geography, and universal so far
as educational activities go, has bad to train its own teachers for
the past six years. The reasons for this are chiefly two: there has
been a continual change of teaching personnel, and the teachers have
had to organize their own classes and keep them going- an experience for which their previous training has in no wise prepared them.
In reviewing the activities of these training programs- each state
initiates, plans, and carries on its own program- I think I can safely
say that they passed through two stages of development, the first stage
lasting until 1937, and the second from that time to the present.
When the Emergency Education Program was inaugurated as a
Phase of the CWA, its teachers were, roughly, of three classes: (1)
teachers who had spent their lives as teachers of children; (2) young
college graduates educated to teach children; and (3) a group of
workers from the professions, trades and industries, and commercial
pursuits-artists, actors, writers, lawyers, ministers, physicians,
nurses, mechanics, and others who had no special training or experience in the field of education. The teaching of adults was something
new and strange to all these, especially since the teachers had to
organize and carry on their classes. Bread-and-butter were at stake.
There was no time to go back to college for courses in adult education. And even If it had been possible to do so the colleges would
not have been prepared lo cope with the situation.
You know the rest of the story how through work, study, experimentation in working conferences, lasting from one day to a full term
of summer school, held In school houses, court houses, and other public
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buildings, but mainly in colleges and universities, and with the help of
publlc school teachers, college professors, college presidents, librarians, professional workers from the public health and other State
Departments, county agents, and other workers from the field of
agriculture, leaders and directors from all types of social and welfare
agencies, public and private-all shared their knowledge and developed
the programs of professional training for teachers of adults all over
this country for the first time. I do not know whether we are proud
of them or not. But I do know that they are our programs. They are
the Nation's programs.
What were the nature and scope of these programs In the beginIng. Training did not then mean, and does not yet mean formalized
courses.
All efforts centered around the finding of satisfactory answers to such questions as these: Why should adults be educated?
What is adult education? How does it diITer from the education of
children? Can adults r eally learn? If so, how? What motivates
adult learning? What are the best methods in adult education?
What materials are available? Public libraries became popular, where
they were accessible or availahle, and the intensive search for practical answers to live problems gave all-teachers, administrators, and
friends-a larger education.
For example, it revealed that facts gleaned from such authentic
sources as the United States Census reports gave solid support to
Joseph K. Hart's contention that "it is not the education of children
that can save the world from destruction; it is the education of
adults; it is the adult who must be r eleased from his provincial•
mindedness, his animistic prejudices, his narrow customs, his obsolete habits; it is the adult who must be given the chance to become
free in a world of science, tolerance, human sympathy, and intelligent
organization."
A second discovery of the search was that it is nearly ImPossible to define adult education at least the informal type-because of its vast scope, including, as it does, organized and systematized work ranging from the <•lementary to the college and professional levels as well as the ocC'asional learnings of many sorts by
grown-ups, as individuals and in groups.
In reference to the ability of adults to learn, all found out very
soon that Thorndike had answered the question, conclusively, a few
Years before, but that the kno,-m psychological bases of adult learning are comparatively few, and that while the field has been discovered
it is yet to be thoroughly explored, mapped and charter. Also, it
was discovered that one vital difl:erence between teaching children
and teaching adults arises from their attitude toward learning nearly
anything. Lessons for children teucl to be for education for use after
a While, while those for adults arc for immediate action.
The search for methods led backward and outward. The literature bearing upon adult education efforts before the day of Osier's
famous dictum on the creativeness of man's mind and James' on the
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plasticity of the mind after twenty-five were studied with the result
that the teachers became acquainted wltl the story of the lyceum,
the chautauqua, and the "moonlight schools," as well as those of
Workers Education in England, and the Folk High Schools in Denmark.
Instructional materials suited to adult needs were scarce, or nonexistent. Thus the responsibility for adapting existing materials or
for creati ng new ones out o( their immediate environment fell squar ely
upon the teachers. As a result, newspapers, pamphlets, leaflets, and
other types of free and inexpensive materials became the actual cu rriculum.
Because the relief question was constantly in the spotlight, a
majority o( the teachers found it necessary to r eview their civics aml
American history. In so doing they discovered that the belief in
federal aid for various enterprises is as wide as the continent and
about as old as our government. Also, a gen ral acquaintance was
made with the origin and history of federal aid to education- the
Land Grants in the Northwest Territory, the Morrill Act, the Sm ith
Lever Act, and the Smith-Hughes Act. In fact, it is not too much to
say that, to many, th e story of how federal aid to ed ucation bas developed in scope, amount. and permanency throughout our national
history was made known for the first time.
Another problem which was not a part of the original list facing
Emergency Education teachers, but whi ch became an important one
before the end of the first year of training, was the Negro problem.
Little bad been done in determining the "why" of adult education before it became obvious that those to whom it made the strongest appeal
the unedu ated adult, and the und er-educated adult-were merely
all victims of underprivilege, and that th e most underpriviledged was
the Negro. This fact brought forth discussion. Aud discussion revealed that in spite of handicaps the Negro bas been a constant and
valuable contributor to American civilization.
In the fall of 1937, the training programs entered the second
stage. It was the feeling at the Washington Office that the work had
advanced to the point where there was need for more systematic attack upon the t achers' problems. A plan was formulated whereby
the Slate and area sup ervi sors of the Program would attempt to discover just what the teachers' needs were. The individual interview
and conference methods were used . And it sho uld be noted that by
this time many of the teachers bad had two or three years' experince on the Program. By and large they r epresented a cross section
of American teachers. Their av rage age was between 30 and 35
y ars, a nd a large proportion of them had discontinued their college
work, or finish d coll ge since 1929.
What knowledg , abililie , skilJ s, altitudes, and appreciations did
th s t ach rs ronslder necessary for the efficient performance of their
tasks?
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First, it was considered of prime importance to know well the
subject, or to have a high degree of mastery o[ the activity being
taught; and that it was of equal importance to have a ricn background
of information on the leading economic, political, and social conditions and probl ems, especially in view of the fact that in adult classes.
or groups, some students bring a rich background o[ experience, and
may want to discuss the varied implications of nearly any topic.
Second, there was keen desire to know about methods of studying
and analyzing the needs and interests of students in their classes,
and also about methods of surveying communities in which the classes
were held. Considerable importance wa attached to knowledge of this
type because it would enable them to become acquainted with the
centers of individual and community interest as well as the total
educational resources of the community. Such knowledge would
place them in a position to make u e of the social and welfare agencies of thei r communities in solving the problems of educational need.
And, .furthermore, such information paved the way for a co-ordination
of community educational activities.
Third, there was a felt need for ability to lay out the general
framework o[ courses o[ study along lines of individual, group, or
community interests and needs, with clue regard in this process lo
the organization o[ short units that could stand alone and also fit
into a pattern of varied and enlarging interests. In this connection attention was called to the almost constant n ce sity for the tentative
selecion or subject matter, especially since lhe selection must be
made after groups meet, and there must be continual re-selection as
teachers become better acquainted with th interests and needs of
their students. Also, attention was called to lhe necessity for adapting
instructional material to the general level of groups and of their individual members with reference to education, experience, background,
ability, lime for, and willingness to do outside study, regularity or attendance and intensity of interest.
Fourth, need was expressed for practical help in understanding
the use and limitations of specific methods of teaching adults in the
ways adults want to learn. Mention was made pretty generally of the
lecture, the laboratory or workshop, and the various popular methodb
of informal group discussion, such as the conference, forum, panel, ancl
8 YlllPOsium. Special attention was called to the need for help in overcoming difficulties arising from a lack of understanding of adult
counselling and guidance-a need that seemed to be especially significant In view of the growing interest in having students to participate,
consciously, in the planning of their own programs of study.
l•'ifth, here and there in widely separated sections of the country,
th e ne d was expressed for aid in developing satisfactory measures
of Progress that would in no way interfere with the plan of letting
st udents start where they are, go in tbe direction they want to go, go
at the pace they can go, and make salls[actory use of new learning
to, Present purposes.
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Sixth, nearly everywhere teachers felt the need for more knowledge of, and ability to use effectively, accessory materials that could be
obtained from national, state, and local sources. There was a general
feeling that the best of such materials today are usually above the
reading levels of the great mass of the underprivileged seeking
education. Many teachers were intereJted in acquiring skill in the
preparation and supervision of supplementary visual materials, such
as charts, posters, diagrams, and various types of exhibits. And a
considerable number desired to know how to make profitable use of
the newer instruments of education, snch as the radio, motion pictures, and educational tours to museumP, courts, jails, hospitals, water
plants, housing projects, public utilities, and the like.
Highlights of teacher training as it is carried on under the Emergency Education Program have been presented. Some attention has
been given to the aims and objects of this training, as well as to its
content and method. Special emphasis has been placed upon the
purely professional aspects of it. As previously stated, the training
was not presented as formal courses, but as problems to be solved.
Nor were the usual types of school rewards, such as marks and credits
given for it.
It would be difficult to translate such a program into the usual
college courses offered in departments and schools of education. However, if this were done it would probably provide valuable suggestions
for a number of professional courses in the fields of psychology and
education, such as philosophy of adult education, history of adult
education, principles and practices of teaching in adult education,
methods of organizing and managing adult classes, methods of organizing communities for adult education, curriculum and program
making in adult education, methods in group discussion, research
methods in adult education, field work in adult education, and observation and practice teaching in adult education. Such courses, even
if their content were carefully selected and organized, with the special
needs of particular groups of teachers in view, would represent only
a desirable minimum of professional training.
Additional training of a more general nature should be provided
through basic courses in the history of education, philosophy of education, educational psychology, methods in education, school organization and management, with particular attention to tne one-room
school, and the financing of education in the United States. And in
order to assure the teacher of a rich background of information on
the social order, basic courses in sociology, economics, government,
and a wide range of cultural subjects should be given.
Earlier in this discussion attention was called to the low standing
of adult education. With some reservations the same comment might
be made in reference to other fields. It is my impression that educators are convinced that the prestige of teachers in all areas of education, depends, more and more, upon the qualifications of the teachers
and leaders. No attempt will be made to discuss the desirable qualifi-
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cations of the teachers of adults, but a few of those listed by Robert K.
Speer, ed Dearborn, and others will be given by way of suggestion:
The teacher of adults should be broadminded; have a wide variety of interests; have ability to do the job well; be decent-minded
with individuals and grounds; have respect for personality-seeing
people in terms of their possibilities rather than in terms of what
they are now; be professional-minded rather than academic-minded,
more concerned with people than with things; have a flaming enthusiasm to share knowledge and skills. It is my conviction that it
is possible to have these qualifications only through a rounded education gained through abundant reading, wide travel, rich contacts
with people, much living, and a considerable amount of altruistic
thinking, resulting in an ability to cooperate with people on the level
of need. Prodigies, snobs, bullies, or dull-witted, drab and colorless
teachers may not be expected to remove adult education from the
ranks of the educational step-children. Only the best are equal to
the challenge.
Any training cour ses not given on the job may miss the mark
far. But the training of teachers of adults given in our Negro Land
Grant Colleges need not be given in any other than a me situation,
especially in view of what would seem to be the major :QUrposes of
our adult education for the egro masses for some time to come,
namely, (1) to promote health and safety; (2) to increase civic consciousness and effectiveness; (3) to eradicate Illiteracy and overcome
deficiencies in formal education; (4) to improve home and family
relations; (6) to improve job opportunities and effectiveness through
education, re-education, and guidance; (6) to increase effectiveness
in consumer activities; and (7) to increase and improve recreational
advantages.
At the very doors of our colleges are, or were before the days of
the WPA and the PWA, some of the very bad slum areas of the
country. In these areas are found high rates of unemployment and
relief, high disease rates, high death rates, high rates of educational
retardation, and high illiteracy rates- just to mention a few of their
more common handicaps. To illustrate, in the ounty in which the
Negro Land Grant ollege of several of the states represented, the
illiteracy rate among egroes is as high as, or higher than the national
average for the race throughout the country, according to the 1930
census reports. Here is a situation made to order for productive experimentation and research in the field of adult education.
In view of the present status of adult education, and the financial
uncertainties connected with all education today, it would seem advisable for an institution planning to introduce professional training
for teachers of adults to open an experimental laboratory- an Adult
Education Center-on the campus, or very near it. The Center shou ld
be under the direction of the professor of education having charge of
th e training of teachers of adult education, assisted by all the other
faculty members whose help might be required. The amount of room
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space required for the Center would depend upon circumstances. If
possible it should have a teacher's work room, and whatever room
space is necessary to accommodate the adult students. The teacher's
room should be furnished with (1) work tables, chairs, and a blackboard; (2) an assortment of study or working material for teachers,
such as books, pamphlets, leaflets, and the like, bearing upon adult
education, as well as samples of text books and study material used
by adult students; (3) visual material, maps, charts, posters, etc.,
made by or tor the teachers, and designed to help them in their study
planning and work. The classroom or rooms for students would be
equipped with the necessary facilities for the work being done.
It would be the function of the Center to serve both as a practice
school for teachers planning to enter educational, and as an elimination school for them. I say an elimination school because in adult
education, as a result of the voluntary attendance feature, many
teachers are called, but few are chosen. Experimentation in methods
and materials, as well as in planning for adult education curriculums,
could be carried on in the Center by the teachers in training and
their supervisor or director. From the Center could be carried on the
field work and study of the backgrounds of the adult students and their
educational interests and needs. This would bring the Department of
Sociology into the picture.
The enter could serve as the meeting place of the adult students'
council, and In general as the focal point of planning and organization for adult education on a community or state-wide basis.
And, finally, it would be the point at which the egro college
would meet its adult neighbors-many of whom are educationally, as
well as socially and economically underprivileged- together with other
patrons of the college who might be interested in carrying the college
to the community, the community to the college, and In general in the
Integration of egro education and the realization of its larger
possibilities.
ADULT ED CATIO ' A D PROBLEM OF READI G

Ralph M. Dunbar, Chief, Library Service Division
Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office of Education,
Washington, D. C.
"Thank heaven, I am now through with books." That surprismg
statement was once made to me by a graduate student about to receive his Ph. D. degr e, as he cl ared his book charges at the univ rslty library just b fore commencement. In his judgment, this
stud nt r It that he had reached a point where he could dispense with
r adlng.
In this mistaken statement, "I am now through with books "
Th r are many Implications; Implications for our system of form~l
du lion, tor our llbrarl s and librarians, and for any progress of
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adult education. One instance, of course, does not furnish the basis
for any sweeping generalizations, but this one of the graduate students can be supplemented by many others of adults in all walks of life.
It would seem safe to say, therefore, that in any program of adult
education, the problem of reading is a crucial one. Reading skills,
reading attitudes, and reading tastes can not be taken for granted.

Iteadlng One of Jinny Media
Reading is, of course, but one of the media whereby information is passed from one person to another, or to a group of persons.
The spoken word is another-whether it be a casual conversation
or a planned lecture before an audience; whether it be at a crossroads grocery or a Town Hall panel di cussion in a municipal auditorium.
The motion picture is still another. The news reel, the educational film, a picture like The River, showing the effects of the unthinking destructiveness of man, or motion pictures l ike The Informer,
showing the effects on a man's soul when he betrays a friend- all
have recognized educational values. Museums with systematically
arranged objects of nature, art, and science are another medium or
transferring Information. The radio, the electrical transmission or
sound through the air waves, is an added medium. Its efl'ectivene s
as an Instrument is seen in the use made of it by statesmen in explaining their policies to the adults of a nation, or by the extent to
Which a part of a nation can be scared out of its wits by a skil\[ul
dramatist who can make them think that the Martians have landed in
ew Jersey.

Rending An lmportllnt Medium
Yet of these media- the spoken word, the motion picture, the
museum, the radio-reading, the acquisition of ideas from conventional patterns of printer's ink is, I submit, the most stable. The
spoken word is fleeting, and ofttimes needs further interpretation; the
same limitations apply to the motion picture and the radio. But the
Printed word, the medium used in reading, Is not fleeting; we can
turn back to it, examine it, study it, and think over it meditatively,
Quietly and at our leisure. Reading, therefore, is an important factor
in any adult education program.

T he Stlltu of Jten1l lng
.
Yet what Is the situation regarding reading of adults in the U. S.,
!Deluding in that term, not only reading skill, but reading attitude and
tastes?
First of all, the 1930 census showed that 4.3 per cent of all persons
or lO Years or age and over were not able to read and write either In
English or in some other language. As Professor Thomson of Univer-
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sity College at Chicago recently expressed it: "Here is a group of
persons equal in size to the population of the State of Massachusetts
and greater in size than the total population of the city of Chicago to
whom the printed page means little or nothing."
Dr. William S. Gray has said that a surprisingly large number of
men and women, often estimated at 12,000,000, have mastered the
mechanics of reading, but are unable to read easily the materials now
available that relate to adult interests.
From the experts we hear that half the youth between the ages
of 16 and 20 can not read well enough to get an education from books;
that half the population can not read efficiently enough to absorb
ideas from the printed page: and that, by and large, we are a nation
of sixth-graders in reading speed and comprehension. Those are
surely facts to be taken into account in considering adult education.
And what are our adult readers reading? A recent ride on a
metropolitan train almost led me to believe that the largest part of
it was reading the Daily Racing Form and were trying to find out
which horses would show and what was the prospective "Daily
Double." Others were examining the comic strips, some the sports
page, a number the war news, quite a [ew the picture weeklies and
dailies, and one was reading Veblen's Theory of the Leisure Class.
Against this discouraging situation, I have the repeated statement of
State library extension workers of numerous calls for serious reading
in the quarters least expected; and I have had pointed out to me, the
large circulation attained by our magazine digests, devoted predominantly to serious reading.
Casual polls such as mine are statistically unsound samples not
representative of the population as a whole, so suppose we refer to
Professor Douglas Waples who, with the aid of special grants, has
made some extensive scientific studies of what people are reading. He
says: "A birdseye view of contemporary reading shows almost everyone reading headlines and comic strips in newspapers occasionally.
Three-fourths of us 'read' at least the pictures in magazines. Half
ot us read what pass as bookf'. From two-thirds to three-fourths of
the population read what is fairly labeled as mediocre or worse. Nonfiction, apart from newsprint, is read mostly by students and professionals." Such is the situation regarding r eading, as described by
Dr. Waples.
From all the foregoing, two facts regarding r eading emerge as
having significance for adult education. First, there is a large body
of adults who have sufficiently mastered the reading skills, and second
there is a still larger number whose reading tastes do not lead them
to a critical and interpretative understanding of what is read. Please
understand that I do not say all adults are in this situation, but I
do say that an unfortunally large number of them are.
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Reacllng Ability

Upon this first point, that or reading ability, let us bore a little
deeper. The problem was brought forcibly lo my attention, when in
collaboration with a professor of psychology, I made an analytical
study of the use of a land-grand university library. One phase or
the investigation involved the admini lering of a reading test for
speed and comprehension to over 400 freshmen in two colleges of the
institution. These groups, by the nature of the prerequisites and high
school grades required could be considered as above average and with
reasonably good background. Yet only one made the score of 30;
several made only 6; and the majority of the scores centered around
19 as the mode. Taken as a whole, the scor s made almost a perfect
distribution curve. Based on this test, the reading ability of these
students who were to pursue the same curriculum, receive the same
assignments, and use the same printed material, ranged from a 6 to
a 30. If this wide variation in r ading ability existed in a presumably
homogeneous grou p, how much more must it exist in our adult population as a whole. Investigation in the reading field support this
statement.
Upon the causes of variation in r ead ing ability such as this, much
light has been shed by the photographic xperiments of Professor
Buswell and of others. The faulty reading habits of the poor readers
were detected by means of this camera which recorded the eye-movements as they swept across the lines or print on the page. The adults
who read -most effectively swept their eyes across the page in regular
rhythmic movements, three or four to the line and with pauses scarcely
ever longer lhan 7 /3 0 of a second. On the other hand, the poor
readers sweep their eyes in jerky movements across the page, make
many movments including backward ones in reading a line, and the
even duration of the pauses is on the average much longer. Ineffective readers r equire 12 or 14 pauses lo cross a line, and the duration
of each pause is somtimes 4 times as long as the good reader. The
camera recordings show clearly lhe difficulty caused by unknown
words, the faulty habit of reading by words and the suppressed pronouncing of each word instead of a broader span or perception, and
had mechanical habits. Dr. Buswell's study, Uow Adult Read, gives
clear indications of the reading difficulties that adult education faces.
It shows also a significant connection with reading ability and the
~uality or material r ead, although we must be cautious about ascrlbmg too much of a casual relation here.

Remedial Measure
Our question now is "How attack this problem of adult reading
ability?" As the specialists in this field see it, there are two apProaches. One is to remedy the mechanical defects in reading skill
nd th
a
e other is to find or to construct reading material adapted to
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the mental maturity of the adult or adults in question. The latter
takes us into the problem of readability.
In the first approach, the remedial measures involve (1) specific
instruction in the method o[ word form recognition, so that the
difference between "tunnel" and "tumult," or "result" and "resort,"
"station" and "status•· can be readily recognized; (2) development of
a wider span o[ recognition, so that instead of single words, groups
of words will be taken in; (3) increase in the speed of perception, so
that the eye does not linger unnece!'sarily on each word or group of
words, so that ideas are received from the printed page, not sim ply
words.
The other approach, a compliment really to the other, is the
provision o[ readable material. H as the speciali ts tell us, 30,000,000
of us are r aders at the sixth grade level of difficulty, this phase
looms up as extremely important. According to Dr. William S. Gray,
we should consider (1) the qualities in printed material which make
for readability, and (2) the type of read er for whom the book is to
be readable.
As regards qualities of readability, that o[ "content" looms as a
large part o[ the prob! rn. Give the reader printed material on a
topic that interests him machinery repair, clothing design, music,
or football- and about a third o[ the problem is solved, but not all
of it. Along "content" or interesting theme, comes that of "style"
which involves the length and kind o[ sentenc s used, the difficulty of
the words employed, and the general manner of presentation. Still
another quality involved is that of format o[ the book, the size, weight.
cl arness o[ print, etc.
pon these qualities, mu h attention has been, and is being, paid .
early 15 years ago, the American Library Association sub-committee
on Readable Books made a earch [or uch material and classified it.
Later came the Felsenthal list of r adable books in many subjects, the
hancellor lists [or illiterates and near-illiterates, the Hoit list entitled nooks or genernl intere.;t for today's readers; the various scientific studies including the Gray and Leary one on "What makes a
hook readable 1" There are also the readable books now being issued
under the sponsorship of Dr. Lyman Bryson. All these efforts have
been undertaken with a view to improving the reading ability of
adults.
It should be noted, howev r, that readability varies with the type
of r ader. R adability is not a c nstant quantity. It is necessary to
identify the group or class of read rs for whom the printed material
Is intend cl. His previous e!lucation, his general background, occupation, and age are important fa tors in th problem. The extent
of acquaintance with th irnbject field roil conservation, plumbing,
ooking, art, or old ag p nsion must be considered. Indeed a specialist in on fi ltl, may find a book in another field is not readable.
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Reading Attitudes

The r eading problem for adult ed ucation is not solved, however,
even wh en the present reading ability of many of our adults is so
improved that they can r ead with r a•1onably effective sk ill. 'l'he
human voice through training may b capable of the best si nging
bu t th e own er of it may still be mo re int rested in jazz than in the
more profound and enduring works or music. The same is true, I feel
of reading. How can reading interests be developed and improved?
This is important in ad ult education, whether it be a " r epa ir job" of
supplementing deficient or in ufficient education, or cushioning the
shock of a changed or changing vocation, or whethe r the adult ed ucation is directed toward knowledge or toward increasing such
knowl edge al ready acquired.
Som e hold simply by more reading, improved reading will r esult.
It is argued that if a r eader, for instance, likes "westerns" keep feeding him western stories and eventually a metamorphosis will take
Place and the adult will desire a high type or r eading materi al. Some
librarians have insi ted that they observ('d such cases, although personally I never have. At lea t, I bPli ve that even in these ca es
the changes in taste, if they do occur, are the result of a change in
interests, indu ced by more causes than simply cumulated r eading.
These inter est changes can be attained most effectively by the adult
ed ucation worker. For a casual suggestion about the problems of a
great figur e in history may lead to the reading of biography; an
allusion to a situation in a great literary work may lead to the motivated r ead in g of a classic; a description of a fact in nature may
effect r eading a seriou volume of science; a subtle r efer ence to a
dilemma involved in a social or economic issue may direct the ad ult
towards that field. Ch ildren's librarians m pl oy this technique in
Public libraries· a check on the voluntary reading of college stud ents
indicates that the indirect suggestion!l of their instructors and friends
have much to do with the type or material read. In other words, the
worker in adult ed ucation has a great re. ponsibility in awakening and
creating new in terests in the adu lts.
Still another point should be made in connection with interests.
In its r ecent attack on the problem of reading, the Boy Scout organi~ation is not attempting to hand out ready-made li sts of books, but
in stead is trying to discover the prefient interests of each individual
boy and th en cultivate and expand tho e interests, providing the
r eading material accordingly. Likewise, in the case of r eading by
adults, we should con sider it as individual, not. something for a mass
Prescription.
Dr. Waples has set forth this conclusion regarding interests which
has Particular significance for our problem: "'What do people want to
read about?' They like to read about themselves. They prefer the
fiction which dignifies the kind of person they are or think they may
become . . . We prefer the non-fiction which deals with subjects we
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already know most about." The responsibility of the adult education
is, therefore, to broaden those concepts of personality, to seek out
latent interests and expand them.
As a step beyond the cultivation of reading interests, adult education must concern itself with the critical interpretation on the part
of the adult. Not only must the adult be able to read and to have
interests in reading, but he must be able to discriminate between
ideas, between truth, falsely and half-truths, between degrees of
quality in writing.
The printed page to many bas a certain sacredness; just because
a statement is printed there is a tendency on the part of many to
think it must be true.
The readers in totalitarian states have had, or perhaps better
have been given decided reading interests, but critical interpretation
and discrimination have been lacking. That is a situation which we
must avoid.
Much has been said recently about the insidiousness of propaganda, that we must be careful not to believe all we read. That is
good advice, but it should not be taken to mean that we should
believe nothing which we r ad. Rather it is a matter of reading all
sides of a given question and weighing th merits of the respective
sides. The technique of public forum is a good technique to follow
in reading, and the subject should not be limited to war propaganda.
It can apply to social and economic questions, to housing and fashions.
The needed guidance of a specialist in adult education is obvious, I
think.
The ability to distinguish in quality of writing, between the great
in literature and the mediocre is not always an easy thing for the
adults whom we have in mind. I have just lime to call your attention lo a method which is related by Edwin Bok. The daughter of a
friend needed a picture for her room and was allowed complete latitude in the purchase. The picture obtained was cheap in quality.
The father of the girl said nothing, but purchased another of lasting merit and gave it to her. After six months, the girl of her own
accord discarded the one or cheap quality and kept only the one
with the superior qualities. She had learned by herself to discriminate.
In modified form this is another technique which can be adopted in
effecting discrimination in reading.
The problem of reading is a vital one in adult education. Reading is an essential tool in the process. '.fhe question of r eading skills
must be consider d and remedial measures undertaken, reading interests must be cultivatecl and directed, discrimination must be acqulr d. And as one of th backlogs of the process, it is vital that
the libraries in your land-grant colleges be a functioning, well-equipP d piece of machinery. They are necessary equipment for your
program.
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TIIE EDUC.A.TIO

OF EGRO ADILT FOR PERSO AL A D
CULTl'RAL GIWWTJl

D. 0. W. Holmes, President,
Morgan State College, Baltimore, Maryland
It is a common belie[ that American Negroes are crude and uncultured; that except in rare instances their concepts of beauty and
order are very low; that without seeing the residents, the traveller
can always tell when he is in the Negro section by the unkempt
and run down condition of the yards and houses; that colored people
usually laugh at the wrong time when witne sing a theatrical production; that they are inclined to be loud and boisterous whether the
occasion calls for noise or not; that in matters of grace and refinement they have hardly made a beginning; that their personal development is of the lowest order; in short, that they are as a whole low,
crude and not too clean. Some members of the majority race claim
that these weaknesses are inherent. Many give these short-comings
as the reason why egro neighbors are undesirable. Nearly, all,
finding the condition so prevalent, conRider it a racial characteristic
and a sign of in[eriority. Becau e of the seriousness of the implications of such attitudes on the part of the majority group, it is important that we consider very seriously how a beginning can be
made in an effort specifically aimed at the elimination of the causes
of a condition whose existence we can only half-heartedly deny. We
:ealize, of course, that the task o[ raising the cultural level perceptibly
IS a huge and time-consuming task and yet one that must be begun
at some time. Up to the present the sur[ace bas hardly been scratched.
The schools have been bard pressed to offer adequate curricula in the
so-called basic and essential subjects. Measures of economy have
always demanded that the "frills" be eliminated from the educational program. Lack of public library facilities throughout the
South has curtailed one Cruitful source of cultural development, and
egroes have generally been excluded from the prevalent means of
cultural growth. It is very appropriate therefore, that this conference of educational leaders give sp cifi~ attention to the possibility
of adult education in the solution of the problem here suggested.
The terms "Personal" and "Culture" because of their inclusiveness, do not readily land themselves to exact definition. Hence when
appearing as in the present ca e in the title of a discussion they
preclude any very effective scientific treatment. In dealing with this
q~est!on, t_her~fore, it seems necesgary to do so without benefit of
q estionna1re mformation or statistics of any kind and to rely upon
data of a general nature already [airly well agreed upon or at least
easily available to even the casual observer of group development
related . to th e post-school period. For the purpose of 1·1m1·t·mg our
~~:cussion within reasonable boundaries, however, let us restrict the
ms as we plan to use them here.
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The expression "Adult Education" must be understood as referring to the more or less formal training received by people after the
period when school education, as the main business of life, ends. Or
on the basis of age, let it be understood that we will exclude In our
discussion the education of people in regular school courses at any
level, even though the students are over twenty-one years of age.
In using the expression "Personal and Cultural Growth," we shall
adopt as the meaning of "Personal Growth" that which excludes all
development made for purely vocational purposes and restrict ourselves to that kind of education which broadens, deepens and enriches
one's individual life. Let us also understand the word "Cultural
Growth" to mean here the refinements in one's being without regard
lo vocational efficiency or economic accomplishment, as indicated by
p rsonalily development such as progress from the selfish to the
altruistic; from the brutal to the humane; from crudeness to gentility; from self-indulgence to self-restraint; from restricted view of
life and man to be a broad humanitanianism.
It is easy, of course, for a critic to find serious flaws immediately
in these approximate definitions, the most obvious being that we cannot have personal and cultural development in a vacuum. My purpose, however, is merely to indicate roughly what aspects of adult
education we consider here and to exclude other aspects which otherwise we might be tempted to include. Or perhaps in order to circumscribe lhe field of discussion under our subject, it might be better
to say that we will exclude at once those elements of the educational
process whose aims are vocational. This means that within the bounds
of the so-called liberal education we must expect to find by far the
greater number of data contributing to personal and cultural growth.
But since even this restriction leaves us too wide a range for brief
tr atment, it might be well to take Huxley's famous definition of a
lib ral education as a point of departure and to extract from that
the elements most applicable to the problem before us now. Says
Huxley:
"That man, I think, has bad a liberal education who has been
so trained in youth that his body is the ready servant of his will, and
does with ease and pleasure all the work that, as a mechanism, It
Is capable of; whose intellect Is a clear, cold, logic engine, with all
Its parts of equal strength, and In smooth working order; ready, like
a st am engine, to be turned to any kind of work, and spin the
gossam rs as well as forge the anchors of the mind; whose mind Is
stored with a knowledge of the great and fundamental truths of
natur , and of th laws of her operations; one who, no stunted
asc ti , Is full of !if and fir , but whose passions are trained to
om to he I by a vigorous will, th servant of a tender conscience;
who has I arn d to Jov all beauty, whether of nature or of art, to
hat all vii n ss and lo r sp l others as himself. Such an one, and
no oth r, I on ive has had a lib ral education· for be is, as compl t ly as a man can b , In harmony with nature.','
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It is conceded, of course, that sucb a person as here described is
a most desirable outcome of education and tbe qualities mentioned
might justly be considered cultural. For our present purposes, however, it seems well to confine ourselves to tbe elements that produce-"one wbo, no stunted ascetic, is full of life and fire, but whose
passions are trained to come to bee! by a vigorous will, tbe servant
of a tender conscience; wbo has learned to love all beauty, whether
of nature or of art, to hate all vileness and to respect others as himself." It is the movement toward such an ideal that we have in
mind wben we speak of "Personal and Cultural Growth."
In this discussion tbe position is naturally taken that the chance
to grow toward this ideal personality is the right of every human
being; that full opportunity for personal development through education must be one of the constant aims in a democracy; and that the
American Negro being farthest back must struggle hardest for this
priceless boon.
George Santayana, the Harvard philosopher, in his "The Life of
Reason" says "Culture is on the horns of this dilemma; if profound
and noble it must remain rare; if common, it must become mean."
It would be unfortunate indeed if the whole matter could be dismissed with this pithy aphorism. For it either puts culture beyond
the reach of the vast majority of humans or else wipes it out by
reducing its value to the vanishing point. It is this second alternative
that those of us living in a democracy must zealously guard against.
For while nothing can ever make men equal, yet it is quite possible
and very desirable that we f:trive to the end that all may share in
th e cultural life as it develops and that none shall consider it mean
because of its possession by the meanest of men.
And yet there is much in Santayana's dictum. He recognized
th
e universal striving of humanity to preserve social strata so that
each, except the lowest, might have another upon which it might
look down and thus satisfy lhe ego with a sense of superiority. Nor
does it make much difference what may be the criteria upon which
th
ese distinctions are based. Wealth, color, race, slavery, family,
Place of residence, academic degrees, position, religious differences,
degree of culture and many other qualities have served in the past
a_nd do still serve to supply the I-better-than-thou stimulus for exaltation and complacency at one's superior state. Thus that greatest
of culture groups, the Athenian Greeks lived upon a sub-stratum
of 1
'
b ~ avery and spoke of all people outside the Greek nation as bar. ar_ians. And so down through history the social strata have been
;.dicated by nobles and serfs, aristocrats and commons, down to
1
hPling's "While Man's Burden" in which he divides humanity into
w ite rac
d
'
.
th
es an the "lesser breeds." But possibly through all times
e
most
striking
and
permanent
basis
for
division
has
been
that
bet Ween lhe I
. earned and the ignorant.
1 Social stratification on the basis of any of these criteria is unde8 rabJe, to say the least.
But an attempt to make culture a basis
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for such distinction and to deliberately deny cultural opportunitles
to any portion of the population for the sake of creating and maintaining cultural differences is, according to our modern democratic
view, not only undesirable but vicious. For along with this distinction always goes the idea of domination. Hence down through the
ages the patricians have ruled the plebians, the nobles have dominated the serfs and those with more culture have exploited those with
less, whenever and wherever the distinction was possible.
When civilization moved across the Atlantic and America was
born, a new ideal was set up relative to class distinction, at least
among white men. The Introduction of slavery, of course, still left
black men to be looked down upon and exploited. But since the
abolition of slavery, America, th rough its rapidly-developing systems
of schools, leads the world in bringing education to the masses and,
superficially at least, is committed to a wide distribution of the
means of vocational and cultural growth. This movement, if carried
to its ultimate conclusion, would prevent the existence of social strata
based upon learning and ignorance. The American people for over a
century have been zealous In their efforts to encourage the levelingoff Influences of education by attempting to expose all of the children
of all of the people to as much education as might prove beneficial
In any Individual case.
But as everybody has suspected for a long time and as every
thoughtful person knows today, one's broader education really begins
when the period of formal schooling ends. It is not to be denied,
ot course, that formal schooling at all the levels does result In
personal and cultural development in varying degrees; yet the very
regimentation of classroom work renders cultural development a biproduct of factual learning. For even in courses whose professed
object Is the creation of appreciation and the stimulation of personal
growth, the time element so necessary for the kind of development
desired is itself restrictive. Hence, the formal period enables one
merely to learn what is best to read, to realize that art may be important and to know that there is something about music elevating
and spiritually uplifting. The student realizes this and plans to feed
his soul after he gets out of school. But in the process of trying to
assimilate rapidly the varied offerings set before him in the elementary
school, the high school and the college, there is little opportunity to
develop one's personal self in the broader sense of the word or to
become cultured in the sense in which we are now employing that
term.
Within the bounds of these definitions and in view of these background observations, the topic suggests a number of questions as
points of departure.
1. What arly educational opportunities had the Negro in America for personal and cultural development?
2. What Is his present status In this regard?
3. What are the possible procedures by which the Negro adult
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may be more effectively exposed to those influences that should improve his personal and cultural life?
Whatever elements of culture the Negro brought from Africa,
they were either destroyed or sadly modlHed by the brutalizing slave
system into which he was projected. Many of the fine personal qualities of the native tribes and much of their artistic gifts were submerged and lost in the new life of servitude. Except in rare instances, nothing was done to counteract these losses, for in slavery
the Tegro was degraded to the level of a beast. This trite statement
Is important here because in this attitude Is found the seeds of much
that we find flourishing in the American mind even today concerning
the cultural needs of the Negro.
It must be realized, also, that the institution of slavery itself was
not barren of cultural effects upon the Negro, especially those who
were attached to the manor houses of the South and thus came In
contact With the more aristocratic element of the ruling class. They
naturally absorbed, through observation and imitation, much or the
outward signs of refinement and grace In social Intercourse, which
constitute the visible index of a certain kind of culture. Of course
much of this took the [orm of the fawning servility of the slave to
the master. Nevertheless, the result was a gentility of manner and
a quality of thought and speech sharply contrasted with the masses
of the slaves whose contacts were less favorable.
The important beginnings of the education of the Negro, however, coincided with the opening of the !vii War and for a considerable period following that event much of the process can rightly be
classed as Adult Education in the sense described, since many of the
beneficiaries were grown people to whom formal education of any
kind had been denied up to this time. The penetration of the Union
armies In the South brought great numbers of egroes to their army
camps seeking freedom and creature comforts. It did not take the
Union commanders long to realize the need or some systematic handling of the problem forced upon them, with the result that some sort
or organized control soon followed. Aided by missionary bodies In
the North, some of which were already in existence, the emergency
was met with varying degrees of success by supplying food, clothing
and shelter. This meeting of a social emergency from 1861 to 1865
represented possibly the greatest outpouring of missionary zeal that
the world had known up to that time. Near the close of the war,
th e Federal Government, through the Freedmen's Bureau, strengthened and widened this movement toward the rehabllitation of the
freedom, laying the foundation for the wider education of the colored
People In the South.
It was but natural that schooling should form one of the important objectives in this crusade. For the egroes as a whole were
~ot only poverty stricken and devoid or worldly goods but Jacking
1
n education as well. The schools that were established, therefore,
were filled not only with children but with grown people, eager to
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taste or the fruit of the tree of knowledge, even though they could
not eat abundantly. Thus, the beginning of adult education for Negroes is found in this early movement of the Federal Government,
through the Freedmen's- Bureau and the several missionary associations which promoted day echool , night schools and Sunday schools
in an effort to supply educatinnal facilities to the freedmen, both
before and after emancipation.
It i a well-deserved tribute to the efficiency of that missionary
movement, so often derided and criticized, that much of the leadership of the egro during the first g(>neration out of slavery began
its education after reaching adulthood. Many remarkable characters
of the '70's and 'SO's and '90's, who enjoyed the glory as well as
sufl'ered the pain of leader hip, could neither read nor write at their
21st birthday but acquired all their formal education the hard way
while making a living.
Fortunately for the freedom, the training provided by the missionary teachers from the north was heavily freighted with the cultural Ideal. For although these teachers began at the bottom, they
established in the egro colleges the only kind of curriculum that
they knew, the kind upon which the Anglo-Saxon had grown strong
and great. More than this, the completeness of the need of their
pupils and the necessities of the southern social situation compelled
these teachers to share with their students their refinement along
with their knowledge, a procedure which is largely responsible for
the remarkable culture o[ many of the products of these schools who
constituted the first generation or educated colored leaders after the
ivil War.
Two influences have been at work in the Negro college during
the past forty years which tend to lessen the benefits derived from
contact with the cultured northern teachers and from the classical
curriculum itself. The first is the passing of white teachers and the
other is the substitution of the utilitarian for the cultural Ideal as
the aim of instruction and in the character of the curricula offerings.
The first was a natural consequence of time and the natural desire
of the colored people to receive the benefits as well as the disadvantags of segregated education. The second was due to the vigorous
advocacy of the bread-and-butter educational philosophy preceding and
following the turn of the century, which definitely affected American
school pra tice generally, but which pressed most heavily upon the
field or egro education.
Among white schools and colleges the classical vogue declined
without greatly affecting the cultural resources of the race. Among
Negro schools, howev r, the loss of the liberal studies took from the
ra e its main source of cultural d velopment. There is no Intention
h re to r open the well-buried debate betwen the advocates of liberal
arts edu alion and Industrial training, but merely to point out that
th loss or the ultural resources o[ the classical curriculum unfavorably affect d the minority race Car more than it did the ma-
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jority. And yet many leaders in American education, prominent among
which is President Hutchins of Chicago, deplore what they consider
a tragic loss to American youth in the over emphasis of the utilitarian
at the expense of those elements of the curriculum included under
the term "humanities."
The relation of this situation to the problems of adult education
is obvious. Here we have a race numbering twelve millions, whose
majority residence is in an area where segr egation is the accepted
social practice. This race, starting with the burdensome handicap
or nearly three centuries of slavery, is excluded from the ordinary
extra-school sources of culture such as the recitals, the drama, the
art galleries and most tragic of all, the public libraries of the South.
Add to this the Negroes' exclusion from social intercourse of all kinds
with the more advanced and better-cultured majority and you reveal
a situation where the only source of inspiration outside him elf is
lo be found in the schools. Unless in the schools the egro can
find something that is soul satisfying and inspiring, he is ber ft
indeed. There he must make contact with something that lifts the
mind above the sordiness and meanness of bis surrounding and en1 iches his life.
He must make contacts with the great ouls that
have produced the art, the literature, and the music of the world and
must enter into a fellowship that transcends the color line.
The argument here is that the Negro group as a whole lacks culture and is extremely limited in the development or a rich personal
life. This is true not only of the underprivileged masses but also of
many who e opportunities for formal training have extended even
through the high schoo l and college, a situation due largely to the
conditions Just cited.
It is conceded, or course, that adults making up the white South
could profit a great deal by extensive exposur to any form of adult
education which would contribute to personal and cultural growth.
All comp tent investigators and students or the subject, as well as
any casual observer, will agree in this conclusion. If this be a
serious situation in case of the advantaged majority, it is or far
greater seriousness for the disadvantaged minority.
It Is more than likely that the discussions of adult education o[
th e present conference will r eveal the fact that in the majority or
Projects for the adult education or egroes, or, for that matter, of
White people, the emphasis is being placed upon vocational or civic
efficiency. The extension courses offered by a number of our colleges,
for example, are primarily patronized by t achers and are organized
for the purpose of increasing professional efficiency. The evening
classes of public school systems where adults are enrolled often
exhaust their resources in teaching the fundamental processes or In
Improving vocational efficiency. I venture the opinion that it is a
rare school for adult egroes where stress is consciously laid upon
cou rses or subjects whose obj ctives are primarily cultural. Much
In the way of adult education is found in the commendable efforts
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of agricultural colleges, to train active farmers in better methods of
producing crops and active housewives in better procedures in domestic economy. And this is perfectly understandable and commendable. But any cultural development that flows from those efforts ls
for the most part purely incidental and usually unintentional.
Of course back of such a discussion as this there ls always the
pertinent question whether culture is a good thing for members of a
group whose main function of life is menial, whose living is made
with their hands and whose usual place is that of hewers of wood
and drawers of water. There are those who claim that a vision of
the clouds ls likely to make the man with the hoe forget the earth
to which he ls bound and arouse in his dissatisfaction with his lot
and grief in the place of relative contentment. There is no intention
here to attempt to solve that philosophical problem. Our position,
however, must be that to open the eyes of the ditch-digger to the
kind of thing that is characteristic or the life of culture is to broaden
the horizon and to enrich the spirit of the man so that existence to
him will consist of much more than ditch-digging and will thus render
life far more tolerable, and even enjoyable, than before. It is on
that assumption, at any rate, that we consider it advisable to canvass the situation here in order to find out what may be done to lift
the Negro to a higher level of existence by the development of a
cultural life through a program of adult education.
Before anything else can happen, the leaders of our race in
schools, churches, fraternal bodies, business organizations, or whereever leaders are to be found, must be made to believe that the cultural me ls not mere window dressing but is the real essense of
existence. And then, it may be possible to seek means by which the
blessings of culture may be disslminated among the people. In the
first place, the schools themselves, and particularly the colleges, can
do a great deal by developing extension courses, first, in their immediate communities, and afterwards in an ever-widening circle, the
curricula of which are largely cultural and designed to broaden the
Intellectual and spiritual horizons of the ordinary citizen.
A second resource, and, in my opinion, a most promising one, is
the Negro church. As the educational level of the Negro ministry is
raised, there is reason to believe that there may be some shHt froro
the extremely emotional to something with more intellectual content
as part of the offerings of our churches. The colored people are
already habituated to church attendance, which forms the most iroportant social activity in community life. There is no reason whY
certain evenings of the week should not be devoted to lecture, musicals,
travel talks, drama, reading circles and the like whose definite object
in the cultural development of the group. Th~ minister, of course,
must lead in this.
A third avenue may be found through the all-powerful fraternal
groups which play such a prominent part in the life of the Negro.
These groups have already shown themselves interested in education
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in various substantial ways. It does not seem beyond the realm of
possibility for every lodge to make the cultural development of its
own members a part of its educatloniil program by methods similar to
those described for use in the churches.
A fourth approach and one which, of course, underlies all the
rest, is the provision of library facilities for members of the Negro
race. The libraries of our colleges and his schools should be open
to the public, and the people of the Immediate vicinity should be encouraged to read. Nor does it seem extravagant to suggest that
travelling libraries could be very successfully operated within a reasonable distance of the schools. Meanwhile, persistent effort should
be made to open all public libraries to the Negro citizenry, or, whereever this is impossible, to insist upon the establishment or branch
libraries well supplied with books.
ooperation between the citizenry
in general under the leadership or the churches and fraternal orders
is all that is needed for the successful promotion of such projects.
A fifth field of operation is to be found in what goes on to a
considerable extent at the present time, namely, the promotion of
concerts, public lectures, recitals, etc., produced wherever possible,
as often as possible and at such admission rates as to be available to
the masses. Local dramatic organizations could be encouraged and
local art and literary projects promoted for the encouragement of
original production. Our colleges today are turning out a large number of young men and women competent and willing to take charge
or such community projects.
Finally, persistent pressure must be brought upon the school
authorities of every community to include in every adult education
program some means of promoting the personal and cultural lite or
the people who participate.
Just how these suggestions can best be carried out must be determined by each community for its If. What is needed most Is the
will on the part of interested leaders to make a start. The Negro
Is rich in cultural possibilities. His mind and spirit constitute fertile
son for things of the heart and spirit. Ills eager soul is so ready to
flare Into flame that he often mistakes the make-believe for the real
thing. It would be a tragedy for this richness to be lost, not only to
the race but the American people.
So far we have referred almost exclusively to the Negro in the
South. This, of course, is because there the majority lives and there
the conditions for the promotion of the cultural life are the hardest.
In the North opportunities for personal growth are mucn more numerous, and access to the means of cultural development is approximately equal to that of any other group. In spite of this fact, much
needs yet to be done in the large urban centers of the North In the
way of arousing the colored people to an appreciation pf their needs
and or their opportunities. For the crudity to be seen on State Street,
hicago; Seventh Avenue, New York; or South Street, Philadelphia,
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can hardly be matched anywhere in the South. The question is not
sectional but national.
To summarize, we have call d attention to the belief of the majority group in America relative to the low cultural estate of the
Negro and the effect or that belief upon race relations. And while
these shortcomings can be amply accounted ror, yet it is imperalive
that a definite start be made to Improve the existing condition.
After defining our terms and thus restricting the scope of the
discussion, it was pointed out that humanity constantly strives to preserve social stratification so that each might have someone to look
down upon, thus satisfying the ego; that many criteria are employed
as the basis of social distinction, the most vicious being cultural difference between groups; that this ba is leads to a dearth of cultural
opportunities for the weaker group, thus denying to it the essential
element of complete living; and that the group so discriminated against
must persistently strive to raise its cultural level by making cultural
opportunities widely available.
Attention was directed to the importance of adult education as a
means of accomplishing the end de ir d, because, first, the most important personal and cultural growth occurs after the period of formal schooling has ended; second, the Negro is still far behind the
American average in educational opportunities during the usual school
ages; and third, lhe emphasis upon vocational education for all Americans, and particularly for the Negroe reduces the chances of effective cultural development in the regular school courses.
Finally, it is advocated that a broad program of adult education
with definite cultural objectives be initiated by educators to be carried forward by all social organizations working cooperatively co
expose the masses to those influences that will refine, broaden a nd
deepen their lives. In the South, much needs to be done to provide
the opportunity and to stimu late the desire for cultural contacts. In
lhe North, lhe chief task is lo arouse in the minority group the desire
lo take advantage of the cultural opportunities already open to him.
The task here proposed is a heavy one whose results will be Imperceptible for a long time. But any forward movement accomplished
will well repay the effort and bring rich rewards in racial self-respect
and in brightening what often seems the drab existence of the man
farthest down.
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EXPERDrnNTS IN COOPERA'rIVE AIHJLT EDUCATION
l'ROGllAMS

Mae C. Hawes, Resident Manager
Southeast House, Washington, D. C.
Fellow Workers: May I make my position clear at the outset? It is not my intention to make an address before a group of College Presidents. I have
not quite that much nerve. But I am here to converse with a group of
adult educators and I feel very much at home because we adult educators have a way of including in our group, individuals of all walks
of life, with different backgrounds, different present situations and
different outlooks on life. Thus my feeling or at homeness with you.
The ommunity adult education programs are notably flexible and
inCormal in their nature and methods, and it gives a tone o[ informality
to the personalities who let themselves be influenced by it. This is in
contrast to a great extent to the formal academic instruction of colleges.
Yet both have the same underlying principles and objectives. Both are
interested in the didividual and in developing integrated personalities
as well as bringing into being a more satisfying modern society. It
is interesting to note the emphasis of American Education Week this
Year, the theme of which was Education for the American Way of
Life." The four sub-topics (1) education for self realization; (2) education for economic efficiency; (3) education for training in human
relationships; (4) education for civic responsibility show that the
trend or education today in America is toward Social Education. To
be sure these are functions for persons of all ages, all stages and all
wages.
Someone has said one significant contribution of the present administration has been the importance of the common man in public
mind.
olleges and society at large are realizing more and more
th at a democracy mus:t have informed, alert, intelligent citizens; that
th ese citizens need as never b fore to look behind our habits and
customs, our attitudes, our types of thinking, methods of forming
ju dgments and opinions public opinion and propaganda. They are
realizing that a continuous education is absolutely necessary.
The rapidity of change in our industrial, social, political and economic life and the on rush of organized forces seeking to destroy
democracy and contemporary civilization are arousing adults as never
before, to mental and social action. It is now generally known,
th rough successful psychological experiments in adult learning that
one can learn to an indefinite mature age. •rhe slogan is no longer
"lire begins at 40, ·• but it has been pushed up to 70.
We can see how adults are desperately eager to know, when we
note the scope of Community informal volunteer efforts. Here we
can sense the urgency of the demands of adults to be better prepared
lo meet life's demands. These efforts are diversified and varied in
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extent, types of programs, organizations and agencies, methods &D d
of
Procedure • effectiveness and influence, yet they are indications
f
~
earnest efforts to meet life's demands. May I run a list o some
them:Agricultural Extension Classes.
Alumni Education.
Americanization Classes.
Chautauquas.
Consumer Education.
Continuation Schools.
Discussion Groups and Forums.
Evening Schools.
Education for Handicapped Adults.
Experimentation through the American Association of Adult Education and similar organizations.
Federated Women's Clubs and other Clubs.
Labor Colleges.
Library Programs for Adult Education.
Library Services.
Museum Classes for Adults.
Museum Education.
Music.
Opportunity Schools.
Parent Education and Child Study.
Part-Time Schools.
People Colleges.
People Institutes.
Prison Adult Classes.
Private Corporation School for Workers.
Private Correspondence Schools.
Program Material for Adults.
Public School Programs for Adult Education.
Radio and Adult Education.
(Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.) - The Church Adult Education pro·
grams.
Rural Adult Education
Settlement Houses Adult Education.
The Little Theatre.
University Expansion Courses.
Vocational Rehabilitation Classes for Adults.
WPA Education and Training Schools (Works Progress Adminls·
tratlon).
Workers Education.
Y. M. C. A. Adult Education Program.
Y. W. C. A. Education Program.
More lhan that, Dr. E. C. Lindeman, President of the Institute of
Propaganda. Analysis (40 E. 49th Street, New York City), stated tn
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Washington a few days ago, that the Institute has already discovered
more than 900 anti-democratic movements in the U. S. A. with 28
million people getting a dose weekly. Now as far as we know none
of these movements appear on this list.

Smtus
It does seem, doesn't it, that adult education conceived in its
fullest and deepest meaning must find its way Into the fiber, the warp
and woof of American Social organizations. Now of course we are
assuming that the colleges and universities are In the vanguard of
planning this democratic social organization which is so eagerly desired.

Adult Education does include the teaching of illiterates and near
Illiterates, Americanization of the foreign born, vocational training,
extension work, extra-mural classes, r ecreational education, leisuretime education, cultural education, homemaking and child care, education for citizenship, for moral training and all the other types of
education with which most or us associate the term Adult Education.
But it goes far beyond these. It is based on the recognition that education and schooling are not necessarily synonyms and that education
being a lifelong process is for the college and university graduates,
Including College Presidents, as well as for those who have had less
schooling. This type of education gives one a power of liberating
himself from Innumerable fetters coming out of bis social inheritance
and out or his individual acquisitions. This education opens up to him
new worlds, constantly increasing richness of life, better appreciation
of what life offers, greater satisfaction in the use of mind and body,
and better understanding of the rights and duties of one's fellowmen,
In other words a continued rebuilding of the total structure of values.
Review with me, if you please, E. . Lindeman's definition In his
book, "The Meaning of Adult Education," with which all of you are
very familiar- it says: "Adult Education is a cooperative venture in
non-authoritarian informal learning, the chief purpose or which is to
discover the meaning of experience, a quest of the mind which digs
down to the roots of the preconceptions which formulate our conduct;
a technic of learning for adults which makes education coterminous
With life and hence elevates living itself to the level of adventurous.
experiment."
According to authorities in I.his field, Adult Education has no fixed
Place In the scheme of education in the United States. It ls the illegitimate child of general education. Education's position or status has
barred its outright public recognition, and colleges and universities
have been reluctatnt to acknowledge the support that it has been giving Its illegitimate off-spring. But in some spots, and the highest
spots, they are, thank Heaven, t.he attitude has radically changed recently and now this cast-off Is becoming one or education's proudest
Products. Proudest and most Important. It is true that institutions
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and movements of the nature of Community Adult Education have had
the splendid support and cooperation of Presidents, Professors, Instructors, groups from colleges since their b ginning. In many instances the Presidents have been the c ntral pioneering spirits and
founders of some of them. They and their instructors have and are
serving as leaders in Innumerable omruunity Adult Projects. I am
sure there is no way o[ estimating the invaluable services that are
being rendered by volunteer leaders [rom colleges to the ommunity
Adult Education Projects. By and large, howev r, it bas not permeated
into the general scheme of education but has been le[t to interested
individuals or groups at the Colleges and Universities.
Yet It is easily seen that the thou and and one activities that
are rapidly sprouting up under the popular t rminology of Adult Education today need the immediate attention, believe me, of the fundamental institutions of society, the Colleges and Universities being the
foremost in that group.
The Handbook of Adult Education In the U. S. for 1934 says:
"Adult Education for Negroes, even in the days of prosperity, did not
keep pace with Adult Education for Whites and during the present
economic crisis many of the projects initiated within the last decade
have ceased to function altogether," and as this is true of Community
projects it rather seems from all the data which we have been able
to gather, that the White Colleges (Land Grant and otherwise) a nd
Universities are far ahead of the Negro Colleges, including Adult Education In the scheme of general education. You know their program
and objectives better than I, and you know that there is hardly an
ongoing progressive White College or University in this country from
Harvard to the University of allfornia, from the University or Wisconsin and Minnesota to the Rollins College, that is not in the pro·
cess of incorporating departments, divisions or courses in Adult Education in its general scheme. You know also, that they are finding
th at some of the techniques used for Adult Education are enriching
th e general education programs, and that having adopted and given
recognition to their illegitimate child has lifted their status rather
th an lowered it. The fear of lowering the standards bas been a rug-aboo but experiments and experience are proving to the contrary, a nd
as far as financial support is concerned one can say safely that there
have been constant increases, because of this progressive ongoing
vision and in some instances remarkably so, as evidenced by modern,
expensive buildings erected, especially [or Adult Education, equipment,
professors, materials and the size of the budget.
We are told that the average schooling of the American Adult
population is below the eighth grade-a terrific challenge to the Land
Grant Colleges, who must assume the responsibility in helping to life
th e whole commonwealth to a standard of living and of life wherebY
all Individuals will have the tools for critical thinking and a basis for
making sound Judgments. So many of us are being robbed of creative
th1 nklng. Too often- we are told what to do and how to do it, at our
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work, at hom e, at school, in our play, and in our worship. Those few
of us who are fortunate eno ugh to go to and through college are often
too busy acquiring knowledge without relating it to the daily realities
of life that we, like the great masses, have to rely on reporters, commentators, book reviewers, and leaders to tell us what to think, what
to do and how!
Yet the same impetus that is causing changes in curriculum,
methods, procedure et cetera in formal education, which is really
leading to more creative thinking, is also a potent drive for creative
thinking among the Community Adult Education projects. Those adult
groups rising out of the economic soil because of their intensive need
have contributed largely to the improved methods used in Workers
and Consumers education. Workers' Education and Consumers' Education, have contributed as have the others, to the development of
better methods of teaching in the general Community Adult Education field because they test their ideas in the crucible of every day
experience, an experience and und erstanding which is enabling them to
work more efficiently toward more adequate control over their economic and social conditions and they have developed also a criteria
for good teaching which is making a contribution to the general
Adult Education field.
The four points of the criteria being:
1. Vital participation.

2. A democratic process-the teacher being a membl!r of the
group where study is developed on the basis of the experience
of the student.
3. The study is r ealistic.
4. Objectives obtained:
(a) Had experi ence in thinking and in testing their Ideas.
(b) Found material to support their study.
(c) Obtained some skill.
(d) Gained enthusiasm for the ·ocial cause and for their participation in this cause.
These free choices of self-directing activity and outcomes and the
non-standardization of behavior are giving, or should give, to each
one of the employed citizens of America, of which we all are a part,
a deeper respect for personality and a profounder regard for his power
as a consumer and as a worker.
To afford the opportunity for maximum cooperation of colleges
a nd community in adult education projects councils of central repre•
s~ntation are being formed. Th ese councils are made up of all agencies engaged in adult education- both city and rural. Through this
Integration, duplication can be eliminated to a great extent. The
councils afford demorcatic participation of groups of people with a
~ommon interest. They help set the democratic process flowing back
0 th
e college as well as to the most informal of the groups. The
Interplay of formal with the informal is making the college somewhat
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more realistic and on the other hand is giving dignity and poise to
the informal groups.
The councils are breaking down somewhat this super-structure of
over-organization for which the Americans have a genius. They are
constantly developing new standards and raising the standards of life.
But of all the agencies and institutions in the adult education process
it is to the college and university that the community must turn for
leadership and guidance. It is looking to them:
1. To help in integrating and coordinating the community efforts,
serving as interpreters, evaluating purposes and outcome, setting up
crietrla for different phases of the work and helping to produce a
continual zest for further learning.
2. To serve as an experimenting laboratory, encouraging creativeness in preparation of supplementary reading material in the realm
of adult experience for those of limited schooling.
• 3. To serve continually as a motivation and stimulating agency
for community groups which after all Is one of the important parts
of the educative process, especially in terms of human relationships
to help build up the resources so that the entire populace will have a
fair chance of learning what he wants to know by being a part of
social planning through active participation.
4. To help make universal a philosophy of adult education which
will encourage the masses of people to learn to think for themselves
and to participate more effectively in social experiences.
5. To see to it that every college student of every department
is inculcated to the point of action with this philosophy so that be
becomes a participating leader In the community adult educational
movement regardless of his field of endeavor. This inculcation
achieves two major points: it brings his scientific, objective, international-mindedness to the community, but more than that it brings
a new kind of social vision which makes for a continued development
or his own personality and that of his associates, raising the wbOle
community to a new level.
6· What is of grave importance, the community adult education
groups are asking colleges and universities to serve as a fountainhead for training leaders to institute formal and informal classes,
wi th and without credit, for teachers supervisors and administrators
of adults, and leaders of discussion groups forums and other groups,
a nd to bring the community to the college' as far as possible as weil
as the college to the community.
With the colleges and universities cooperating to the maximUJll
wi th th e community Adult Education agencies, in the honest search
for tru th and a widening of men's freedom we can do our part togetber in bringing about a better social orde'r and therefore of adding
to the human happiness of the masses of people.
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LESSONS OF VALUE TO COLLEGES FROM THE EMERGENCY
EDUCATION PROGitA f FOR .ADULTS
L. R. Alderman, Director,
Education and Training Section, Works Progress Administration
In the emergency education program we have discovered some
truths or importance to all of us. Probably the most important of
these is that adults want to learn. For over a period of six years
this has been demonstrated in an parts of the country. That adults
want to learn is evidenced by the ract that an average of two million
people have attended classes. There are no laws to compel attendance of adults and there are no credits nor degrees to reward them.
Adults enjoy classroom work and profit greatly by it. Over and over
we hear them say, "I enjoy discussing problems with this group. I
like to be a part of the class and associate with the members."
The second truth we discovered, closely related to the first is
that adults can learn adequately. Of course, our psychologists have
demonstrated this fact scientifically, but it is something each individual must learn for himself. Adults learn faster than do children,
and they have a greater enthusiasm for learning. They make immediate use of what they learn and are more insistent that what they
study has meaning for them.
The fact adults want to learn and can learn is extremely important because it makes possible a new attack on an the problems
or our day. Our problems are complicatecl and world-wide. Our
voters must consider matters that reach beyond the local community,
beyond the borders of the state and beyond the borders of the nation.
What happens in a remote corner of the world may all'. ct them.
They must not only have information of what is going on, but they
must have understanding in orcler to know how to act upon that information .

It seems to me that adult education bas a special m aning for
Land Grant Colleges, because the main objective of the ollege is to
improve the standard of living, since this is the nd product of good
economic and cultural education. Adults control our economic and
social life, and when we give educational opportunities to adults w
are making the most direct approach to immediate improvement or
social conditions. In the past, the slogan of the Land Grant oll gel!
has been "to make two blades of grass grow where but one grew
before." This slogan had much to do with multiplied agricultural
Production, and now we have more blades of grass than can b marketed. A more timely slogan may well be to so instru t that there
Will be two self-supporting happy families where there was only on
before. To improve the standards of living of large numbers of
People Will h Ip to bring about a parity b tw en production and consumpton. The most hopeful sign of our times is that the produc r
18 discovering the importance of the consumer. He ls realizing that
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something more than high-pre sure salesmanship is
people must have ability to buy, a well as the desire to buy.
I suppose that each Land Grand ollege president in this group has
often wisbed that there might be some tandard by which his institution could be measured objectively. If such measurements could be
made, the outstanding college would be the one which had made the
most improvements in the standards of living in the area surroundIng it. The territory surrounding a college is a wonderful living
laboratory in which to work. There are men and women eager for
and needing the things which the college has to give. It has the
facilities for class work and it bas teachers in the making.
The WPA education program, in its varied types of experience, bas
found much high grade teaching ability that had not been discovered.
This fact has convinced those working closely with the program lhat
most people can teach something. The most successful teacher of
adults is not always the one with the best pedagogical backgrou nd ·
Often the teacher with little training, but who knows how to establi h
good personal relationships Is the one who is the most successful.
Adults attend classes because they reel they need what the class has
to offer. The teacher who understands their problems, sen es their
needs and shows them how to help themselves is more than a teacher.
She is a friend and guide, whose influence spreads far beyond the
classroom door. A teacher of a class or adults has a golden opportunity to develop skill in personal relationships which is of the utmost importance in any walk of life. Teaching adults is the beS t
teacher-training laboratory that can be provided. The institution that
uses the community as a school for training teachers not only renders
a service to the community, but gives to its students the best possible
training in personal relationships. In such a training program the
students face real situations and assume responsibilities which a purely academic training would not give them.
I have visited many coll ges In the United States, and I've been
greatly impressed by the differences I've round among them. Some
seem to have made no impression upon the community beyond their
gates. Were it not for the imposing buildings, one would not know
there was a college in the vicinity. Other colleges seem to sow seeds
that take root and come into fruition season after season, with th8
result that the whole community is constantly improving. All colleges have responsibilities as well as opportunities to do their fuJl
part In this program. There are millions of men and women who
live near our institutions of learning whose greatest need is for these
Institutions could give them. In giving these adults instr~ctoin a nd
services, the institutions would grow in importance and resources.
The Land Grant oil ges are in a very advantageous position in
that their objectives are more cl arly defined than are those of roost
lnslltut!ons, and cl arly within the fundamental objectiv s of the Lancl
Grant oil ges Is the Improvement of the standards of living in
ev ry h me in their area. In such a program adults must be in-
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eluded ~ ause adults more than young people dominate the community. Educational institutions in this day or the world's history
ought to know that desirable improvements can bring about changes
only through the processes of education.
I congratulate every one of you upon the opportunity you have of
making your institution a powerful and rich influence in the lives of
the people of your community.

A ' EXl'ERIMENT IN CAnnYI G TUE COLLEGE TO THE
COJIMUNITY
W. R. Banks, President
Prairie View State College, Prairie View, Texas

During the period of depression and recession, economic distress
was felt with as much force by the inhabitants in the Rural areas in
the South as in Urban cen,ers. Their plight did not claim th immediate and constant attention of highly organized welfare agencies
and the press.
evertheless, the social and economic finch was evident on every hand. Rural people found themselves wholly unpr pared to cope and grapple successfully and the problems growing out
of1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The sudden collapse of world markets for surplus farm commodities.
The penalty of one crop system and tenancy.
The overthrow of the cotton kingdom.
The rise and spread of mechanized farming.
Adverse climatic conditions.
Rapid erosion of the soil.
A general decline in the income of the average rarm family.

A. typical rural community presents a picture like this-

1.

2.
3.
456-

The average family income below the level of decent subsistence-perishing in a situation of possible plenty.
Living in run down, unpainted unsightly and unscreened shacks
and abins, with practically no out buildings.
Abandoned and poorly managed farm .
Unlandscaped surroundings, poor sanitation, inadequate food
supply and preparation.
o year round gard en, no orchards; worse looking liveS t ock
and a mongrel flock of poultry.
Obvious disorganization, confusion, d pressed in spirit a nd
neglect on every hand.

The Land Grant College in its truest sense is a Service lnS t ltutlon. In consequence it should strive to discover ways and means by
au d th rough which it' can serve the masses of people at th e point1:1 of
lheir great st needs. Prairie View State College accepts th is philoso-
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phy of Education; it recognizes its binding and unescapable obligation to the people; it accepts this challenge, realizing the impending
dangers that may be encountered in breaking away from entrenched
educational traditions and embarking upon unorthodox educational
experiments.
In order that the common and pressing problems of Rural communities might be identified, a survey of 2,000 East Texas Negro rural
homes was made. Growing out of the findings of the survey, it was
possible to formulate a program that would help these rural people
to find their way and help themselves, under th!l proper direction and
guidance, to a better and more atisfactory living; more wholesome
environments; and better health.
Also, a study was made to determine to what extent there was a
program of cooperation and coordin ation or social agencies of the
communities, in the common problems of the communities. It was
discovered that there was no program; they were shooting, independently, in all directions.
There was assembled at the college [or four days, 600 representatives from these agencies in what is called a COORDI ATED ONFERE CE.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Jean es Supervisors.
Vocational Agricultural Teachers.
Vocational Teachers of Heme Makers.
State Department of Education.
Local School Authorities.
Federal Government Agencies.
Key Community Leaders.
Principals of Rural Schools.
Agricultural and Home Demonstration Agents.
Teachers of Adult Education.
Ministers.
Health Workers.
Trades and Industry.

The ommitte~ on Findings made this report which was adopted
una~!~~~sly:-

REl'ORT OF COMMIT'fEE ON COORDINATION
"Your ommittee on Coordination of Agencies in the Developm nt or th e ommunity Program submits the following for your consideration and adoption:
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TJIE commNITY PUOGRAM

1.

The Preamble

This program shall be known as the Community Program. It shall
have for its purpose the promotion of the economic, health, social,
recreational and spiritual welfare of the people of the community.
It shall be entirely voluntary as to whether any community or any
individual in the community shall engage in it.
The Community Program means just what its name indicates. It
is not intended to be the program of any particular group or organization. But it is intended to be a coordinated community program of
all the groups, organizations, and individuals which voluntarily join
themselves together to work in it.
2.

Setting

p the Program

The responsible leadership of each participating organizalion or
service, as for example the school board, school superintendents, minister or ministers of religion, vocational teachers, county extension
agents, Jeanes teachers, health workers, adult education teachers,
youth association leaders, and any other community organizations
Willing to work in the program should meet together with such individuals of the community as will volunteer to cooperate in setting
up the community program. This group should either adopt or formulate a survey form to be used in securing the facts about the
community which will be needed to set up the community's program.
The community survey should then be made of the willing families
of tbe community, the facts summarized and the program set up.
When the community has set up its program and designated the
Points to be given immediate attention, all the organizations, agencies
and individuals cooperating should fully acquaint themselves with
what is to be done and how each can best help out, to the end that
th e community proceeds with the program.
3.

WJ1at The Community Program Should Include

The community program should include as much as can practically be done of the following:
1. Producing and conserving its food supply of vegetables, fruits,
nuts, berries, meats, lard, eggs, milk products, bread, cereals, etc.
2- Improving the usefulness, appearance, convenience and safety
of PUblic buildings and homes and farm buildings of the community.
3- Conserving and improving the natural resources of the community, such as parks, soils, mineral r esources, etc.
4- The development of such cooperative enterprises as the community actually needs. (Suggested examples are the meat club or
circle, community cannery, sewing circle, bull circle, farm shop, community nursery, community glee club, community library, etc.)
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5. Enrichment of recreational, educational, physical, cultural,
moral and spiritual advantages or conditions throughout the community.
4.

Means By Which the Coordlt111ted Community
Program May Be Achieved

1.

Through instructional assistance such as in:
a. Functionalized public school.
b. WP A classes.
c. Evening vocational adult classes.
d. Vocational youth associations.
e. Church exercises.
r. Educational tours.
g. Community forum.

2.

By technical assistance [rom:
a. Vocational teacher.
b.
ounty extension agents.
c. Health nurses and doctors.
Special supervisors, etc.

3.

With public information as obtained through:
a. The press, radio, and special bulletins.
b. Fairs, exhibits and demonstrations, etc.
Respect[ully submitted- Committee,
J. C. McADAMS, Chairman
Vocational Agriculture
MISS LOUISA TAYLOR,
Homemaking
0. L. PRI E, Trades--Industries
0 . A. MASON,
County Extension Agent
R. W. HILLIARD, WPA
MISS JEWELL HILLIARD,
Home Demonstration Agent
MISS . B. JENKI S,
Jeanes Supervisor, Secretary

Aft r working with this program for a year, the J eanes Supervisor for Bowie ounty reported as follows:
(Quote)
"The schools in these communities function as a vital part of the
community program.
"Th r Is close harmony among all county agencies, yet eac h
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plans his own sphere of work. A spirit of mutual respect, confidence,
and helpfulness exists among all.
"We are trying to develop in the children such training as will
further their happiness, efficiency, and capacity for better citizenship.
We now have eight communities where a cooperative and coordinated community program is functioning. Each year one or two
communities decide they want to be a part of the cooperative and
coordinated community program. This year Buchanan Community
asked to set up such a program. An aJl-day conference, including
demonstrations in whitewashing, building of pit toilets, landscaping,
interior decorating, mattress making, and menu planning was conducted. This has proved one of our best communities in coordinated
effort. A cooperative Delco system has been put up for the church
and school, financed by the two institutions.
Through the schools units or work and projects of poultry raising,
vegetable gardening, home and school yard improvement, community
health, sanitation, and others have been carrier out.
Several pit toilets have been built at schools by PWA workers
and at homes by cooperative and coordinated groups. Over thirty
wells have been dug this year in the county. Thirty-four mattresses
have been made by community groups, directed and assisted by Home
economics and Jeanes teachers.
A live-at-home contest sponsored by the extension agent and financed by the Texarkana Chamber of Commerce brought over sixty
of the best farmers together in a contest here. They were judged according to the quality and number of projects they had developed for
th e past year. Prizes were given by the Chamber of Commerce, such
a corn planters, plows, churns, bathroom set, including tub, lavatory
a nd bow], ranging down to a set of wrenches. This contest bas done
much to fire greater interest in rural communities.
. A. Pig contest was sponsored by the Department of Vocational Agriculture in which three of the five prizes given were awarded to
Bowie County. The meat was brought home and prepared for home
consumption.
Eleven new homes have been built by Negro land owners, mo st
or th e work being done by cooperative efforts.
In the way of cultural and social development, a county musical
was conducted in which the musical talent of the children and adults
Was given opportunity for expression.
" ounty forums were conducted throughout the county in such
~laces as the people were interested and desired them. Topics on
c:ai th , e_xten,.ion of school terms, and setting up better objectives for
. tnmunity programs were discussed. Speakers from the communi~es a nd visitors led the various discussions and participated in th em.
~ore evidence of freedom and spontaneity in expressing themselves on
vital community problems have been observed a.long with increased
interest i
n the forums.
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Father-son, and Mother-daughter banquets have been sponsored
by the Home Economics and Vocational Agriculture Departments o[
the schools having the Smith-Hughes and Smith-Lever workers.
Several clubs in the county including adults and young people aim
to develop greater social sense in the rural community and bring the
children and adults together in wholesome recreation.
The correlation of religious interests has been carried on in three
communities where cooperation is submitted [or religious competition.
Here summer schools are being conducted on church grounds through
united effort of community groups thus affording wholesome recreation and instruction for children, and adults. Literary subjects a nd
industrial arts are included in the daily program. Through cooperative and coordinated efforts of adults and children, noticeable improvement about the church, both interior and exterior, by whitewashing, planting shrubs and doing some interior decorating. We are
striving constantly to develop among our group a unity of purpose
and cooperative activities through our coordinated community program."
An Area Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture Reported as follows:
J. C. McAdam -Arca Supervi or

Crockett, Toxas
(Quote)
"There are good many agencies that work with Negroes in Texas.
Each group has had its own program and after a good many years
of work in Texas by Jeanes teachers, Agricultural teachers, Home
Economics teachers, County Agents and others and some few years o(
adult education work, a survey of over two thousand families reflects
that the average Negro still lives in an unpainted, unscreened, threeroom house, with an average income of less than $20.00 per family.
Those agencies I mentioned are still at work.
I am to represent Houston and Lee Counties and tell what has
been done. Everything has been done in these counties that has
been done in the others with the exception of the Vocational Association.
First, we made a survey to see what the situation was-Agricultural teachers, Home Economics teachers, Home Agents, Farm
Agents, the Ministers and the Colleges. In 1933, an Extension School
was organized for the purpose of training teachers to handle problems
that were reflected in the survey. The following year another Extension School was conducted. The college and hospital cooperated
by sending teachers. We set up units of work along the lines of
gardening and poultry, and taught it in the school. Then the community became interested. We set up in each county experimental
schools in which these tl1ings were taught. These teachers met once
a week. At the end of that year some tests were given and found
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those children who had learned their arithmetic by counting eggs
were far ahead of those children who had learned it through other
methods.
We had a Vocational Association in which the white and Negro
teachers met for the purpose of working on the problems that we
knew existed in Houston County.
I am going to read to you some of the goals the farmers want
to accomplish this year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Each farmer own at least 50 hens and grow feed for lhem.
Each family raise a year-round garden.
Each family raise enough hogs to provide meat for the ramily.
Plant five fruit trees for each member of the family.
Have a clock in each home.
Landscape every home.
Remodel a room in each home.
Keep enough cows to supply the needs of the family.
All groups meet together at least once a month and report on
what they are doing.
10. Each family cut, haul, and rick, by October 1, enough wood
for ccoking and heating purposes lo supply their needs for the
year.
11. Take at least one farm magazine and at least two Negro papers.
12. Each family produce all the feed necessary to properly feed
the livestock at home.
In this community, there are forty families with forty gardens.
These gardens have twenty different vegetables in them. They have
a little more than 9,000 jars of fruit. They have built a canning plant."

DlPUCA1'IO ' t'OR PRESE~T-DAY YOUTH AS GLEANF.D FROiU
C JmE T ADlJLT EDL'CA'l'ION PROGfuUIS
Franklin Hopper, Member Executive Board,
American Association for Adult Education, ew York, N. Y.
It would be presumptuous for me, a more or less ignorant amateur, to discuss before you gentlemen, experts in education, what
seem to me the ends and aims of the education of youth. However,
~erhaps I may safely say that in America, whether the goals are
onsidered to be training for citizenship, for occupation, for the culture of lhe individual or for the scientific understanding or his world.
1 can
·
one l"kes
1 •
see true education only as a fusion of those ideas.
t~e brief description of Professor Overstreet that lhe end of education Is "to give the inherited powers of mind and temperament th e
chance to develop so that they will help rather than binder the life
or the . If •
me vidual in bis society."
Many Years ago I was exposed to four years of the old-fashioned
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liberal arts course, restricted In content, but perhaps (I don't know!)
a firm foundation. The contemporary and extreme development of
that idea (somewhat dated, we had supposed) as evolved by President Hutchins of Chicago, and now being applied at St. John's College, Annapolis, would seem to be somewhat forced in the life o[ today. Recently St. John's has expressed to the American Association
for Adult Education a desire to extend to the community of Annapolis
that type o[ adult education. It seems to us hardly practical.
President Dodds of Princeton has admirably stated the application o[ the liberal arts conception to modern life:
"It is of course much easier to define the objectives of education
In a totalitarian state than in a democracy which gives full rein
lo individuality. A synthesis at a higher level is required for democracy.
"In my judgment the idea of a liberal arts education as envisaged
by the founders o[ the Colonial colleges is valid today; the release
of the full powers o[ the individual in acquaintance with the three
great divisions o[ human experience, the humanities, the social sciences.
and the natural sciences, so that the individual may bring to bear upon
the problems o[ the day the techniques and knowledge of these fields
or learning.
"The liberal arts education has suffered because the objective as
usually expressed has been loo vague and pedantic to mean much in
practice. The teaching of the subjects, which in reality bear directly
upon me, therefore tends to become academic in the worst sense o[
the word. I propose that the objective o[ the liberal arts educalion
be sharpened and tied more directly to life by defining it in more
concrete terms than is usual.
"This goal I suggest be preparation for making democracy work,
democracy lo be defined in its widest sense. This definition would not
exclude any of the major fields now embodied in the curriculum. It
would give direction to instruction and study, and would greatly increase the effectiveness of education by compelling more attention to
using one's education in solving the problems of life."
The Adult Education movement in its beginnings in England had
a background of the liberal arts idea of the Universities and has
tended to have what we call '•high-brow" standards. The American
desc~ndent has had a more practical aspect, primarily cultural a nd
not mfrequently vocational. It was seen that all groups: farmer,
laboring man, business and professional people were inadequateiY
equipp d by whatever degree of formal education they had been exposed to, to understand the social and political questions of the daY
a nd to enjoy life abundantly. Moreover, technological development
a nd conomic change had caused former occupations to disappear a nd
had created the need for adjustment to new vocations. The blind a nd
0th r handicapped groups might have new interests aroused. So th8
new J.' clucallon through life !<hould have wide appeal.
or many years German education was rated high, but true adull
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education never flourished there; doubtless the liberal spirit is necessary, as manifested in the folk !<Chools or Scandinavia. Al all events
Hitler saw the adult education fade out of the picture and gave
place to what Alvin Johnson calls "adult conditioning." Adult education based on the true democratic idea and way of life should make
such "conditioning" forever unlikely here.
You college presidents have the problem of the continuing educational development and intellectual and cultural broadening of your
alumni and perhaps of the communities from which your students
come. Alumni reading lists and promotion or sound book interests
are one way. A group of four Southern colleges: Virginia University,
Vanderbilt University, University or North Carolina and IIamplon
Institute are working out a cooperative plan or adult education promotion in their areas. Extension Department services in association with the local public libraries and other educational institutions
are contemplated. They have drawn up a preliminary outline or
this project for discussion bv the American Association of Adult Education. Whatever develops in this particular plan, it does contain a
suggestion for you college presidents here.
With your own alumni you of course do not have the problem
you will have to meet in any community project or informal education that you may be led to undertake. In rural districts, the American Youth Commission says, only 43 per cent or the youth, white ancl
Negro, male and female, have 7 years of schooling, and 45 per cent
had 8 to 11 years in which to prepare for life. Despite the growth
of free schooling through high school and free tuition in state universities, many American youths still grow up largely untrained. Less
than two-thirds or the boys and girls of high school age are in school.
In some states, Alabama and Arkansas for instance, the proportion
is far lower.
Alvin Johnson says that "an adequate system or adult education
can be built up only very slowly. As in the early history or all other
ro_rms or education, more importance attaches to sound foci than to
Wide flung activities based on hastily devised programs. Such sound
foci we see gradually developing. One that appears to have great
Promise is the public library which sets out with the tradition or
friendly cooperation that is ~s ential to adult education. Another
focus is the forum, permanently organized. Another one is the
Church. Adult education organized in connection with regular schools
a nd colleges appears capable or healthy development."
As a librarian, I naturally believe the library has a specially Important part in the field of continuing education. A well-equipped
: nd organized public library is a strong factor in any community.
t Is free, owned by the public, and easy to approach. The librarian
can be a promoter of all good things educational, a coordinator or
lhe varied community educational undertakings, and withal should
have the common touch. The library should be equipped to give Information and advice on courses of all sorts, to aid and abet the
0
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formal classes of the town with book service, to create an intereSl
in the best reading and in the arts, and to counsel clubs and 1nd ividuals in planning their reading. After all, continuing education is
self-education, and there are few who cannot best develop and broaden
their Interests through reading. To be sure, there are still many
regions that lack good library service or library service of any sort,
but recent library development in the South (from which section 1
assume most of you men come) has been encouraging.
Proper reading materials are an essential to adequate, informal
adult education. It is only in recent years that many books have
been produced with popular education in mind, and few authors have
written for the casual readers who are the potential patrons of a real
self-education service. Since there are as yet comparatively few
books suited to some phases of an adult education program, many
pamphlets and similar brief sp ciflc materials, particularly in publ!c
affairs topics, are being successfully employed. Meeting rooms Ill
libraries have become increasingly useful. They are available for
educational meetings, for classes conducted by other organizations,
for discussion groups, and are often equipped with motion picture projection equipment for showing educational films. Rooms with stages
for Little Theater productions are proving of real value.
In ew York, I have had an opportunity to aid in the organization
of some special adult educational undertakings for the Negro group
in Harlem. A fine collection of research material on the Negro made
an excellent background for the experiments. The reading intere 5ts
and the abilities of the group in discussion differ little from anY
other American group, or for that matter from the intelligent foreign
born. In appreciation of the fire arts and in dramatic interest a nd
ability they seem to me distinctly superior. Topics and books relating to race in general and to the Negro race in particular have naturally special appeal. There has been a dearth of simply written
materials bearing on race questions, but tbe excellent publications of
the egro Associates, ably edited by Dr. Locke, are filling a distln?t
gap. I feel honored to have had some slight connection with th15
successful project of Dr. Locke's.
You may know that the Association for Improving the Condition
o_f Colored People intends, or at. least hopes, to pqblish, with Foundation aid, a series of briefer and simpler booklets dealing with manY
phases of race interest. A distinguished board of advisers has been
formed to give general supervision.
The study of the Negro in America which is being prepared bY
Dr. Gunner Myrdal for the arnegie Corporation bids fair to be an
Important contribution. One hopes Dr. Myrdal will include an extensive bibliography for he has turned up much unsuspected material.
Jua t last week he asked that the American Association of Adult Education pr pare a study of egro Adult Education which he might use
to advantage. However, the Association cannot at this time undertake the task.
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One hopes that you presidents will give much thought to impressing on your students the importance of never stopping their own
educational development. When they go out into the "wide, wide
world" (as we said sentimentally in my und ergraduate days) urge
them to make contact with their local librarian. If their public
library service is good, let them take advantage of it; if the service
Is poor, they can arouse the public to demand better things; if library
service is lacking, agitation can not begin too soon. Certainly the
easiest, the freest, an ever-ready method is at hand for their selfimprovement and the enrichment of their life.
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MINUTES
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, UHO

Morning Se slon
The first session of the Conference was presided over by President
J. S. Clark in the absence of President Miller Whittaker, who had sent
a telegram stating his regrets at not being able to be present. The
President of the Conference, President Wm. H. Bell, made general
remarks relative to the theme of the meeting. President John M. ·Gandy
led the invocation. President Bell requested that each person at the
meeting introduce himself, after which he appointed the following
committees:
Auditing CommitteeW. R. Banks, Texas, Chairman
Dallas Brown, West Virginia
Committee on NominationsJ. R. E. Lee, Florida, Chairman
S. D. Scruggs, Missouri
John M. Gandy, Virginia
Committee on ResolutionsG. L. Harrison, Chairman
W. J. Hale, Tennessee
Malcolm S. McLean, Hampton
R. S. Grigsby, Maryland
Committee on FindingsF. G. Clark, Louisiana, Chairman
J. B. Watson, Arkansas
John W. Davis, West Virginia
F. D. Patterson, Alabama
George W. Gore, Junior, Tennessee
Horace Mann Bond, Georgia
Chas. H. Thompson, Howard
President Bell then presented the presiding officer, President J. S.
lark, who opened the program session. The adtlres. H were d liver cl
In the following order: "Statistics on Negro Operat tl Du:lness l~nterPrlses," Mr. Emmer Martin Lancaster, Adviser on Negro AITalrH, nllC"d
States Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.; "Social and Eco-
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nomic Problems or the egro in Business," Howard T. Gould, Secretary, bicago Urban League, hicago, Illinois; and "Integration of
Negroes into General Business," Mr. James A. Jackson, Special Representative of the Esso Marketers, New York ity. After these addresses
were delivered, there followed general discussion led by President
John W. Davis.

T ESDAY,

OVF..UUER 12, 19-10

Afternoon 'esslon
President J. R. E. Lee presided over this session and addresses
were delivered iu the following order: "Training for Retail Merchandising," Richard L. Jones, Manager, South Center Department Store,
Chicago Illinois· and "The Place of Secretarial Training in Business
'
Education,"
Mrs.' Hattie E. Hale, Director, Commerce Departmen_'l
Tennessee State College. General Discussion followed, led by President Sherman D. Scruggs.

WED~F.SDAY, NOVEMBER t:i, 1910
Morning

ession

The President of the Conference opened the session and reques~ed
invocation which was given by Rev. Joseph Evans. The followni~
presidents, who were new members or the Conference, were introduce
and each made brief remarks: President Malcolm S. MacLean, HaroPlon Institute, and President G. L. Harrison, Langston University. D~
M. 0. Bousefield also made brief remarks. President Bell presente
President Hale, presiding officer of the morning, who first presented
Mr. Henry Allen Boyd. In considerable detail Mr. Boyd told the colleges or the publication, "The Modern Farmer," and asked that the
land grant colleges take over this publication or come into its management In some manner. After Mr. Boyd had finished bis presentation,
President F. G. Clark moved that the matter presented by Mr. Boyd
be referred to the Executive Committee for proper consideration at the
business meeting on Thursday morning as to what action the bodY
should take. The motion seconded by President Scruggs, was carried.
The following aclclresses were delivered: "Evaluation of the College
Product hy the Business Man," prepared by Mr. C. C. Spaulding, president, '·orth Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company Durham, Nor th
c.:arolina, who was unable to be present, was read b~ the SecretarY,
1 resident R. B. Atwood; "Training for Public Relations and Promotional Activities," Mr. Claude A. Barnett, Director, Associated Negro
Pr tiS, Chicago, I!linois; and "Personnel Problems of the Farm Security Administration," Mr. Giles A. Hubert Assistant to the Director,
Rural Rehabilitation Division, Farm Sec~rlty Administration, wash-
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ington, D. C. General discussion followed led by President J. F. Drake,
Alabama.
At the completion of the discussion, President Davis gave a partial
report of the Executive Committee and presented Dr. F red J. Kelly, U.
S. Office of Education, who brought greetings lo the conference and information relative to the Survey of Negro Coll eges now being conducted by the U. S. Office of Education. Dr. Kelly stated lhat the parl
of the survey undertaken by Miss Ina Brown bad bee n completed and
suggested that there wou ld be need to fo ll ow up the survey, At the
completion of Dr. Kelly's remarks, motion carried that the matter of
support of Negro Land Grant Colleges toward follow-up conference
as suggested by Dr. Kelly be referred to the Executive Committee.

WEDNESDAY, :NOVK1'fBElt U, 1910

Afternoon Session
The President of the Conference prese nted the presiding officer,
President W. R. Banks, Texas, who prese nted each s peaker. The following addresses were delivered: "Program of the National Negro
Business League," Dr. J . E. Walker, President , Universal Life Insurance Company, and President, National Negro Business League. Memphis, Tennessee; "Consumer Education and Negro Purchasing Power,"
Dr. Booker T. McGraw, Lincoln University, J effe rscn City, MiShouri;
"The Economic Advantage of Cooperative Buying and Selling," tr.
Corn elius King, Special Assistant to the Governor, Farm Credit Administration, Washington, D. C.; and "Faculty-Student Cooperative
Store, a Project in Education," Mr. J. IL Gadson, Jr., Georgia Slate Industrial ollege. Discussion was led by Pre ·ident R. S. Grossley.
On Wednesday evening the Confe rence held its banquet in the
banquet ha ll of the Morris P erfect Eat Shop, with fifty-nine person« attending. President Bell presided and two principal addresses were
dellver ed-"The Democratic Id eal and the Negro," Dr. Rayford W.
Logan, Howard Univer sity, and "Education and National Defem,r," Dr.
Robert C. Weaver, ational Defense Council, Washington, D. '.

THURSDAY, NOVEMilEJt 11, l!HO
Morning ession (Fitwl)
The meeting opened with President Bell presid ing. Invocation waH
given by Mr. Henry Allen Boyd. Pres ident llell introduced l\tr. herman Briscoe who explained th e scholarship plan of his paper and
asked s upport of the colleges for his plan. It was moved by President
Atwood and second ed by President Gandy that Mr. Driscoe's plan h<•
referred to the Executive Committee and that it be explained lo him
that the Co nfe rence cannot bind member colleges and that he take up
his Plan with the individual coll eges. President ·Dell also lntrodurl·fl
Mr. T. Arnold Hill who attended the m eting as official representative
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of the National Youth Administration. Mr. Hill mentioned new phases
of the work of the NY A.
The Reports of the Treasurer and Auditing Committee were presented and adopted. The Report of the Committee on Nominations
was presented and adopted. The report of the Executive Committee,
including all partial reports, previously given, was adopted. The
Committee on Resolutions' report was re-committed.
President Bell turned the meeting over to the Chairman of the
Panel, President F. G. Clark, who gave the theme, "How the Business
Man and the Educator May Cooperate for Greater Efficiency in Management and Service in Our Business Enterprises." The discussion was
introduced by President F. D. Patterson, Tuskegee (Educator) and Mr.
Roscoe Dunjee, Editor, The Black Dispatch, Oklahoma (Business Man) .
Participating in the discussion were Mr. Jesse W. Lewis, Head, Department of Commerce, Howard University; Mr. Dallas Brown, CPA, Wes~
Virginia State College; Mrs. Preston Taylor, Funeral Director, Nashville, Tennessee; Mr. Carlton W. Gaines, President Booker T. Washington Trade Association, Detroit, Michigan; Dr. Henry Allen Boyd,
Secretary-Treasurer, National Baptist Publishing Board, Nashville,
Tennessee; Mrs. Beatrice Evans, Insurance Agent, Chicago, Illinois;
and Mr. L. H. Foster, Jr., Student, University of Chicago.
It was voted that the report of the Committee on Findings prepare
its report and mail same to the Secretary for publication in the proceedings after copy had been mailed to the member colleges for adoption.
President J. R. E. Lee, Chairman of Committee on Nominations,
installed the newly elected officers:
F. G.
S. D.
R. B.
John

Clark ................................................ President
Scruggs ......................................... Vice-President
Atwood .............................................. secretary
M. Gandy ............................................ Treasurer

EXE UTIVE COMMITTEE-President Ex-officio. Wm. H. Bell, Chairman, John W. Davis, J.B. Watson, W. R. Banks, F. D. Bluford, R. 8·
Grossley, F. D. Patterson. H. M. Bond.
It was voted that the report of the Committee on Resolutions be
handed t? the secretary to be edited before publication.
President S. D. Scruggs was elected as official representative of
th
e Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges to attend
the dedicatory exercises at Langston University.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

JtEPORT OJ<' COMlUl'l"l'lrn ON ltESOLUTIONS
Couierencc oi Negro Land Gru nt College Preshleuts-19.J0
Whereas, the American system of education bas now advanced to
include opportunities extending from early Infancy to old age, and
Whereas, the land grant colleges are at the apex of the public
educational system, enrolling approximately 50 per cent of egro college students, with special responsibilities toward agricultural and
industrial education, and
Whereas, the people in the areas served by the land grant colleg s
have come to look to these institutions for guidance and leadership
in all educational matters, therefore,
Be It resolved, that:
1. The land grant colleges sponsor and promote programs In
business education based upon the needs, interests, and abilities of
students.
2. The colleges foster d1agnotic tests to discover business ability
among students.
3. The colleges approve the policy of encouraging legitimate
businesses of all sizes among Negro college students.
4. Each college cooperate with the National r egro Business
League.
5. The colleges assist small Negro businesses in their respective
communities.
6. The colleges, through the proper agencies, petition for Increased subsidy for the promotion of business education.
7. The colleges take steps to secure the services or a lobbyist
in Washington or to cooperate with s uch agencies already establish d
to aid with legislation affecting Negroes and to advise 'egro colleges
on legislation that has been passed.
8. The Conference of 'egro Land Grant College Presidents ommend the Committee on the Participation of Negroes In the r,;auonal
Defense Program.
9. The onference express appr elation to officers or the MetroPolitan Community Center for the u c or Its facilities for the 1 th Annual Meeting of the Conference.
10. The Conference of Negro Land Grant ollege Presid nts commend the National Youth Administration for its sp lendid work among
Negro youth.
Signed: G. L. HARRISON, Langston
M. McLE , Hampton
W. J . HALE, Tenn ss
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REPORT OP EXE t:Tn'E COMMITTEE
To the members of the Conference of Presidents of egro Laud
Grant Colleges, we present a report of your Executive Committee:
1. We recognize the necessity of a continuous nationally organized lobby with headquarters in Washington, D. C., whose chief business will be to work for the advancement and progress of Negroes in
America. We propose, in this important connection, a special committee of three (to be appointed by the president of our conference) to
study the efforts of national organizations lo this end and report Its
findings to our Executive Committee for proper cooperative action.
2. We call attention to the fact that no report has been made In
connection with our request and appeal is made to the Honorable Secretary of Agriculture for larger personnel and allocation of federal
runds for Co-operative Extension Services in our member colleges.
We propose now a standing committee of our conference to follow up
this effort and in addition, work until measurable results are achieved
along the following Jines:
a.

Wider Civil Aeronautical Authority training programs for
Negro youth in and out of our member colleges,
b. The securing of senior Reserve Officers Training Corps units
in our qualified member colleges, and
c. The securing of larger, more efl'ective, and more modern vocational programs.

3. We are interested in national unity and plan to work diligently
for this urgent desirable end. We would include Negroes in the total
American work-defense picture as an essential step toward national
unity. We are interested in the integration of Negroes into all of the
work proj cts of the national defense. We propose a standing committee of five to begin at once to work continuously for the complete
integration of Negroes into all work patterns of national defense anJ
of our democratic processes.
4. Your committee views sympathetically and interestedly the
proposition of Dr. Henry Allen Boyd with respect to the prol'l'.ered publication, "The Modern Farmer." There Is merit in the proposal and
we advise acceptance of it In principle and further suggest that final
action on same be deferred until a document agreement can be drawn
up satisfactorily to the individual presidents and to the governing
boards of our member colleges. A statement of agreement will be
sought for Immediate submission to the presidents of our member
olleges for their consideration and action.
5. The Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges
continues its cooperation with the u. s. Office of Education on the
Survey or C~lleges for Negroes now being made. The conference is in
sympathy with plans for follow-up conferences to the survey now under consideration to implement the work and programs of our colleges for larger effectiveness and good. We recommend the appoint-
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ment of a committee of three to work with the U. S. Office of Education (Dr. Kelly and Dr. Caliver) in planning and promoting the proposed follow-up conferences.
6. The Executive Committee sugge t that appropriate action be
taken in our various states by our member presidents and their supporting public to lead lo favorable action on the part of federal and
state government officials to take prop r responsibility in placing In
industrial governmental contract jobs the Negro young men and
women trained at federal expense in national defense programs.
7. The suggestion is made that our member colleges rush the
improvement and modernization of leaching facilities in vocational
fields for our expanding technology. Study should be made to overcome the difficulties in securing training and jobs for Negroes which
come from the vicious circle, as found in labor union tactics of obstruction and the legal denial of training because of the temporary
lack of need of artisans in a given community at a given time.
8. We recognize the need of mutual understanding and support
between Negro business and Negro colleges. We urge correlated and
co-ordinated efforts between these two powerful forces for tbe good
of each and for the advancement of Negroes generally.
Respectfully submitted,
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
JOH W. DA VIS, Chairman
J.B. WATSO
R. B. ATWOOD
W. R. BA ' KS
F.D.BLUFORD
R. S. GROSSLEY
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REPOJt'r 01'' TUE TllEA

RER

December 31, 1940
RECEIPTS

During year 1939-40:
Balance forwarded from Treasurer (or 1939. . . . . . . . . $138.19
Additional Membership Dues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130.00
$268.rn

Total ............................. · · · ·

23 Member College

(Dues $10 each):

Alabama A & M
Alcorn A & M
Arkansas State
Bordentown Manual Tr. School
Deleware State
Fort Valley N & I
Florida A & M
Georgia State
Hampton Institute
lloward University
Kentucky State
Langston

nu ring

Lincoln
1orth Carolina A & T
Prairie View State
Princess Anne
South Carolina State
Southern University
Tennessee State
Tuskegee Institute
Virginia State
West Virginia State
Wilberforce University

year 19!0-41:

Membership Dues

$400.00

TOT AL RECEIPTS

-

400.C,0

Total

·ro

DA TE ..................... .

20 )£ember Collrgr~, 1940-41 (Dues $20 each)
Alabama A & M
Alcorn A & M
Bordentown Manual Tr. School
Delaware State
Fort Valley & I
Florida A & M
Hampton Institute
Howard University
Kentucky State
Langston University

Lincoln University
orth Carolina A & T
Prairie View State
Princess Anne
South Carolina State
Southern University
Tennessee State
Tuskegee Institute
Virginia State
West Virginia State

$668.19
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DISBURSEME TS

Expended during year 1939-40:
Port Gibson Reveille Printing ...... . ........... ... .
1 atchez Printing .......... .. ..... .. ........... . ... .
Bank Charges (.50/.40) ............ .... ..... ... ... .

$18.50
159.90
.90

Total ....... .. ...... ... ...... . .... · ···

$179.30

Expended during 1940-<ll:
Franklin F. Hopper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
R. B. Atwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H. A. Abraham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J. W. Davis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W. H. Bell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J. M. Gandy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M. A. Melton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Roberts Printing Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W. H. Bell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
R. B. Atwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J. M. Evans (Community Center) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bank Charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Check book . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.75
Exchange chg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.20
Exchange chg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.40

31.55
46.06
35.00
45.00
19.19
3.00
35.00
21.75
25.68
23.50
20.00
1.35

1.35
Total . . . ........... ....... . . - .

307.08

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS TO DATE ....... .

$486.38

ummary

Total Receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $66 .19
Total Disbursements ............................... • • • - • • • 486.3
Balance in Treas ury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $181. 1
This date, December 31, 1940.
Respectfully s ubmitted,
JOHN M. GANDY, Treasurer.
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COMMITTEE 0~ • OMl 'A'1'10 '
To the Conference of Presidents of Negro Land Grant Colleges we
make the following report:
President .................................... F. G. Clark, Louisiana
Vice-President ........................ Sherman D. Scruggs, Missouri
Secretary ................................ .. R. B. Atwood, Kentucky
Treasurer ....................... ... ....... John M. Gandy, Virginia
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE-President Ex-officio. W. H. Bell, Chairman, Mississippi; John W. Davis, West Virginia; J. B. Watson, Arkansas; W.R. Banks, Texas ; F. D. Bluford, North Carolina;
R. S. Grossley, Delaware; F. D. Patterson. Tuskegee; Horace M.
Bond, Ft. Valley, Georgia.
Respectfully submitted,
J. R. E. LEE, Chairman, Florida
SHERMAN D. SCRUGGS
JOHN M. GANDY

AFDITJNG COIDUTTEE
Gentlemen:
We have carefully audited the accounts of your secretary and
treasurer for the year now ending and report on same as follows:
ash balance forwarded from 1939 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $128.19
Back dues of $10 each were received from the following colleges:
Howard University ................................... .
2. Tennessee State College .............................. .
3. Arkansas State College ............................... .
4. Kentucky State College ............. . ................. .
6. Southern University .................................. .
6. Virginia State College ................................. .
7. Alabama A & M College ............................... .
8. Florida A & M College ................................ .
9. Georgia State Industrial College ....................... .
10. Wilberforce University ................................ .
11. D !aware State College ................................ .
12.
ew Jersey Manual Training School ................... .
13. Princess Anne ollege ............................... .
14 . Lincoln University, Missouri .......................... .
1.

$10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
$140.00
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Dues of $20.00 each have been received from the following namea
schools for the current year:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Alabama A & M . .................................... .
Alcorn A & M ..................... ...... ............. .
Delaware State College ........... ... ...... . ..... . .... .
Fort Valley Normal and Ind. School ........ . ....... ... .
Florida A & M ollege .............................. .. .
Hampton Institute ........... . .. .. ..... ........... .. .. .
Howard University ..... .. ........ . ...... . ...... ... ... .
Langston University ............................ • • • • • • •
Lincoln, Mo. . ......................................... .
North Carolina A & T ............................. • • •. •
Princess Anne College .......................... • • • • • • •
South Carolina State College ..................... • • • • • •
Southern University ........... ........ • • • • • • · · • • · · · · · ·
Virginia State College .................... • • • • • • • · · · · · ·
West Virginia State College ..... .. .... ... • • • • • • • • • • • • · ·
Prairie View ......................................... .

$20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
$320.00

Total funds to be accounted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $588.19
Cash was disbursed as follows:
Port Gibson Reveille Printing Co. . .... • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Natchez Printing Co. . ..................................... •
Bank charges ... ......... . .... ... . .. ..... ....... . . • . .. .. • . •

$18.50
159.90
.90

Total disbursements .................. • • • • • • • • • • $179.30
Cash balance,

ovember 13, 1940 .......... • .. • • • $408.89

1

Of the above balance $20.00 recently received has not be n turned
over to the treasurer.
The following named schools have not paid their current year's
dues:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arkansas State College.
Bordentown Training School.
Georgia State College.
Kentucky State College.
Tennessee State College.
Tuskegee Institute.
Wilberforce University.
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Bills approved for payment are as follows:
$31.55

Franklin F. Hopper (Travel) • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
l7.00
R. B. Atwood (Floral) • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
29.06
R. B. Atwood (Miscellaneous, 1939) • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
35 .oo
A. A. Abraham (Clerical services) • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
45 .oo
John W. Davis (Travel) .. • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
19.19
William Bell (Miscellaneous, 1939) ...... • •. • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · _ __
$176.80

Total ........................... • • • • • · · · · · · · ·

Re ·ourees and Llab!Utles
November 13, 1940
Assets:
Cash
........................... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Dues receivable .......................... • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

-

Total Assets ................... • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Liabilities

$408.89
140.00
$548.89

--

........................... ······. ······ ....... .

176.80

Excess of assets over liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $372.09
Respectfully submitted,
AUDITING COMMITTEE
W. R. BANKS, Chairman
DALLAS C. BROWN, Member
TATl 'TIC

O

'EGRO OPERATED B S~ESS ENTEltPRISES

Emmer Martin Lancaster
Adviser on Negro Affairs U. S. Department of Commerce
During the year 1929 the Bureau of Census, United States Department of Commerce, undertook to conduct a survey on Negro proprietorship In retail business. Its scope is confined to grocery stores, filling
stations, restaurants and lunch rooms, cigar stores, cigar stands, a nd
drug stores. Excluded therefrom are service business such as
laundries, dry cleaning establishments, dry cleaners, barbershops, proressions, public utilities such as water, gas, electricity, and hotels.
The survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census for the year
1936 pres nts a wider scope. Data on wholesale establishments, service businesses, employment, payroll and operating expenses are included.
either surv y contains segregated statistics pertaining to
corporations or manufacturing establishments; It Is Impossible at this
time to present Information on these.
The volume of egro business is confined to the South wherein
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approximately 80 per cent of the
egro population resides. 25,701
businesses were operated by Negroes in 1929, and the total volume of
business amounted to $101,146,143.00. The statistics compiled during
the year 1935 revealed that 23,490 stores were operated by Negroes
with a gross business of $48,987,000.00. The decline in the number of
enterprises and volume of business is attributed directly to the depression.
This office has under consideration the compilation of data with
reference to federal lending agencies and their relations to Negro
business. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation contains no segregated data on the number of Joans allotted to Negro businesses. The
Federal Housing Administration reports that it bas insured 2,267
mortgages on Negro homes in the sum of $7,751,600.00. There are no
available figures as to the number or identity of Negro banks or mortgage associations negotiating these loans.
The Bureau of the Census has not made available for publicity the
1940 figures, consequently, no compilations for that period are included.
The statistics herein presented were compiled under the supervision of Attorney William A. Bailey, Section Chief, Division of Population, Bureau of the Census, United States Department of Commerce.
Statistics for the year 1929 are as follows:
/'{umber of Stores Amount of Bureaus Aggregate Sales by
Total
Total
States
25,701
101,146,143
Texas
North- 6,475
40,335,000
Pennsylvania
South-18,864
57,037,000
Illinois
West- 362
3,774,000
orth Carolina
New York
Georgia
Virginia
Florida
Louisiana
Ohio

First Ten
$6,663,701
6,519,865
6,466,323
6,770,830
6,625,743
6,147,040
4,986,000
4,52 ,000
4,605,000
4,412,000

Statistics for the year 1935 are as follows:
Retail business-Receipts total sales, $4 ,9 7,000; firm members,
Proprietors 23 819. employees, 12,322; payroll $5,021,000.
'
'
'
Wholesale--Receipts
total sales, $164,000; flirm members • proPrieto rs, 21; employees, 38; payroll, $22 ,000.
.
Service establishments-Receipts total sales, $27, 2 1•000 , firm
members, 22,868; employees, 13,976; payroll, $S,7lO,OOO.
Hotels- Receipts total sales, "742
., ,000 •· firm members, proprl tors,
270; employees 467 • payroll $170,000.
Total- Rec~ipts,total sales, $77,14 2,000; firm memb rs, propr 1 tor~.
46 ,978; employees 26 802 · payroll. $l0, 923 ,000.
above numher
The number ~f busi~ess establishments tabulated
45,954.
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Information on the number of wholesale establishments is limited
to the following compulations for the year 1:J35:
18
Number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..........
$164 000
Total sales ....... • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
' 12
Proprietors and firm members • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : : : :
38
Employees . • • • • • · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·$22,000
Payroll ..................... • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · ·
.
Operatmg
expenses .................. • • • · · · · · · · · · . ... $43,000

Aggregate sales for the first ten states for the year 19 35 are as
follows:
4,508,000
New York ........... .. . ................. ••••··
Illinois . . .. . .. • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. .. . . .. . . 3,266,000
, 4,000
79
22,685,000
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,581,000
Virginia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,554,000
Georgia ........................ ... ..... • .. • • • • • •
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,531,000
2,313,000
Pennsylvania . . ................... ... ......... • • •
North Carolina ............... .. .. .... .. . .. . ..... • 2,205,~~~
Tennessee . . ........ .............. • ... • • • • · · · · · · · 2 •125 • r t d
Figures on operating expenses, payroll and employment are is e
below for the year 1935:

Type of
establishment

Number of
Employ's
establishments average
per year

Retail business
Whol esale business
Service
Hotels
Total

Payroll

Operating
expenses

23,490
18
22,172

12,322
38
13,975

$5,021,000
22,000
5,710,000

$11,360,000
43,000
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467

170,000

490,000

45,954

26,802

$10,823,000

$11,893,000

No figures
available.

THE PROPO ED 'ATIO AL NEGRO n SffiE S ADVISORY COU .
IL TO TUE • . DEP ARTME T OF COlIMERCE
The contributions which egro Specialists have made to the United
States Department of ommerce are worthy of more than ordinarY
mention. James A. Jackson, Field Representative Standard Oil Corn·
·
fon
1
pany, was appointed as Business Specialist during' the admintstra
or Ilon. Herbert C. Hoover. Statistical compilations contributed bY
Mr. J ackson have been a valuable source of information to the Departm nt. At the beginning of the present Roosevelt administration,
Eugene Klnckl e Jones was appointed Adviser on Negro Affairs, and the
expansion or that division was initiated. For a period of forty years,
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until his recent retirement, Charles E. Hall, Specialist in Negro Statistics, chartered the course for the assimilation of data pertaining to
Negro life. The volume, "Negroes in the United States 1920-1932," a
veritable encyclopedia on Negro population, inspired and prepared by
Mr. Hall, under department supervision, constituted the crowning
achievement of his career.
In the formulation of Government programs, deliberations thereof
are directed toward the problems of the Nation as a whole rather than
specific attention to those of minority groups, and unless there is vocal
expression by minority representation, consideration thereof is absent.
Consequently, it is the duty of Negro Advisers and Administrative Assistants to exercise alertness that Government benefits and privileges
are accorded to Negroes, impartially.
It is my opinion that Negroes engaged in business have not been
adequately integrated into the program of the Department or Commerce, nor are they the recipients of factual studies offered by business specialists therein. The Department Bureaus of Fisheries, Census
and Patents have formed Advisory Committees to assist in the guidance of management practices. During the early part or the present
administration a Business Advisory Council was formed "as a clearing
house for the businessman's point of view on administrative policy~fl'ecting business." It is composed of promin ent businessmen, including E. R. Stettinius, formerly Chairman of U. S. Steel Corporation,
Paul W. Litchfield, President Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, W.
A. Harriman, railway magnate, and others of comparable business
e'.11inence. Twelve formal reports bave been submitted by this ouncil to the Secretary advising the Department on th e revision of certain
Government regulations aud the problems of interstate barriern.
These advisory units contain no Negro members.
I propose the formation of a National Negro Business Advisory
Council composed of fifty or more prominent Negroes throughout the
c?untry who are representative of all types of business includi_ng financial and manufacturing interests, retail and wholesale estab!J shments.
According to the annual report submitted by the Bureau of J,'oreign
and Domestic Commerce 10 000 businessmen other than Negroes,
Visited the industrial ser~ice 'division in Washington to discu s their
Problems with that department; 25,000 American firms were furnished
With trade lists and sales information service during the past year.
How many Negroes engaged In business were the recipients of thit1
service? What proportion of factual studies, economic su rveys, ~rade
Problem analyses research reports in economic factors, rnerchand1zlng
methods and sur;eys of credit problems, have been placed at t11_e dlsPosa1 of Negroes? Are Negro bankers alert to the opportunities ot
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation? Are we accorded the full
advantages of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation? Are we fully
acquainted with legislation designed to aid the credit problems or small
businessmen? Are Negroes fully apprised of the 'ew Deal tax programs and their purposes? Are we acquainted with the procedure for
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securing business assistance from Government agencies? Are Government regulations administered impartially to Negro operators of business ? These are some of tbe problems which the Council will seek to
solve and adjust in addition to recommending and advising methods
of improving business by governmental assistance. The mere existence
of a egro Business Advisory Council will stimulate a close r study
of our problems by Government business specialists.
Prominent educators are giving intensive study to revised curricula
in educational institutions designed to combine the theories of commerce and finance with the practical problems of business. The pro·
fessors of Commerce and Finance of Howard University have seriously
considered this revision and shortly after my appointment conferred
with me. The use of the Adviser's office as a centralized agency for
business information and the placement of choice commerce graduates
into various businesses, were discussed at length. A list of institutions containing business courses was submitted to the Adviser and
communications addressed to these schools concerning the proposals
of the Howard University professors, elicited inspirational and affirmative responses. Professors of business administration should be
included as members of this council, for the interchange of ideas with
businessmen is at least an honest approach to the solution of this
problem , without sacrificing any of the cultural aspects of college
curricula.
During the early part of 1941 a conference of the proposed Council
will be held in Washington and will be themed: A program of cooperative effort by Government, educators and businessmen to aid the
egro in business. At the first session businessmen will present their
views and specific r equests of Government facilities. During the second session Government business specialists will attempt to supply
these requests by a presentation of the Department's studies. Negro
educators will conduct the third session consisting of class-room
theories and practical business problems. The fourth ses.sion will be
confined lo a summary of all the proposals presented with a recorn~endation for semi-annual conferences, future operations of the Council and specific requests of the Government. Full discussion is invited at each session and all business sessions will be held in the
Library Auditorium of the Department of Commerce.
The egro Affairs Division does not proclaim this Conference a nd
Co~ncll as a panacea of our ills, but an honest effort to place the
fa 'tlitles of th e Department of ommerce at the disposal of Negroes
In business, and the assurance that this office will function positively
in their interests.
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INTEGRATIO

O:t'

EGROE

~TO GENERAL llUSI ESS

James A. Jackson
Special Representative of the Esso Marketers
Gentlemen, I greet you as authorities holding the keys to the solution of many of the problems which confront our race. Everyone
among you has come through a long period of academic education and
years of experience in order to reach your present positions in life.
It therefore seems presumptive that a mere workaday man, such
as I happen to be, should come before you to discuss grave subjects.
~owever, I recall that as a pupil it often happened that I presented the
difficulties of my little world to the teacher or principal, and somehow
a solution was found, or my mind was r elieved of further anxieties
about matters because they had been left with teacher, and I just knew
that everything would come out all right.
I am still confident that once the educator is informed of a situa•
lion, that something will be done about it. It is in that mood and manner that I am able to find the courage to address this body today.
That attitude is supplemented by a realization that it has been ruy
Privilege to have occupied a number of positions within the span of
~Y working life that prior thereto bad never been filled by a Negro.
t is not necessary to enumerate them, for many among you have
~a~ched me come along for the past twenty or thirty years, oft times
giving friendly guidance.
In those various capacities, I could not help but learn through
contact a lot of things usually undisclo ed to my people- methods,
Processes, business practices and ethics which would be helpful toward our race more nearly approaching the general American standards.
Now, information is like currency. It is of no value unle:;s used .
1 am in the business of selling petroleum products, and anything th al
1 may have learned that does not apply to that work is of no u~e Lo
me; and rather than see such information wasted Insofar as my people
concerned, r have always placed it at the disposal of anyone who
ght be able to put it to some good use.
Every since my first contact with the world of bu~iness at the
?e of 16, when along with Wilson Lovett then of _Williamsport,
enna., now an insurance company president in Detroit I ,1a for
a summer season a newsboy for the Union News ompany, working
on the Bald Eagle branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad, 1 have been
conscious of the value of commercialism. Unknown to us, we were tlH'
first Negro boys to be so employed in the whole country, and I th n
became an ardent advocate of the Negro participating In the world of
business.
Successive experiences have confirmed that advocacy, and tho ~
same experiences taught me some important, and ~omelime ' b1tte
less
t
cl friends bad told
ons. I had all of the cocksureness of yout 1 • an

:t
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me that I was a "smart colored boy." Please note the qualifications.
But each time I have entered a new position I have found that I knew
virtually nothing of business, even though I knew more than many
of my immediate friends, and they thought I knew a lot.
It is because I realize the economic situation of the Negro, th e
need for altering our mental attitude toward commerce and industrial
employment, and the necessity of r evising school curricula to meet
modern requirements, that I dare to come before you at all.
I have been honored by being asked to discuss "The integration
of the Negro into General Business," and I am pleased to present my
views upon what I regard as a matter of grave, if indeed not vital importance to the American Negro. This subject involves more than is
at once apparent. Some manifestations of this fact will disclose themselves as we go along with our talk.
It has been said that "humanity is prone to err." Quite often,
when mankind addresses itself to the rectifying of one evil or the correction of some particular type of maladjustment, It ls found oft times
too late, that In the process a foundation has been laid for an even
more damaging situation. This possibility confronts us in connection
with one of our pet programs right now.
Within recent years, many of us have addressed ourselves assiduously to the development of what my college fraternity terms
"Bigger and Better Negro Business," a program that has been shared
by many other individuals and organizations, all imbued with the same
laudable desire to see our race enjoy to a much greater extent the
fruits of its labor, and to have a greater participation in the benefits
of the great American standard of living.
I do not credit to U1e Sigmas any proprietory interest in this ambition. Their slogan has been used solely as a brief way of describing
the desire of the thinking people of the race.
The known history of the National Negro Busi ness League a nd
many other earlier efforts and achievements would promptly challenge
and rebuke any such claim.
Wi th in recent years, say the past four or five decades, we as a
race have made an appreciable advance in the fi eld of business. Alth0ugh much of this progress has been made In a few specialized lines
of e nd avor which offered special opportunities there has been an
intrusion made into a wide variety of commerci~l lines. Some Negro
has b en, or is today, engaged in every known phase of commercial
activity known in this country.
We have a splendid, technically trained professional group th0ugh It ls very largely restricted to service within our own race
group. And the race certainly needs it
Lik l
.
ew se, we have more than thirty thousand retail outlets engaged in diS t ributing goods to our consumers Few indeed of these are
11
rvlng th e much larger general market. However we need not, for
th
e present, fear because the American public has no~ as a whole, given
much patronage to the egro merchant; since to meet the needs of our
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own segment or the population would require that we have thirty times
more merchants than we now have, and that a vast majority of them
become much more experienced and expert before they dare to engage
in open competition with those who have generations, yes, centuries
of merchandising tradition behind their service. There are examples
here and there which show that Negro merchants can meet competition
and hold their own.
While there Is just cause for gratification and hopefulness in the
indicated growth of commercial consciousness, there is in that growth
a hazard which must be given consideration.
We have within the past few years been individually and collectively making much ado about '·Buying Black" and otherwise trying
to augment the volume of business passing through Negro channels.
In the process we have decried discrimination, and expressed an abhorrence of segregation.
And, all the while we have not seemed to realize that unless the
growth of Negro business is associated with a process or integration
into the general business structure of the country, we shall some day
find that we have simply created another very substantial bulwark to
th e wall or segregation that has consistently separated us from th
rest or the national population.
Commercialism, or the pursuit for profits, on the part of the other
race groups is just about our sole remaining open contact channel with
the other nine-tenths of the American citizenry,
With most Americans the profit motive is the greatest actuating
influence. It is well, the~erore, that we take such advantage as we
rnay of this fact. I am neither a politicians, or a social worker. I am
a crass dealer in commercial facts, figures, and the conclusions to be
drawn therefrom. I make no pretense or evaluating the social Implications or the decade or depression and distress which we have somehow lived through.
Our present is a period of anxiety; and our future is doubtful; and
that goes for all America perhaps the world. However, the fact r n:iains that our form or g~vernment, the capitalistic system, will continue if American survives its present ordeal.
In the meanwhile we hear many phases of our national and racial
troubles being discu:sed. People pick some pet parts of the whole
Situation to think about. There are those who insist upo~ what Is
termed, social assurance; there are those much concerned with an accord between Labor and Capital; and there are those who talk about
the Democracy of the country being all-embracing; and again oth rs
Would make the Negro the one element or our population to be xcluded from the assurance of citizenship rights.
Each of those have some measurP of JuSll fl ca t'ion In their viewPoint; but inasmuch as we have the paradoxical problem of protect;
ing
time functioning ai; par
our own racial interests and at the same
WI'
or the Whole and too in the general circumstance of Amer Ica,
• adapt,
'
lllust evolve, or
a' technique which will serve these purposes .
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The hale and hearty have always been willing to guide the footsteps of a child, and to aid the stumbling unfortunate; but there are
few who will tender sympathy, or assistance, to one who Jays claim
to manhood rights. This applies to groups as well as to individuals.
The paucity of donations to Negro Institutions amply proves this.
After seventy-five years of freedom; after the development of a
culture and social order patterned after the prevailing standards of the
country; and after disclosing an insatiable appetite for every modern
amusement, vehicle and instrument of pleasure, the American Negro
presents the intolerable picture of a people crying for help, yet making
little effort to help himself to the opportunities about him.
Without possessing any i::ense of prophecy, I am inclined to the
very rational notion that we must deal with existing instruments ratbe~
than upon what may be hoped for, or be feared in a future that, to say
the least, is as yet uncertain and nebulous.
Nor can we, as Negroes, expect much further voluntary aid from
other peoples unless we show that we are doing our best toward developing our own progress.
One way to observe what the Negro market is worth is to realize
that in pre-depression days, egroes made 21 per cent of the store purchases in Atlanta, Georgia, totaling about $12,000,000 annually:
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Baltimore it was $18,000,000 or 12 per cent.
Birmingham it was $16,000,000 or 12 per cent.
Houston, Texas, $5,650,000 or 24 per cent.
Jacksonville, Fla., $6,540,000 or 45 per cent.
Mobile, Ala., $4,270,000 or 33 per cent.
'ew Orleans, La., $12,130,000 or 21 per cent.
Norfolk, Va., $14,000,000 or 23 per cent.
Richmond, Va., $9,800,000 or 27 per cent.
St. Louis, Mo., $10,500,000 or 5 per cent.

That fact certainly means that the Negro is a definite asset; aml
not th e liability many would have us believe we are to our communities.
Of course, the depression has somewhat altered these figures; but
th e same depression has reduced the totals applicable to other groups,
so the relative significance of the figures holds true.
In th e July, 1937, issue, Advertising Agency one of the high priced
trade publications Which seldom reaches the ~nowledge of a egro,
sp aklng from the editorial viewpoint of the vroducer and distributor
of m rcha nd ise, said in an article headed "A Two Billion Dollar
Market" q ti
fl
' uo ng gures from the United States Chamber of Commerce,
that the Negro mark t f
t
e or consumer goods was equal to 95 per cen
or our entire foreign market
1 contend that th~se figures are perhaps 45 per cent below
1 Whil
tie actual total purchasing power of the Negro group I am willing to
accept them as eminently suited to the purposes of this talk.
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To us there are two important deductions to be drawn:
First- Less than 3 per cent or those mouth filling figures [or sales,
passed through the hands or egro merchants; and but little more
than that went into the cash registers of those who employ Negroes in
their business.
Secondly- If this nation and its tax paying corporations will support a tremendous navy, maintain a big foreign trade section in the
Department of Commerce and those business concerns will augment
that cost with innumerable trade associations, goodwill tours, etc., for
the purpose or cultivating the foreign sales with which our purcha es
compare so closely there is little reason to doubt that once it is realized that the egro is awake to his value, that increasin"lY effective
efforts will be made to cultivate the Negro market as well. That trend
is already noticeable.
Dependable business houses arc now employing Negro salesmen
on the road in the oil industry, in automobiles, thread, soap, whiskey,
wines, cigars, cigarettes, clothing and undertakers supplies, to mention
but some of the lines so doing.
Just u ing the figures as a basis of calculation, we find that they
Provided 21 millions of gross profits to merchants. Approximately 10
million or which went into wages. This, at the wages scale for such
work in those communities created the pay for more than 13,000 salesPeople and the support for the more than 684,000 who constituted the
families of the salesfolk.
Five millions went into intangibles, while the remaining more than
6 mllJions became net profit. I do not blame either the merchants or
th eir employees; but I cite these authentic facts and deductions to
Rhow that in his purchasing pow r the Negro already bas the instrument with which to implement his wish for economic progress; and
th e needful integration of the race into the great economy of our
country.
In addition to the reason before stated, the need of preventing our
being completely separated and segregated from the rest of America,
th ere are several additional reasons.
We need the wages which . egro employc>es of general business
would bring into the homes from whic'h they go lo work.
We need the contact to insure us that the next time we vc>ntur
Into big business enterprises that there will be available trained P oPle with actual experience l~ take over the various functions, to th,..
end that we shall have fewer disastrous failures of ~egro concerns b •cause of a lack of personnel familiar with the duties of their re~pC'ctlve
Jobs.
It is needed so that our High School and ollege youths may flndl
a P1ace where practical application
.
they have lc>arnN
or th e lessons
··
tnay be made; and eduration become interwoven. with expe~ie~~k' ~~
that when one opens such a business of hi$ own, it will not
d
mple or fools rll!1hln
ays or yore when egro business was an exa
r
In
'
1900 and 1925 millions o
Where angels feared to tread. Between
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egro dollars were sunk in enterprises promoted by man who lacked
executive ability, knowledge of business or of the whereabouts of any
other Negro who could meet the needs or the business projects.
The next logical question is "How may it be done?" That is fair,
and I attempt the answer by stating that first of all, we need to begin
by making our children commercially conscious; by emphasizing to
them that it is in the field of business 35 per cent of the white students flnd their chance.
Incidentally, it always seemed odd to me that we have maintained
a phobia for the professions in spite of the fact that most of us matriculated in schools to some degree supported by philanthropists; and
an analysis of the list of great foundations shows that it has been only
business people who financed such institutions.
We must quit directing the children's attention to a few very ob·
vious lines of endeavor, and restricting, sometimes forcibly, the natural
inclination of the youth for the skills which lead to production a nd
distribution of goods.
We must abandon the notion that white collar positions are the
ones of greatest merit. I know the son of a gasoline dealer who for
the love of being called "Professor," receives $900 less annually in
pay than the employee his father has to hire, because the professor
won't work at the dealer station his father operates.
Let us begin to emphasize in our schools the importance of a
definite skill regardless of the type of working clothes, since the skilled
artisan is the man upon which virtually every great business has been
rected. H need be, I shall be pleased to name examples of both races.
Then let us quit fooling the children into thinking they have a
business education when they have been taught to do a bit of shorthand ancl keep a few records. generally called bookkeeping.
The time has come to admit, at least to ourselves, that that is
not a business education. Stenographers and bookkeepers are just the
servants or man-Fridays to the real business people, the producers
and salespeople.
A case in point is the great number of graduates who seek positions
on th e editorial staffs of newspapers; and the paucity of youngsters
who want to be skilled mechanics whose salaries are usually about
twice th at or a reporter, and whose future is perhaps five times more
secure in th e matter of employment opportunities. In the same Held,
th ere Is a real dearth of advertising salesmen and circulation people.
yet th e commission of either one ofttimes, after a few struggling years
Is greater than that of a college president.
Don't tell me it can't be done, for I am prepared to show you 11
series or stori 8 and pictures assembled from relatively current Negro
newspap rs, which show that somewhere, some Negro has invaded
practically every line of business.
I can name many big concerns which have added Negro sales peopl a n!l promotion experts in the 1 egro market to their organizations,
nd I
a
mu st wil h some regret admit that there would be more, if there
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had been more applicants who had besides the academic training, the
good common sense to realize that sales managers know something ot
markets; and if so many had not presented themselves as candidates
for positions about which they knew next to nothing, but depended
upon bluff and bunk of the most preposterous sort.
Another handicap has been Dr. Booker T. Washington's crab
basket mentality which has prompted so many to seek the place already occupied by a egro rather than to explore new fields. With
350,000 manufacturers and jobbers in New York distributing trade
marked goods, about half of them used in the Negro home, more than
a hundred young colored men have asked for my job instead of trying
elsewhere.
There are a number of factors in connection with this subject
Which req uire your consideration.
One may ask, Is there employment available, to which I answer
with perfect candor, that since there is littl e available in lhe capacities
for Which we have long been training, or which bave long been regarded as "Negro Jobs," we might well en large our net of possib iliti es
by being prepared for everything within reasonable reach.
Again, lhe question arises, Is there sound reason for expecting
that Negro employment may follow? To this I say, that in the present
situation one cannot promise anything; but may hope for everything.
American business concerns are more and more appreciating the value
of the Negro market, and expressing that appreciation in terms of employment in the sales field. I have vi 3ited more than 200 towns and
cities between New York and Forest City, Ark., thence down into
Louisiana. I have seen perhaps five thousand Negro sales people mPloyed in stores in Negro communities in most of those cities.
I have become acquainted with a couple of hundred traveling sales
men and women of my race; and with several promotion men commanding salaries in the higher brackets, and because of the increase
in the number of these folk, r know of a great improvement in the
~Umber and quality of Negro hotel s. There has also been an increase
in national advertising in the egro press.
These are manifestations which had they been predicted thirty
Years ago, would have elicited a laugh from the then race leaders and
school heads.
I have not the least doubt that if our people were more commercially conscious, and if we realized the important place business occupies in the general scheme of things, we would be making even
greater progress
Thrift has l~ng been taught among us, although it has seldom
been embraced by our youngsters, but we have not, as a group, r aliz d
th e Importance of what we spend. Twen t Y Pe r cent ot nil purchas
money becomes gross profit to a place of business. That's the nnt~on~l
average of merchandising, of course, as applied to a particular UH ness, the rate varies.

,
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or that approximately one-half, slightly over nine per cent Is paid
out in wages to those who sell and service the merchandise we buy.
On a nationwide basis, that takes care of a Jot of employment, and it
is in this type of employment that we are least represented.
If we sell and service our own purchases to even a limited extent,
we shall be doing a tremendous lot or saving as a group.
Employment in established business concerns, therefore, provides
wages to aid our family support. It creates places of apprenticeship
for those who may later become the heads of their own business, or
part of the official personnel of our own corporations and institutions.
It keeps open a direct channel of approach, and a medium of interracial relationship with the other groups of the country; and it is a
step toward better understanding between peoples. One is always a
friend to his merchant, or to his representatives. His desire for profit
makes him a willing ally in matters relating to our civic interests.
Personally, I am not an advocate of any communistic processes.
I simply wish our peopl to be educated in the processes of business,
that they may benefit therefrom as do all other racial groups In the
country.
The foundation of such training as may be necessary to the manY
different businesses of the land must be determined by you. The
hasis of most merchandising is a special training in some one phase of
mechanical, or industrial service. Others must know office practices,
and more important is the culti\'ation of the instinct and desire to
sell goods.
Too often, an applicant when orrerecl a selling job on a commissio_n
basis disdainfully declines it, demanding a regular weekly wage. TblS
Is tantamount to saying to the prospective employer-"! don't believe
1 can sell goods, hence am no good to you, but I want you to pay me
while I prove my worthlessness."
Self-reliance must be inculcated into the youth, along with the
knowledge of business.
If our colleges foster the commercial in tinct; if adequate courses
In the different phases of commercialism are instituted and maintained;
a nd If graduates are made to realize that while a diploma represents
an education that will facilitate the progress of its holder, it is not a
p~ssport to a managers position, forthwith; an appreciable progress
will have been made toward simplifying our economic situation.
U we learn to speak the language of business, profits, and the
necessity or receiving employment and adequate service else we will
withhold our patronage, we shall have made a great st:p forward.
We love music and are adE>pts at most of the forms of vocal a nd
lna t rumenta\ music. So are other Americans but they have an instrument which we seldom regard, while with them it is a favorite. The
Ting-A-Ling of the bell on a cash register ls America's sweetest music.
Tber fore • I subm't
t o you a three-way program:
1
Buy when possible from Negro outlets.
Buy where Negroes are employed regardless of the capacity.
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Read the Colored publications and be Informed of the distributors
or trade marked goods who employ Negroes in communities other than
your own In either plants or sales departments.
In plain words, let's begin to consort with our REAL white friends,
and abandon the too often mentioned GOOD white friends whose sole
help consists of platitudes, well wishing, and so-called interest in the
race, in favor or those who provide us with a chance to live.
Let's look to where we can find the wherewithall to buy butter
for our girls and boys who are being college bred. I thank you.
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Mrs. Lillian Sharpe Hunter
Director of Public Relations, N. Y. Amsterdam
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Read by Dr. Lillian Door
From the days of Ancient Greece and Rome when it was the custom for women to safeguard the interest or the h me while their men
went forth to pillage and plunder and bunt, the influence that the
fairer sex exercised upon the minds and courage or these warriors
was largely responsible for the conquests or which Homer so proudly
ings in his Odes.
From those days which mark a definite beginning in the Christian
~ra right on through the ages embracing the contributions to civilization of such noble feminine characters as Joan of Arc, Josephine,
Cleopatra, Mary Queen of Scotts, Queen Elizabeth, Queen Victoria and
others too numerable to mention, women have not only tried to take
tI_ieir rightful places in the home, but have also taken their places b side the masculine leaders of their time in order to help In their
mager way to render their aid to their native lands.
While the pages of history may be blank with the names or women
Who have been inscribed in the Hall of Fame, yet if we were to examine very closely the private Jives of men who have accompll ·hd
anything, in most cases some woman is responsible for his achievements.
Not until the year 1918, however, was the 'egro woman in Am rlcn
given the opportunity to show to the rest of her kind In these United
States and to the men also, that she was definitely capable or playing
a rote equally as important as that played by wome~ of other rac s,
and proud am I to say, that she seized the opportumty, and today ls
one of the dominant factors in nearly every phase of the American
way of li.fe.
In the field or education we boast of Mary McLeod Bethune. B sides her outstanding contribution in that ndeavor, we also hold h r
Up as an able executive and a leader in the field or social work.
Bethune ookman College !ltancls out as a monument or what n Ion
Woman can do single-handed, and her work with the National Youth
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Administration ranks with that of any national agency headed by any
man.
Along with Mrs. Bethune we can also classify Charlotte Hawkins
Brown, the founder and president of the Palmer Memorial Institute in
Sedalia, N. C. Here is a woman, who travelled through the rough byways of me and after seeing the light of day, turned around and lent
a helping band to other unfortunates of her race in order that tbey
might not labor as arduously as she did to acquire an education. Today, her school is being sought by not only the sons and daughters
of the poor and indigent, but also by those who are able to matriculate
at institutions with fabulous endowments.
In the field of education we cannot pass on without mentioning
Nannie Burroughs, head of the Training School for Girls in tbe nation's apital. Here is another one of our kind who is not only satisfied with her classroom activities, but also makes it her duty to travel
the country over in the civic interest of the members of her race. A nd
right at this time we must also mention Mrs. Robert Russa Moton.
whose activities among the Federated Women's Clubs of America will
be recorded in the history of Colored America.
Not only have we been satisfied to compete in education, but we
have also stepped out into the field of politics, when no later than laS t
year we were represented in the State Legislature of Pennsylvania by
Mrs. rystal Byrd Fauset of Philadelphia, tbe first egro woman in
America to be so honored.
In the courts of law, we are represented by Judge Jane Bolin of
New York ity. Our women law practitioners are many, and feminine
assistant district attorn ys, city solicitors and court attaches are not
few In number.
In my profession, the fourth state, we hold aloft Charlotta Ba~s.
editor of the California Eagle, the w st's outstanding Negro publication. Though modest, but since facts are facts, I have also to mention
your humble servant as being one or the two woman circulation manager or a metropolitan newspaper, and well may 1 say that my publication dominates its territory, New York City.
Our women reporters are today filling the same assignments that
men did once and thought that they alone could report. Our salesgirls also tramp the streets with newspapers under their arms a nd
shout the headlines.
1 have merely mentioned a few of the top-notches in the various
fields who are living. I have not touched on those, such as Maggie
Walker, whose banking fame will ever live on. She, like many others,
has helped t~ show us the dawn to these enlightened days.
Mr. hairman and friends, while I am able to continue to name
many more women who have done and are still doing their share to
make America the type of democracy that is meant in the onstitution,
my allotted lime does not P rmit. I am most certain however, that
wi th th e brief accounts that I have given you are ~ble to be convinced that women tad ay, Ill
• th e busmess
.
'
world
are indispensable.
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. As representatives from land grant colleges, you need the women
m the classroom, in your private offices, on your boards, and last but
not the least in your homes to give you added inspiration for the
morrow's task.
As a woman in business, you have my very best wishes for continued success and progress in your respective institutions.

THE !'LACE OF ' ECRETARIAL TUAINJ~G IN BUSINE S EDUCATION
Hattie E. Hale, Director Commerce Department Tennessee A & H
State College

It is quite the thing that a "Conference of Presidents of Negro Land
Grant olleges" should be held the week of the celebration of the
armistice and, especially, American Ji;ducation Week. Your general
th eme indicates that you are in accord with the thinking element of the
business educators, as Dr. harles G. Reigner, editor of the Rowe
Budget voices their sentiments thus:
"Business education is the oldest and still the most widely distributed form of vocational education. In teaching the technical skill
subjects, we need to place more and more mphasis on making selected
st ude nts vocational proficient. Then, too, I am hopeful that this year
American Education Week will see the public, which pays the bills,
given some insight into other phases of the work of business education- teaching the younger generation the principles of wise spending
and consumption; giving them some conception of our modern economic structure; and providing th m with skills and know! dges that
have personal-use values. Business education is becoming increasingly important. American Education Week provides the opportunity
to let the taxpayers know what it ls accomplishing."
During this week, more than 10,000,000 parents and citizens will
Visit their schools; millions of others will learn about the schools
through the press, radio and public meetings. This 1940 observance
Offers an unparalleled opportunity to interpr t the ontribullon or the
Schools to the common defense of the American way or life.
Business education, as first established and formulated by the
Private business colleges, is peculiarly Am rican, quite differ nt from
the continental form of commercial education, which gave the initial
stimulus.
Upon the breakdown of the apprenticeship syst m during th
colonial period of early American history, the unusual developm nt of
commercial enterprist:s in the United States caused an unpr <' d ntrd
demand for clerical workers. The Private Buslne~s olleg answer d
this call for trained office stafTs and did a superior pl e or work, In
spite of Its experimental organization, and monopolistic t ndency of Its
owners.
Near the beginning of the twentieth century, there wa!! a culmlna-
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tion of many forces, which had been working especially slrenuous'.y
during the nineteenth century, that gave birth to the great democratic
American Public Educational System, which has made possible to every
girl and boy educational training from kindergarten through University
at expense of the American citizen, barring individual and racial differences. This was a distinct letting-go of the traditional academic
education, suggested by the European system.
Business education made probably the greatest strides of any one
phase of public education, to the extent that about one-fourth of all
students enrolled in secondary schools during the first decade of the
twentieth century were pursuing subjects leading to vocational business positions. Through the great impetus given by the numerous
inventions of all kinds of mechanical devices to aid the fast-growing
commercial activities, many subjects were added to the business curriculum to enrich it, in order that the students might be trained to
meet the demand of business. Up to this time, bookkeeping, penmanship and business arithmetic were the main subjects. But the typewriter unloosened the binding cords of the ancient art of phonography
and stenography; and, In the wake of these, there was a fast procession
of adding, listing and calculating machines, all kinds of duplicating
devices, record and filing systems, together with numerous types of
different office machines to facilitate the work of the executives' assistants. However, there was something Jacking, the youth of the
workers, their lack of understanding and the lack of interest resulting
therefrom, In short their business acumen being very inferior, made
it necessary to professionalize the subjecls offered to carry on the
commerce of America. There was a distinct upgrading of the placement In the curriculum of commercial courses from the elementary
to the secondary, college and even the university level, making possible the granting o{ undergraduate and graduate degrees, thus placing
lhls type of training on the same basis as the other leading vocations,
I. e., Agriculture, Home Economics and Industrial Education. The
leaders of business education were somewhat responsible for the slow
growth of the status or business In the curriculum, as they fought hard
to place it on par with academic subjects, and were embarrassed to
havo It classed among the vocations. It even suffers to this day, as
It receives a much smaller pro rata from the Smith-Hughes Fund, than
do the other three. But, the present group of business leaders is one,
If not the most, progressive group In the educational world, and rightfully so, a11 United States is the symbol {or business and wealth.
Wll h this pro{essionalizing of business education, the workers of
th e eighth grade, gum-chewing, pretty-but-dumb, largely female type
rapidly disappeared, and were replaced by the more mature, businessunderstanding efficient and poised business assistants. This has been
made possible by the combination of the thorough training in the
different technical skills wilh lhe socio-economic education. The latl r has afforded knowledge, with the use of proper methods of the true
meaning ot business, alms and purposes, trends, policies,' great prin-
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ciples of live-and-let-live business for the ommon good of all and not
cut-throat competition.
In agreement with the great democratic spirit of America, the
private business school, as all other private institutions, is fast passing
off the scene of action, as rightfully it should. The modern public institutions, which are carrying on this great work, executing the work
of almost Aladdin and nonconceivable mechanisms, are:
1. Junior High School, giving explorative for vocational purposes,
Personal use for daily business life and thrift, guidance into a wellchosen occupation, courses.
2. Senior High School, of two types.
A. High School oI Commerce, where purely technical courses are
offered for a selective student-body for immediate employment.
B. General High School with a Business Department, where the
specialized training is mostly in the last two years, and students not
set apart from the students at large, and which has been found to be
more successful than the High School of ommerce.
Post Graduate High School, offering business subjects, as still
more upgrading has been found necessary, due to compulsory school
laws and labor laws make it impossible for the ever-younger-growing
~raduates of high schools to secure employment, and to be successful
in Promotion, due to lack of maturity anrl thorough general education;
th
us, specialization is tending to be left for one or two years after
graduation for those especially prepared, after having received a fine
general background in English, Mathematics and Social Sciences.
3. Junior Colleges through a transitional period offer three types
or education:
A. Preparatory courses for those preparing to enter the university Without Joss of time and credit Jn the university business
courses.
. B. Terminal courses make it possible for those not able to continue their education to receive a vocational type of education for immediate employment, and, is similar to the Post Graduate High School.
But, this does not answer the real need, for if patterned after the high
Schoo), it ls not adequate and can not afford sufficient background as
a basis for future leadership in the business field.
C. Diversity of urricula is necessarily the result, as accounting
and secreterlaJ curricula constitute the chief offerings in most Junior
Colleges at the present. But, even from a semi-professional bash;, it
Obviously offers little preparation for many lines of endeavor. Much
consideration should be given by makers of this curriculum as to
offerings In insurance, banking, real estate, commercial art, and th
hnportant group of socio-business subjects for both the vocational aspirant and the consumer. The trend is toward subjects for bu In ss
management and general business.
4. Collegiate Schools of Business, which may be grouped unc1 r
two headings:
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A. The real Collegiate School of Business, which is a scliool or
separate department in a University, as is the Wharton School or
Finance and Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania, which is one
of the pioneers in this type of education and is still one of the leading
Collegiate Schools. The main object is to offer facilities for an adequate education in the principles underlying successful civil government, and training suitable for those who intend to engage in business
or to undertake the management of property. The different kinds of
Collegiate Schools of Business are:
Two-year undergraduate, three-year undergraduate, four-year undergraduate, five-year undergraduate, undergraduate graduate, and
graduate schools.
Students usually admitted after completion of some specified
amount of work, with these objectives:
Training in the general fundamentals of business and business administration.
Training for certain specialized fields.
Training for business leadership.
Providing a cultural and ethical foundation.
Some of the deterrents in further progress in coll giate business
are:
Influence of traditions.
De ·ire to upgrade the business training program.
eglect or research techniques in determining the program.
Difficulty of conducting basic curriculum studies in a state or industry.
Dominance or pioneers and tendency to adhere to present practices.
Fixed ideas of economics.
Rapid physical growth or the facilities.
Lack or an adequate philosophy.
B. The other colle~iate rorm of business education is offered in a
D partment of <'ommerce or Business in a regular College. This is
th one in which most of us are vitally interested, as same applies to
our own institutions.
Two-year courRes with certrncates within the College course.
Specialization in the Senior 'ollege division, after expJorativc
courses ancl minor courses arc given in connection with the general
ducallon usually off r d in the Junior ollege Division, often divided
Into dl!Terent majors:
crctarlal Training, especially for those preparing to be secretarl s and office assistants.
Business Administration, mainly for the training of 5 ml-execullv s, accountants, insurance agents, ~tatistichns and executives.
TeaC'her Training In Teacher Training Instit~tions, for the trainIng or teach rs or commercial and business subjects in Junior, Senior
~n:l rPo st Graduate High Schools, and, provide adequate preparation
0
urlber graduate studying in univer ities for teachers in Colleges.
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;his great need has o~ly been met recently, for the early commercial·
eachers were taken directly from the private business school, as no
training for same was to be found and it has been the last to be offered
In the colleges and universities, out of all the other vocations. Now
th e following universities are leading in this type of education:
Columbia, Chicago, Harvard, Boston, Cincinnati, Southern California, Iowa, New York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, where the Idea
was begun about 1900.
National Council for Business Education and the Business Education Department of the ~ E A have done a fine piece of work in standardizing and certifying teachers of business subjects, to the extent that
mo st states have formulated or are formulating strong certiflcation
laws. But the teachers have been more wide awake than the Commissioners of Education, requiring them to meet certain standards, for
th
ey have eagerly sought this training so necessary for their advancement. This has been Indicated by the rapid upward trend of enrollments in University Summer Schools, on·erlng Business Education during the last two decades, which has been the period of worthwhile
courses and degrees being offered for such training.
. Still other schools offering training in business are the Corporaho~ and Manufacturing Schools, as they continued the work of the
Private Business Schools, before the public institutions took it over,
a nd are still doing same to some extent, where it is necessary, for
P_rlvate enterprise is always more rapidly moving than public education and appropriations by virtue of the very organization of same.
Tb
e management of the ' corporations selling and buying the numerous
:echanical devices, as a business proposition, had to train workers
ow lo manipulate these machines, as schools did not assume this type
or training fast enough to meet the demand for the use of the machines,
often they did not have any or a sufficient number installed In their
institutions to offer said training. The Corporation Schools are discontinued as rapidly as schools assume this responsibility, being eucouraged to do so by offerings of free Instruction to teachers In all
Institutions, where the machines are placed.
Semi-Publ!c Organizations as the Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A.. Parttime and Evenings Schools and Correspondence Schools, all orfer
courses helpful to those who are not able to pursue the regularly reQuired and prescribed work in the above-named Institutions. This
type of instruction is especially useful for In-service people del!lrlng
to become more proficient in business or to change to business. This
Work is similar lo that olfered in the secondary and post graduate high
Schools, under the Smith-Hughes Fund.
The funds making possible all these dlff'ercnt types of training
In business are•
Private ca~ital by owners and boards or busineHS schooh1.
Corporations ~nd Manufacturers desiring lo sell and buy qulpment.
Social Community Centers for the betterment of undcrprlvfl g cl.
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Public Funds appropriated under specific instructions.
Municipal.
County.
Government.
Smith-Hughes.
George Deen.
There is a tendency toward national support and control, but
some discontent about earmarking seems too rigidly. The subsequE:nt
legislation to the Smith-Hughes Fund has made possible the GeorgeDeen Fund, especially applicable to business training, as it offers an
opportunity to many of our institutions to promote Distributive Occupations training. The greatest difficult is to meet the teacher certification o[ two or more years o[ successful experience and adequate training in required courses.
As has been said beCore, the Secretarial Training or Secretarial
Science may be a major in the Busines!:I Education Department. 'rhis
major is very important, and one which may admin4strators have overlooked, as their attention bas been centered on the Business Administration majors. It is true that we need both, but few are called lo
head a business, where many must necessarily assist the few executives
in carrying out his organization. We need college-bred people [o:
both, leaving the clerical work largely to the secondary schools.
The real purpose of a secretary is to have a second-self, so that in
this Cast age o[ ours, one might execute a larger volume of worlc a nd
more important acts. Thus, a secretary should be trained to relieve in
an ever-increasing degree the executive, so that he may be free to go
out for more and better business.
There are many kinds o[ secretaries, ranging [rom one who assists
in a small office to the head of a department in the Government:
Secretary in a small office, who is really just a receptionist a nd
stenographer.
S cretary for an executive.
Dir ctor of Stenographic Force.
Secretary of orporation or Institution.
Social Secretary.
cretary of a Governmental Department.
New types or Secretaries are: For special fields, as Medical, Law
and Laboratory Secretaries, who have sufficient knowledge of the field
to be a valuable assistant in lhe office procedure to the Doctor, Lawyer
and T chnlcian, respectively. We can find County Supervisors being
more successful for the reason that they are able to assist ounty Sup rlntendents in formulating and preparing forms for teachers' use.
Also, the Social Security Law has opened up many new avenues for the
seer tary, and affords her an excellent opportunity to become wellv rsed In the Intricacies or the law and relieve her excutive to the
point, where she may be an informant on the subject as some alert
secretaries are doing in New York, thus securing a me;ited promotion.
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Although this work is assigned to young women, there is a distinct
place for male secretaries, with the idea of becoming acquainted with
the policies and procedures of the business and gradually assuming
leadership in the management of same. Also, the new Defense Program is demanding men in larger numbers.
VOCATIO AL GUIDANCE:
First, as is true in all education, our present idea is that we as
teachers should have an all-time working Guidance program, for the
following periods:
Exploration, Selection, Preparation, Placement and even in-service,
and not Just a Guidance Expert, but the entire Faculty thoroughly interested in the student body, combing it all the time to select and invite into the different departments, not necessarily your own, after
~eanlngful tests suggest possibilities, but not dogmatically determlnmg. Then a thorough and continuous check-up system to ascertain
aptitudes, progress on different levels of achievement, financial s ituations, ambition, character and attitude, as well as personality, to furt~ier assist in determining the best procedure for each student in relation to his or her life's work to make it as s uccessful as possible, each
being under individual advis~ment.
Most of the diagnostic tests, especially in business, are or no avail,
ao d it has been found better to allow students to pursue desired with
?ecessary prcrequisities, to the point of accomplishment, then suggesting Proper changes after due advisement, when progress Is not being
made. Also, it Is helpful in making lives somewhat successful, to
sti mulate and inspire etudents to:
This one thing I do especially well, becoming an expert in same
Where they are not capable of doing well the entire curriculum. For
of_ten, there is a good place for an expert in one particular line. As
witness, many sweet, courteous ancl accommodating young people become very efficient receptionists, who might otherwise be complete
failures as secretaries • or an accurate typibt, with a sense or proportion and beauty and w'ith ~he proper touch, might become a most proficient stencil-cutter.
There seems to be a difference of opinion whether business education should pursue a policy of:
1. Eliminating students of decidedly limited ability from vocational courses in general.
2. Lowering the standards of its vocational courses to meet their
abilities.
. 3. Attempting to develop new courses within the department sp cillcally for this group.
Many think it too complex to answer which one to the exclusion
Of the other. Few say that they should be eliminated on the ground
that business generally speaking is raising ~tandards raster tha11
Schools. Still others say that we already have new cour~es, and ft i
a matter of having students go Into some, as ont1umer Economtc11,
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Business Law and others. Lastly, some comment that we need to
change the teaching of these subjects so that they will be beneficial
to everyone, who wants to learn. Specifically as to secretarial work,
the general consensus of opinion is that only a select few be carefully chosen for two reasons:
1. Only less than 20 per cent of the office positions require real
secretarial and accounting ability, while 80 per cent of the positions
are merely clerical or in distributive occupations.
2. But the few who are needed should be very efficient, as has
been suggested before, by virtue of their purpose in the office procedure.
Even university training is worthwhile for very responsible secretaries. On this basis, there has been a very decided boost of salaries
within this group. Therefore, according to our Guidance Program,
at whatever level of accomplishment we find students not capable or
being ~ecretaries, we shou ld intelligently guide them into some of
these lines: Accountancy, Distributive Occupations, Insurance Work,
Cl rical Work, and even into Executive Work, as once in a while we
find executive ability attempting more routine activities.
VOCA TIO AL PROFICIENCY:
During the colonial days penmanshi p, bookkeeping and arithmetic
were the three r's of busines&, as it were, in the academies. With the
invention of the typewriter, there was made a tradition of another
three r's, namely: Typewriting, Shorthand and Bookkeeping. Every
~tudent was thrown into this mold, regardless of aptitudes or poSltion to be filled. The business education leaders were forced into
new thinking after business found continual fault with the product that
was b ing sent it. There was not vocational proficiency. It Is more
important now than ever, with the demands of the current defense
program. Let all business teachen; become evangelists of the Gospel
of Work. In season and out of season young people, especially young
• 'egro youths, need to learn that hard, honest and intelligent work,
consist ntly carried out day after day, is the one factor that will pres rve our American way of life and make us worthy of the heritage,
which our fathers have transmitted to us. This is no time [or an
•asy-going, complacent attitude-for what Bernard Shaw calls tha t
"ghostlie!lt of all unrealisties-the non-working man." The Dr. Paul
Lomax, 'ew York niversity, has stressed the responsibility of admin1!1trators and business educators for the performance of this service
a nd urges that the primary aim of prevocational business training be
that of laying a basis for proper occupational choice when the time
comes lo make il. It is becoming apparent that occupational adju st mcnt 111 a ~roper consideration of those who administer programs of
dutatlon m our public institutions. Thus occupational adjustment
or young people, as an integral phase of the whole educational process,
or or the total life adjustments of youth, is gradually being accepted
us a major responsibility of local and state public school systems.
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Under the wise leadership of general school administrators, our business teachers, supervisors, and administrators should make a greatly
improved contribution to youth through the improvement of their programs, at the stages of occupational choice, occupational preparatiou
and occupational placement.
There is a difference between pre-vocational and occupational vocational business training, as the latter must achieve something far
beyond skills involved in the office work. Teac!Jer Training in. titutions usually lag far behind current trend s and do not understand the
true aims of the programs in which these subjects are placed, as one
out of seven goes into the Held of distribution and yet 90 per ce11t
usually train for office work, or only a few need vocational busine:;s
training, but many need basic courses in principles of business and
elemental skills as will qualify them to manage local ente rprises,
Which require no high degree of technical skill, but do require some
knowledge of the principles in accordance with which small businefls,
as well as larger ones, must be run. We, as Negroes, need especially
much training for every student in economic living, as that is responsible for our low status in American life, as no one can demand
respect and assume responsibilities, who is subserv i!'nt. Socio-business education, such as Busines • Law in the preventive sem;e, Unsiness Management, Commercial Geography, In s urance, Economics, Gover nment, Distributive Education, Business Principles, all are quite
necessary to the rightful understanding of th secretary as lo the
POiicies and management of a business. This point of view is v ry
important to guidance in the many reactions to problems with which
she is confronted many times each day.
'onsumer Education is increasingly important even to the Secretary as she can be mo:;t rfective in assisting with the purchasing of goods.
This vocational proficiency may be obtained in two ways: (1) R Vision of the curriculum and (2) setting up prop!'r standards of work
Within a subject.
As to the revision of the curriculum, after much deliberation, many
surveys of communities and businesses and conferences, the curriculum has been changed from just the thr e r's shorthand, typ Writing and bookkeeping- to four majors within the field, nam ly:
U) Secretarial Training or Secretarial
cience; ( 2) Accounting and
Business Administration; (3) Clerical Training, and (4) Dlstribulfon
Education, with the teacher training work incident to same, in ca. e
ot teacher training institutions.
The courses which should be pursued in a ecrelarfal Training
Major or :
Typew r iting at least 60 wpm, with high degree of effici!'nry as to
accuracy, beaut; of arrangement and touch, ability lo make stall tiral
forms.
Adding and listing machines for the average s!'cretary, and ralculating ability for the more technical ones.
line
Mimeograph machine operation ability to make a nd run
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stencils, as well as Ditto or Duplicator work, and in some cases the
skill on Multilith and Multigraph and Addressograph machines.
General knowledge in the care, maintenance, repair of minor defects of this machinery, and the knowledge of buying and maintaining same through blanket orders, reduces materially the repair bills.
Filing, through training in all kinds o( filing, by pursuing a prescribed course in same, with emphasis on Daily Tickler and Clear-adesk as daily reminders.
General office machines as check writers, stitching machines should
be familiar to the secretary,
Telephoning should become a fine art, as well as the receiving of
callers, knowing the special ones by voice.
Secretarial bookkeeping for one year is very necessary, as is Business English after a thorough knowledge or Freshman composition,
and the knowledge o( Journalism is most helpful in assisting with
manuscripts, correction of printed material- all of these subjects
should be known functionally, as is often not the case. As a further
emphasis on the part that a knowledge of bookkeeping should play in
the secretary's equipment, we would say that every student in this
field should know the fundamental principles of accounting, how to
use standard records, keep accounts both on the cash basis and on
the accrual basis, keep accounts for the proprietorship and reports of
a single proprietorship, a partnership or a corporation; and, should be
given ample practice in keeping a set of books for a professional man,
public service enterprise and mercantile establishment.
ot only should the secretary make herself skilled in the use of
the afore-mentioned machines, but should also know the relation of
each machine lo her business.
The task or a good teacher is not done, even after she has carefully selected, guided, and trained the secretary, as one's character,
personality and attitude are still more important, even after we grant
efficiency in the first three phases. A prominent business man, in a
large city, remarked: "From this class of 200 only one-fourth would
ever be con~idered by executives for a position, even before being
tested techmcally, because of their attitudes toward work and business
In general."
Here are thought-provoking questions:
Are adequate provisions made for a program of:
Guidance and counseling.
Mental hygiene.
Development of an integrated personality.
Socialization of the student.
lncu !cation or professional ideals of the highest order.
To what xtent is follow-up work on alumni carried on, Job
analysis made, community surveys taken, and curricula enriched as a
result therefrom, and counseling improved?
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Non-thinking employees consider themselves a::, being paid only
for their working hours. Is this true?
CHARACTER:
1
o, is the answer, as character plays a most important part in th e
determination of one's salary, as one's salary is largely determined
not only by the degree or effectiveness during working hours, but also
how one's time before and after working hours is spent, and even one'
life before accepting this position affects the present situation. Bu siness
is coldblooded, unrelentless, demanding its ·'pound of Oesh." One's
credit standing in the community, one's goodwill, one's reputation
based on a fine character, all are often responsible for the selection
or an applicant. The saying, "One's word i s better than a bond," in
th is modern age is very true of the secretary, although this po.; ition,
in the past, bas held rather an unsavory status in the social and busines life, many stories and plays having been based on the human
triangle. The great and strong principles of life should be deeply impressed on our young people, and thus dignify and elevate to its rightful Place, the position of the secretary, who i s the custodian of business. Such sterling virtues as these should be possessed by the secretary to entitle her to fill this position of trust and responsibility:

Integrity, mutual trust, cooperation, acts of faith, courage, confidence, appreciation of business ethics and etiqu ette, loyalty, honesty,
and true to one's convictions of right and wrong.
It bas been claimed that 86 per cent of the failures are due not to
lack of technical efficiency, as important as it is, but to lack of morals.
Personalities and attitude toward work. Our courses of study do not
need as much revision a character needs to be stablized. Business
teachers and business executives, in guiding into this field and appointing for positicns respectively, Rllnuld consider the strong character and
fine personalities, rather than facial beauty, as comprising the oft r eQuested type of good looks, thu placing a premium on what can be
acquired through efficient training, intelligent preparation and strong
Wills, rather than with what God has endowed us, and we often use
wantonly for our degradation.
PERSONALITY:
That something as expressed by ome as "It" or "Umph," which
distinguishes one above oth rs, attracts favorable atl ntion and cal!H
forth pleasant comments, is hard to fathom, but which is worthwhile
working to attain. Some of the attributes, which help to make tbl,i
composite personality, are:
Adaptability, alertness, tact, courtesy, ability to learn, nc uracy,
achievement emotional control,
nthusiasm, executive ability, Inventiveness, 'art of befng agreeable and pleaaant under very trying c-Jrcumstances ambition judgment, thoughtfulness, originality, trust'
Worthiness, • unselfishness,
self-reliance, or d er rmess, m mory• fnlllntlv •
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humor, voice and speech, personal appearance, poise, versatility, foresight, discretion, knowledge, social adaptability.
In other words, the practice of the Golden Rule is the secret
to it.
ATTITUDE:
Teachers can do much to stimulate to finer living, greater effort
by concise examples of applying for positions and the activities of
these positions in different types of offices, through the medium of
Motion Pictures, which may be rented free or for a nominal price, and
which are being distributed by City School Systems in many of the
large cities, as Denver, Pittsburgh, Oakland and Chicago. Much Is
yet to be done to create the proper attitudes on the part of the workers toward many situations, involving themselves, their executives and
co-workers, such as:
Consideration o( overtime as a gi(t to business as do Chinese, when
one makes a purchase, as appreciation of patronage.
ot being cocksure, having these qualities:
Determination, initiative, stick-to-lt-lve-ness, pride in work, w!llingness and ability ta follow advice, alertness, preseverance, punctuality, thoroughness, orderliness, patience, planning, persistence, evidencing same Interest as it were your business, (air with co-workers, not
overambitious nor excessively disinterested.
AN APPEAL:

Since we are an association of Land Grant Colleges, receiving
money from the Federal Government, as well as from our state appropriations, for our vocational departments-Home Economics, Industrial Education, Agriculture and Business Education-and since our
department, in which this year's meeting Is primarily interested, is
receiving a very small amount of same, as well as are the high schools
of the states, and since the George-Deen Fund has called into the lime
light again this Department, we earnestly appeal to you as Presidents
and Administrators to combine your efforts with those of a large
number of Business Educators all over America, in an appeal to Congress to give to Business Education its rightfully share for supervision,
teacher training and training-our lethargy in the past and the great
number of business positions awaitng the graduates have been the
cause of the lack of interest in this Department by Congress-but that
is not true now.
Since many of your institutions may not subscribe to the Journal
alional Council for
Business Education, or even if you do , hav e no t b een m
. forme d as to
the questionnaire to be filled out requesting concerted action on the
part or all business Educators
in behalf o f F e deral Subsidy, we have
.
nd
::~~;!t at:ar;s~: :t:::~n a
for Y~ur consideration and action, after
• by appointmg a committee to act and 1:111 out

of Business Education, the official organ o( the
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same, so that same may be sent with a flood of others to Dr. H. L.
Forkner, President of the National Council for Business Education,
Columbia University, ew York City. This will mean the bearing of
immediate fruit for our Business Departments all over the country,
and this vote of confidence in our work for the youth of America will
be greatly appreciated.
"EVAL ATION Oi' THE COLLEGE PRODUCT BY THE BUSl NESS
IAN"

C. C. Spaulding, President North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company, Durham, North Carolina
(Read by R. B. Atwood)
President Hale, Ladies and Gentlemen:
The fact that the egro has achieved some measure of success in
business may be attributed to a happy combination of circumstances,
his inate ability, or the development of inherent talents by our ~chools
and colleges that are enabling him to compete with an increasing degree of success in the economic life of the nation. Whatever the cause,
a discussion of the present clay college product in the development and
perpetuation of economic stability within the group is not without
merit.
In some respects it may be considered unfortunate that during
the period following emancipation, well-meaning individuals devoted
their efforts to the cultural development of the egro at the exp nse of
practical training that would have provided a secure economic foundation on which to build culturally later. Though somewhat belated, this
condition has been in a large m asure corrected through the establishment of our Land Grant colleges.
From a business standpoint, in the past, 'egro business has suffered from two handicaps: (1) Proper appreciation for and the will to
consistently support our own business inslitution; (2) and the lack or
trained leaders and the supporting personnel to develop such businesses to the point where they met accepted standards. The cause tor
both conditions is obvious. The egro, as the result of his Introduction into the American form of life, faced onclilions radically dllTerent
from those faced by other groups. For many generations his status
was such that no opportunity was given him to mingle freely or to
participate In the community life with which he was surround cl. A
a result, be failed to acquire the ability to grapple with the economl
problems be was later called upon to face. This fact, togeth r with
the teaching he received not only preclud cl the cl v lopm nt of any
initiative on his part, but definitely cursed him with a f eling of inferiority and a lack of confidence in the honesty and integrity of m mbers of his own group. Unfortunately these complexes have not b n
wholly eradicated. Throughout the country th r is an urg nt n cl
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for more physicians, dentist and lawyers to safeguard the physical
and legal rights of the race, but because of the feeling that their pull
and influence fail to measure up with that attained by members of
other groups, their services go begging.
On the other hand, adverse economic conditions, competition, and
the introduction of labor saving machinery have made devastating inrodes on all minority groups--the egro suffering most. Many years
ago Booker T. Washington visualized this state of affairs and preached
the doctrine of dignifying and glorifying labor.
A similar condition obtains with regard to Negro business and itij
progress. Inefficiency, irregularities and lack of confidence have exacted their toll, yet 'egro business has lived and will continue to
advance. In past years strenuous efforts were made by those interested in the Negro's development to improve many phases of Negro
life, but little encouragement was given him along the line of organizing and developing business enterprises or the cultivation of commercial talents that would enable him to operate them efficiently. Today we have a different situation in that many of our schools and colleges have established commercial departments properly equipped for
the development and training of individuals in this field. Efficient
bookkeepers, stenographers and accountants are now at the disposal of
our business institutions. Their knowledge and ability have played
no little part in the development or sound and consistent business prac·
tices that are now recognized as essential by all of our successful organizations. Thus competition is being met, confidence is being en·
couraged, and business is being stablized.
As the years pass, the wisdom and foresight of Booker T. Wash·
ington become increasingly apparent. Fifty years ago, Dr. Washington
visualized conditions that are very definitely facing the egro today.
I am a firm believer in the teachings of Booker T. Washington. To DJY
way of thinking, the soundness of his doctrine is more apparent toJay
than it was fifty years ago. In the matter of education, it is my firlll
belief that unusual emphasis should be placed on the training of youth
to compete in the new order of altairs as they affect the nation. We
are passing through a period when skilled labor is at a premium-a
time when our technical schools and Land Grant colleges are in position to render their greatest service. The day is at hand when our
youth should be taught the vital necessity of knowing how to do something with their hands. The demand for skilled labor is increasing
daily and during these times when preparedness is the dominant idea
in national thinking, skilled labor, regardless of racial identity, will
find its place.
When we consider the egro and the part he plays in the economic
life of th e nation, we are prone to minimize his importance. Decidedly
the contrary is true. Prior to the pr sent European war, the United
S t ates D partment of ommerce estimated the purchasing power of the
N gro market at two billion dollars. In money value this is equivalent
to 95 -6 per cent of the combined total United States exports to all
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countries in the world. In the matter of farm ownership, in 1935 Negroes owned in the southern states 10,246,519 acres of farm land, which
with the buildings thereon were valued at $212,332,672. Progress in
farm ownership is recognized as one of the main indices to egro
progress during the past seventy-five years.
Here too our schools and colleges are rendering an indispensable
service. In our industrial schools and Land Grant colleges, students
are taught modern methods of farming, the necessity for soil analysis,
the value of crop rotation, and other scientific innovations that will
tend to minimize crop failures and equip the Negro farmer of the future
to so handle these millions of acres that economic security will become
a reality. Thus our vast rural population will be accorded a new
outlook on life, and will be the recipients of a new security and comfort that has long been denied them.
The practical side of education that now figures so prominently
in many of our schools and colleges is, to my way of thinking, a forward step on the part of our educational institutions. Throughout the
years, the Negro, notwithstanding his lack of scientific and technical
training, has ventured forth and, as statistics will indicate, has survived and prospered. His banks, insurance companies, mercantile
establishments, and endeavors generally have withstood the ravages
of depressions and economic upheavals. The training the present generation is now receiving will equip them and future generations to
establish themselves on a sound econcmic base, from which, as a result
of their own initiative, they can provide for themselves economic
security, safeguard their health, acquire additional• holdings, educate
their children, and develop a standard of citizenship that will demand
the recognition and respect of fellow Americans throughout the nation.

'l'RAINI G F'OR PIDJLIC RJ:LA'J'ION
'J'JE

AND l'RO:JfO'rIOXAL AC'TIVl-

Claude A. Barnett, Director Associated

egro Press

Public relations play an important part in the lives of the American people. we have recently witnessed an election campaign here In
the United States. Those who examined its background, kn~w that
the campaign of one of the candidates was founded on, and carried out.
as a gigantic public relations and advertising program. You _saw mo~t
of the newspapers in the country, at lease 5 per cent of the important
ones lined up behind one candidate. You perhaps notlc cl that many
of the national advertisers and most of the high-powered ~dv~rlislng
· relat10n
•
a n d pu b he
men h a d been commandeered for service 1n that
campaign This group tool< a candidate practically unknown one who
represent~d public utilities, a business which had been antatdhemllaflto
'I
go• a man who represen t> c 1 Y,
most
of the country a short w bI e •a the
' short space o f fl ve mon th s, It
.
it is charged, one class-and yet, Ill
. .
life and th thinkbuilt him into such a powerful factor in the pohtica 1
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lng of this nation, that he appeared to be a threat to the potent political
machine and the boundless influence which were at the command of
the administration. You may remember that one o[ this candidate's
public relations advisers had boasted, when asked about the possibility
or popularizing a man or a product, "Give me a million dollars and I
can make tuberculosis popular."
If any group as a whole ever needed a vigorous and widespread
public relations program to press its cause, it is the Negro group. We
need to stamp out the widely-prevalent ideas regarding our vices and
disadvantages and create a high-powered and incessant campaign to
sell our virtues to our fellow Americans and the world. We need, in
addition, to convince our own selves of the dignity of service, of the
value of skills, and the necessity of a stable economic foundation. Part
or the educational program of the Land Grant College might well, It
would seem, include such an effort.
One of our leading business men told me recently that the principal fault of the Negro worker was his inability to sell his wares. This
man remarked that as a rule, the Negro's conception and imagination
and vision were not large enough to realize the values which Ile In the
abilities which he and bis group possess. For example, this man
pointed out: We are among the greatest of entertainers, but we permit
other groups to market Negro comedy- in fact, we are apt to discount
egro humor until we chuckle over it as someone else presents It on
stage or In radio. We are naturally fine cooks, a tradition which we
should have nurtured and cashed in on, in the fields of catering, hotelkeeplng, restaurant operation; but we I ave those fields largely to the
unlettered and incompetent. Is it not within reason that effective
public relations and expert promotion might change this condition?
It ls almost a truism that we used to control the washing of the
clothes or a sizeable part of the nation, and equally true that we grew
to regard washing clothes as a vocation beneath our dignity. Now,
however, that laundering bas become a fine art, we still furnish a
goodly part of Its poorest paid labor, but little of its management.
The colored owner of the Banner Laundry ompany here, however,
came to me a couple or years ago, and Inquired whether I knew where
be could secure the services of a competent chemist who had tralnlnl{
or could flt Into a practical commercial organization. He said the
laundry business these days had advanced to the point where water,
soaps, bluelng, and various processes almost compelled a knowledge
or chemistry plus the ability to do research or make experiments
which would enable them to use the particular water at their disposal
to th best advantag ; and to avoid the fading of colors or Injury of
garments through the use of too strong solvents. In failing to stress
the objectives and opportunities for college graduates which businesses
like th se pr sent, have we not neglected our advertising?
At a tlm like this, when patriotism for one's country Is an ess ntlal to be consider d In the selection of employees on the part or a
gr at corporation, the same fl Id or chemistry remains in view. The
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availability of Negro chemists and craftsmen in various lines where
national defense is concerned should be called to the attention of all
America. During the last world war, when cutting off commercial
contact with Germany meant the loss of the finest dyes widely used In
America, a concern here, which had the bases for a series of important
dyes, went to the University of Illinois for advice. It secured the
services of a colored chemist who had a PH.D. degree from that Institution and employed him for the Juration of the war. This company's managers stated frankly that the dangers of theft of formula
and secret processes were so great they wanted the services of a man
whom they could trust. The Negro's reputation for loyalty stood him
in good stead in this instance. Many of these callings we mention are
more humble, perhaps, than the field of chemistry, but it is in the
selling of Negro students and graduates on the value of fields other
than those of teaching or the traditional professions that our colleges
might exert new stress. How can our graduates flt into national defense? It is there that public relations may serve a useful purpose.
The Negro has been sold short in this country since time immemorial.
We need to develop a program and to develop people who can do
constant and effective jobs of selling every skill which we have, every
service Which we or our institutions can render. This is public relations par excellence.
Such a program should, one would think, begin within the race.
It so, there can be no better point from which to start than within our
schools and colleges. It would seem to be up to our school administrators to imbue their students, as well as the general public, which
th ey influence, with a new appreciation of the dignity of work and
th e desirability of sklll, dependability, and thoroughness. We ought
to sell the race a bill of goods which would make the Incompetent, an
unfit member of society, and we ought to glorify every successful
Worker, whether he is an artisan, a ditch digger, an artist, or whatever his field. A vogue should be created, idealizing achievement a nd
honoring unusual tasks and opening of new fields. Can we affo rd to
lose the old traditional jobs?
For several years, I served as chairman of the industrial committee of our local Urban League. This committee sought to help produce openings for workers. I used to check our downtown di st rict,
as I Passed through it, and our residential sections as well, for possibilities for Negro help.
. • b ut In our downtown
Chicago is perhaps as liberal as most cities,
ti
. 1I a colored you 1
section I found that practically every job Into w b IC
1
.
' had a bar against him, except perhaps t be most . menial
might
flt
r Imn
o forsome of the smaller establishments. There Is no t a bulld111g nd
a
P0 rtance in Chicago's loop with colore d e Ieva tor operators, delivery
th
110 clerks nor
at matter, janitors or charwomen. There are
t bllsbments; no
wagon drivers, except again, in the smaller
employment Is
O
st enographers· in fact, practically every avenue
downtown Loop,
closed against' us. There are no Negro barbers In our

es:
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nor waiters in the general type o[ restaurants. We do have severa l
hotels. Go farther on the norts side, where in the olden days there
were many people employed in the homes of the wealthy. Some o[
the most substantial colored people in Chicago today, got their educations and their start in me through the money made by butlers and
service employees in the homes of the wealthy. Today, you can
scarcely find a Negro employee in the first-class residential districts
of Chicago. The loss to the economic life of the race is apparenl.
English and other foreign-born help have the bulk of such employment, while we, representing roughly 4 per cent of the population,
constitute about 30 per cent o[ the relief load of the city.
What has this to do with public relations and promotion for colleges? Cities like hicago and New York are absorbing many of our
college graduates. Unless programs of public education and information, which have their genesis in our schools, are able to open up new
avenues in these cities, or to educate and encourage southern rural
communities along the line of developing better schools with greater
pay, the re will shortly be a shrinking market [or the Negro college
graduate. Person after person, who has finished teacher-training, has
called at our office during the past three or four years, asking where
a, job might be secured.
Inquiry as lo what they can do is usually
answered with the reply that "I am willing to do anything." Trained
as a teacher, or in liberal arts, with seldom any practical alternative,
one wonders what becomes of all these young people. Recently, relief
opened up a new fie ld, and social work has become something of a
fetish; but if a change should come in tbe system, and I pray we will
never go back to the time when the poor and needy do not have professional assistance and guidanc_e of some sort, but if a shift sho uld
come sudd enly, there would be an absolute glut upon our local market
of trained young people who have capabilities, but who, without special equipment, face a busin('SS and professional world which has been
taught to regard Negro workers as inferior and uneconomic, even if
they were liberal enough to waive the color bar.
Of cou rse, unions are part of the cause for this picture. The
while churches, particularly the Catholic church, and even schools,
flt into the program of job-getting for their graduates. There is more
than color antipathy behind the fact that not a downtown business
college will accept a colored student. They cannot place them, and
their constituency does not want that additional competition. What
should the Land Grant trade man do about unionism? How shall he
face this world into which he goes?
Let's explore the field of public relations a bit further before
we get to the problem of college training per se. Take Chicago as an
example again. A greater number and more varied Negro businesses
exist here than in any other two cities. That isn't boasting, because,
even so, we are just scratching the surface. Trained young Negro
m n a nd women, however, are just beginning to enter these fields in
an fully effective way. There are two department stores here. both
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managed by college graduates. There is a dairy concern here, which
sends out forty-five auto trucks, delivering milk each morning, owned
and managed by egroes, the manager being a young college-trained
man. A Tuskegee graduate, a month ago, opened one of the country's
finest haberdasheries. A graduate of the University of Minnesota,
after a sojourn in France, returned to Chicago and set up a live
chicken market, with chicken sausage as a sideline. When last I
heard of it, he had two railroads serving it on their dining cars Any
one of those young men would appear to be better fitted to conduct
business than a person of lesser training, but they are the exception.
By and large, our trained young people seem to shun business unless
the job is ready-made.
Chicago has perhaps 100 1egro-operated grocery stores. Many of
them are run by men and women who appear scarcely able to read
and Write. The field seems to be a rather profitable one. Jews and
fo reigners flock to it. It need not have a color liue. Why do not more
of our trained people enter it?
In the building where my office is located, a young man, whose
academic training was limited, opened a grocery store three years ago.
He had the good fortune to have married a girl from Mississippi who
had been through high school and business college. He had worked
fo r three years for a Jewish grocer in fashionable Hyde !'ark. There,
th ey taught him to buy. His wife keeps his books. He is euergetic
and anxious to please. In Jess than a year, he had increased his
business to the extent that you could hardly get into his store for
Slock. He drives a good car, lives in a beautiful apartment, and emPloys four or five people.
Should there not flow from our colleges a never-ending stream of
information and suggestion pointing to new fields for their graduates?
Cities such as Chicago, and those which are far smaller have plenty
of capital which might be attracted to business ventures, or to small
manufacturing concerns, if our public can be taught to have confidence in our own youth; if our programs of public relations and promotion, serve to direct attention to the advantage of supporting aud
Patronizing ventures sponsored within the group. Proper public relations would suggest that this can be done without drawing racial lines
or making our economic efforts entirely exclusive. We, as a race,
have enjoyed the greatest supply of cheap labor in the country an
English-speaking, adaptable reservoir of workers. Why have we not
had promotive ability enough, through those trained young men and
women who come from our schools, to discover ways to put these
Peopl e o f ours to wor k , an d to ena b1e them to earn a living without
being exploited?
Is there a field for public relations and promotion? There Is
scarcely a Negro business of any size or scope which should not have
a man trained in those fields, although few of them appear to recognize
the fact.
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The need, in this respect, of the univers ities and colleges themselves is another answer. Many of our administrators have been so
busy developing their institutions that the question of the place of
their schools in the community, the state, the nation, the great opportunity and indeed, obligation, to serve their constituents outside
of the school, seem to have been lost sight of.
A great responsibility rests upon the colleges which serve a
minority group. We depend upon our Institutions of learning as our
chief source of information. In proportion as you are able to stimulate the thinking and appreciation o( the general public as to your
aims and general objectives, in that proportion, it would seem, can you
rely upon, and command public support.
Our schools must grapple with the economic, social and moral
problems which face the group, and guide its thinking as well as its
educational needs. The Land Grant College, particularly, should
maintain such public relations as will bring about appreciation of
and desire for the type of learning which they are particularly designed to give. How? By selling the student body; the community,
the state, the parents, the public. By developing loyalty, appreciation
of what the school is doing and a willingness, on the part of the students, to defend its policies against all comers.
I do not mean to Imply that our colleges are not aware of the
value of publicity (or their own institutions. In recent years, there
has been a wave of development in this direction. Developing a good
publlc relations department, which can get results and give service, is,
however, another thing.
It would be well for school executives to study the results of their
publicity. You will find, doubtlessly, that most editor's desk are full
to over-flowing on Monday morning with school copy. Complaints are
prevalent, that much of this material is sadly Jacking in news value.
Again, one hears that it is as alike as a lot of breakfast food, and often
fails to capture human Interest and human values. On the other hand,
Ir a story, which might be derogatory in its effect, develops, editors
say they can never expect to get a (actual story from the school itself,
giving the Institutions view of the merits o( the case.
There appears to be seldom any attempt made to select those papers which have a natural interest in the school, or to develop special
reatures which would appeal to the locale which the school serves, or
which Its students principally come from.
The suggestion might be made that the college develop a public
relations and promotional group, perhaps as an auxiliary to the
~ngllsh department. It should ordinarily be sponsored by a teacher
111 that department, one who has had newspaper experience preferably- unless the school is able to secure the services of a trained proresslonal.
In any event, the person selected should be one who is alive to all
or th e lmpllcatlons or life within and without the race; and one who Is
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actually and fundamentally interested in the final results which the
school itself is seeking to obtain.
Give such a head enough student assistance. It has been suggested that young people be used, who by passing examinations, show
special aptitude in the field. Most important, open up information to
him. From the trustees, through the president, on down through the
faculty and studentbody, such a person should be aware of trends, and
be permitted to know what the school's program is all about.
Any special accomplishments of faculty members should be publicized- the books they publish, the degrees they obtain, the distinctions they receive. The publicity head should be a good mixer, interested in student activities and personalities. He should meet newspaper people, learn their needs, explain frankly the position of the
college on various programs, and interpret the interest of the school
in the problems of the race. Such a department will pay big dividends,
if it makes use of every avenue open- newspapers, radio, magazines,
school papers edited and produced by students who obtain the privilege by high scholastic standing. We need public relations and promotion, but it ought to be established as near a professional basis as
is possible.
Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur of Stanford University, writing in the
Journal of Higher Education, says, "There is a distinct opportunity for
improvement in the relationships between the colleges and unive r ·ities and the supporting public. So much emphasis has been placed,
by the daily press, upon athletics and certain sides of college life, that
it is often difficult to get publicity upon the intellectual side of college life in our educational institutions."
William Preston Few, president of Duke University, believes that
"newspapers certainly can serve the cause of education by giving the
Public information about colleges and universities, and elicit enlightened interpretation of them."
William P. Bizzell, president of the University of Oklahcma, also
Writes in the Journal of Higher Education, "It is a point of not small
importance that several educators say that no amount of favorable
Publicity can fully conteract or disguise known Imperfections or errors
in education. There are times when the press, due to lack of Information, may give the wrong slant or implication in certain educational
topics.
"Educators, by dealing in absolute fairnes wi_th the press, will
find that a stronger relationship results. The solution of many problems will likely come when both agencies, through patience, understanding and long range planning, work together for a common public good."
a t ura II y, I am awar e tha t I have addressed ,myse
. lf to th need
for public relations and promotion, rather than to tramfng for ft. In
the first place I do not believe one wonders there Is a need for ev ry
college to dev;lop a professional school for th training or public r la.
t ions
or promotional or newspaper peo pie · While I do not know what
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the program of the conference is, in this re pect, it would seem practicable that an agreement be reached which would assign certain fields
to one or two schools in certain professional lines. If every Land
Grant School is to duplicate the professional work of every other
school in the higher reaches, the danger of over-production would appear possible. Specialization would permit a few institutions to develop particularly high standards in certain fields.
In the most general sort of fashion, therefore, I would suggest
that: The young man or woman who desires to take up newspaper
work, the broad field in which both public relations and promotion fit,
should, if possible, secure a college or professional education. Reporting, copy-reading, editorial-writing and most other forms of journalistic work requires a broad background of general knowledge and often
much-detailed information in special fields. Many high school graduates have made good in the field of journalism, both in the daily
and the weekly field, for experience and aptitude are highly important
factors, but by and large, they find themselves handicapped in competition with the college-trained person, who in addition, possesses a
disciplined mind and good judgment.
The essentials which a student, aspiring to work in these fields,
might well stress, are those which generally might be considered the
basis for a well-rounded and liberal education, with an emphasis upon
the following:
A thorough grounding in English- with considerable attention to
grammar; a broad knowledge of history, including more than a smattering of egro history with even some attention to African sources;
government and politics; a grasp of the sciences; psychology and social psychology, or social sciences; all will prove of value to the student, who aspires to work either in the newspaper or public relations
field. Even a touch of the rudiments of salesmanship will prove of
use, not alone in the embryonic public relations man, but to every
student in the school.
One might talk abo11t the extent to which our colleges can engage
in public relations and public education [or a long time, but there is
one phase which I think could begin with the very heads of the various
Institutions-that is in the expression of themselves upon public questions affecting the country and race. Time after time, we have sought
to aid our papers to become formus [or adult education, through
s curing statements of opinion, descriptive feature articles or comm nts of various sorts from the heads of our various schools. Mo st
of them are as silent as the proverbial clam.
Let's take just one example-the Gaines' act. Today, Negro public
opinion Is as divided as there are states and localities affected by il.
One or the reasons is that it is Impossible to discover any unanimitY
of opinion on the part of our school presidents whose institutions are
most affected by it.
'
Surely th ere can be little dissent from the itleal that if the highest court in the land lays down the proposition that all states must
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provide equal training for students within its borders, that either we
should stage or have staged for us, a fight for inclusion in the regular
state schools and universities, or as an alternative, that we should
demand that the egro schools be brought up to standards which will
approach, as near as possible, equality in training which r egro schools
are permitted to give.
Every public relations means at our disposal should be used to
carry this message to every point where it might be serviceable. But
what is the best procedure? Shall the sort of program which is being attempted at Lincoln University in Missouri be the accepted model?
Or, shall·we encourage fights of the type being waged to get into the
University of Missouri, using this method as the criterion.
Through what methods, or in what circumstances were students
admitted to some of the schools in Maryland? Is that an instance
of the sort of program which you want to get the American public,
White or black, behind; or is there a more diplomatic program which
we must perforce follow in the deep South; or what do individual or
organized college presidents desire and advise? What has the public
a right to demand? What is best for their schools, and what for their
chi ldren? What do the heads of their schools think about the whole
problem?
This is just one advanced instance of bow important public relations can be in the life of a great many of the schools of the nation.
It would seem to deserve both thought and decision.
,
There is perhaps considerable justification for the position that a
College is supposed to give a student certain information and training-to teach the student what constitutes the "fuller life"- to give
him tools wilh which to work, and then turn him loose to make his
own way. Perhaps, that is ideal from the viewpoint of liberal arts,
let us say.
The Land Grant College, however, by the very virtue or its origin
and purpose, was created to intimately serve the g neral, the mass
Public. It would seem to ham a responsibility to make the public conscious of what its so ns and daughters need educationally, and then
to supply that need.
The Land Grant School cannot there confine its activities to the
campus and its immediate environs. More and more, the problems
of Your relations to, and responsibility for the public, which you both
make and serve, will be present with you. They deserve attenllon
and consideration.
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OME PER ONNEL l'ROJlLEM 0~' THE t'ARM SEC IUTY ADMlN •
I 'rlt\.'l'lO~

Giles A. Hubert, Assistant to the Director
Rural Rehabilitation Division Farm Security Administration
During these days when we are thinking and planning so very
much about ational Defense and ational Security, it is exceedingly
important that we do not neglect to keep our minds forever upon those
dangers and weaknesses that beset us here at home-maladies which
tend to undermine our fundamental trength and power of resistance
against fores which might attack us from abroad. One of the mo~t
erious of these maladies is that ma s of insecure and unstable lowincome families which is struggling to earn a livelihood from the land.
The Negro Land Grant Colleges are located in and are endeavoring to serve the sixteen southern states--an area which contains more
than 1,149,000 low-income farm families. These are families with a
normal net income from all sources of Jess than $500.00. Four hundred twelve thousand (412,000) of these families, a little more than onethird, are Negroes. Approximately one-half of all the egro farm
families earn less than $500.00 a yea r . These families bear the brunt
of the poor land management that has resulted in soil exhaustion and
erosion. They are the ones who have felt in hardest manner the insecurity of our system of tenancy. They are the ones who are being uprooted by the introduction of power machinery in agriculture and by
the inevitable change which must come in farm organization in the
outh where the traditional cotton-corn or tobacco-corn system of
farming has been and is crumbling.
Unless some means can be round to secure and stabilize the lives
or the low-in ome families of this country, of which Negro farm
families are a significant part, there can be little such thing as real
national security.
This is the problem that the Farm Security Administration is at·
tempting to clo something about. It is a problem of preserving the
vitality of the human resources of the nation by assisting and guiding
th m in the conservation and use of the natural resources over which
they have charge. We cannot afford to Jet either go to waste. This
is a Job r rural social engineering which is as challenging as it is
difficult.
fany P ople think of the Farm Security Administration as simply
another lending agency making Joans lo farm families who could not
Hecure finan ial assistanec from other sources. This is about oneth1rd of the story. It has been our experience that simply the making
of loans does very little to improve the situation of low-income
famili s. We soon found that we were up against a problem of adult
clucalion and that loans, and such grants as we make, must be used
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as instruments through which we can bring to these low-income
families the guidance and council necessary for the improvement of
their farming practices, their financial condition, their standard of
living and their morale.

It is in performing this function that we need the sympathetic interest and assistance of educational institutions in general and the
Land Grant Colleges in particular. How well the Farm Security Administration can carry out this task of social engineering depends
very largely upon the quality and attitude of the personnel that we
can attract. We are attempting within our organization to give some
training at the time of induction and also while the personnel is in
service. This helps a great deal but by and large we must depend
upon our educational institutions to provide us with pe r.:;onnel that
have an adequate background of technical training and of general information which will make them valuable agents of in strurt·ou and
guidance for low-income families. Jn what follows I shall attempt
to give a brief description of the jobs which our employees arc trying
to perform.
1. County Farm and Home Supervisors.
By far the largest group of our employees are county farm and
home supervisors. Attached to county Rural Rehabilitation offices,
these people have the task of actual farm to farm supervision of the
families receiving financial assistance from the Farm Security Administration.
a. They must work out the financial plan of each farm family,
make adjustments between the family and its creditors and decidc
upon the amount, the type and the use of the financial assistance to
be given. This requires some knowledge of credit problems of lowincome farm families and of the financial institutions and the er flit
Practices of the area. Should the transaction involve the purc:1a!<e or
lease of farm real estate or substantial farm equipment, the supervisor must know something about contracts, agricultural leases, options, mortgages, deeds of trust, inheritances and th like.
b. The supervisor must work out, with the family, a farm plan
Which must provide not only for the payment of the loan hut which
also must provide the family with an income for necessities ancl a
higher plane of living. such a task requires a thorough know! dge
of farm management and the agriculture of the r glen In which th
supervisor is working.
c. The supervisor must be able to give practical gulrlnnrc In
spending of the family income and of reco rd keeping. Thi~ rnqulre
some knowledge of bookkeeping, of the problems of farm and family
buying
· T he farm supervise
· r 1•5 expected
to p;uide fnmill ~ un1ler hi
,
d.
supervision into cooperative endeavors in the fields of purdin Ing, production and marketing. This requires some knowl('(lge or coop rntlv«
methods and the philosophy of the cooperative movement, n W«-11 n
some familiarity with sound business practices.
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The farm supervisor consequently cannot be too much of a specialist. A soil expert or an animal husbandry expert who knows
nothing about the other matters mentioned above would be at a serious
disadvantage in carrying out the job of a county supervisor. It is
much better that he know the fundamentals of all these things and be
able to call in specialists for guidance on any specific problem that be
finds himself unable to cope with.
2. The County Home Supervisor.
The work o[ the county home supervisor is very closely related
to that of the farm supervisor. They work hand in hand with the
famUies under their supervision. The home supervisor, however, gives
her attention most largely to problems of family sustenance, housekeeping, home management, the family diet, health and sanitation. It
is very important, also, that she have, beside her technical knowledge,
a general knowledge of the sociology and psychology of the rural
family. As most farms are operated in family units, the organization
of the family is closely tied up with the business of farming. 'fo understand and guide this relationship it is necessary that the home supervisor know something about agriculture and the problems of agricultural production. She must know bookkeeping and the handling
of family accounts. It is very important also that home supervisors
have some knowledge of cooperation and the philosophy or the cooperative movement.
3. Project Personnel.
Most personnel that we have employed on projects are farm
management aides and home economics or home supervisors. Their
jobs are very much the same as that of the county supervisors. The
principle differences are that on lhe projects the major financial problems are the responsibility of the project manager whose job will be
described below and that, whereas, the county supervisor is working
with scattered families over a wide area, the project personnel Is workIng with families closely grouped within a given area with more or
less uniform tenure situations, housing conditions, etc. The project
personnel must add to their task that of community building. Most
of our supervisors know what to do with an individual farm or with
an individual family but have little knowledge or training in what to
do with a hundred families and a hundred farms, the problem of planning for the _w ork, the well being and the entertainment of a large
community of families is a problem which deserves some special attention In our educational program.
Several projects have employed project nurses who have the task
of looking after the health of individual families in the community
and of planning and carrying out an organized program of hygiene,
sanitation and the prevention of diseases. This is a job not simply
of nursing but of health education.
On s_everal projects there are cooperative stores, cooperative gins,
cooperative syrup and grist mills. These organizations employ managers and clerks. Most of the cooperatives have been set up as
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structural cooperatives with a membership which knows little or
nothin g of cooperative methods or cooperative philosophy. Consequently, cooperative managers on the projects must be more than just
storekeepers or gin operators. They must be able to mold their organizations into a real cooperative. The success with which this is
done is important to the ultimate success of the entire project of
building a community.
I wish to emphasize that on these projects an effort is being made
to set new patterns of relationship between the farm families and the
land upon which they work- new palferns of organization looking forward to the development of progressive comm unities on the basis of a
sound agricultural and social organization.
4. The Project Manager.
In describing the tasks or job analysis of the project staff we
have also described the job of a project manager, except that wherein
each member or the staff has specific responsibility, the manager has
general respon sibility for the s uccess or the entire community-economically, socially, and morally. We must remember that the average
project represents a social investment or from 75 to 150 families; a
population of between 300 and 600 persons. It represents a financial
investment of $200,000 to $400,000, an annual budget of from $100,000
to $150,000. Consequently, it takes a person with considerable trainIng and experience in business administration, in social administration, and in agriculture and farm management. The task or finding
project managers who can meet these qualifications is an exceedingly
difTicult one. I remember expressing these qualifications to a certain
college administrator. His comment was that what we were looking
for was a man with qualifications or a college president. My answer
was that very few college presidents have the magnitude of administrative problems that confront the average project manager. We
should keep this in mind when we examine the progr ss and the difficulties that we observe from time to time on these projects.
5. Regional Specialists.
The Farm Security Administration has employed in connection
with the regional office a few Negro specialists of one sort or another.
There are specialists in Tenant Purchase who have the task or guidance or county supervisors and assistant supervisors in the work or
approving, making and supervision of loans to prospective farm owners according to the provisions of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant
Act. In one region there iii a specialiiit in farm management, in another there is a specialist in rural recr allon. We expect as tlm
passes there will be more openings for specialists in connection with
·
mployed so far
reg1ona
.
1 an d s t a t e offices• The persons that we hav
i n t h ese capac1·t·1es serve not only as specialists m their fields or mployment but also are serving as general advisors lo the regions on
matters which refer to our work among egroes. Th Ir work Is
•
s uperv1sory
an d ed ucational in the main. and r quires a general understanding of the problems or rural life and agriculture In th r glons
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in which they are located, In addition to their specialties. These specialists usually have been chosen for their experience and their capability in dealing with people as well as for their agricultural background.
A few months ago we had occasion to look into the educational
background of our field personnel, both women and men. We found
that most of our employees were graduates of Land Grant College$,
Tuskegee and Hampton. They stood pretty well as to the extent of
training, More than two-thirds or 68 per cent of them were college
graduates. 0[ these 17 per cent had done additional work, mostly
through extension courses, above their bachelors' degree. Twentyeight per cent (28%) had done some college work but had not received
their degrees. Only one person had gone as far as a masters degree.
As to the field or emphasis in their college training, the predominant
majority had majored in agriculture or in home economics (40 per cent
majored in agriculture and 37 per cent in home economics); 9 per cent
had training as nurses and 4 per cent had majored in education.
Only 4 per cent had bad any training in business subjects and only 4
per cent had any training in stenography and commercial subjects.
One majored in civil engineering and one is a doctor of medicine.
Most of these employees had had paid experience in their chosen field
of emphasis either as teachers or as extension workers. Only 14 per
cent had bad no paid experience in their fields of work.
At the end of our study conference for Negro field personnel at
Tuskegee last year, the statement was made by one of the technical
instructors, who was also a regional official of the Farm Security
Administration, that Negro personnel ranked very high with the other
personnel as to their training in technical agriculture and home economics, per se. From the analysis given above of the educational
background of our personnel and from our experiences with them
over the past three or four years, we realize certain general weak
points in their training. There are of course individual exceptions
to the general rule. I wish to list what we think are these basic weak
points.
First. A basic understanding of rural social and economic organization and problems especially as pertaining to the problem area
In which they are to work. It is our general belief that courses offered
In our colleges within this general field are too few and those that
exist could stand considerable strengthening.
Second. A ~ood layman's knowledge of accounting, office management, commercial Jaw and agricultural finance. As I attempted to
st:ess in ~ur Job analysis, in the Farm Security Administration's work
with low-mcome families, knowledge of these subjects is very important. We do not mean here that we expect these workers to be expert acc~untants or office managers, lawyers, or financial experts, but
we do tl11nk that they should have, at the end of their college careers,
training which would give them a fair layman's acquaintance with
th
se subjects. Most of our personnel have found this to be a serious
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void, In their experience and that they are up against a very difficult
problem in assisting client families in their business and financial arrangements, because of this weakness.
Third. A knowledge of the nature and method of community organization for production, for purchasing, for marketing, for business
activities and for social and recreational activities. Too few of us
when we graduate from college know anything about practical civics
on the rural community level. Too few of us have had courses wbicb
tend to give us a background in how to stimulate community organization and how to build a community morale. It is in this regard that a
th orough knowledge of methods and principles of cooperation Is useful
to our workers in carrying out their responsibility.
Fourth. As to our workers in the field of home economics, there
appears to be a serious Jack of understanding of how to plan a household economy for farm families of the low-income group. Tbis is one
of the main points in our program of rehabilitation. It is a problem
of how to so manage that the farm family can reduce its needs for
cash income by utilization of the natural resources about tbem so that
th e net result can be a higher real income, a higher standard of living
and a more satisfactory life. We also find that most of our home economists have difficulty in teaching families how to keep the family
record book which we have prescribed for Farm Security clients.
Fifth. We wish to emphasize the need for more work in the rural
arts and crafts, both for practical use and, which is more important,
for the stimulation of creative ability and expre sion of personality.
Organized creation in the arts and crafts field can provide a much
needed source of recreation for rural people.
In line with these general observations we wish to make certain
specific suggestions. These suggestions are made in the spirit or ooperation with the belief that you as Administrators of , 'egro Land
Grant Colleges are as vitally interested in the stabilization and rehabilitation of low-income families as we are. They are not made wi th
the attitude of criticism of what has been done but rather witb a spirit
of helpfulness.
The first suggestion that I would like to make is that contacts
be developed with Farm security Administration regional, tale, and
Project officials for the purpose of:
1. Arranging for contributions to classes and seminar group. by
Farm Security Administration staff members on th prob! ms or lowIncome farm families and how th y are attempting to meet thes problems. There are specialists and administrative offices In the various
regions and state as well as managers of projects wbo would b quite
WIIIing lo cooperate, as much as time would permit, advising regarding
such contributions.
2. Arranging for field trl·ps of :stud nts and faculty to various
j
Pro ects, county offices an d reba,)1·1itation farmM, tc., ror th purpo
or observation and study.
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3. Arranging for assistance in formulation of courses and in the
assembly of helpful materials for teaching purposes.
The second suggestion is a list of courses which we think would
add to the strength of the general agricultural curriculum in preparing
ruralists to work with low-income families.
SUGGESTED LIST OF COURSES
1. Basic courses in agricultural economics and rural sociologyprinciples and problems. The t, o courses should emphasize southern
situations in the problem phases.
2. A strong course in the problems of Farm Management which
emphasizes the problems of low-income families in local and southern
situations.
3. A course in the philosophy and methods of cooperatives and
their application to rural problems.
4. A course in accounting and office management.
5. A course in farm finance and commercial law- designed to
provide a good layman's knowledge of these subjects as they apply to
problems or farmers.
6. A course in rural household financial planning and record
keeping.
7. A course in Rural Arts and rafts using subjects and materials
available in the local area.
8. A course in rural recreational problems and methods.

0 CLUSIO
It is one of the responsibilities of the Land-Grant Colleges to provide an effective leadership for rural people. The 412,000 Negro lowincome families look to you for this leadership. You have done exceedingly well in providing scores of county farm agents, hOIDt'
demonstration agents and vocational teachers of agriculture and boroe
economics. The Farm Security Administration is opening a way for
the addition of a significant group to our rural Jeadersbip. This
group has the opportunity for effective guidance of thousands of Jowincome farm families and scores of farm communities. The mechanism of supervised financial assistance opens the way for efl'ective
1 adership such as has never been possible before. It is our responsibility to give this leadership the broadest and most effective training
possible. With the changes which are now in process In the agriculture
of the South- changes in the use of farm power changes in farm organization, Introduction of livestock farming, changes in market organization- it is more important now than ever before that our people
receive the vital leadership necessary to guide them in adapting theIDselves to these changes. It Is through effective leadership only that we
can assure these families a secure place in the southern agriculture
of the future.
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"PROGRAi'II 01'' THE 'ATJONAL NEGRO

n SINESS LEAG E"

Dr. J. E. Walker, President
Universal Life Insurance Company, Memphis, Tennessee

I am honored to be present and to address this Conference of
Presidents of Negro Land-Grant olleges. You represent the culture
and refin ement of the Negro group, the inspiration of our most promising young men and women, the bulwark and hope of our people generally.
What the
You must
You must
You must

future Negro is to be is left largely to you:
teach him for he must know;
train him for be must do;
inspire him for he must be.

As I stand before you to address you this e¥eniug and think of
the importance of the great work you are doing, I can not feel the
ease that is generally mine in addressing audiences. I am rather in the
mood of the lecturer who addreased a group of hi s peers and forgetting
what he had already prepared for the occasion, h e simply said, "Gentlemen, I am embarrassed" and sat down.
You have been kind enough to assign me a subject for this occasion. It remind s me of the story my father used to tell me when I
was a lad in Mississippi.
Mr. Rabbit once bad the r eputation of stealing from the
rest of the animals and they decided to catch him and torture
him. So they made a Tar Baby and put it in the middle of the
garden where Mr. Rabbit would do most of his stealing. One
night as Mr. Rabbit entered the garden he saw the Tar Baby
and thinking it another animal went up to bribe It. II str etched
out his hand to clasp the Tar Baby's band and It stuck; b us d
his other band to free the former hand a11d it stuck; he u s cl his
legs to free both his hands and they stuck. Then the animals
rushed in caught him and w nt about to torture him. Gentlemen said' Mr. Rabbit, I know you are going to tortur me. but
one thing I beg of you, please don't thro~ me into the brl r patch.
Feeling that this would hurt 1r. Rabbit most, the animals decided to throw him into the bri r patch.
o two of the1:i3 took
him swung him to and fro, and l et him go. II struck right In
the ~iddle or the patch and as they laughed be au~e or what th y
th ght would be a torture, Mr. Rabbit jump cl up and imld,
"To;~t,k you, gentlemen, this Is my home wber I was bred and
born."

I am happy that your committee who assign d my subj ct thr •w
· t o a b rier
· , s patch . To talk on business relieves me of my
me m
barrassment, because when I talk about business I am at home.

m- •
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The National Negro Business League
I need not tell you that the National Negro Business League Is
the child of the late Booker T. Washington. It was given birth forty
years ago and its illustrious founder wanted it to be used to promote
the commercial and financial development of the Negro. During the
years or his lire, some of you who are here now, attended those meetings, and, perhaps much of the inspiration used in the promotion of
your work came from men who appeared on some of those annual
programs and told the stories of their successes in simple but sure
language.
May I say to you now, that in spite of the change of the times or
the lapse of years; in spite of the demands of the present day or the
needs of tomorrow, the ational egro Business League has not found
it necessary to stray away from the path so firmly fixed and set by
that great man of vision- Booker T. Washington.
When I received a program of your Conference a few days ago, I
was delighted to note its theme, "Allying Education and Business for
Greater Economic Progress and More Efficient Service." Education
and Business should be allied. Then we could have larger and more
substantial businesses. One of the weaknesses in egro business is
the fact that too many of them are one man concerns. You can perhaps remember some of the signs resting over them: "Johnson's
Grocery Store," "Brown's Battery Station," "Eva's Cafe" and the like.
The sign tells you they are one man concerns and I wish to tell you
that a one man concern in this world today stands about the same
chance as a one horse system of farming down in the Mississippi bottoms. I do not mean by this to discredit our fathers who did well In
their day and time; but, I do mean to say that Negroes must organize
and do business as companies and corporations, and this can only be
done through education.
Young men learn to know and to understand each other through
association in college. They can know what each is best fitted to do
in a particular business. They have been taught through sports,
lessons of give and take in their ideas and dealings with each other.
Ir they are encouraged to save, put their little moneys together, a nd
start a business enterprise, there can be little doubt of their success.
I have an example of this in my own business, the Universal Life
Insurance ompany. And whereas we have been successful in buildIng a million dollar business in seventeen years, it is largely due to
the fact that most of us in our official family were college-mates, und rstand each other, are interested in each other, and therefore, work
together for the good of all.
So I believe with the theme of this Conference that if Education
and Business are allied there will come to the Negro a greater econom ic
progress and our businesses will be prepared to give a more efficient
service.
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A Word About the League Today
Unfortunately, I was not a member or the League during the life
of Booker T. Washington, but that great business genius of Mississippi,
Wayman ox or Indianola, was a member and much of the inspiration
he received from attending those meetings was transmitted to me upon
his return. I used to hear him tell about the Potato King of America
who built a great potato business in the west; of the Fish King that
built a great fish business in Jacksonville, Florida; and of the builders
o[ banks and insurance companies and · of towns and communitie ·.
These stories would thrill me to high endeavor and it was my dete rmination even in those young days of my manhood to build something.
Knowing the efficacy of this kind
me, I have endeavored as President
League to continue this relating of
women as one of the features of our

o[ a doctrine by its effects upon
or the ational 1egro Business
stories o[ successful men and
annual meetings.

Requirements of Today
Our fathers, who built the business or yeste rday, wrought well.
And, whereas, there are fundamental pillars upon which all successful
business must rest, still the superstructure mu t look different today
from what it did on yesterday. This is the agE' of stream-lined trains,
of draped suits and of the zipper. Even grandma has stopped working
button-holes and grandpa is doing the Jitter-Bug.
The National Negro Business League is not merely interested in
th e organization and success of egro business; it is more interested
in the building or modern stream-lined business. Businesses that are
th e result of scientific training, careful planning and devoted attention.
Businesses that are representative of the new age in which we live, th e
new !He we pursue, and the new destiny we hope to achive.
The report of our executive secretary or the Memphis Negro Chamber of Commerce shows that we have in that city alone 480 Negro
businesses. Most or them are individual shops, poorly equipped a nd
dimly lighted. What is true in Memphis is true in most or our
Sou th ern cities. These businesses are largely operated by men a nd
women who have neither education nor training, but only th e will a nd
the desire to do.
The ational Negro Business League realizes that we have an ample
number of these kind of businesses and congratulates the Presidents
or our Land-Grant Colleges in their desire to ally education to our
busine sses so that they can become more efficient
.
an d ha ve a greater
economic future.
.
· ss Ill
. T he hope of the egro is in the field of business. Not b usme
Ch1cag •
. bu t b usm
· ess in whato, m New York in Atlanta or in Memphis;
;;er community the 'egro resides in large enough numbers to Supp;rt
· In th e language of the great sage of Tuskegee, th e young e u-
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cated and trained ·egro should cast down his bucket in whatever community he resides, establish a business and build it to proportions·
where it can command respect and patronage of all races.
It is not always easy to build a business in a big city like Chicago.
The young man who is without experience may do much better in the
small r communities.
The progr am of the National Negro Business League Is to inspire
our p ople to fight for jobs jobs in government service, trades, profession, farms, and service. We must fight for jobs whether they are
segregated or not. What benefit is a college education without a job.
What the egro race needs today above everything else is a job. The
ational egro Business League invites the ministers, the college
presidents and men and women of ail walks of life to join hands with
us to fight for more jobs for our people.

Dfl'H.OVJ 'G TllE ECONOJUJC W EU'A RE 01" THE NEGRO TllJlO Gll
co ' ' ;,nm EDUCATION
Booker T. McGraw, Department of Economics and Business Adminls·
tration, Lincoln University, Mo.
The problem of improving the economic welfare of the Negro Is so
vast In scope, encompa. sing so many Interesting possibilities for discussion, that I found it difficult to concentrate on any one a pect of
that problem for consideration at this meeting. I shall therefore attempt to simplify matters, first, by devoting a few minutes to a brief
Rurvey of what s ems to me some of the mor important considerallons.
Th n I think we may turn the meeting into an open forum for an informal discussion of whatever topic, topics, or aspects of a topic the
group desires, as indicated by questions and comments from tbe
audl nee. (See attached, "Suggested Means for Improving Economic
Welfare or the egro.")
Time cl voted to describing to this audience the lowly economic
PO!lillon of the American Negro would be, in my opinion, misspent. All
or us here are only loo familiar with the facts. I shall therefore dismiss lhl11 topic by merely citing a part of a speech delivered by Mr.
John L. L wis to the thirty-first annual conference of the AA 'P In
Phllad lphla on June 18, 1940. I quote:
"The problems of the egro people are the problems or ail
Am rlcan wage earners, but they are the problems in an aggravat cl form.
"Unemployment, still the fir t bane of our land, rests w1 th
un qua! h aviness upon th
egro s When the census of unemploym nt was D?ade in 1937, it sho~ed that 15 7 /10 per cent or
th white workmg force was totally unemployed, while at the
sam time over 23 per cent of the
egro working force was
totally out of work. We know that kind of a disproportion ex!Sts
today.
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"The ational Resources Committee has shown in cold facts
that we already know, that the income of the egro families falls
far below the common level; for example, one of the studies
showed that in Southern rural towns 91 per cent or the yearly
income of Negroe was below one thousand dollars ($1,000),
while only 45 per cent of the white population was under that
level. In the large Northern cities 42 per cent of the Negro incomes was below that figure. This income disproportion Is reflected In the housing and medical care which the Negroes can
get.
"The needs of no group in the nation are greater than those
of the egro people.
"Their incomes as a group are the lowest. Their living conditions are the poorest. Their unemployment is the highest.
The discrimination against them is the worst.
"Most of the Negroes are wage earners and their salvation
lies in the same measures as does that of labor as a whole.
"Two great essential rights guarantee the advance of labor
and of the Negro in a democracy. The first is the right to organize into unions as workers. The second is the right of
political expression free and unhamper d.
"Equal economic opportunity will come to the Negro workers
only when they are organized industrially, side by side with all
other workers."
This quotation, I think, dramatically portrays the lowly economic
status of the Negro group. But what interests me more, and indeed
what ought to Interest every member of the Negro group, is the question, "What can we do about raising the economic po ition of the • egro
to a higher level?"
I submit for your consideration two fundamental means by which
the level of the economic welfare of the Neg ro might be raised,
namely: (1) raising the general level of money incomes accruing to
Negroes; and (2) increasing the efficiency with which his money income is translated into real income, i. e., improving the effectiveness
of his money-iI'Jcome-expenditures on real goods and services.
The first of these means involves the difficult problem of extendIng and improving employment opportunities for egroes. A group
of us have been surveying this problem during the past year, trying to
map out a comprehensive program to be launched on a national scale.
Only a fortnight ago I attended a meeting of this group in Washington, D. c.
Although I have a burning interest in the problem of exte nd ing
nd
a
improving employment opportunities for the egro, a nd . would
enjoy discussing it further with you, I must pass on to my roam subJect, th e problem of "Improving the Economic Welfare of th e Negro
th
rough Consumer Education "
. In the light of what I h~ve already said, the problem of improving_ th e economic welfare of the egro group through consumer edu~ation may be approached in terms of the question, "What a nd How
hall We Teach Adults of Low Income Level?"
It we view consumer education broadly as a problem in raising
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the level of economic welfare, there are good reasons for believing
that, in the short run, a given quantum of efforts and re ources expended toward intelligent guidance of adults of low income levels
would achieve more per unit than would an equal quantum of such
efforts and resources devoted along other sectors of our economy.
This conclusion follows obviously from the familiar principle of diminishing marginal utility. Lest 1 be misunderstood, however, let me say
that the above statement is by no means to be interpreted as minimizing
the importance of making a froutal attack on the problems of consumer education and economic welfare as it affects egroes along all
vital fronts.
Tbe intent here is simply to focus attention on the urgency of attacking the problem at the vital sector of the adult low-income-level,
in which group the majority of Negroes happens to fall. Indeed, since
the levels of money income in this sector are among the very lowest,
with dim prospects of soon being appreciably raised, it becomes allimportant to do everything possible to increase the utility of these
extremely low money incomes and thereby raise them in real terms,
that is, in terms of goods and services on which the money in omcs
are spent.
Toward achieving the designed objectives a great deal might be
accomplished through a broad program of instruction, coupled with
the dissemination of relevant information and guidance to consumers.
To be fully effective the program undertaken must bring to these
adults, throughout the nat'on. instruction and guidance that will enable them to spend their money incomes more wisely and more effectively. Thus, quite apart from other considerations, the basic content of the program ought to revolve around this simple theme: What.
Where, How, and How Much to Buy? In point of fact, any broad program of consumer education-whether for high school students, for college students, or for adults-ought to do likewise.
It is quite apparent that, directly or indirectly, this theme raises
?uestlons which touch upon virtually every vital problem confrontmg th e consumer in making a wise expenditure of his money income,
th at is, in spending with a view to getting more and better goods per
unit of expenditure. Thus, the extent to which the instruction and th e
guidance information afforded him succeeds in giving adequate answer~
to th is series of questions will be the true measure of the effectiveness
or the program.
Preliminary to arriving at answers to questions raised in the
th eme underlying the program, a careful survey ought to be made _or
th e relative importance of the various items included in the total IIS t
of categories or expenditures by the consumer. The more important
items of expenditures may be classified under such principal categories as th e following: Savings and Protection· Housing; 1oth ing;
Food; Operating; Medical Care; and Recreatio~ and Development.
The problems and methods of providing consumer credit facilities
should not be neglected.
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Since the literacy of the persons comprising the adult low-income
group varies widely, lectures and assigned reading should be couched
in simple non-technical language and presented in a clear, direct, and
forceful manner. Familiar and homely Illustrations should abound.
The Institute for Consumer Education (Stephens College,
Columbia, Missouri) is in an excellent position to render valuable
service in fostering such a program. It has already available a number of pamphlets, booklets, and study outlines, admirably suited to the
conduct of such adult courses. The Institute is also well prepared to
offer excellent counsel and information on all aspects of consumer
education, including high school and college programs or consumer
education.
Despite the fact that it is only nominal, the cost of such instructional material might easily retard its availability to low-income adults.
This handicap could be easily overcome, if it should prove feasible to
get such established institutions as churches, colleges, Y. M. and Y. W.
C. A.'s community centers, Urban League branches, public schools,
and the like to sponsor the program.
In the final analysis the success or failure of the venture very
largely depends upon the effectiveness of the individuals in direct
charge of the courses offering instruction and guidance. Careful selection of instructors thus becomes of the utmost importance. School
teachers would seem to offer the best source from which to draw.
Social workers, social minded lawyers, and persons from other professional groups should also be considered good prospects.
As a group of college administrators, the presumption is that your
Interest in consumer education lies mainly in its possibilities on the
college level. If your particular Institution does not already offer a
course in consumer education, I would urge upon you the Importance
or seeing to it that careful consideration be given the introduction of
such a course. To do likewise in our· high schools is no less important. The current trend of consumer education offerings in high
schools and colleges throughout the United States attests the importance of my contention. The Institute for Consumer Education
(Sl~phens College, Columbia, Missouri) is admirably prepared and
anxious to assist any institution or group interested in the introduction of courses in consumer education.
SUGGESTED MEANS FOR IMPROVING THE ECONOMW WELFARE
OF THE EGRO
. A. Possibilities for extending and improving employment opportUnit!es f
.
•
· we lfare
e
or N egroes as means of mcreasmg
the economic
o lhe Negro:
-w·t 1. Through Negro workers' organizing industrially side by side
1
h an workers.
,
.
or 2· Through organizing and directing consumer purchasing power
th0
'egro group. (It is estimated that egroes spend a total of
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more than three billion dollars annually, a sum large enough to be
not without signal influence on private employment policies if Judiciously controlled and directed.)
3. Through giving judicious support to egro business.
4. '.L'hrough impressing our educational and community leaders
with thn vital Importance (educationally and politically) of in isting
upon employment of Negroes in the construction and operation of
public a:,d semi-public buildings designed for the use of Negroes.
6. Through employment of better occupational information, vocational guidance, and vocational training.
6. Through extending the use of cooperatives.
7. Through organizing and directing the judicious use of ballot
by the Negro:
B.
onsumer education as a means of improving economic welfare of the Negro:
1. Through better knowledge of the organization and functioning
of the market and the forces determining consumer choice.
2. Through improved knowledge and practice of personal finance
and of budgeting the family income.
3. Through improved knowledge and practice of better buymanship, particularly in regard to such essentials as
a. Housing
b. Home Furnishings
c. Insurance
d. Medical are
e.
lothing
r. Foods
g. Recr ation and Development
h. Instalment finance ar;d consumer credit
4- Through better knowledi;e and use of sourcees of aids to the
consumer, as for example:
a. Government aids such as
(1) Consumer Counsel Division of the AAA.
(2) National Bureau of Standards.
(3 ) Bureau of Home Economics Division of the U. S. Department or Agriculture.
(4) Bur au of Agricultural Economics of the U. S. Department
of Agriculture.
<5)
· · Bureau ot Labor Statistics- Studies and Reports.
(6) Pure Food and Drug Laws.
b. Private aids such as
(1) Institute for Consumer Education.
(2) American Association or University Women.
(3) General Federation of Women's lubs
(4) 'atlonal League of Women Voters. ·
(6) Consumer's Research, Inc.
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(6) Consumer's Union.
(7) Better Business Bureaus.
(8) National Consumer's Leagues.
(9) Text books, pamphlets, and bulletins.
c. Group co-operation through consumer co-operatives and consumer creclit unions.

ECO 'OMIC AUYANTAGE

OF 0 -0 PEU A'I'IH
SELLI 'G

Cornelius King
Special Assistant to the Governor Farm

B H ~G AN])

redit Administration

Previous to this present international upheaval, the farm people
of Denmark were among the most pro perous in the world. In that
tountry, farmers handled everything they ralsecl for market or bought
for their own use. A similar procedure in Ilollancl, Sweclen, and Norway kept those countries stable and prosperous. In England, the
Rochdale flannel weavers adopted co-operaticn as the result of a "desire to improve their position as workers, by self-supply of commodities, by self-employment, and to establish them ::;elves in seH-governed
and self-supporting colonies." It was co-operative buying, selling, and
0th er co-operative ventures that changed the little province of Nova
cotia, anada, from one of economic despair to one of optimism and
hope.
In our own country, co-operative marketing of farm commodities
and co-operative buying of farm supplies and services continue to be
among the chief methods used by American farm people to advance
th eir economic position. Over one-third of the farmers of the United
8tates are participating in the co-operative movement. "The value
of Products marketed and farm supplies purchased during the 1938 -39
marketing season amounted to $2,100,000,000. Of the 10, 7oo cooperatives in the above groups, 8,100 were engaged primarily in
marketing and 2,000 in purchasing farm supplies."
"From a dollar standpoint the as ociations handling dairy product. 8 are the most important of
' the commodity groups. Their
· sa 1es
durmg the past year were $610,000,000. Following• the dairy group
;er_e th e grain co-operatives with an estimated business of $3 3,o~o,/0: 862 livestock co-operatives with sales of $280,000,000; l,11 6 active
ruit and vegetable associations with sales of $273,000,000; a nd 1 IJ
:ouJtry and egg co-operatives with sales of $78,000,000." Co-operative
urchasing associations llandled a dollar volume of business to th e
extent o[ $335,000,000 not including purchases handled bY marketing
associat·
•
ions, during 1938-39.
The
co
. hke
.
Ph
nsumer co-operative movement Ill
mann er bas shown
enornen 1
.
rmated that at
th
a growth up to and including 1939. It 1s es 1
•
lie eoa or th is period, there were some 4,350 retail distributive associa00s op
t·
t·
:Memberera mg stores, buying clubs, and gasoline sta wns.
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ship In these organizations number ed 025,000 individuals and annual
sales amounted to about $212,000,000.
What are some of the features o[ this movement that former
Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace has called the "dominant
economic idea of the future?" An attempt will be made in thi s discourse to point out mainly th e economic advantages or two a~ pects
of the movement- buying and selling along with a few suggestion~
regarding the utilization of these advantages.
Reduction In the cost of marketing farm commodities and other
products has served a s an impo1 tant imitrumentality in advancing the
co-operative movement. Chief among these charges are those for
packing, transportation, commissions, and bad debts. In som e instances, packing costs have been reclur.ed as much as 60 per cent.
Organized efforts have contributed largely In reducing transportation
rates on commodities resulting in annual ~avings o[ around $2,000,000.
o-ops have also served to r edu ce commissions 2 per cent or 3 per
cent, which have netted savings of 50 per cent on cost of sales. In like
manner, had debt charges have been reduced from 5 per cent to Jess
than 1/250th of 1 per cent, according to reports coming from one of
the large fruit growers' exchanges.
Co-operative group-action has been the means of bringing about
a better price for products sold. One r eason for the increase in price
Is due largely to the co-operative being a ble to place on the market a
standardized product of a known quantity and quality as com pared to
that ensuing from individual effort. Also contribu ting to this increase
In price Is the more efficient di stribution of products which prevents
the glutting of the market at any one point and the resulting low
prices. In addition, the large volume of commoditi es made available
for sale through organized effort oftentimes brings better prices, a~
is brought out In a release by the Farm Security Administration al
of May 26, 1939.
"In an experiment conducted at Prairie Farms, the co-operative
association paid each client the full market price for cottonseed at
the time of delivery. When a carlot was accumulated by the cooperative, It was sold to th e highest bidder, the clients earning over
$7 per ton In excess dividends through this procedure.
"The Farm Security Administration finances clients who produce
approximately hnlf a million bales of cotton in the South. Should this
program be accepted and carried by all the FSA clients, the 250,000
tons of seed from this cotton sold at $7 a ton, would bring these farmers
a profit of one and three-fourths million dollars."
According to 1930 Census data, Negro farm operators raised 32-6
per cent of the total cottonseed produced in sixteen cotton-producing
st ates. The quantity of seed-cotton produced amounted to 2,175, 435
tons. Even a small portion of the cottonseed sold co-operatively al
$ 2 per ton above wagon prices would have meant substantial savings
In excess dividends. However, according to the Census report, onl:11
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1.1 per cent of the colored farm operators reported sales through
farmers' co-operative organizations.
Selling co-operatively usually brings about a larger total income
to the co-operator due to better prices for products; reduction in cost
of marketing; increased demand for commodities handled by the cooperative; and money for labor paid to families of members of the
association.
When people begin to co-operate in selling one product, the idea
soon spreads to selling together other commodities. Often they initiate
new industries that develop inherent talents and utilize local products.
Such was the case of the people in the mountain region of western
North Carolina, as shown by the following example:
"Smoky Mountain women folks are not idle-and they are
contributing more and more to the family larder through their
home industries activities. The home industries department of
the Federation bas developed knitting, sewing, the making of
rugs, baskets, ironwork and woodwork, and canning to add to
the family income."
Buying clubs, co-op stores, and other co-operative efforts have
been organized by low-income groups as a means of reducing their
living costs. Lower prices of foods, household needs, and services
have helped the family of moderate means to stretch its buying power.
The idea is steadily expanding and more low-income families are
gradually learning the rudiments of pooling their dimes, quarters, and
dollars into a group concern which will buy to advantage. Patronage
returns or dividends on purchases to members has likewise contributed
to increasing the buying power of the members of the co-operative association.
Through combined purchasing, the little farmer has a chance to
secure the benefits of buying at wholesale prices seed, fertilizer, household and other supplies, thereby getting better quality at lower prices.
Through this same type of action, the small farmer is able to secure
services of heavy farm machinery and other equipment generally
available on the larger plantations, and serving as his only means of
competing with the many largee-scale farm operators. Such equipment as the following can be made easily accessible to the small
grower or rancher through mutual self-help: Tractors, combine
~arvesters, grist mills, fertilizer and lime spreaders, spraying tools,
ay balers and mowers.
Some farm communities have seen the advantage of buying co?erativeJy good bulls, i:;tallions, boars, and jacks, thus resulting in
letter livestock and larger income. Other ventures lo improve needed
service to farm operators include co-operative repair of farm tools
and machinery; sending produce to market by a mutually owned
truck.• a n d co-operative use of a vetermarian.
.
.
In order for our people to enjoy more fully the economic advant~ges of co-operative buyina and selling, careful consideration need be
given t o th e followmg:
.
"'
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1. The development of a co-operative educational program which
is not only basic to creating a co-operative consciousness but also
essential to the Cull enjoyment of the advantages of the movement.
2. The joining of existing co-operative organizations in local communities.
3. Increasing the scope of our co-operative activities along consumer lin es, and gradually growing into the producer phase.
4.
lose tie-in and co-ordination of the activities of thrift, consum r, and producer co-ops.
5. Existing co-ops and others to be organized at some future time
need make use of servi ces and facilities of co-operative wholesale organizations.
A co-operative educational program regarding group buying and
selling may be best carried out through a well-organized, systematic
study program which attempt· 10 give the group concerned an understanding or consumer and producer co-operation, organizational procedure, methods of operation, and parli ipation in the venture being
studi cl. Such a program may be undertaken by members of a church;
r sidents of a rural or urban community; students in elementary
school s, high school s, and colleges; members of a 4-H club; students
enroll cl in vocational agriculture classes; or civic and other clubs.
In the South, where most Negro farmers are found, consumer purchasing and marketing co-o peratives have not developed as rapidly
as has b en the case in ome other section of the country. However,
where the organizations are in operation and they provide for participation of colored farmers on an equitable and fair basis, they should
lake advantage of the servi ces available.
Al the present time our greatest opportunity for group action,
other than with credit unions, seems to be in the consumer rather
than th producer field. My first reason for this assumption is based
on the experiences of other similar groups. A second r eason is round
in the potential consumer buying power of the eg ro. The egro's
buying power is more readily appreciated when we realize according
to the 1935-36 figures rel eased by the ational Resources C'ommitlecthat approximately three-fourths or the colored families spent 50.2 per
cent of their income for food; 24.4 per cent for housing; 11.4 per cent
for houfiehold operation; 10 per cent for clothing; or a total of 96
per cent for four items of expense. Another reason is the fact tbat
consumer group-action is less difficult to get under way and offers
th best opportunity for increasing the scope of our co-operative ac·
tivities and growing gradually and more extensively into the producer
field.

In order to secu re the fullest economic and other advantages of
buying and selling, there is need for a close tie-up and co-ordination
between co-operative associations or the selling and purchasing type,
and co-op ralive thrift. The thrift organization may serve the purpose
for small amounts of <'ash needed by each organization for its own
functioning ancl by its members in their participation. The selling

co-op may supply commot.lities to the consumer organization, a:1d both
associations may invest part of their su rplus funds in the credit union
until needed for expansion or other purposes.
Co-operative wholesale associations have developed quite rapidly
during the past few years. They make available in the local consumer
co-op many types of services, including advice in store layout and in
merchandising, a variety of educational material for use among the
members, assistance in setting up the books, expert auditing, and the
help of experts in solving its problems. In recent years some organizations have expanded into the field of production and processing.
In 1939, nearly 2,400 "retail associations were members of consumers'
co-ops wholesales." Our existing co-operatives and others to be organized at some future time should make use of the services and
facilities or co-operative wholesale organizations.
"Co-operative action is an evolutionary, Amer:..:an, Christian way
to accomplish such change1> as are needed to bring ju stice to the
masses, eliminate the causes of war, and increa se peace and good will
among the people of the world. People have in their own hands thfl
tools and the power to fashion their own social and economic destiny;
those tools and power can be fruitful only if the people will organize
lo use them. For the present, there appears no movement with more
potentialities for economic and social improvement than consumer cooperation." Let our people tie-in and cu-ordinate this movement with
the thrift and produce r aspects, learn more about all of them, and we
will contribute much in helping to "build a social order where every
man may live a more abundant and mor e dignified life."
}'ACULTY-STCUE 'T

CO-OPERA'flVE EN'l'EJU'JUSES- l'RO,TEC'l'S
I~ EDl:CA TION

J. H. Gadson, Jr., Cashier Georgia State Industrial College
Less than 100 years ago, in 1844, twenty-eight impoverished
~eavers in the town of Rochdale, England, began consumer co-operation as it is known today. Their co-operative enterprise, called ~be
Rochdale Society of Equitable Pioneers was founded on the followmg
Principles:
1· Capital for operating the society was to be supplied by its
members.
2· Each member was to be allowed one vote regardless of tbe
amount of his investment.
3· A small rate of interest was to be paid on the inveS t ment of
each member.
4· Patronage dividends were to be paid according to th e purchases
macte by the members from their store.
.
5· All merchandise was to be sold for cash at market prices. Th~
CO-operative movement has had tremendous grow th · It has sprea
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all over the world. Today there are 465,000 co-operative societies
with a membership of more than 139,000,000 people.
As educators of egro youth, we should be interested in the cooperative movement for two reasons. First, to see if it contains any
ideas or suggestions for raising the economic status of an underprivileged people, and secondly, granting that the first is true, to devise ways and means for effectively educating our students as to the
merits of It.
Let us then at the outset examine the co-operative Idea as a
minority technique for raising the economic status of our group.
Casual observation shows that the Negro is not being integrated, to
any great extent, into the general business life of our communities.
He Is therefore, compelled to work, for the most part, in his own business establishments if he desires a business career.
At least three factors hamper the Negro in successfully operating business enterprises. They are: (1) lack of sufficient capital to
properly stock and equip his establishment, (2) lack of proper experience and training, and (3) lack of patronage.
The co-operative offers at least a partial solution to these difficulties. In the first place, when several inuividuals combine to organize
and operate a co-operative, considerable capital can be raised through
the contributions of modest sums. 600 people investing $10.00 each in
a co-operative will produce a capital of $5,000.00. On the other band
it would be difficult to find many Negroes who are willing to Invest
this sum individually.
The co-operative enterprise offers much opportunity for gaining
experience and training in the fields of Merchandising, Accounting,
Personnel Management, and Finance, for these principles are the same
regardless of the type of business.
Finally, the co-operative enterprise does not have to undergo
great expense and effort to seek patronage because the members are
pledged to support their organization. If the membership is sufficiently large, the co-operative enterprh,e will be relieved of the necessity of spending much time and effort in attracting patrons to its
st0 re. Competition from other stores hurts egro business often because our establishments cannot meet their prices. The co-operative
g!ves its members an opportunity to buy at cost, thus making it possible for the store to compete. This also helps our race by allow·
Ing consumers to stretch farther their small incomes.
ow if we agree that the co-operative oilers possibilities for
raising the economic status of our group, the next question is "IJoW
can th e school best impart the virtues of the co-operative to Its
student?"
The flrst step in formulating and carrying out such a progr~Ol
is to teach the student the meaning of consumer co-operation. This
can be done in the classroom through ,.tudy clubs and forums. Up
to th1 s stage the students will i1ave learn;d the theory of consumer cooperation. In my judgment this is not enough.
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In addition to trainmg in the theory, I think It necessary to give
practical instruction through Faculty-Student Co-operative Enterprises.
In an attempt to find the extent of co-operative efforts at Negro
Colleges, a questionnaire was recently sent lo seventy-five colleges.
To date, forty-five of these colleges have replied showing that there
are three consumer co-operative enterprises owned and operated by the
faculty and students of their colleges.
These are located at Paine College, Augusta, Georgia; Dillard
University, New Orleans, Louisiana; and Georgia State College, Industrial College, Georgia. All of these co-operatives are reportedly
based on Rochdale principles.
The co-operative enterprise at Paine College has eighty members of whom seventy-five are students and five are teachers. This
enterprise is a "Food and Eat Shop" which began operation during the
fall or 1940.
Dillard University's co-operative enterprise, organized four years
ago, reported a membership of ninety-four of which seventy-six are
students and eighteen are teachers. In this co-operative student supplies are sold. Sales for 1939 exceed<'d $3,000.00 and a dividend of 5
per cent was paid to the members.
At Georgia State College, Industrial College, Georgia, President
Hubert has been an ardent supporter of the co-operative. Eight years
ago, under his guidance, teachers and students of the college organized
The Community Co-operative Store at the Log Cabin Center, Mayfield,
Georgia. This store not only serves that agricultural community by
reducing the cost of merchandise to its inhabitants, but it also serves
as a market for the purchase and sale of agricultural products or
farmers of this area.
As an outgrowth of the work . tarted at tbe Log Cabin Center and
operating largely on the basis or experience gained through this enterprise, the students and teachers of the Georgia State College began
to think seriously about a co-operative venture for themselves. For
several years students at the College bad sold peanuts, candies, a nd
drinks for recreational purposes at the games and other social affairs.
The suggestion was made that a central location be found where
a st udent store could be operated for the convenience of all. A small
Place on the ampus was first located. Two young women st uden\
began supplying the needs of other students. Soon it was fou nd th a
th ere was a real need for some institution of this kind. On December lO, 1935, 64 students and faculty members met toge th er a nd organized the Georgia State College Co-operative Association._ The
capital Investment at the beginning was $32.80, from membership r e~
Paid at the time. From the bi>ginning there has been a st eady growl h
and I11 t erest manifested in this co-operative
. venture 00 the part of botht
stnd ents and teachers At first there was more active st udent suppor
tha th
·
hen the faculty
n ere was support Crom the faculty, but later w
Ith
became conscious of the great good that could be accomplished w
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such a venture, practically every member of the staff voluntarily
joined the co-operative.
The initial unit to begin operation was the College Co-op Shoppe.
This store was located in a small six by eight room off the camp us ~o
that it would have to pay taxes and meet the competition of the neighborhood establishments. During the first year of operation, the
Shoppe did a gross busines of $1,440.00. The store soon outgrew its
quarter and as a result, it now occupies the space that was previously
taken by three stores. At the present time there are five departments:
Bookstore, a(eteria, Clothing and notions, Confectionery, and Filling
Station. The eq uipm ent is valued at $3,000.00 and the stock of merchandise at $1,500.00. Sales for the latest fiscal year exceeded $12,000.00, a 10 per cent dividend was paid last May.
The membership or the As ociation has now reached 391, and
is composed or 44 faculty members and 347 students.
The Association adhe res stri ctly to Rochdale principles. A board
or directors comprised of 12 students and teachers decides its policitJs.
Shares cost $1.00 each. Any additional capital contribution above the
$1.00 membership fee goes into a loan fund which bears interest and is
s ubj ect to withdrawal by member& upon request. Each member bas
one vote regardless of the amount of his investment. Merchandise is
sold [or cash at market prices.
Although we feel that we have been somewhat successful in this
venture, yet we think it necess:Jry to bring to your attention at least
two of the handicaps that we have encountered. One is the difficulty of
obtaining competent managers- that i , persons who know merchandising. The other is the los that comes from sales on credit. In th is
matter we have found it most profitable to stick to the Rochdale principles of sales for cash only.
'fhere are two other co-operative enterprises on our campus. Both
are housing projects; one is operated by students, and the other, by
faculty members. The students have been able to reed and hou::e
themselves for less than $ .00 a month each.
The future plans or the G orgia State College o-cperative As·
sociation include the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Beauty parlor and barber shop.
Moving picture theatre.
Expansion of present store to include groceries and meats.
Dry cl aning plant.
Roadside farmer's market.

The expansion of our present store to include groceries and meats
wlll permit the faculty members and their families to stretch farther
their incomes and at the same time provide an object lesson in cooperation for the students to follow.
In starting th roadside market, we are attempting to do three
things: Provide a market for our agricultural students who carry on
poultry, dairy, swine, and other projects, to assist the farmers in our
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community in the marketing of their crops; and to train our agricultural students to become "co-op minded" so th,it after leaving school
they might go out into their various communities and organize producer's co-operatives.
Already we are beginning to see some tangible results from our
co-operative effort at Georgia State Coll ege. Our students are learning the true meaning of co-operation in a practical way. They ar0
tying up their cla sroom theory with actual experience in co-operation.
Our campus co-operative enterprise also serves as a laborato ry for
the training and development of students who plan to follow business
careers whether in the field o[ co-operative endeavor or otherwise.
One difficulty often faced by the Negro business students i the lack
of opportunity for suitable apprenticeship while they are studying the
theory of business. There are usually very few acceptable busine ~
enterprises located near the campus in which they may test their classroom ideas. The Faculty-Student Co-operative Enterprise can supply
lhis need.
nder the clo e supervision of the department of business,
the student can serve as salesman, accountant, buyer, or manager.
At Georgia State College, thP f'tudents laking business subjects installed the bookkeeping and inventory system at the College Co-op
Shoppe and have worked out projects in advertising, buying, and selling. This training has proved helpful to rome of the tudents who
have gone into business for themselves.
The influence of the succes. ful •ampus co-operative will not be
limited to the campus. Since the organization of the co-operative enterprise at Georgia State College, two other nearby communities have
st arted co-operatives. Some of the citizens of Savannah have organized a co-operative buying club with the expectation of opening a cooperative store at a later date.
The stud nts and teachers of Dorchester Academy have organized
a co-operative store. One of the prominent figures in the organization
of th e co-operative enterpri£e at Paine College Is a former student or
Georgia State College.
There are 360 business establishments owned and operated by
~egroes in Savannah, Georgia. Three years ago, the College ~l'aS
lllS t rumental in organizing many of the owners of these e5t abhSl'.ments into the Savannah Business Improvement Association. It is
our Plan and desire to encourage co-operative buying among th ese
businesses in order that they might enjoy the economies of large-scale
buying and thereby be in better position to compete wi t il th e larger
stores.
I n conclusion the campus co-operative
.
en t erpn·se • along with
classroom instruction in consumer co-operation, and st udy grot'.ps, can
serve
.
.
fit to be gamed by
as a traming center for spreadmg the bene s
.
lhe N
.
h the co-operative
egro m raising his economic status tilroug
rnovernent. By the time the tudent graduates, he will have becom:
so th oroughly saturated with the co-operative idea th at he can go ou
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and teach its principles to the masses of our group. By co-operative
buying and selling on the campus, the students and faculty will bu
able to stretch farther their income. The co-operative enterprise can
serve as a business laboratory for students and lastly, the college can
use its co-operative efforts as a means for spreading its influence into
the community outside of the campus walls.

"'.l'llE DEMOCRATIC IDEAL AND TUE NEGRO"
Rayford W. Logan
Pro[essor of History, Howard University
I am very happy to have this opportunity ·and privilege to discuss
"The Democratic Ideal and the Negro." Less than a year ago I was
a member o[ a mixed panel in Washington, D. C., that considered
the topic, "Education for Living in a Democracy." I have not yet,
recovered [rom my astonishment. The participants, with one exception, had apparently conspired to talk about everything except the
Negro in the United States. "Character" proved to be the most convenient fire-escape by which the participants rescued themselves from
any re[erence, however remote, to the burning issue of the problems
o[ education as they affect the 1 egro in the socalled democracy of the
United States in 1940. The panel, in brief, was one of the most tragic
farces that I have recently witnessed. You should, there[ore, congratulate yourselves for having had the courage to include in your
program lhe subject that is basic to all your deliberations.
What do I understand by "The Democratic Ideal~" I am not so
bolcl as was the speaker who proclaimed that he was going "to define
the indefinable, explain the inexplicable, weight the imponderable, anci
unscrew the inscrutable." With great modesty I offer this definition.
The democratic Ideal is a nation in which all of the people have an
equal opportunity to develop to the [ullest, their personality and their
abilities and an equal opportunity to exercise that personality and
those abilities to the best interests of the nation's.
Now, we might as well recognize from the beginning that this ideal
has never been achieved. There never has been a democracy, there
is none now, and in the ascertainable future there will be none. Many
writers, It is true, assert that democracy had its origins in the Greek
city states. Even the President of the United States, in his ArmisticP
Day address, committed this error, an error that is probably the mother
or most of the wishful thinking throughout the ages about democracy.
D mocracy Is supposed to mean government by the people. Are
women people? Women had no voice in the Athenian "democracy."
Arc aliens P ople? Aliens had no voice in the Athenian "democracy."
Are slaves P ople? Slaves had no voice in the Athenian "democracy."
In brief, probably not more than one-twentieth of the adult population
had any voice In gov rnment.
Since classical antiquity these have been the three principal
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elements- women , aliens, and slaves- that have sought to achieve
political d moc racy. Women of the dominant race vote freely. They
have so many jobs in the departments of the fc<leral government that
Washington is a bachelor's paradise. Th y have not yet equality in
the highest el ective and administrali e brackets. If, however, one
wished to be facetious, he might prophesy that it is only a question
or time before a malority of women in the House of Representatives
will have a chance to show in fact that the hand that rocks the
cradle rules th e nation. Even the sacred labyrinths of the diplomatic
corps, where secrecy is supposed to be the watchword, have been
invaded by ladies. It may well be that eventually the female figure
representing blind justice will be perrnnifle<l by a Madame Justice
on the bench of th e United States Supreme Court.
Similarly, aliens have been accorded an unusually liberal treatment in this country. Their fight has not been easy. Even in colonial
days there was opposition to foreigners. The Alien Acts of 1798 are
probably recalled by erstwhile students who have forgotten that they
contributed to the defeat of the Federalist Party that sponsored them.
In spite of that fact, antagonism against the foreigners staged a sturdy
revival in the first half of the nineteenth century. Although the
Protestant Crusade, as ignoble as many other crueades, was aimed
ostensibly at Catholics, it was used as springboard for the denunciation of all aliens. Few persons know, incidentally, that Samuel F. G.
Morse was one of the most rabid leaders in this Native American
crusade of intolerance.
The American Civil War and Reconstruction diverted this bitterness to the Negro. But the 1920's saw another enthusiastic revival
of anti-foreign propaganda. Flven today there are many organizations
th at preach the doctrines of hatred of the foreigners that has been one
of the main currents and undercurrents of American thought.
In spite of this long history of Native Americanism, aliens in th is
· ·1 ~g e and
country enjoy today an unusual amount of political prm
Power. Catholics and Jews hold important posts in the cabmet a nd
sit on the Supreme Court. Candidates for elective office delib~rately
appeal to the foreign vote It is easy for aliens to become citizens
of the United States. More~ver and I ask that you note th is carefully
beca use some person have challenged
'
the accuracy 0 r this statement.
''In a few states we have the peculiar anomaly of foreigner ' who
have announced their intention of becoming citizens (but who have
not Yet received their citizenship papers) bemg
.
perm itted to vote tford
state and even national officers." You will find the sentence juS t quo ed
in th e fifth edition of Charles A. Beard's American Government an
Politics p 124
T ' ·
·
St t
have attained a
hus, women and aliens in the United
a es
th
ra th er full measure of political equality. Only th e th ir_d
a;
descendants of slaves have been denied this boon. 1 reallz_et d aStates
on dangerous ground' in mentioning slavery JD
· the Um e d nosa·
Some educators contend that the best way to remove our am

g;:uti
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hereditas is to refrain from any discussion or the subject. It is evident, however, that while they remain silent, others gain wealth and
fame by portraying the "beauty" of slavery and the "horror" of Reconstruction. In the second place, the fact that most of us are decendants or egroes who were emancipated fewer than eighty years
is the basic cause of our plight, our own attitudes and those of the
dominant majority.
There are, however, two other reasons-both generally overlooked
- why the Democracy or the United States has not yet opened its gates
to the Negro. I am convinced, as the result of careful research,
that the American Colonization Society was one of the most persistent
and vicious purveyors of prejudice against the free Negroes of the
orth in the period prior to the American
ivil War. This supposedly benevolent organization may have been inspired in the beginning by the most altruistic motives with respect to the Negro. But in
proportion as the efforts to deport Negroes encountered the opposition
or free Negroes and of abolitionists, in proportion as the Society failed
to obtain adequate financial su pport from the Federal Government and
from individuals, in that same proportion its vilification of free Ne•
groes increased. "Morbid excrescence" came to be the pet phrase or
th se so-called friends of the 'egro. Members or the Society contin ued
to hurl epithets at free egroes in spite of warnings from its own
members. When even their tirades failed to convince many fr e ·egroes that they should leave this country, the colonization society took
the position that God had ordained the United Slates as a country for
white men. Th y declared that the famous assertion in the Declaration or Independence, "All men are creat d equal" could never be realized so long as Negroes lived m the Unitecl States.
o far as I know, no one up to this time has pointed out the
striking similarity between the language of the Native Americans
against foreigners on the one hand and that of
olonizalionisls
against free Negroes on the other. Nor has anyone, I believe, pre1•iously revealed the tie-up between the Native Americans and the
olonizationists. Samuel F. B. Morse, to mention only one, hated the
, ·egro as rabidly as he hated for igners. All of this anti- 'egro propa·
ganda contributed mightily to attitucles that help us to understand
the feeling in the North against the free 'egro prior to the ivil War
and the relative ase with which emissaries from the outh in our own
day have won Northerners to their point of view. When Chief Justice
Taney in the Dred Scott Decision summarized the attitude of thti
American P Opie in the frequently misunclerstood generalization, ".Negro s have no rights that the white man is bound to respect," he expressed a conclusion that the alleg d friends or the fr ee Negro had
helped to establish. The second Ku Klux Klan, that or our own day,
st ms dir ctly from the Native Americans and the American olonizationlsts. I shall not go so far as lo say that Hitler got his anthropological nonsense from the American olonization So iety. But I have
b 11 struck by the fact that the epithets used by Hitler against the
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Negro in Mein Kampf are amazingly similar to those used by a German
writer in the 1850's and that the vilification used by this German
writer bore a striking resemblance to the denunciations of Negroes by
members of the American Colonization ::lociety.
The second force that has helped to prevent this realization of
the Democratic Ideal for the Negro in the United States has been, I
regret to say, one of the very elements that has achived political democracy, namely, the alien. Here again, let us look at a delicate subject dispassionately. Some of my friends take the position that we
should never, under any circumstances, criticize foreigners. This
position seems to me to be very short-sighted. We criticize and even
denounce native-born Americans when they maltreat the Negro. Since
my friends insist upon equality for aliens, I demand that they be subjected to the same relentless criticism that we aim at nativeborn
Americans. I realize that ome of these aliens-Karl Follen, Lieber,
Schurz, Jacob Riis- have been great Liberals. But you know as well
as I do that all too many of these aliens have readily adopted nativeAmerican attitudes toward the Negro. I have frequently received more
courteous treatment by the grandsons and granddaughters of slaveholders in Atlanta, Georgia, than I have from refugees in Washington
and Baltimore who have fled to this country to escape persecution in
Europe.
This is no new development. For abundant proof I refer you to
th e works of Dr. Carter G. Woodson, especially his "Century of Negro
Migration," and to those of Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, especially his "The
Philadelphia egro" and his "Black Reconstruction." Oliver Cromwell,
in brief, was universally right when he declared: "Every sect sai th ,
'Give me liberty' but give it to them and to their death they will deny
it to any one else.''
Our brief excursion into history will help us to understand why
th e task or gaining political democracy for the Negro bas been so
~ifficult. But it will also make clear that the presence of the Negro
10 th
e United States is necessary to the consummation of the Democratic Ideal. Indeed, if I were so sure or the inscrutable wisdom of
Divine Providence as were the Colonizationists, I should proclaim th at
God decreed the failure of their movement so that the United states
would be compellen to try the experiment of a real Democracy.
Suppose for a moment that there were no Catholics, no Jews, no
foreigners, in the United States. Under those circumstances, it would
be rel a t·ively easy to create a representative
. democra cy· Even the
Presence of Catholics Jews and foreigners does not greatly waken
the unlted States when' she preens
'
herself before Germany, Ita ly ' RusSia, Japan and Latin America as the last stronghold of democracy. But
the p0 1.
s tbern States
ltical plight of eight millions of egroes Ill our ou
~akes this nation the laughing stock of anyone with th e courage to
00 th
k e facts squarely in the face.
Ivel dlsFor, mark you well the Negro in the South is more effect
Yti
rranchi
'
t Reconstruc on
sed today than he bas ever been since the Grea
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Acts of 1867 first gave him the suffrage. The deplorable thing is that
disfranchisement is the result of a unanimous decision of the United
States Supreme Court at a time when there were two Jews and one
Catholic sitting on this, the highest tribunal of justice in the land.
As a result of this decision, Grovey v. Townsend in 1935, the South
is as politically Fascist as is Italy, Russia or Germany. By political
Fascism I mean a system that gives the suffrage to only one party
and that rigidly restricts membership in that party. In Italy, only
Fascists may vote and membership In the party is rigidly restricted.
In Germany, only National Socialists may vote and membership in the
party is rigidly restricted. In Russia, only ommunists may vote and
m mbershlp in that party is rigidly restricted. In the South only
Democrats have any effective vote and only whites may, in general,
vote in the Democratic primary.
Soon after the Supreme Court hancled down Grovey v. Townsend I
advocated bringing a new case before the court. There must be some
argument that will convince the court that denial of the right to participate in a primary that is tantamount to election is a violaion of
either the fourteenth or the fifteenth amendment. The AA P is at
the present time preparing a new case in Texas. I am optimistic
enough to believe that there is an even chance to obtain a reversal of
Grovey v. Townsend. There are five new members on the court. 'rhe
decisions of the new court give us much hope. We need mention only
those In the Norfolk ase and in the Chicago Segregation Case, the
latter of which was rendered yesterday. While, of course, the detailed
decision Is not available, the summaries by even the Chicago dallles
Indicate a substantial victory for Democracy.
But would a reversal of Grovey v. Townsend assure political democracy In the South? We all realize that decisions of the Supreme
ourt or any other order handed down from Washington will not suffice to change deep rooted attitudes. In order to ascertain how wllllng Southern opinion is to grant the Negro an effective ballot, I havtJ
conducted a survey the results of which are published in the pamphlet,
"The Attitude or the Southern White Press Toward egro Suffrage,
1932-1940." The points of view expressed in some one hundred sixty
editorials, news articles, and letters culled from thirty-six of the most
representative newspapers must chill the optimism of any who see In
the near future the solution of one of the South's most difficult problems.
You have observed, of course, that I have limited this discussion
to polltlcal d mocracy. I am fully aware that political democracy Is
no panacea; that social democracy, Industrial democracy, and cultural
democracy are equally important. But social democracy will, In all
probablllty, be the last to be achieved even among Negroes. If I had
xamlnecl Industrial democracy, I should have been compelled to devote all my time to trying to answer the question: Is it possible to
have Industrial democracy In a capitalistic country? Economists like
my good friend Dr. Robert Weaver or Dr. Wllllam H. Dean, Jr., are so
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much more competent to discuss this topic that I refrain from it in the
presence of the one and the absence of the other. Nor do I venture to
discuss cultural democracy. I shall have to leave that to a dear lady
who, in the midst of a dance seriously assured me: "I just love culture."
The last part of this address considers the transcendental importance of the Democratic Ideal and the egro at this hour. This is
the fourth time that the United States has announced its intentions
o( giving to others the blessings of American democracy. The High
Priest of the First Crusade was the staunch advocate of slavery, John
C. alhoun, whom I have dubbed the meanest man in American history. William B. McKinley, Marc Hanna's henchman, was the Sugar
Daddy or the Second Crusade. Woodrow Wilrnn, the Knight Paladin
of the Third Crusade, was denied the retribution that came to eville
Chamberlain, a full realization of the disaster that awaits any crusade
based upon compromise with the very evils against which the crusade
is launched. What fate await the Fourth rusade under the leadership of President Franklin n. Roosevelt?
You notice that I have attached to his name no adjective that
would prejudge his crusade. 'rhere is yet time (or him to give fuller
expression than he has already done to acts that would promote the
achievement or democracy for more than twelve million loyal American
~itizens. We gladly tabulate his appointment of the first I egro general
m the history of the United States. We are pleased that he personally
has intervened to assure calling to active service Negro Reserve Officers. And you will be pleased to know that it was one or your associate members, President Frederick D. Patterson who, after all other
efforts had failed, secured the appointment with the President o( the
United States that resulted in this order (I have with me the letter
slgnd by President Roosevelt which attests this fact.)
We count it as a step forward the (act that the Burke-Wadswor th
Bill declares that there must be no discrimination on account or race
or color in the induction and training or oldiers or in the interpr talion and administration of the Act. We recall that just as Dr. Em~ett J. Scott advised the Secretary of War in the First World War,
3~5t so Dean William Hastie has been appointed administrative as818tant to the Secretary of War even before we actively become a
?elligerent in the Second World War. And we are encouraged by two
1nnov t·
· ·s . a 10ns, the appointment of Dr. Robert Weaver as a d mini
th
nd
trative assistant in the office o[ Mr. Sidney B. Hillman a
e apP_ointment o[ Major Campbell C. Johnson as an admini st rative assistant t
o Mr. Clarence Dykstra.
D But th e debit side of the ledger is almost appalling. The Navy
t epartment remains adamant in its determination to re st rict Negroes
0 th0
messmen's branch. Perhaps we should feel elated th at Negroes
lllay wa·t
1 on officers as well as on enlisted men. We are no t yet .conv·
tbinced (subject to a trip that I plan to make tomorrow to Glenview)
at Neg
.
as others for
roes are actually receiving tralnmg the same
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military pilots. We lament the fact that the War Department has not
seen fit to permit the establishment o( a senior R. 0. T. C. unit in a
single colored land grant college. Parenthetically, I hope that the recent more liberal regulations with respect to the establishment of R.
O. T. C. units other than infantry will enable these land grant colleges to p~ovide for the training of more colored reserve officers.
When we look at the non-military phases the picture is no brighter.
Here is the picture as it presents itself lo the Committee on Participation or Negroes In the National Defense Program. The office of th<l
Commissioner of Education feels that there is no point in training
egroes ror national defense industries unless capital and labor will
permit them to work. The Comptroller General has no authority to
deny contracts to manufacturers who do not employ competent egroes. Mr. Hillman's office has apparently gone as far as it can when
It Issued instructions that there "should" be no discrimination on account of race or color. In brief there seems to be no one in Washington who has the power to make the states, manufacturers, or labor,
accord equitable participation by egroes in either training or jobs.
It would be an act of supererogration for me to accumulate evidence to prove to the Conference of Land Grant College Presidents the
obstructionist tactics of the directors of federal vocational training
in the states that have separate systems of education. The General
ounsel of the United States Chamber or Commerce told members or
my committee that be was not aware that employers discriminate
against Negroes. The Chamber has never even considered a policy
with respect to the employment of
egroes. The Chamber can
enunciate a policy only as the result of a referendum initiated by one
of Its constituent organizations or as the result of a vote at the annual
meeting In May. Individual employers declare that they would hire
egroes were It not for the objections of the labor unions.
Many labor unions on the other hand say that they would permit
Negroes to work were it not for the objections of employers. But you
know as well as I do that labor unions have frequently sought to limit
the training of apprentices in order to reduce the number of competitors for jobs and thereby keep up the high wages.
The net result Is that egroes in general are denied an equitable
opportunity for training and jobs.
Let us, finally, consider this situation against the background of
the Fourth American Crusade. There is a peculiar aspect of thi!!
'rusad · We are not trying to make the world, that is the white
world, rnfe for democracy. We are trying to defend democracy In the
Western Hemisphere. I pass quickly over the fact that some of these
Latin-American nations are veiled If not open dictatorships. What
principally concerns us Is the fitness of the United States to defend
d mocracy In those countries. One of our most distinguished colored
1 ad rs has gone so far as to state that the Negro minority in the
nlted States is a majority in the Western Hemisphere. This is an
exaggeration. It Is true, however, that of the 120 millions in Latin
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America, some 80 millions are Negroes, mulattoes, mestizos, Indians
and zambos. Can the United States that effectively disfranchises eight
millions of egroes, permit arrant and open discrimination against
Negroes in the naval ancl military establishments, in the training for
defense in industries and in employment in them, can that United
States rightly assum e that role of leadership in defending democracy
in the Western Hemis phere? Th e answer Is, o[ course, an unqualified O!
Obviously, there is not within the United tat s at the present lime
sufficient devotion to the Democratic Iclcal to increase greatly the
realization of that ideal as far as the egro is concerned. We must,
therefor e, conclud e that the honsepainter who has raised the swaztlka
over a large part of Europe is the most potent factor today in promoting democracy for the American 1eg ro. Only to the extent that
he makes our country u e us will she do so. I hang my head in shame
for my country. I shed a s ilent tear upon the graves of black boys
over whose bodies in France the while crosses stand row by row; I
repeat the famous couplet:
"If ye break faith with us who di d

We shall not sleep tho poppies grow in Flanders field."
But like you I dedicate myself again to the task so that they will
not have died in vain. Women and aliens have approached the Democratic ideal. We, too, ai, the shadow of the plantation becomes shorter
and dimmer, must continue the fight until all the American people have
an equal opportunity to develop their personality and their abilities
and exercise that personality and those abilities to the best interests
or lhe nation.

EDUCATIO

A 'D

ATIONAL DEFENSE

Robert C. Weaver
National Defense Council
Mr. hairman Ladies and Gentlemen I am highly appreciative or
lbe Privilege acco~d ed m e of addressing ~his gathering on the subject
of education and national defense. I am especially appreciative of th e
opportunity to speak on the ubject to an aRsociation of college presidents becau se national defense, to my way of thinking, is even less a
~alter of guns, planes, ships and soldiers than it is a matter of eclucaion- education in democracy For in these days of total warfare, of
Iller ·1
·
f
ci ess attacks on civilian populations of clashing ideologies, 0
contron d
'
h
as elseWher e and regimented public opinion, national defense ere
.
Wit e rnust become total defense. And total defense is impossible
hout a high morale among a people.
tor 'I'herefore, if we are arming to defend democracy, it is necessary
our People to understand what they are defending. And such un0
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derstanding and appreciation can on\y come from the practice of democracy, from the creation of a truly democratic way of life in the
home, in the schools, in the communities in which we live. And education- real education in democracy-is the key to this achievement.
Hence the importance of a gathering of this sort on the question or national defense. It is upon your sho ulders, and the shoulders of fellow
members of your profession, that the brunt of this monumental ta k
must fall. It is for you to explain to our people, young and old, that
America can only be strong when Americans are strong, that the
standard of living in this country-food, clothing, housing-essential
assets to our national morale are as important to the question of total
defense as are a two-ocean navy, an incomparable air force or a fully
mobilized military establishment.
This we must keep in mind when we consider the fact that our
Government is now engaged in the most extensive peace-time defense
program in the history of this country. Billions of dollars have been
appr priated for the mobilization of military and naval resource:, for
the increase of domestic production essential to armed and civilian
support, for the development of seagoing transportation, and for the
r alion of relations which will make possible the immediate concentration and utilization of all the vast resources of this land.
This stupendous task of making America impregnable from within,
as well as from without, is being directed by the Advisory ommisslon
to the Council of National Defense, a policy-making co-ordinating bodt
of seven commissioners appointed by the President of the Uniter!
tales. These commissioners are assigned to specific fields of national
d fense Industrial materials, production, labor, price stabilization,
agriculture, consumer protection and transportation. And their activities are so diversified-touching as they do every facet of our
American life that no one speaker could be expected to cover fully
the whole field of national defense in one address.
l•'rom the Inception of the national defense program, 'egroes have
been vitally interested in their possible role in the gigantic task racing
our country. Anxious, as are all Americans, to help safeguard the
benefits of our form of Government, we as a group have been cogni1.ant
ot our _11take, as this country's largest minority, in the preservation a nd
extension of these benefits. And one primary extension of interest to
all Negroes is the matter of equitable employment of members of our
group in the defense industries now being geared to unprecedented
production.
Since I happen to be employed in the Commission's Division of
Labor upply, as an administrative assistant I will attempt to confine
my dlscus11ion o[ national defense to this vit~l branch of the Commission's activity. The work of our section is concerned primarily wi th
th e training and placement of workers for defense industries. As you
know so well, these two functions are intimately associated. Thus, one
can speak ot training only when one conceives of job opportunities,
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and vice-ver sa. For our discussion we hall start with the more difficult or th ese two problems employment.
In discu sing this problem of racial em ployment, it is necessary
to have a slight statement or the problem where we are .concerned.
The matter or equitable employment of minority groups in defense
industries is mor than an issue of racial poli cy-in view of the worldwide development of total war. It is intimately associated with the
broad er qu estion of secu ring maximum production of necessary materials and equipment with the existing facto r s of production .
To achieve this maximum production o( materials, it will be necesary to exhaust the available sup pl y of all qualified workers, and in
instances where labor shortages threaten in certain fields, it will be
necessary lo shift some worker geog raphically and to train new
workers. The available supply of labo r cannot be utilized most effective ly without taking steps to facilitate the immed iate equitable employment of minority groups.
~ow how does this effect the Jegro worker? I don't think it is
necessary (or me to quote statistics to you to show that un empl oyment
has fallen with disproportionate inten sity upon Negro workers.
Equall y evident is the fact that r ecent r e-employment has absorbed
relatively fewer NC'gro workers Especia ll y has this industrial disPlacement stru k the 'egro worker in the orthern, far Western aud
reveral Southern regions. -~ net the re-em ploym ent of Negro skilled
workers as the placement records of the United States Employment
Services show has been especially difficult. The effect of this development is revealed in a study of skill ed Negro urban workers. This survey, conducted in 19:36, found 72.4 per cent of 78,000 skilled urban
1-egro workers employed in kill d occupations in 1930. Six years
later, on ly 51.6 per cent of these workers were then so employed.
urrc11t data show that th ere are many skilled Negro workers
available throu ghout the country. In some instances they are trained
fo r the very trades in \\ hich there are anticipated labor shortages.
~!any are workin g on WPA in other than skilleJ occupations. Others
a~e unem ployed; many are r egistered in other than skilled categories
Wilb the
nited States Employment Services.
ow we cannot apProach this prohlem of supplying the pre sing needs of industry without laking into account the whole existing labor supply. And with this
approach in mind, the ab orption of trained egro workers must follow as a .
n mevitable r e5u lt.
'!'his docR not mean however- and I am su re that none of us here
are
·
'
I
naive enough to beli eve-that the mere existence of a natlona
;mergeucy is going to abolish overnight the racial employment pat_erns th at have slowlv• but ~ teadily forced the egro worker out of th e
Illdu l .
in / rial life of the ation in many sections. We all know that even
1
to ie case of un skill ed Negro labor that some em ployers have r efused
use colored workers in any capacity aR long as white labor was
available
·
bere
and
· Today such white labor i available almost everyw
th e tendency still exists to postpone the u e of Negro workers.
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We know too that such a practice has tended to create in the minds of
white workers a vested interest In certain types of employment in certain Industries.
On the. other hand, we know this also. Sconer or later, in many
of these industries, the use of Negro labor, skilled and unskilled, will
be required. We have but to look back to our experience in the last
World War to know that this is RO. This Inevitable demand for Negro
labor may be occasioned by economic factors, it may be forced by political pressure, or it may be effected by social considerations whicli
will demand full participation of all elements of the population In the
defense program of a Jemocracy. But whatever the cause, it seems
certain to take place.
And since this is true, it is imperative that we establish an equitable pattern of racial employment at the outset of this defense program. If we do this now-and this is the job that the National Defense
Advisory Commission has undertaken wholeheartedly -we should find
that the difficulties of such a ta11-k should be infinitely less formidable
than that of altering an undesirable pattern in the future when economic, social or political forces dictate such a change.
Mr. Sidney Hillman, Commissioner in charge of the Division or
Labor, and other members of the ational Defense Advisory Commission are not unmindful of the lessons or the last World War. These
lessons are primarily these: First, when industry faces evidences of
a labor shortage it is anxious to employ all racial groups. Second,
Negro workers are atisfactory skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled
laborers in industry. And third, the sudden unguided and unplanned
introduction of a large number of racially different recruits Into industry often causes conflict and reduced efficiency. So, with these
lessons in mind, there is little occasion for repetition in the present
situation of the more serious uifllculties which the sudden introduction
of Negro labor produced in industrial plants in the last World War. In
short, if we face the problem now, if we establish desirable employment patterns wbich will assure equitable racial participation froin
the start, we shall not only achieve true democracy in this field, but
shall also lay the groundwork for the maximum use of all our available labor supply.
Therefore, it is important that we here review the steps already
taken by the Commission to achieve these desirable results. Appropriately enough, the first step in establishing a non-discrimination
policy was taken in the field of training. This importance lies In the
fact that the Negro worker, in the past, has been faced with a vicious
circle in regard to certain skilled occupations. He has not been trained
for certain skilled positions because, ordinarily, there were no obvious
job opportunities for him in these trades. And he in turn could not get
skilled and semi-skilled jobs when they were open because he had not
been trained for such work. It is obvious that this Gordian Knot had
to be broken somewhPre, and the most logical place to do it was in
training.
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So, when the U. S. Office of Education initiated a nation-wide program of vocational education for defense industries early this summer,
the Defense Commission suggested that the Commissioner of Education announce officially that "In the expenditure of Federal funds for
vocational training for defense, there should be no discrimination on
account or race, creed or color."
The Commission went even further. When additional funds were
appropriated last month for an expanded training program in the public schools of the country, the legislation included the following provision, accepted at the behest or the National Defense Advisory Commission: "No trainee under the foregoing appropriations shall be discriminated against because of sex, race, or color; and where separate
schools are required by law for separate population groups, to the
extent needed for trainees of each such group, equitable provision shall
be made for facilities and training of like quality."
These provisions have significance in many directions. In the first
place, they represent the first instance in the history of the country
in which the Federal Government has specifically prohibited discriminatory practices in the expenditure or Federal funds for vocational ed ucation in schools of lesR than college grade.
And second ly and this ~hould be of signal importance to you assembled here-the law stipulates that in those states where there are
eparate schools for racial groups, "equitable provisions shall be made
for facilities and training of like quality," for each group restrict d to
such schools. And third, the non-discrimination provisions are significant because they hould form a ba is upon which equitable parlicipation in vocational education for defense Industries can be built.
In view of theRe points, it is needless for me to stress the fact
that it is of utmost importance that ·egroes take advantage or all
training opportunities which are available.
ertainiy a man who has
no job is no worse off if he tak s training to prepare him for types
of work in which we know there will be Iner asing cl mancls for workers. A minority group which has a repr s ntalive number of its m mbers trained for specific jobs is in a stronger posilion lo bargain for
new occupational opportunities because the larger th number th mor
desirable they become as a source or labor Ruppiy. Economic factors
alone will work for their inclusion in industrial mpioym nt.
We should approach the problem realistically however. We
should und erstand ourselves and make it clear to otherR that th
millenium will not be at hand merely because 'egro s s cur vocational training. The fact that 1\egroes ar train d doe not mean that
many of them will not encounter difficulties in finding jobs. On the
other band, certain factors noted above will b working in th Ir
favor.
But the ational Defense Advisory ('ommission has not I ft thiR
situation to economic forces alone. It has established pollci R and
procedures to meet and improve the situalion. Th first st P in this
direction was the inclusion in the stat ment of the Commission's an-
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nounced labor policy of a stipulation that "Workers should not be
discriminated against because or age, sex, race or color."
A second precedent-shattering step - one which you probably read
in the egro press a few weeks ago- was the securing from the
American Federation of Labor and the ongress of Industrial Organizations of a definite commitment that trade unions affiliated with
the two powerful labor organizations will carry out the ommission's
non-discrimination policy. Th us organized labor has assumed a
responsibility for seeing that
gro workers are not discriminated
against in defense employment. And at the present time the Labor
Division of the ommission is establishing machinery for the enforcement of these pronouncements or policy.
There is ample reason for this. The Commission realizes that no
policy is automatic in its operation. A mere tatement of policy Is
meaningless without a mechanism to check developments and facilitate
compliance. Therefore, as defense industries get under way, the Commission should become increasingly PITectlve in supporting and preceding economic factors in opening new door of economic opportunity to Negroes. By doing this in an orderly, planned fashion, we should
be able to reduce appreciably the social mal-adjustments which often
accompany sudden changes in racial occupation patterns. At the same
time we shall be serving national defense by extracting the maximum
use or our available and potential labor resources.
The Labor Division or the Defense ommission has done and is
doing its part to see that ~egroes share equitably in the employment
opportunities in defense industries. It is up to us- and especially up
to you as natural leaders in your various communities-to see that we
avail ourselves cf the tools provided to facilitate the employment of
Negroes in old and new categories.
Most important in this is the necessity of Negroes availing themselves of every opportunity to increase their occupational qualifications at a time when there will be an increasing demand for trained
workers. Once trained, we will be in a better position to demand our
rights under the laws and policies eff Pcting the defense program. And
in this activity we will not be without support. Economic forces will
be working in our behalf.
The Labor Division of the Defense Commission has committed itself to assist in securing equitable job opportunities for
egroes.
Organized labor is pledged to assume a responsibility that workers
will not be discriminated against because of race, creed or color. The
Labor Divi ·ion is establishing machinery to check and facilitate compliance with its policy. The law specifically states that we shall not
be barred from training opportunities in any part of the country. The
results we obtain will depend largely upon our own efforts.
ational defense is national preservation. It implies adequate
preparation for a possible emergency. As we face it, we must establish values which we feel are important. Negroes need job opportunities more than anything else. New jobs are being created, and it Is
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imperative that colored America be prepared to participate in defense industries. Educators have a grave responsibility to contribute
toward the preparation of our people for this industrial expansion .
First there must be adequate training; then there must be employment.
You who have so many young people looking to you for guidance
and advice are in a strategic position to transmit a realistic picture
of the future. Ily presenting a valid account of the present situation
and by contributing to the proper functioning of our defense activities
in a democratic manner you can render a real service to America.

HOW THE n SINES lUAN AND TUE EDGCA'l'OU. ill AY CO-Ol'ERATF. FOR GJtEATER J:FFICJENCY IX ::ITANAGF.::lrEN'r A~J)
SERVICE JN OL'lt n SINE, EX'rEnrm. E
Roscoe Dunjee, Editor The Black Dispatch
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
(Press Report)
"I can get individuals out of prison properly trained and mor
competent to do my ,,ork than J can sc ·ure from any Negro coll gc,"
was the startling statement maJe Thursday morning by Editor Rosco
Dunjee, publisher of the Black Dispatch, Oklahoma ity, Okla., before
the 1 th annual onference or Presidents or Negro Land Grant College, in session at th Metropolitan Community enter, 41st street and
South Parkway.
The Oklahoman, who along with Dr. F. n. Patterson, Tuskeger,
led in a panel discus1<ion, took for his subject, "How th Business Man
and the Edu ator May o- perate for Or ater Efficiency in Management and Service in Our Business J<;nterpris s."
The speaker then went on to tell his audience that he has secured
linotype operators, pressmen and photograph rs who l arned their
technical skills while "doing tlmr" In prison, but he was unabl to
secure the same type of employ e from schools in his own state.
"I do not come here to condemn anybody as a clas ," said the
speaker, "but I do indict a faulty sy1;te111 of education Negroes r c Ive
for which all of us should take ~ome blame. One does not have to
look very far or long in a survey of • 'egro Hf to r cognlz the fact
that there has b n nothing scientific or prop rly plann d about or
regarding the 'egro's cl velopm nt h r in the Unit d tat s.
"Our existen e has been somewhat of a hodg -podg som thing.
It might be likened to a kid playing with his blocks. Th kid works
for hours pilling his blocks with no notion whatso v r as to what
he is building.
"The Jong bitter struggl between the th orles of Book r T. Wa. hington and DuBois are still xtanl. WaHhlngton thought N gro s
sho uld build from the ground up while DuBois r ll that th propt•r
movement should be from th top down. I am h r to off r you th
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philosophy of my good friend, C. C. Spaulding, who in a epeech In
Houston, Texas, three years ago said, 'The only thing one may successfully start from the top is a ditch or a grave.'
" o one should assume that I today blame the egro teacher for
the conditions of which I complain. I think an honest estimate of the
Negro in the field of economics, politics, fraternal life and in education can be summed in the title or a song popular several years ago, 'I
Don't Know Where I'm Going But I'm On My Way.'
"Down in Oklahoma every section line, street and alley is filled
with young egro boys and girl who have completed a teacher's
training course. Hundreds of them are without jobs. They troop Into
my office seeking employment, but the truth is somebody is going to
have to die down in my slate before any one of these jobless teachers
may secure one of the good jobs. Even though we know this we every
year continue executing the vicious circle 'teaching others to teach
others to teach.'
"I wonder when the day will come when our educational system
will start producing individuals who will be the finished product, In
the sense that they will not feel that education is an end within itself,
but merely an instrumentality teaching p ople to secure~y and effectlve!y fit into life situations whatever the environment.
"Take my bu siness as an example," said the speaker; "for 2G
years I have had to convert my establishment into a kindergarten for
the 'egro youth employed then'. No Negro college has sent me a
single one prepared to do the task from which they extract a livelihood.
"Twenty years ago I purchased my first Jinotype machine. Several months later I located a youn.,. man down in Texas who had had
a little experience on a types tting machine. In two years' time he
developed Into a very competent Jinotype operator but had by th::i.!
time decided to go into business with his brother in Waco.
"I then employed another youth who soon became proficient in
handling the machine. Now the sum total of my efforts in four years
was this: I had produced two . egro linotype operators and they in
turn had destroyed my $3,800 investmei,t. I might go on and on to
talk about thousands of dollars I have lost in the intervening years
because Negro schools do not give black business men trained craftsmen or artisans furnished to white business men by white schools."
The speaker then told of a young man who came to him seeking
employment as a printer. "He Raid he was a graduate of Langston
University's printing department.
ow I knew the Langston University
printing department had no equipment in its plant comparable to mine.
so I sat the young man down and made him agree he could not work
in my shop by asking him whether he knew how to manipulate ao d
handle machinery he had never heard about. That young man is
ruined for life. He has lost faith in himself and in the value of the
training he received at Langston University.
"I understand and know the hardships which you as college
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presidents face. I know some of the obstacles in your path when you
start out to do what I suggest here. I know lhat white labor unions,
in the South especially, are determined lhat Negro youth shall not bf>
trained so as to throw Pgro youth into competition with white labor.
I know where the pressure is but my purpose here today, along with
Dr. Patterson and Dr. Walker, president of the ational 1 egro Business League, is to show you how imperative and necessary it is to remove these obstacles if Negro business is to prosper and grow. Negro
lrnsiness has struggled to a point where lhe Negro business man knows
with a great deal of clarity his needs. You must supply those needs
and necessities, and we must have not only this meeting but many
conferences before you will understand and comprehend the trend
education must take to serve the urgent needs of our economic structure."
The Oklahoma editor then pointed out that the current government defense program had exposed the utter lack of instructional
equipment in Negro schools. Langslon University and all but one
of our high schools in the Sconer Slate fail to measure up to the
standard set for defense training, said Dunjee.
"One college professor, in discussing the defense program, showed
his utter lack of vision when he inquired whal use could Negro youlh
put to training in the science and evaluation of melals. Well, I have
the answer to that question in a very convincing way. Down in my
town we have a egro by lhe name of W. J. Edwards. Twenty years
ago Mr. Edwards went to work in a junl< yard operated by a J w.
The Jew was lazy and taught Edwards the flue points regarding the
junking business in order that Mr. Edwards could do all the work. In
a few years Mr. Eel wards having I am eel how lo evaluate metalH,
moved across the street frcm llH' Jew and opened a junk yard of his
own. In the one year I hat Mussolini invaded Ethiopia our junk man
Edwards sold $200,000 worth of junk. It seems to me that our colleg s
could justify their continued f>Xi .t nee IC they would establish nothing
more than classes in junking. Th re Is not a city In America or 20,000 population where a Negro could not eventually become lndep ndently rich were he to engage In the junking business.
"Our schools should teach ownerfl of the land Its value b low the
surface. Surface values amount to little; It is what Is under the 1mrface that will make individual. immensely wealthy. Down In • ·orth
Carolina, near Duke University, a i 'egro ;;everal Y ars a~o ownrd l
farm. He gladly sold lht- farm for a few thousand dollars wh n officials at Duke University sought to pur has it. In th samr town
with Duke Un Iver ity is the , ·orth Carolina
allege for Negror.i<.
That egro school hould hav b n pr par d to aclvfs that blac1<
man that und r his farm Jay several million dollars worth or valunhl •
marble. In ev ry Negro coll ge today , 'egroes .·hould h tralnNI lo
protect the wealth owned by black cltlzrn!I under the soil - oil, gas,
zinc, granite, !Salt deposit!! and what not.
"Too many boys and girls are coming out of school with a Joh
0
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complex. They are all looking for white collar jobs, never realizing
that money far in access of what can be earned on a cramped job may
be acquired through the employment of their inventive genius and
through independently executing some necessary task alone.
"We have in my town a young man who is an electrician. Incidentally, I might say he secured his training in a white technical
r.chool. This young man, who~e name is Luper, came to Oklahoma
lty a few years ago without a penny in the world, but he Is a good
electrician. Today this same ~·oung man owns valuable Oklahoma
City property, motor trucks and has helpers who go into the most
exclusive white sections securing contracts for electrical construction. The same thing i po;;sible in the field of plumbing, painting,
cabinet makino- and what net. Let's fix a way in our educational process to fill our empty bellies and later deal more in the cultural side
of things."
The editor concluded by i:;aying he fell the challenge to egro colleges rested in the ability of those in control of school environment
to orient egro youth to the wonderful and lat ent Yalues to be exploited
in Negro life.
"We talk about jobs and the opportunity to work, but apparently
we do not r alize our earning power i'l wrapped up in our spending
power. J~very race group in America und erstands this except the Negro. Thi s results from our b'lckground in slavery which had no
ccientific underpinning.
"Negroes spend billicn s of dollars each year ju t to live but we
have developed no school of economy teaching us how to control and
make effective this economy. This is the job or the intellectual.
"And then there is the capital gains of the race. It is up to the
intellectual to harness it also. Only through proper orientation in
college life and through definite training in particular fields can this
vast reservoir of wealth be organized," Dunjee said. He told a story
regarding the riot &.t Tul ~a bearing on this important subject.
"Three days after the egroes wer turned out of the stockades
where they had been confined immediately following the riots of 1921
the Tulsa World, a great metropolitan daily in my state is authority
for the statement that three million dollars was withdrawn from the
Tulsa bank by Negroes.
"This is fairly representative of the hidden wealth piled up in
almost every Negro community of any size in America."
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Editorial-The Black Di 1iatcJ1- 0klahoma City, Okla., November 23,
19:10
Changing Educational l'atterus
"We must revamp our entire educational program. Our co ll eges
have become too acad emic," declared President J. B. Watson, presiden t
of Arkansas State
oll ege for
'egro es, last Thursday morning,
Chicago, immediately following an address cl liver cl by this writ r
dealing with the need for changing ed ucational pattern s in
egro
schools.
The impassioned addres. of Dr. Watso n was not co n curred in by
all of the presidents' of land grant co lleges, but w ca n say that a
majority of them did indicate their approval of lhe position taken by
the Arkansan.
"Students are not seri ous because l h teach rs are not seriouu.
Unquestionably our co lleges and our busine<is m ' II must get tog lh r ,
and I wonder wheth er we are willing to pay the price," c·ontin ued
President Watson.
Three years ago when this writer laun ch d a fight at Prairfi,
View, Texas, in an attempt to co rrect clucalional trend!\ in . 'egro
olleges we did not know that 'lUCh rapid progr .;i; could b made In
this direction, but from the reading of lh program of th 1 th Annual Co n ference of Pre~idents of NPgro Land Grant C'ollegei; on down
to the last m cm nt of the 1:<ession it was quite evident lo all that th
men who h ead land grant colleges in the South ar willing and anxious
to help solve lh problems of . 'egro business.
Onl y in this intelligent and ~ympathetic accord is the X gro rac•e
going to move out from the place where we now find our!w!l•eH. It
should b e patent to every one having discour~ to r ason that th
foolish liberal arts cour,:e majored in by mo:st school or high r 1 arning is doing nothing mor than i;wlnging Negro youth In mi<! air
where our young p eople are usel('!IS to thems Ives and the world.
tost
'eg r oes who alt nd college are mb- durated, for th slmpl reaRon
that no att ntion is given to fitting th<•m securely and c•ffrc·tlvely into
the environment wh ere th y must later liv '·
nding a • · gro youth
back home from college is pr tty mu<"h like the •t'fort or a f •ll0\\ who
attempts to jam a sq uare peg into a round hole.
One i s losing tim att mpting to tcac·h nwn in th mountains to
build dykes. Dyke building is a flat land • ci n<• . And lik wlH it
would be fooli sh to t ach men who !iv In torrid zone th ui.e of Ice
skates. People should be taught to conquer th ir living environment.
Any other ex penditure o[ fl'ort is useless and academic.
othing we say here i:;hou ld be ·onstruPd to mean that • ·e ro 'l!
are not entitled to a well roundeci out cultural llfl'. W know there
are those who will ru sh inti) th Corum to mi.·-lnterpr t our m anlng.
Negroes are entitled to all or the polish and r flnem nt of civilization.
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Our philosophy is that we shoL1ld not put the cart in front of the
hor se.
Dr. C orge Washington Carver say:-;, "J.;clucalion is understanding
relation ." We think this is the very best definition for education. If
Negroes could know the relation a full belly sustains to refinement
and good manners we would have less argument:-; regarding educational
trends and patterns.
o inclivlclual or race can get far from tht!
primitive or baser instincts so long as that Individual or race is hungry
and unsheltered. It makes small differences whether it is the king
on his throne or the man in the ditch basic economly re ·ts in food,
clothing and shelter. The e necessities come first and upon this
foundation culture and all of the higher Inclinations develop.
The egro must organize and cle,·elop bis economy with these
related factors in mind. The l\"cgro intellectual should remember the
philosophy of Frederick Douglass who said, "Men have in their own
hands the peaceful means by which they may put all of their moral,
political and economic enemies to flight if we will by patiently,
courageously and valliantly use them.
Within the portals of black life there Is everything necessary In
the way of job opportunities and tnclepenclent existence, but like
President Watson we wonder whether we are willing to pay the price
to find this gold ever present in human economy. We cannot find it
attempting to build from the top clown, we must build from the ground
up. Any other approach to the problem is foolish and absurd.
The hlcago meeting was a good start in the right direction. The
effort should not stop there. The fight should be carried by the Patterson Committee to every State Teachers' Association in the South
and from there it should spread into high school trends. The egro
bas reached a place in achieved citizenship where he knows what he
needs and what he must have with which to climb.

now

'l'UE lll SI F.SS IAN AN n 'l'JIE };I)( ICATOJt MAY C'0-01'}:RA'l'E }'OJt GREA'l'Jm E}'}'ICU:N('Y I~ MANAGEMENT A D 1mVICE I Ol U. BUSI 'E
E "'rE IU'RI E
Mrs. Preston Taylor
Funeral Director, Na hville, Tennessee

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am here to represent business women. The topic: "How the
~usiness Man and the Educator May Co-operate for Greater Efficiency
111
Management and Service in Our Business Enterprises," should be
r evised to include the business woman. My remarks shall be drawn
primari ly from the experiences I have had with a business which has
been going fo r over fifty-two years in the same city and at the same
place.

My late husband, Elder Preston Taylor was bor n in Sh r eveport,
Louisiana, November 7, 1847. He sp nt his ~arly days at a time when
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a meeting like this would be impossib le because there were no such
schools, colleges and universities as you repre ·ent today. My contribution to this panel, must, by necessity, be drawn from th philosophy
and the guiding principles which he used. You will pardon my referring to him, but, I feel that you can betler understand what I think
we should do in this matter of co-operation when we are enlightened
about what our pioneers have clone before us.
My husband was never privileged lo acquire a complete formal
education. At the tender age of seventeen he enlisted and fought in
the Civil War. After the war he became a stone cutter. He went to
Lexington and Louisville, Kentucky, seeking work but the feeling about
Negroes and whites working side by side closed the doors agai nst him.
He then appealed to the lowly, working egro and started in the contracting business. His first contract was to build a two-mile railroad,
running from Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, at a cost of $75,000. Being a
consecrated Christian, he felt the urge to preach and became the
national leader or the Disciples of Christ. Ile built their largest
church at Mt. Sterling and established a s hool at ew astle, Kentucky. He then came to Nashville, Tennessee, where he built Gay
Street Christian hurch and later, Lea Avenue Christian
hurch.
While he was pa toring and building these churches he ntered Into
the undertaking busin ess in 1 8. He also found lime to be a leader
in the Masonic and Odd J<,ellow Lodges. He purcha ·ed one hundr cl
and forty-two acres of land for a cemetery and with thei;e nterprises
he labored until he passed in 1931.
I relate these experiences to bring to you r attention that all of
these accomplishments were attained by a man who dared to labor in
a city of colleges populated by probably more educated egro s than
any place In America. The philosophy he used was:
1. The common man mui,t be made to fet•I that he ls a brother
and an integral part of the community.
2. People, common and educated, must get satisfactory ~ervico
at all times. He never talked or acted a11 if he were above his
clientele.
3. He kept accurate records of all transactions.
4. He never gouged or sold anything that the pt>ople did not want.
5. He always kept up with the lat ,;t and b st in his line.
6. He did not exact hugh profits from tran~acllons.
7. He would not abuse hi~ competitor·.
8. He did not cater to cla~s or caste.
9. He was always charitable to all.
10. He never resorted to trickery or chicanery.
11. He always tried to be Christian and reliabl .
With these principles tried for y ars and with the 1H1c<·r. s attained by him, I commend to you the above things which the educator
should Instill in the students. The impact of organized glamor and
exaggerated tastes exposed to our • 'egro college, ha!! manlfe ted ft!! •If
in larger charge accounts in the big storea and a tend ncy on th part
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of our elite to whiz by the egro business. When our educators will
integrate the Negro situation as it truly is in their theories of progress,
then the Negro business can become an important part or the ·egro
life.
As Dr. Abram Harris has pointed out, "In spite or the fact that
since the beginning of the present century, individual egroes have
accumulated sizable fortunes in the practice of medicine, from real
estate promotions, from the operation of Negro newspapers and from
recreation enterprises, from the manufacture of hair straightening,
and skin bleaching goods, and, in most recent years, from the lottery
business, known as playing the numbers, egro life bas never afforded
the economic basis for the dE>Velopment of a real black middle class."
This leads us inevitably to a new procedure. The purchasing power
of approximately 890,000 egroes in the South's seventeen largest
cities has been estimated at $300,000,000. The purchasing power of
all the Negroes in the United States has been estimated at two billion
dollars. With the e figures before us, it seems reasonable that the
Negro business should attract more people to its counters and wares.
The enrollment of eighteen Southern States show that in 1932 we had
about two and a half million in the elementary and secondary schools.
There were about forty thousand Negroes registered in the colleges.
Wilh this vast group of people under the guidance of you educators,
the record should show that egro business is getting stronger and
better; but the contrary is true. In 1932 we only had 25,701 stores
operated by Negroes. We employed only 12,561 people and the total
sales showed only one hundred and one millions of dollars. When
one studies the types of business and the training of those who enter
business, one will see that the great majority are not college trained.
We only have twenty-three banks and twenty-nine sizable insurance
companies. Most of our lodges are bankrupt. The trend is downward
when it comes to Negro capital for Negro business.
I present these figures to you RO that you can see that co-operation is needed. Negro businesf! and its problems should be an important part of the Negro College. Our young people should be encouraged to trade with Negro business.
How sound are the philosophies of "Don't buy where you can't.
work? Don't spend your money where you can't work?" These are
a few of the many efforts to boost Negro business. But our problem
cannot be reached and solved by a mass histeria. We have got to so
educate our youth in money, finance, marketing, advertising and
merchandizing that they will trade, own and operate a egro business
because it has the goods and services which satisfy human needs.
We have al ways labored for the'>e principles. Until educators insist on leading the way for our youth and setting examples for them,
the future of Negro business will become less attractive. There is no
color line in commerce. There is no Negro way of doing anything.
We rise or fall on the great economic principles of our day. We muS t
learn them and attract all other Negroes to them. When this is ac-
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complished the school and the store will be one and all
be the recipients of the profits which emerge.

egroes will

now TUE D SI ES lUA A D 'rHE JmUCATOn JA y CO-OPERATE FOU GREAT.Im E}'J<'.ICIE TY I ' MA AGEJlrn "r
D
SERVICE IN O It D SINE
E "TERl'Rl 'E
Corlton W. Gaines, Presiclent
Booker T. Washington Tracie Association
Detroit, Michigan
"The Business Man ancl the Educator May o-operate for Greater
Efficiency in Management and Service" in many con ·rete ancl definite
ways. In a few brief moments I can s uggest only a r w. I would name
as number one, this particular conference that you a re s ponsoring
here in hicago under date or ovember 12-13-14, 1940, whi ch I firmly
believe is the most important and far-reaching in the history of your
or any other conference ever spon so r d by our g roup. I am so thrill d
over its prospects, its possi bilities and the extent to which it has turn d
a dark future into a bright one, that I shall lose no tim in reh arsing
my past violent criticism or both the college president and the egM
busi ness man.
Stripped of all its decorations xcetera this is bluntly a "Job
making" conference, and no two groups in the country are in a b tter
position to promote it than the college ancl business man. All Jobs
from the college president, to the porter, janitor and bus-boy come
clirectly or inclirectly from business and lnclustry, and any race that
falls to recognize that fact ancl act accordingly will always be ward!!
and beggars. This conference sho uld therefore b followecl up ach
year, if not as elaborate as this year, with some provision for th ,
business man, preferably a reprei;entative from the National N gro
Business League, to bring to the on!er nc a r port or the progr s,
the needs and outlook or Negro business.
Secondly.
Business ancl business ca r ers must be popularized,
and here is where the college can play an all Important part.
Through the fraternities and soro rities our cultural side has been
highly developed and em phasized out of a ll proportion to our conomlc
development, the very foundation of cu lture. By the same method, our
economic conditions through business and lnclu try ran be popularlz d.
I suspect that 99 per ce nt of our college and high chool ~raduat d
are more concerned about making money than they are about serving
their fellows, and if that is true th Y should be lmpr ss d that roll•
Jionaires with rare exceptions are not founcl among teach rs, doctorH,
musician's, and social work ers, but among men who have bullt gr at
business enterprises. On the oth r hancl, If he or she Is r ally Int restecl in serving his community, then ther Is no gr at r opportunity
than a business career. A stuclent must b mad to r allz that for
every job found there was a job made, not only for himself but tor
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others. Any man, regardless of his education, who can make a job
for himself and a few others is by far, a greater economic asset to his
race than a bus load of highly degreed graduates out looking for
white collar jobs. For that very reason there is more wealth and
economic progress in overalls today than ever before. A banker who
extends credit to a client never inquires what college he graduated
from, nor is a college degree a r equisite to a Dunn and Bradstreet
rating. More commencement speakers from the ranks of successful
business men and commercial organizations will be a tremendous
help. More emphasis should be placed on the imitation of the white
race economically rather than socially. We are top heavy socially.
Training for commercial organization, secretaryship and the organization and promotion of commercial organization wlll be a long step forward.
Thirdly. Organization of local Business Leagues in every city
and community with any appreciable number of Negroes by the business man. This is where the business man has been woefully Jacking, and for the most part, be it said to his shame, he still does not
see it. These organizations have as their objective greater efficiency
in management and service, as well as patronage, and where our colleges and high schools are located there should be the closest kind
of co-operation between the school and business organization.
If the business man doesn't organize a local Business League, then
as a business, community and economic service, I am sure our colleges could make no possible mistake in taking the initiative. The
active co-operation and influence of a college president would turn
the trick, and in the meantime arouse the sleeping business man.
There is not a more concrete and definite way of promoting the high
alms and objectives of this conference than through local business
organizations and the National Negro Business League. As many as
possible of our presidents and members of their faculties who will
attend the annual meetings of the National Negro Business League,
will make a great contribution to our economic program. This was
demonstrated this year when the largest number in the history of
the organization of presidents and educators attended the convention
in Detroit.
To discredit college training would be pure ignorance, but It Is
my sincere hope and desire that the educator and the business man
begin working together as never before to direct a far greater percentage of college trained men and women to the more productive
and economic channels of business.

